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ADVANTAGES OF OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
The historical trend in communications has been to higher and higher
frequencies. Hence, the attractiveness of the laser in communication systems
was immediately obvious upon its discovery in 1960.
Interest in this application of the laser stems largely from the promise
of greater information capacities and communication distances than have been
realized heretofore. The properties of laser radiation which make these
improvements possible are its short wavelength and its relatively high degree
of coherence, as compared with other sources of optical radiation. -However,
the real advantage in communications at optical frequencies lies in the ability
to form narrow beamwidths with small "antennas." For the first time, a
source of optical radiation is available which approaches a carrier in spectral
purity, suggesting the use of many of the coherent detection techniques that
have been developed to a high degree of sophistication in the RF spectral
region. Unfortunately, the performance of a coherent detection system at
optical frequencies, particularly at the visible wavelengths, is severely
limited by a turbulent transmission medium such as the atmosphere through
which any ground-based system must operate. Under these conditions, the
simpler photon-counting receiver can still be used to exploit many of the
laser properties in communications.
When comparisons between approaches are made, the performance of
the overall communications system must be considered. A comparison of
laser efficiency alone, for example, is inadequate for judging the performance
of optical communications systems. A photon-counting system is considerably
simpler and less critical of mechanical alignment than a heterodyne or homo-
dyne system and is potentially more reliable. Further, the use of visible or
near-visible wavelengths, which exhibit impractically small coherence
apertures in a turbulent medium, is very desirable from the detector stand-
point. High-detectivity, large-gain bandwidth product detectors are
available in this spectral region. Many of these detectors can be "electron-
ically gimballed" to provide a large search/acquisition field of view
and a small, low-noise field of view for tracking and communicating. The
high degree of background spatial filtering offered by these devices, when
combined with currently available narrow bandpass optical filters, virtually
eliminates the optical background problem. These acquisition and tracking
techniques make the handling of extremely narrow (fractional arc second)
transmitted beamwidths practical.
The basic justification for communications at optical frequencies lies
either in the need for extremely wide information bandwidth or in the need for
the very high "antenna" gains available. The latter provides a number of use-
ful advantages, including extreme link privacy and efficient utilization of trans-
mitted power for the very long range (interplanetary) communications.
Specifically, some applications which promise great benefit to NASA would be
high data rate and tracking systems for the Shuttle, Synchronous Data Relay
Satellites, deep space probes, and earth orbital scientific satellites.
The significant benefit stemming from laser technology as regards these
applications is its inherent capabilities for providing precision tracking simul-
taneously with high data rate communications. At the same time, these systems
can be implemented at a savings of weight and power.
FACTORS LIMITING PRESENT DAY OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE
For the full potential of laser communications systems to be realized,
considerable research must be performed in attacking certain existing problem
areas. The most pressing areas requiring research are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
ATMOSPHERIC PROBLEM
Cloud covers degrade optical communication, making certain ground
station locations impractical. However, the degree of cloud penetration by
various wavelengths and beamwidths has not been determined. Furthermore,
even in a clear atmosphere, clear air turbulence will cause scintillation on an
optical beam. This scintillation is, in effect, a variation in instantaneous
signal strength at the receiver. The statistics of this scintillation as a function
of meteorological conditions, beamwidth, wavelength and receiver telescope
aperture are not known at this time. One means of improving the received
signal-to-noise ratio is to communicate with very short pulses and to blank
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the receiver between pulses. The limit to this technique is the extent that a
pulse is widened or stretched in time because of scattering in the atmosphere.
This pulse stretching is also a measure of the ultimate bandwidth of the atmos-
phere as a transmission medium. Atmospheric attenuation of a light beam,
which is a function of the wavelength and beamwidth, is not known.
TRACKING AND ACQUISITION
Because of the extremely narrow transmitted beamwidths and the small
fields of view of optical detectors, sophisticated and highly developed techniques
of acquisition and tracking are demanded. The fractional arc-second pointing
and tracking accuracies required place severe restraints on the system optical
tolerances and electronic circuit design.
SPACE QUALIFICATION/SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
Optical communications systems pose unique problems in the space
qualification of certain components- and subsystems. Not only is the space
qualification of the individual components complex, but also the interfacing of
certain components, such as the laser and modulator, further complicates
space qualification of the overall system. In general, the launch environment
and required reliable sustained operation in space will place severe demands on
the design of system components to assure the maintenance of boresight and
other critical optical alignments.
Atmospheric Propagation Research
THEORY
The study of wave propagation through the atmosphere was spurred by
the advent of the laser. This vigorous effort to mathematically model the
atmosphere and its effects upon laser propagation became the essential ground-
work for determining the theoretical performance of laser communications sys-
tems operating in atmospheric media. Significant work in this field was initially
performed by Kolmogorov and Tatarski and more recently by Fried. It was
demonstrated that the effects of the turbulent atmosphere on the laser beam
result in random amplitude and phase variations, giving rise to scintillation,
angle-of-arrival fluctuations, and wavefront phase distortions. The value of
this work is in predicting the performance limitations of optical communications
systems operating through the atmosphere.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
It is mandatory to verify these theoretical studies in order to establish
their credibility for use in the design of optical communications systems. In
an effort to confirm theory, numerous laser atmospheric propagation. experi-
ments have been conducted. Because of the difficulty involved in implementing
vertical propagation studies, virtually all of the work performed previously has
been necessarily limited to horizontal paths. These ground-based studies have
generally verified and substantiated the existing theoretical models. However,
the equivalent experimental confirmation over a vertical path has until recently
been lacking. Because of the important potential application of satellite-earth
optical communications systems, the present studies were addressed to deter-
mining experimentally the effects of laser propagation through the atmosphere
over vertical paths.
To obtain the previously lacking vertical propagation data, programs
were initiated by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) under the sponsorship of NASA' s Office of Aero-
nautics and Space Technology (OAST). The GSFC program is entitled Balloon
Atmospheric Propagation Experiment (BAPE), and the MSFC program, with
which this report deals, is entitled Airborne Visible Laser Optical Communi-
cations (AVLOC).
Goddard's BAPE program was the first in which vertical propagation
data were obtained. The program involved a balloon-borne receiver and a
ground station which housed the lasers. The primary objectives were to
obtain uplink scintillation data at wavelengths of 514.5 nm and 10.6 pm, and
correlate these data with microthermal measurements made with an instrument
attached to the balloon-borne package.
AVLOC Program
TECHNICAL
The AVLOC program was designed to provide a controlled test bed at
high altitudes near the zenith of a ground tracking station. The ground station
was located atop Madkin Mountain on Redstone Arsenal, and the airborne test
bed was installed in a WB-57F aircraft.
The basic experimental procedure was to obtain initial acquisition on the
target aircraft with a pulsed argon laser radar which tracked retroreflectors
mounted on the underside of the aircraft. The coarse tracking system provided
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aiming of the telescope so that the beacon laser beam illuminated the aircraft
transceiver. The beacon laser was then automatically tracked by the airborne
transceiver, which simultaneously transmitted a boresighted helium-neon
(He-Ne) laser beam down to the ground station. After cooperative, two-way
pointing and tracking was established, the optical communications systems
performance could be evaluated while atmospheric propagation data were
collected simultaneously. This link provided a means of directly evaluating
the vertical atmosphere as a two-way optical communications medium and to
test contemporary optical communication design techniques in an aerospace
environment.
Installation of the test bed in an aircraft provided a means of evaluating
acquisition and tracking techniques and communication systems performance,
as well as vertical atmospheric propagation effects in a.dynamic operating
environment with its characteristic vibration modes and thermal/vacuum
conditions.
MANAGEMENT
The AVLOC program combined an in-house MSFC effort with the con-
tracted work of ITT-Gilfillan in San Fernando, California, and Chrysler Cor-
poration Space Division in New Orleans, Louisiana. The overall program was
managed by Henry Anderton of OAST. The MSFC program manager was Wayne
Wagnon, with Dr. J. L. Randall the principal investigator. Co-principal inves-
tigators were Dr. Estil Hoversten of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Dr. William Webb of the University of Alabama, and Dr. Sherman Karp of the
Department of Transportation.
ITT-Gilfillan was responsible for the Aircraft Optical Communications
Package (AOCP) and associated remote electronics, Ground Checkout Equip-
ment (GCE), the Ground Based Acquisition Aid (GBAA), the design analysis
and acquisition of the retroreflectors, and flight support. The ITT program
manager was John Ward.
Chrysler, as integration contractor, was responsible for integration of
the airborne equipment into the aircraft, including the AOCP and its physical
mounting, power and cabling, data acquisition and telemetry (TM), environ-
mental control of the aircraft package, onboard computer command and control,
gimbal mirror platform, and cockpit controls. Additional areas of responsi-
bility were systems analysis for flight operations and flight support. The
Chrysler program manager was John Riles.
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MSFC personnel, along with Sperry-Rand Corp. support contractor
personnel, were responsible for the design, construction, and operation of the
ground station. This included the design, fabrication, and integration of the
telescope/computer control and servo system, pulse code modulation (PCM)
communications electronics, tracking and uplink command electronics, TM
and data acquisition instrumentation, dome control servo system, video acqui-
sition aid, display and recording system, and.computer systems software.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Overall OAST Optical Communications Program Objectives
The primary objective of the Optical Communications Program is to
develop laser technology for operational uses in the 1970 decade. In particular,
large manned earth-orbiting space stations, multi-satellite utility programs,
manned lunar orbiters and lunar bases, and eventually manned bases and orbit-
ers on the planets will require increased performance in data links, as well as
noninterfering frequency allocation or new communication modes for such links.
A favorable means of achieving this objective is through the use of directed nar-
row beam laser communications systems.
Because of the wide range of applications in which laser communications
may be used, the feasibility of various optical communications techniques will be
established. This will be accomplished through laboratory research and devel-
opment, field tests, aircraft and balloon test flights, and spaceborne experiment
flights which have been formulated as a result of previous Optical Communica-
tions Experiment Program studies.
Recent efforts of the Optical Communications Program have been con-
ducted through BAPE and AVLOC. In addition, advanced and supporting tech-
nology tasks have been studied to support these programs and proposed satel-
lite experiments.
The BAPE test flights performed by GSFC [ 1] and the AVLOC tests
performed by MSFC have complemented each other. The objectives of the
BAPE test flights were to determine the effects of propagating a laser up
through the atmosphere and to obtain data on the atmospheric turbulence effects
of laser communications. The AVLOC tests have been beneficial in determining
the degree that a light beam is affected by vertical transmission through the




The primary objective of this project has been to obtain test data on a
laser communication link propagating vertically through the atmosphere.
Specifically, the following objectives were to be achieved:
1. Obtain atmosphere-produced scintillation statistics for both the up-
link and downlink beams.
2. Determine angle-of-arrival fluctuation for both uplink and downlink
beams.
3; Measure directly the bit error rate (BER) on the downlink beam caused
by scintillation.
4. Determine the atmospheric transmission for both uplinks and down-
links.
5. Evaluate objectives 1, 2, and 3 as a function of receiving aperture
size, range, zenith angle, and beamwidth, as appropriate.
6. Evaluate critical electro-optical components and their restraints
imposed by and upon their operating environment.
7.. Evaluate a two-way optical communications system in a dynamic
operating environment, resulting in a qualitative evaluation of acquisition,
tracking, pointing, and boresighting design techniques.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Functional Description and Basic Acquisition Sequence
The basic experimental system consists of a two-way optical link between
the ground station located on Madkin Mountain at Redstone Arsenal and the
high-altitude WB-57F aircraft, circling over the ground station. A sketch of
the setup is given in Figure 1. The aircraft circles over the ground station at
a radius of 12. 2 km (40 000 ft) and an altitude of 18.3 km (60 000 ft). The
ground station transmits two beams up to the aircraft: a green laser radar
beam at 514.5 nm and a blue beam at 488.0 nm. The green beam is transmitted
by the GBAA that is physically strapped to the telescope and is reflected by
optical retroreflectors on the aircraft back down on the GBAA receiver. Thus,
the GBAA continuously tracks the aircraft, allowing the blue beam (which is
boresighted to the green beam) to continuously floodlight the aircraft. With the
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blue beam floodlighting the aircraft, the gimbal platform aboard the aircraft
directs the field of view of the coarse tracker onboard the aircraft to the ground
station, thereby allowing this tracker to "acquire" the blue beam. Once the blue
beam is acquired, the gimbal platform, making use of the coarse tracker error
signals, brings the blue beam within the field of view of the fine tracker and
maintains it there. Once the fine tracker acquires the blue beam, the AOCP
pointing system is activated, which directs the outgoing red beam (632. 8 nm)
along the received line of sight. Thus, the ground tracking system locks onto
the red beam and turns control of the telescope from the GBAA to the line track-
er. The precision boresight of the transmit/receive channels keeps the upgoing
blue beam precisely aligned with the received red beam. Thus, acquisition is
completed when the two systems are locked together in a two-way link, and com-
mands may be sent up over the blue beam for real-time control of the experi-
ment package by the principal investigator, while TM is simultaneously received





AID/LASER RADAR (GREEN) HELIUM-NEON LASER
0.51 MICROMETERS iDOWNLINK BEAM (RED)
0.633 MICROMETERS
Figure 1. Madkin Mountain ground station.
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The aircraft and airborne equipment are sketched in Figure 2 and
illustrated in Figure 3. The aircraft is a WB-57F NASA Earth Observation
aircraft, SN No. 926. Originally, a USAF U-2 "spy plane" was to be used, but
because of marginal weight and volume capabilities of the U-2 to meet require-
ments and because of schedule conflicts with ongoing U-2 scientific programs,
the decision was made early in the program to shift to the WB-57F aircraft.
This aircraft has an altitude capability greater than 18 km (60 000 ft) and weight








Figure 2. Sketch of aircraft and airborne equipment.
The basic airborne equipment consists of an experiment assembly which
is suspended over an optical window in the bomb bay, a remote equipment can-
ister also in the bomb bay, operator controls in the navigator compartment,
and a tape recorder mounted in the nose compartment. The experiment assemb-
ly contains the AOCP and the: gimbal mirror. The remote equipment canister
houses the support electronics. Environmental control is provided for both the
support electronics and the AOCP, whereas the tape recorder and the operator
controls are located in compartments that were already pressurized. The gim-
bal platform operates in the ambient environment.
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Figure 3. Photograp/ o W-57F aircraft.
igure 3. Potogrraph ot w13-57F aircraft.
Major Subsystems
AIRCRAFT SYSTEM
The major airborne equipment consists of the AOCP, the Remote Equip-
ment Canister (REC), the gimbal platform,, cockpit controls, and the items
required to install this hardware in the aircraft (e. g., platform and cable
harnesses). The tape recorder flown in the aircraft will be discussed in the
following pages. A block diagram of the primary airborne equipment is given
in Figure 4.
SYNCHRO
TV DRIFT I REC
GSTE SIGNALS





Figure 4. AVLOC simplified block diagram.
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AIRBORNE OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE (AOCP)
General
The AOCP is a laser transceiver system providing the capability of
duplex communications and includes acquisition, tracking, pointing, and atmos-
pheric scintillation monitoring subsystems. Figure 5 is the AOCP hardware tree
showing the various system elements and their relationships.
The AOCP design specifications were determined early in the program
as a result of several planning meetings held at NASA/MSFC between ITT-
Gilfillan technical personnel and the AVLOC principal investigator team. Fig-
ure 6 shows the AOCP unit and lists some of the significant parameter values.
Table 1 gives a more complete list of the AOCP specifications. These final
system specifications did not vary appreciably from those set forth initially,
although some were made more complete or more stringent as the operational
environment became better defined.
Figure 7 shows the AOCP unit mounted in its test fixture. This equip-
ment view shows the receiver collection aperture and the concentric folding
mirror and periscope path to the TV acquisition aid. The coordinate reference
frame is defined in this view. The X-axis is directed along the line of sight
and the position sensing is in the orthogonal YZ-plane. It should be noted
the transmitter aperture is offset from the center of the Cassegrainian receiver
collector and located in the center of the annulus. The reason for this is to avoid
a central obscuration in the transmitted beam. A more thorough analysis of this
effect is given later in this report.
The operation of the AOCP can be understood by Figure 8, which shows
the system functional block diagram. Since in the operational acquisition sequence
the ground beacon first illuminates the aircraft terminal, the AOCP receiver
section will be described first. A modulated (10. 7-MHz subcarrier) argon laser
beam (488 nm) from the ground station (or GCE) is guided by the coarse gim-
balled mirror onto the relatively wide field-of-view TV acquisition aid. The TV
acquisition aid subsystem detects and tracks the position of the ground beacon
within its 87.2- by 122-mrad (5- by 7-deg) field of view and provides pointing com-
mands in two axes to control the gimballed mirror to within the fine acquisition
field of view of the AOCP equipment. The fine acquisition and tracking function
is illustrated in Figure 9. The fine acquisition is accomplished by an all elec-
tronically scanned image dissector (ID) detector searching sequentially a 128-
by 128-element raster with a frame time of 1 sec. Each raster is approximately
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Figure 5. AOCP hardware tree.
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a better than 20 percent scan overlap. For the fine tracking system to acquire,
the optical signal must exceed a threshold level of 1 x 10- 10 W/cm 2 and be mod-
ulated with a 10.7-MHz signal. This latter condition prohibits false lockon to
bright objects in the background.
Specifications Acquisitions FOV 7 x 10 deg
Size 27.18 x 39.37 Fine Track FOV 0.5 x 0.5 deg
x 57.15 cm (10.7 x Track Bandwidth 1 kHz
15.5 x 22.5 in.)
Track AGC B.W.
Weight 36.3 kg (30 lb.) Dynamic Range 300 Hz, 60 dB
Power Input 150 W Track/Point Accuracy 1 prad rms
Aperture Size 9.16 cm (4 in.) Mean Acquisition Time 1 sec
Transmit Wavelength 632.8 nm Point Ahead Range ± 500 grad
Receive Wavelength 488 nm Transmitted Beamwidth 20 to 500 grad
Data Rate 30 Mbit/sec
Figure 6. AOCP unit.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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TABLE 1. AOCP SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS
Coarse Acquisition TV Tracker
Acquisition Field of View 87. 2 x 122 mrad
(FOV) (5 x 7 deg)
Linearity < 10 O
Frame Rate 60/sec
Probability of Detection > 0.-99
Track Accuracy < 1. 5 mrad
Detection Sensitivity 1 x 10-10 W/cm 2
Optical Aperture, AOCP 9. 85-cm (3. 88-in.) diam
Receiver - Track/Communications
Detector Type ITT 4012
Spectral Response S-20
Detection Sensitivity 1 x 10- 1 0 W/cm 2
Fine Acquisition FOV 8. 7 x 8. 7 mrad
(0. 5 x 0. 5 deg)
Instantaneous FOV 87. 3 x 87. 3 prad
(18x 18 arc sec)
Effective Focal Length 1.13 m
Acquisition Frame Rate 1 frame/sec




Track Scan Type Partial scan -
cruciform
Track Scan Rate 16 kHz
Track Bandwidth Up to 1000 Hz
Tracking Accuracy 0.2 arc sec rms
Receiver Attenuation 30/1 variable
Communications Bandwidth 50 kHz
Modulation Type 10. 7 MHz subcarrier
FM
Optical Wavelength 488 nm
Optical Bandpass + 1. 0 nm
Tracker Signal Dynamic 60 dB
Range
Tracker AGC Bandwidth 300 Hz
Optical Transmission 0.15
Receiver - Scintillation Monitor
Detector Type Photomultiplier RCA
8644
FOV 8. 7 x 8. 7 mrad
(0.5 x 0.5 deg)





10. 7 MHz linear
10. 7 MHz log
Effective Aperture 9. 85-cm diam
(3. 8 in)
Ratio of Aperture Variation 100/1 in area
Optical Bandwidth ± 1 nm
Optical Wavelength 488 nm
Optical Transmission 0. 2
Pointing Subsystem
Beam Steerer Type Torque driven mirror,
flex pivot mounted
Bandwidth 240 Hz
Steering Angle Range i 8. 7 mrad (0. 5 deg)
two axes




Laser Power 5 mW, TEM 0 0
Wavelength 633 nm








Modulation Format On-off keying (OOK)
Modulation Index 75%, variable operating
point
Data Rate * 30 megabits/sec
Weight 76 kg (167 lb) exclud-
ing Remote Equipment
Rack (RER)
Power Consumption 200 W
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TV CAMERA TV CAMERA PERISCOPE,
LATORAUTOMATIC IRIS CONTROL
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Figure 7. AOCP flight package.
Upon identification of the beacon, the receiver tracker switches into a
Track scan mode (the mode control functions and circuitry are described in the
beam-steering section of this report). TheTrack scan is of the cruciform type
which effectively displaces the optical image of the beacon back and forth in two
axes alternately about the detection aperture, as illustrated in the lower half of
Figure 9. This action places a scan modulation on the detected signal which,
when synchronously demodulated with the sweep drive signal, provides a meas-
ure of the optical image position in the sampling aperture. A more complete
design discussion of this technique is given in the tracker section of this report.
The tracker output is a measure of the position of the optical beacon image
on the detector photocathode relative to the detector's null axis. The output
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Referring to the block diagram of Figure 8 and the photograph of Fig-
ure 10, the receiver optical path can be traced and the physical components
identified. Laser radiation from the ground beacon is collected by, the 9. 85-
cm diameter catadioptric objective and passes through the collimating lens,
reflects from the Z-axis beam steerer onto the Y-axis beam steerer and through
the dichroic beam combiner. From the beam combiner, the received radiation
passes through a bandpass filter centered about 488 nm and is divided into two
paths by a neutral beam splitter, providing 80 percent of the energy into the
tracking receiver path and 20 percent (less absorption losses) into the scintil-
lation monitor path. Considering the tracking receiver first, the received
radiation is reflected from the splitter, passes through the imaging lens and
receiver attenuator neutral density (ND) filter, and is folded onto the receiver
narrow band optical filter and focused at the image dissector detector photo-
cathode. The path to the scintillation monitor detector is from the splitter
through a lens which forms an image of the system entrance pupil through an
aperture stop located in the pupil image plane, and folded onto the scintillation
monitor photomultiplier detector. A detailed discussion and analysis of the
receiver optical system is presented under the optical discussion heading.
The transmitter path can be traced by referring to Figure 11. Beginning
with the laser, the 633-nm laser beam is folded twice and directed through the
electro-optical modulator and out of the laser compartment through the cover
seal window. From the window, the polarization modulated beam is passed
through a variable phase retardation plate (Soleil-Babinet compensator),
through a polarizer, reflected from a folding mirror, and directed into the low-
er level. Referring again to Figure 10, the transmitter path enters the lower
level and is directed past a cutoff shutter and through the beam divergence con-
trol telescope. The transmitted beam emerges from the divergence control
telescope and impinges onto a beam sampling splitter, which reflects less than 1
percent of the power in the transmitted beam onto a power and modulation mon-
itor photomultiplier detector. The primary beam passes through the beam sam-
pling splitter and is reflected from a path folding mirror onto the dichroic beam
combiner, where the transmitter and receiver optical paths combine. The trans-
mitter and receiver paths are made parallel, i. e., boresighted mechanically at
the beam combiner. The transmitted beam then reflects at the beam combiner
and exits through the same path followed by the received beam and is offset to
avoid the central obscuration of the Cassegrainian telescope.
The AOCP mechanical structure is formed from a hogged-out ribbed
aluminum block to maximize strength and alignment stability. All optical
elements are mounted directly to the main plate on either the top or bottom lev-
els. The laser compartment was designed so that a 1.01 x 105 - N/m 2
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Figure 11. AOCP transmitter optical path.
plate and cause a boresight error between the transmitter and receiver. Fig-
ure 12 shows a view of the AOCP top level with the laser compartment cover
removed and indicates the location of the various system components and assem-
blies. A more detailed description of the mechanical design of the transmitter
compartment will be given in a later section of this report. Figure 13 is a view




The AOCP is subjected to operation in an environment that is hostile to
precision electro-optical devices. The altitude, which causes wide pressure
variations, temperature variations, and vibration, are the three main enemies
of any precision electro-optical device. All three of these factors are present
in the AOCP operating environment and have been used to establish the packag-
ing rationale. The two basic assemblies most affected by the operating environ-
ment are the laser -modulator package and the basic optical package. The
package rationale for each of these will be discussed in turn.
The laser itself is a commercial unit adapted to the AOCP, and as such
is not designed to withstand any of the deformations caused by pressure varia-
tions. These pressure variations introduce misalignment in the laser itself
and severely degrade performance. To eliminate these deformations, an
approach was necessary that would maintain a stable environment for the laser.
The approach taken in the laser-modulator package was to have the
laser, the laser modulator, and associated optics all rmounted on a rigid base-
plate. This baseplate has large openings machined through it, and the bottom
of the package is closed via a steel diaphragm. The remainder of the package
is enclosed in an aluminum container which is ribbed to preserve its structural
shape and to insure that the O-ring sealing surfaces are not distorted. In
operation, the entire package is constantly pressurized at 1. 01 x 1055 N/m 2
(1 atm). Any pressure variations are compensated for by the diaphragm.
Thus, the volume of the laser-modulator package is constantly changing as a
function of external pressure changes, causing the diaphragm to flex. The net
result is a constant pressure environment for these critical components. Since
temperature variations also cause pressure changes, these temperature-induced
pressure variations are also compensated for by the diaphragm technique. This
entire package has been tested in a vacuum environment (10 - 5 T), and the
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Figure 12. AOCP flight package top view (cover removed).
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Figure 13. AOCP flight package bottom view (cover removed).
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The optical package itself, to which the laser-modulator package is
affixed, is a complex and densely packaged unit. The constraints of the program
in terms of time and costs predicated a "building block" approach to the design.
Rather than fabricate an intricately machined housing with a multiplicity of inte-
grated optical devices, a baseplate design was utilized which permitted all other
devices to be fastened to it as discrete components. This is a very cost-and
time-effective method of packaging an engineering type of unit, as it permits
concurrent discrete parts fabrication and also lends itself well to the myriad
modifications necessary on an engineering unit. It was possible to modify an
individual element without completely disassembling the entire unit.
The basic concept required a rigid, reasonably light baseplate or
"optical bench, " to which all other components were to be attached. A
wrought aluminum billet was procured for the baseplate and was extensively
machined on both top an bottom. The net result was a light yet rigid baseplate
surrounded by high webbed walls around its periphery, and with considerable
internal webbing. This yielded a light, rigid structure that was not too difficult
to fabricate and yet had the high degree of torsional rigidity so vital in any
optical system. The billet was rough machined, stress relieved, and then
finish machined. This insured the long-term stability required. The base-
plate could have been fabricated out of a weldment or brazement, but the fab-
rication of the weldment pieces, welding, heat-treating and subsequent finish
machining and stress relieving would have constituted a longer fabrication
cycle, without producing the dimensional stability inherent in a homogeneous
billet. Once. the baseplate was fabricated, all of the other elements of the
electro-optical train, which had been fabricated concurrently, were then fas-
tened to it as completed subassemblies. These subassemblies mount by pre-
cision interface and have sufficient adjustment capability to facilitate accurate
system alignment. The entire optical baseplate was then enclosed top and
bottom. Mounting ears were provided to interface with the carrying vehicle.
These ears provide a three-point suspension in the vehicle.
Figure 14 shows the AOCP mechanical package configuration with the
outline dimensions and approximate center-of-gravity location.
Optical
The common optics sybsystem includes the Cassegrainian-catadioptric
objective lens, the collimating lens, the beam-steerer mirror, and the dichroic
beam combiner. Figure 13 shows the location of these elements in the system.
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Figure 14. AOCP mechanical outline.
The catadioptric objective lens serves as the system "antenna." This
lens system was manufactured by Willey Optical Co. from a design for NASA/
GSFC. The initial design specifications were for a compact (short length)
0. 035-rad (0. 2-deg) field of view with the resolution defined by the Rayleigh
criterion of better than 10 x 10 -6 rad (2 arc sec). The objective lens focal
length is nominally 63. 5 cm (25 in.), and the clear aperture is 9. 85 cm
(3. 88 in. ), giving a numerical aperture ratio of f/6. The objective lens is a
modified Schmidt design shown schematically in Figure 15. The total system
length of 15. 24 cm (6 in.) resulted in an unusually compact design. The focal
length is variable over a considerable range by adjustment of the secondary
mirror. Another feature is the prime focus location inside the primary mirror
which permits the collimating lens to be mounted directly into the objective
housing. This provides a substantial reduction in the size of the AOCP common
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Figure 15. Catadioptric objective lens.
The first lens was manufactured to ITT wavefront deformation tolerances
of better than X/20 but it was broken in shipment. In the interest of schedules,
the lens was replaced by-Willey from stock with a rework of the corrector
plate. The second unit proved to be unacceptable in a Foucoult test because of a
cusp peak in the corrector plate in the center of the entrance pupil annulus. The
objective lens was reworked a second time, and the performance was greatly
improved. This latter lens system was installed in the field after the system
had been delivered to NASA/MSFC.
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The collimating lens is a multielement Nikon objective having a focal
length of 75 mm. An adapter plate was made to interface the collimating lens
to the catadioptric objective and form an afocal telescope as shown schematical-
ly in Figure 16. The afocal telescope power was determined by a careful meas-
urement of the system entrance and exit pupils and determined to be 8. 398. The
exit pupil is located approximately 11.4 cm (4. 5 in.) from the vertex of the col-
limating lens rear element. This permits the pupil to be located between the
beam-steerer mirror to minimize vignetting due to mirror motion.
The beam-steerer mirror size is determined by the size of the exit ray
bundle and the field of view divergence, as illustrated in Figure 17. The dis-
tance of the beam-steerer mirror from the system exit pupil is made as short
as possible to reduce the mirror size and improve its dynamic characteristics.
The beam-steerer mirror diameter DM normal to the optical axis is given by
D D + 2X tanM e M 2
where 0 is the system field of view x afocal magnification, XM is the distance
from exit pupil to mirror, and De is the diameter of a focal system exit pupil.
For a 10. 5-mrad (0. 6-deg) field of view, a magnification of 8.4, an
exit pupil diameter of 1.17 cm (0.462 in.) and a mirror separation of 3. 81 cm
(1. 5 in. ) from the pupil, the mirror diameter projected onto the normal to the
optical axis is 1.42 cm (0.56 in.). To allow for a 45-deg mirror tilt and a
+2-deg mirror rotation, the mirror size was set at 2. 54 cm (1 in.).
The last element in the common optics train is the dichroic beam com-
biner, which was designed for a nominal 40-deg incidence angle. The 633-nm
reflectance is 0. 8 or greater, and the 488-nm transmission is 0.95 or greater.
The beam combiner is gimbal mounted with spring-loaded retention to permit
coarse mechanical boresighting of the transmitted and received paths. The pre-
cision boresight is achieved electronically by offset tracking bias. The location
of the common optical system elements is shown in Figure 13.
Receiver Subsystem
The AOCP receiver section comprises the receiver optics, tracking/
communications sensor, tracking electronics, communications electronics,
scintillation monitor, and the beam steering subsystem. Although beam steer-
ing is a common element with the transmitter, it is controlled by the receiver
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tracker and will be described as a receiver subsystem. The location of the
various receiver elements to be discussed in this section can be determined by
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Figure 16. Afocal telescope system.
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Figure 17. Beam-steerer size determination.
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The primary functions of the AOCP receiver subsystem are
1. Search, identification, and acquisition of a 488-nm laser beacon
within an 8. 7- by 8. 7-mrad (0. 5- by 0. 5-deg) field of view.
2. Lockon and auto track of the laser beacon with the precision of a
few microradians with a 1-kHz tracking bandwidth, providing two-axis output
signals proportional to the position of the beacon relative to the sensor elec-
trical null position.
3. Closed-loop pointing of the transmitter laser beam through the
beam steering elements to a precision of a few microradians rms in a 200-Hz
bandwidth.
4. Monitoring atmospherically induced signal fading over a wide dynamic
range, both at baseband and at a 10. 7-MHz subcarrier frequency with a band-
width of 5 kHz.
5. Detecting modulation on the uplink laser beam for command of the
AOCP status.
6. Providing electronic boresight correction between the transmitter
and receiver subsystems.
Acquisition and Tracking
The key element of the acquisition and tracking receiver is the ID detec-
tor. This device has the capability of effectively scanning a large search field
of view with a smaller instantaneous field of view (IFOV), thereby providing a
large measure of spatial filtering of the background scene. The ID detector
construction is shown in Figure 18. An optical scene imaged on the photocath-
ode produces an equivalent photoelectron image that is relayed onto the aperture
plate by electromagnetic focus coils surrounding the electron drift tube section.
When a deflection field is applied through a second set of coils, the electron
image corresponding to the optical scene can be swept about the small aperture.
Only the photoelectrons passing through the sampling aperture enter the multi-
plier section of the detector and produce an output. Consequently, the ID detec-
tor effectively scans a large scene with a small sensing element, all electron-
ically.
For acquisition, the AOCP ID detector searches a square field in a TV
raster-type scan, "looking" for the position of the laser beacon. The linear
two-dimensional scan in the image-plane photocathode becomes a solid angle in
the space when viewed through the receiver imaging optical system.
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Figure 18. Image dissector assembly.
Figure 19 defines the effective focal length of the AOCP receiver imag-
ing system. The optical system comprises the 8.398-power afocal telescope
and a 135-mm focal length Schneider lens, resulting in an effective total system
focal length of 1133. 73 mm. Figure 20 illustrates the total search field of view
obtained by the 12. 7-mm square search area on the ID photocathode. Similarly,
Figure 21 defines the angular size of the scan aperture corresponding to the
0. 1-mm square ID aperture.
8.398 X I.D. DET
fl = 135 MM
EFL = EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH OF IMAGING SYSTEM
= 135 MM X 8.398
= 1133.73MM (44.635 IN.)
Figure 19. Imaging system.
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Figure 20. Fine track search field of view.
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Figure 21. Fine track instantaneous field of view.
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Tracker Operation
In the initiate mode, the ID tracker is made to scan the search field of
view in a sequentially stepped raster format covering 128 by 128 elements with
a 24-percent area overlap to insure complete field coverage. This mode pro-
vides considerable spatial filtering of the uniform background level. Additional
background suppression is obtained by narrow-band optical filtering centered
around the 488-nm beacon wavelength.
Figure 22 illustrates the narrow-band optical filter characteristics.
Further background suppression is achieved by looking for the beacon mod-
ulation or signals exceeding the detection threshold. If a signal should exceed
the detection threshold, the tracker would pause for a time at that element and
determine whether it was due to the beacon by sensing the 10. 7-MHz subcarrier
modulation presence. If the modulation was not present, the acquisition search
would continue. It should be noted here that the switching between Search and
Track modes is completely automatic. Whenever track lockon is lost, the
system automatically reverts to a Search mode.
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Figure 22. Transmission profile.
Figure 23 is a functional block diagram of the AOCP optical tracker.
When a beacon image has been acquired and identified by the Search mode, the
circuitry automatically switches to the Track scan mode. Sweep waveforms are
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generated by converting the outputs of a 14-stage synchronous counter to analog
current. The first seven.bits (highest frequency) are converted to generate the
Y-axis staircase sweep, and the last seven bits are converted to generate the
Z-axis staircase sweep. The waveforms are shown in Figure 24.
The step rate is 16 kHz, giving a dwell time of 62. 5 psec per element
and a frame time of 1 sec.
A step size of 68 prad (14.1 arc sec) covers the 87-mrad (0. 5-deg)
dimension in 128 steps. With an IFOV of 89 prad (18. 5 are sec), a 24 percent
overlap of elemental areas results throughout the scan.
In the Acquisition mode, the ID tracker is essentially in an open-loop
configuration, as compared with the Track mode in which the video information
is processed for position. Offsets and/or drifts that might affect the acquisition
sweep are prevented by use of solid-state switches on the track loop and track
sweep circuits.
Video from targets will be pulses of 62. 5-msec duration, with amplitude
dependent upon source brightness. Selection of the uplink beam target is accom-
plished by detection of the 10. 7-MHz modulation on the beam. As shown in the
block diagram of Figure 23, the image dissector output is amplified in an amp-
lifier tuned to 10. 7 MHz, rectified, and level detected. Within one step time,
a digital level hereafter referred to as video presence (VID PRES) is generat-
ed, indicating that acquisition of the uplink beam has been completed and fine
tracking can be commenced.
In this Track mode, a modulation is placed on the optical signal (hence-
forth called the video) by partially deflecting a photoelectron image out of the
detection aperture in two axes. A partial deflection scan implies that the photo-
electron image is not completely swept out of the aperture. The partial scan
is employed to insure that some photoelectrons from the beacon image always
enter the detector so that continuous communication is maintained. The amplitude
modulation thus produced is demodulated synchronously with the deflection
sweeps to determine the precise location of the photoelectron image centroid.
A bias current is supplied to the deflection coils to exactly center the deflection
sweep about the photoelectron image centroid. The bias current supplied to the
deflection coils to effect the aperture scan centering is a measure of the beacon
image position relative to the sensors null axis, i. e., zero bias position.
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Figure 24. Search scan waveforms.
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The VID PRES logic level controls the Acquisition/Track mode status.
When VID PRES is in a "1" state:
1. The clock input is removed from the acquisition sweep counter,
stopping the Search scan.
2. The track sweep switches are enabled, thereby commencing a cru-
ciform scan at the immediate de position.
3. The demodulator steering gates are enabled, thereby providing for
closed-loop tracking of the target image.
The track sweep is an analog cruciform of 8 kHz with individual Y-
and Z-axis waveforms as shown in Figure 25. The scan amplitude is set so
that the target electron is never completely deflected off the aperture. Although
the sweep amplitude depends on the optical image size, it is nominally less than
+1 IFOV for the AOCP ID tracker. The scan causes a pulse duration modula-
tion of the video signal
The track video signal shown typically in Figure 25 has a frequency of
32 kHz (four times the track scan frequency). The video signal is amplified
and limited, thereby providing a position and duration pulse train to the demod-
ulator. A three-stage AGC is employed by the stages preceding limiting to
minimize delays (phase shift) which result in an unstable track lock caused by
cross talk at the demodulator output. The AGC accommodates a 70-dB input
dynamic range in a 120-Hz bandwidth, which is typical of signal characteristics
caused by scintillation.
The video pulse train is synchronously demodulated with the output
being an analog error signal proportional to the distance (the angle) between
the center of the cross scan and the center of the target. It is noted that the
transition from acquisition to track takes place when a target presence
(TAR PRES) is generated. The target image can be anywhere within the
square 89-ptrad (18. 5-arc sec) IFOV; however, it probably will not be at the
center.
The demodulator error signals are summed with the initial cross scan
position to move the cross scan so that it becomes contered on the target image,
and the demodulator error voltage approaches zero. The centered video wave-
form is shown in Figure 25. The Track mode is characterized by a type-O
control loop, where any movement within the acquisition field of view results
in an automatic correction to the deflection coil current so that the cruciform




















Figure 25. Track mode timing diagram.
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While tracking, valid target position signals are generated by sampling
the deflection coil currents. The target position signals, having a transfer func-
tion of 1.13 V/mrad (0.33 V/arc min), are applied to the beam steerers. The
beam steerers position the uplink target image to a reference position and fine
point the downlink beam based on this reference.
Tracking is maintained as long as VID PRES is "1." The VID PRES
status is relatively high bandwidth in that the status change occurs within tens
of microseconds of applying or removing a 10. 7-MHz signal at the preamp.
Because of scintillation, signal fades of 100-msec duration are common. There-
fore, the VID PRES changes states during these fades. Even with intervals of
no signal, the Track scan position is maintained within an IFOV. To prevent
breaking lock during fades, the VID PRES loss is delayed approximately 180
msec. The resultant digital level is referred to as TAR PRES and is the digital
level used by the ID tracker to sequence between acquisition and track. The
return to acquisition occurs, therefore, only if the 10. 7-MHz signal is lost for
greater than 180 msec.
Loss of TAR PRES returns the ID tracker to the Acquisition mode. The
transition is also used to place a 50-msec short on the tracking loop error demod-
ulators. As noted previously, the tracking functions are disabled during acquisi-
tion. However, the error demodulator outputs which have a 2-sec time constant
can become high during tracking, since they effect the closed-loop operation.
The outputs are shorted momentarily upon return to acquisition to prevent off-
set and drift of the acquisition scan.
It is evident from Figure 23 that the VID PRES signal is the primary
AOCP mode control. A timing diagram of the various control signals derived
from the VID PRES signal is shown in Figure 26. Two of the control levels,
TAR PRES and DEMOD SHORT, are used internal to the ID tracker and were
discussed in the previous section. The BEAM STEERER RELAY level is delay-
ed 120 msec from the VID PRES signal. The BEAM STEERER RELAY "1" level
represents the time during which the pointing is under control of the ID Tracker.
The SPEED LIMITED level is derived from the TAR PRES signal and provides a
600-msec delay during which the beam-steerer drive voltage is limited.
Beam Steerers
Operational Description. One loop (or channel) of the beam-steerer
subsystem is shown in Figure 27, which describes the basic elements from a
fun6tional viewpoint. The incoming laser beam is collected by a 10. 16-cm
(4-in.) aperture afocal telescope. The beam emerging from the telescope is
routed to beam-steering mirrors, one for each channel (Y and Z), then to
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Figure 26. Control signal timing.
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Figure 27. Function configuration of the beam-steering subsystem.
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The tracker develops three sets of outputs that are of further use to the
beam-steerer subsystem:
1. Y and Z error signals
2. Video from the image dissector
3. 10. 7-MHz target present signal
Image dissector video output and the 10. 7-MHz target present signal
control the mode of the beam-steerer subsystem. The error signals are approp-
riately routed to the remainder of the subsystem as called for in each mode.
Beam-Steering Gimbal, Mirror, Torquer, and Flex Pivot. A
summary of the characteristics of these devices and associated equipment
follows:
1. Mirror
a. Flatness - X/20
b. . Size - 25-mm diameter
c. Angular gain - 2 rad/rad
2. Kaman Science Corp. Pickoff
a. Gain 24. 8 V/cm (63 V/in.), (calibration curves on file)
b. Moment arm [effective 1. 65 cm (0. 65 in.) ]
3. Bendix Flex Pivot
a. 0. 63-cm (1/4-in.) pivot 5008-600
-2
b. 9.25 x 10-2 N m/rad (13.1 oz in./rad) torque gradient
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4. Aeroflex Torquer TQ-10Y-35P
a. Torque gradient - 6. 25 x 10 - 3 N m/a (0. 885 oz in. /A)
b. Resistance - 4.35 i2
-3
c. Inductance - 0. 966 x 10-3 H





(3) Rotor of torquer
(4) Outer shell of flex pivot
b. Total Polar Moment of Inertia
-6 2 -5 se2(1) Y loop: 1.34 x 10 - 6 N-m sec (19 x 10 oz in. sec )
(2) Z loop: 1.34 x 10-6 N-m sec2 (19 x 105 oz in. sec2)
A photograph of the fine beam-steering assembly is shown in Figure 28.
Image Dissector Tracker. The ID tracker was designed and fabricated
by ITT-Gilfillan and is described in detail elsewhere in this report. For the
purposes of this discussion, its principal functional characteristics are suf-
ficient. The output of the tracker is expressed as volts per centimeter of
displacement of the focused image from the electrical center of the tracker
at the photocathode. In addition, the tracker has a nominal 1-kHz bandwidth.
Summarizing the characteristics of the ID tracker, the tracker output gradient





Figure 28. Beam-steerer assembly.
Mode Control. The operating mode control is an important part of the
acquisition process if operation in a signal fade environment is required. The
function of the mode control subsystem is to provide switching signals to select
the appropriate sensor controlling the system operation. For example, the mode
control logic determines when the system should be in coarse or fine track,
search or track, pointing system angular rate limit, pointing angle hold, or fine
track search raster reset. Figure 29 indicates the logic level condition for the
control of the various modes indicated and the time associated with the delay
intervals. The rate limit, for instance, limits the velocity of the optical image
at the ID detector. This is necessary because acquisition near the edge of the
field of view would cause the tracker to apply immediately a large rate command
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to zero the image position to the beam-steerer subsystem. Such a rate would
otherwise exceed the tracker's rate capacity. Other delays are built in to per-
mit transients to damp out. The beam-steerer's hold command is provided so
that during periods of deep signal fades when the beacon presence is lost, the
system will continue to remember the last target position for immediate
reacquisition, should the signal reappear. If, after a long time (when compared
with the expected signal fade period) the signal is not detected, the system
reverts back to a fine acquisition search and then into a coarse acquisition.
Operationally the mode control aspects are ciritical. However, they do not
enter the closed-loop dynamics of ordinary functioning.
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Figure 29. Mode control logic.
Forward Path Compensation. Figure 30 is the appropriate timing diagram
for the modes. Thes various modes of operation are necessary to allow the
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subsystem to handle transient conditions associated with target lockon and loss
and deep fades of the incoming laser signal.
When the beam-steerer subsystem is operating in its tracking mode,
the tracker error signal is supplied to the forward loop compensation circuits.
The output on this circuit is summed with the compensated output of the beam-
steerer mirror angle pickoff properly phased for negative feedback. The
resultant signal is utilized to drive the torquer which acts on the gimbal, mirror,
and flex pivot.
Scintillation Monitor
The scintillation monitor subsystem was added to the receiver later in
the program as a result of a principal investigator meeting held at NASA/MSFC.
The purpose of the scintillation monitor is to measure atmospherically induced
intensity fades in the received signal. A functional block diagram of the scin-
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Figure 31. Scintillation monitor functional block diagram.
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The scintillation monitor is located in the AOCP receiver section and
receives energy split from the tracking and communications channel by the beam
splitter shown in Figure 16. The lens that follows the beam splitter images the
entrance pupil of the AOCP afocal telescope onto an aperture stop and also
serves as a field lens to converge the received radiation onto the scintillation
monitor photomultiplier detector. The field of view of the scintillation monitor
detector is approximately 10.4 mrad (0. 6 deg) in diameter, which assures
that there is no vignetting edge modulation induced by the beam-steerer point-
ing noise.
The radiation detected by the scintillation monitor photomultiplier is
modulated by a 10. 7-MHz subcarrier, which is amplitude modulated by varia-
tions in atmospheric transmission of the uplink path. The output of the photo-
multiplier passes through a matching network (bandpass filter) to a 10. 7-MHz
AGC controlled amplifier. The amplifier output is rectified, filtered to 10 MHz,
and used as the AGC control for the amplifier. A dc control voltage varying
from +0. 5 to +4. 5 V supplies 80 dB of control range to the amplifier. The
circuit sensitivity is therefore 10 dB/O. 5 V linear in dB/V throughout the
range. Since the AGC control loop bandwidth is 10 kHz, the AGC voltage is a
direct logarithmic indication of the uplink optical scintillation.
A linear amplifier coupled out of the matching network also operates in
the 10. 7-MHz range. A manual gain control allows selection of a portion of the
log amplifier range and will be especially useful for selecting high level signals
that are compressed in the logarithmic output. A detector, filter, and amplifier
after the linear amplifier permit utilization of the maximum dynamic range for
a 10-kHz scintillation monitor bandwidth.
A third output is derived directly from the photomultiplier detector and
is linear with received optical power over a baseboard range (dc coupled) to 5
kHz.
Three calibratable signal outputs are provided in the scintillation mon-
itor as follows:
1. A signal linearly proportional to the total power incident on the
detector at a baseboard range of 0 to 5 kHz
2. A signal linearly proportional to the fluctuations in power of the
10. 7-MHz subcarrier modulated onto the ground station beacon
3. A signal proportional to the log of the power in the 10. 7-MHz sub-
carrier on the received beam
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Transmitter Subsystem
The transmitter subsystem consists of the helium-neon laser, optical
modulator, modulator driver, optical compensator and polarizer, beam diver-
gence control telescope, and laser power monitor.
The laser, modulator, and modulator driver are housed in a hermetic-
ally sealed compartment under 1.01 x 10- 5 N/m
2 (1 atm) of dry nitrogen. The
construction of the laser compartment is illustrated in Figure 32. The laser,
folding mirrors, and optical modulator are mounted on a 1. 27-cm (0. 5-in.)
thick aluminum plate hermetically sealed to the AOCP main frame. This mount-
ing plate is pressure released to avoid flexing in reduced pressure environ-
ments. The compartment pressure seal is formed by a thin steel plate recessed
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Figure 32. Laser transmitter optical layout.
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Laser
The source of optical radiation is a Spectra-Physics Model 120 con-
tinuous wave (CW) helium-neon laser, operating in a single mode (TEM0 0)
at a 633-nm wavelength with an output power of approximately 5 mW. The
laser beam is directed through the optical modulator by finely adjustable
folding mirrors, providing both lateral and angular positioning of the beam in
the modulator aperture.
It has been necessary to replace the laser plasma tube several times
during the course of the system operation because of difficulty in startup. At
least one flight was made during which the laser failed to start. The specific
problem identified with this characteristic was low voltage from the 110-V
power system on the aircraft.
Modulator
The electro-optical modulator consists of four 90-percent deuterated
KD*P crystals having the dimensions of 3. 5 by 3. 5 by 50. 8 mm, producing a
polarization modulation over an approximately 100-MHz electrical bandwidth.
The modulator package is illustrated in Figure 33. The modulation system in
includes a Soleil-Babinet compensator which converts the polarization mod-
ulated light into the on-off amplitude-modulated format.
Figure 33. Optical modulator.
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Modulator Driver
The modulator driver interfaces the analog/digital (A/D) converter
with the optical modulator. The driver accepts a nominal 0-and 1-V digital
signal from a 75- source and provides a 0-and 50-V output at the necessary
impedance match to drive the optical modulator. The driver employs an all
solid-state design and consists of three pulse amplifiers, two emitter follow-
ers, and a modified push-pull output stage.
Information Coding. The video A/D converter uses a form of the delta
modulation process which transmits, one bit at a time, the changes in the video
analog signal. The changes in the analog input signal are determined by com-
paring the input level with the level of a previously sampled portion of the
input by means of a digital feedback loop. The difference between the levels of
the reconstructed analog and the input video appears as an error signal from
the comparator which feeds a binary decision circuit. In a conventional linear
integration delta coder, positive or negative pulses are generated at the clock
rate, depending upon wether the reconstructed output is greater or less than the
input analog. The pulses generated are either positive or negative at each clock
period, and their amplitudes are constant, regardless of the magnitude of the
error. The analog signal is reconstr.ucted from the pulse train by an integrator
whose output decreases or increases a fixed amount, depending upon the polarity
of the pulse and its input. The feedback from the integrator to the comparator
is degenerative, so that the reconstructed signal approaches the input signal,
as shown in Figure 34. The digital signal coupled out of the A/D converter
is the pulse train from the binary decision circuit. The analog signal can
be reconstructed at the receiver by using an integrator identical to the con-
verter.
The A/D conversion employed in this equipment is a slight modification
of the conventional process in that a pulse train of only one polarity is used to
drive the integrator. A pulse either exists or does not exist at each clock
period. The integrator circuit consists of an integrating capacitor and a resis-
tor. The capacitor charges one step of voltage when there is an input pulse
and discharges through the resistor in the absence of a pulse. The integrator
is nonlinear, since the leakage current is proportional to the voltage across
the integrating capacitor, as shown in Figure 35.
Figure 36 is a block diagram of the A/D converter. The input analog
video is amplified and compared with the reconstructed analog at the sum-
ming junction. The difference voltage is fed to the first binary decision cir-
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Figure 35. Delta modulation process, nonlinear.
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clock generator. If the error voltage exceeds a prescribed threshold, a pulse
appears at the output of the first decision circuit. The pulses appearing at the
output of the first decision circuit have some leading and trailing edge jitter,
which is proportional to the magnitude of the error signal. To remove this sig-
nal, a second decision circuit is used. The clock signal gating the second
decision circuit is delayed slightly so that it does not respond to the jittering
edges on the pulses from the first decision circuit. The pulse train from the
second decision circuit is fed to the integrator, which reconstructs an analog
video signal from the pulses. The reconstructed analog is fed to the summing
junction and to an output which permits monitoring of the A/D conversion per-
formance. The digital signal from the second decision circuit, which contains
the video information, is of the return-to-zero form. The reclocker circuit
converts the output to a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signal at a nominal 0-and
1-V level, which is accepted by the optical modulator's driver circuit.
Pseudorandom Generator. A relatively short, 31-bit pseudorandom
pattern length has been utilized in the communication experiment equipment
for BER measurement. This length is adequate for measuring error rate on
the present wideband laser link and at the same time permits scintillation
measurement by use of convenient low center frequency filters at the ground
station.
For some communication channels, longer pattern lengths (on the order
of 211 to 213) are required to adequately measure error probability. These
channels are characterized by intersymbol interference extending over many
adjacent bit intervals. A noise band telephone channel is an example. Here
the interference is caused by phase distortion due to one or more sharp cutoff
filters in tandem. In these cases, the error probability at a particular bit
time depends on the particular combination of a number of the adjacent bits.
Measurement of average error probability requires a sufficiently long pattern
to be sure all possible bit combinations are used during the measurement.
In the AVLOC system, however, the inherent channel bandwidth
(optical carrier) is much broader than the signal bandwidth, even at the high-
est bit rate (30 Mbs). The intersymbol interference caused by the channel is
thus negligible. The pattern length only has to be sufficiently large so as to
insure that all combinations of the two bits immediately adjacent to the current
bit are exercised. This could be insured by a pattern as short as 15 bits. The
reason for considering the immediately adjacent bits is to insure that any inter-
symbol interference caused by imperfectly matched filtering in the communi-
cation detector is properly measured.
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Figure 36. Analog-to-digital converter block diagram.
Since the pattern is periodic, its spectrum consists of a number of dis-
crete spectral lines, as shown in Figure 37 for the 30-MHz bit rate. The
scintillation measurement made with data modulation can be achieved by filter-
ing out one of. the spectral lines (greatest amplitude component) and measuring
its fluctuating amplitude. If the pattern is too long, the spacing between spectral
lines will be too close to separate with simple filters. The selected length, 31
bits, permits this filtering with convenient values of center frequency. For
example, extraction of the fundamental spectral line requires the following
nominal center frequencies:
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Bit Rate Fundamental Frequency
30 kbs 970 Hz
1 Mbs 32 kHz
5 Mbs 160 kHz
30 Mbs 970 kHz
IN) 2 = ENVELOPE
-0 430 10 970 KHz 30 60 90 f(MHz)
Figure 37. Spectrum-30-MHz rate.
For bit rates above 30 kbs, extraction of the fundamental code frequency
component readily enables measurement of scintillation within the entire 0-
to 5-kHz band. At the 30-kbs rate, the first five code components fall within
the 5-kHz band. Consequently, extraction of only the 970-Hz component would
limit the scintillation band to nominally 0 to 500 Hz. The pseudorandom word
(PN) spectrum, or any intensity modulation, poses potential problems to the
optical tracker. If the code components fall in the spectral region of the scan
modulation or tracker bandwidth, erratic tracking or loss of track can result.
Laser Power Monitor
The function of the laser power monitor is to measure the average mod-
ulated laser power and to monitor the noise on the output laser beam within
a 5-kHz bandwidth. The noise measurement is made so that any noise existing
within this bandwidth will not be interpreted as atmospherically induced. The
laser power monitor is an RCA type 8644 photomultiplier, which samples less
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than 1 percent of the transmitted laser power. Narrow band and neutral den-
sity filters are located in the power monitor path to reduce the laser power and
background power on the detector to an acceptable level (~10 - 10 W). Calibra-
tion data on the power monitor are listed in another section of this report.
Beam Divergence Control
The beam divergence control subsystem provides a continuously var-
iable transmitted beam divergence control, i. e., without interruption of the
transmitted beam. The divergence is made in six discrete steps by displace-
ment of one lens of a small telescope. The range of adjustment is from near-
diffraction limit for the 3. 81-cm (1. 5-in.) output beam diameter to approx-
imately 1. 0 mrad. The calibration data for this device are presented in a
later section. This beam decollimation is achieved without loss caused by
vignetting and without substantial output beam diameter change in the design
selected.
The divergence subsystem comprises a movable positive focal length
lens L 1 and a fixed positive focal length relay lens L 2 . Lens L 1 provides a
twofold function: (1) it produces a point image of the laser input beam which is
movable relative to lens L 2 and (2) it permits a selection of the appropriate
telescope power to control the exit beam diameter to insure proper location and
size of the transmitted beam in the primary optical system exit pupil. Figure 38
shows the optical schematic for the beam divergence telescope. The basic
equation describing the beam divergence subsystem operation is
0 y(a-f2)
'tan - a-f 2 ) (2)2 Mf f2





0 = the beamwidth in object space from the system primary afocal
telescope,
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y = the radius of the beam at the input of the beam divergence tele-
scope (at L 1 ),
a = the distance between lens L 2 and the point image formed by L1,
fl = the focal length of lens L1,
f2 = the focal length of lens L 2 , and




Figure 38. Beam divergence telescope optical schematic.
Figure 39 shows the mechanism that controls the beam divergence.
The actuator is a six-position stepper motor controlled by an electronic logic
circuit. Lens L is mounted in a honed piston/cylinder for precise axial
motion. The spring-loaded piston assembly is driven by a precision cam and
follower. The cam shape and position on the stepper motor shaft determine the
range of the beam divergence adjustment. Calibration of the beam divergence
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Figure 39. Telescope, adjustable (AOCP).
TV Acquisition Aid
The TV coarse acquisition aid was adapted from an ITT electro-optical
sensor designed for the Short Range Missile (SRM) application. The system
consists of a 525-line TV camera and associated adaptive threshold electronics.
The system provides error signal outputs over an operating field of 87 by 1 22
mrad (5 by 7 deg). The camera' s optical system consists of a periscope imag-
ing system with an entrance aperture which is coaxial with the AOCP prime
optical system. Also contained in the optical system is a narrow band optical
filter centered at 488 mm to aid in background discrimination for detection of
the argon beacon laser. The camera operates at a standard 60-llz field rate,
which allows for the update of the coarse error signals at a 30-IIz rate. This
coarse error signal is then fed to the computer for control of the gimbal mirror
during the coarse track mode of the acquisition sequence.
Command Receiver and Decoder
The command receiver consists of a modified AN/DRW-I: command
signal receiver decoder. This receiver is used to decode an audio subcarrier
modulation transmitted on the 10. 7-MHz modulated 488-nm laser beam. The
decoded signals are sent to the computer for experiment control and command
operation. During the AVLOC experiment, parameters variable by command
were the beam divergence, receiver attenuation, and communications modes.
The detailed table of commands is given elsewhere in this report.
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GIMBAL MIRROR SUBSYSTEM
The gimbal mirror platform (Figure 40) is used to acquire the uplink
laser beam and direct it into the AOCP optics. A roll-pitch configuration is
used in which the roll (outer) gimbal axis is aligned with the aircraft longitu-
dinal axis (X-axis), which is constructed as a yoke (half gimbal) so it will
not interfere with the laser beams. The pitch axis is aligned with the aircraft
vertical axis (Y-axis). This arrangement causes the deflection of the laser
beam to be doubled in the pitch axis relative to the roll axis; that is, for 1 deg
of mirror travel in the pitch axis, the laser beam moves 2 deg, whereas in the
roll axis there is a one-to-one relationship between mirror travel and beam
deflection. To compensate for this effect, inertia wheels are used in the pitch
axis (for inertial stability), and the mirror is driven from the wheels through
a two-to-one reduction. Therefore, if the aircraft moves (in pitch, for exam-
ple), but the inertial wheels remain fixed, then the mirror will move half the
angle of the aircraft movement, thereby causing the laser beam to move through
the same angle as the aircraft (twice the mirror angle) to compensate for this
aircraft movement.
,04
Figure 40. Gimbal mirror platform.
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Because of the preceding considerations, all quantities in the pitch axis
are referred to the inertial wheels axis rather than the mirror axis. The rate
gyro is on the inertia wheel shaft, and the angle readout potentiometer is driven
from this shaft. The inertia wheel shaft is driven, of course, by the pitch
torquer.
A block diagram of the gimbal platform subsystem is shown in Figure 41.
The first block is the gimbal electronics chassis, and the second block is the
platform itself. Even though the overall control system has several operational
modes, the platform itself has only one input line from the computer. The
various modes are switched inside the computer.
The first amplifier inside the gimbal electronics is an isolation ampli-
fier which was added to the purchased platform system. The amplifier isolates
the computer from the gimbal electronics. The next amplifier sums the rate
gyro output with the input from the computer. Thus, it can be seen that the
gimbal platform loop is a rate loop, and inputs from the computer represent
rate commands. The summing amplifier is followed by a unity gain inverter
and then the driver stage.
The driver, which is located in the gimbal electronics, is connected in
a feedback arrangement with the power amplifier, which is located on the gim-
bal platform. The power amplifier drives the brushless dc torquer, which is
directly coupled to the gimbal shaft, which contains the rate gyro and drives the
angle readout potentiometer. Up to this point the two axes are identical except
for electronics gain, which is larger in the roll axis to compensate for the
larger inertia in that axis. Otherwise, the axes differ only in that the mirror
is driven off the pitch inertia shaft through a 2:1 reduction, as was explained
previously. The potentiometer outputs are used both in the computer and for
the display meters in the cockpit.
REMOTE EQUIPMENT CANISTER
In addition to the basic AOCP and gimbal platform hardware, consid-
erable supporting electronics was required. These chassis and black boxes
were housed in an environmentally controlled canister 213 by 81 cm (84 by 32
in.). The principal units contained in the REC were the control system com-
puter, electrical power distribution system, TM measurement system, and
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Figure 41. Block diagram of gimbal control system.
Figure 42. Remote Equipment Canister.
General Description
Figure 43 shows the REC with the sliding electronic rack partially exten-
ded. Visible on the extreme right is the General Automation SPC-16 general-
purpose computer. The computer interface unit with exposed wire wrap
terminals is shown directly above the computer. -The iridite-coated box directly
to the left of the computer interface is the power distributor box. The small
yellow components on the top shelf are the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)
assemblies, and the black box directly to their left is the 28-Vdc regulated
supply. Also on the top shelf, but not visible, are the pulse amplitude mod-
ulation (PAM) multiplexer and the gimbal servo electronics. The space below
the shelf contains the measurement distributor box which is placed on the right,
where the cables attach, and the four 60-Hz inverters, which are on the left.
The computer power supply is mounted behind the computer interface unit.
Figure 44 shows the detail hardware attachments for the components on the slid-
ing rack. Located in the left canister bay are the remote electronics required
for the TV tracking system, PCM electronics (30-megabit A/D system and PN
generator) and the laser power supply. This equipment was described previously
but is shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 43. Remote Equipment Canister (with sliding electronic
rack partially extended).
'PC-16 INTERFACE UNITAN4-5 BOLT
Figure 44. Front view, rack assembly.
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Figure 45. Remote Equipment Rack (RER) block diagram.
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Electrical Power and Network Subsystem
The requirements on the electrical power and networks subsystems are
as follows:
1. Provide components, wiring and cabling necessary to control, con-
vert, regulate, and distribute electrical power to the various AVLOC subsystems.
2. Provide the controls, switching, and calibration functions required
for both ground and flight operations. A block diagram of the system is depicted
in Figure 46. The nomenclature used in the blocks, such as lAll for the power
distributor, identifies the box and location area (box No. 11 in the REC). All
the circuitry designed and built by Chrysler for this project is contained within
the power distributor, the measuring distributor, and the two control boxes.
AIRCRAFT
S28 VDC 115 VDC




60 HZ 28 VDC MEASURING CONTROL CONTROL
INVERTERS REGULATED DISTRIBUTOR PANEL PANEL
(4 UNITS) SUPPLY IA9 4A3 4A4
A12, A13IA14,1A15 IA16
Figure 46. Power and networks control systems block diagram.
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Power
All electrical power for the system is derived from the WB-57F air-
craft electrical power system, consisting of 28-Vdc unregulated and 110-Vac,
400-Hz, single-phase electrical power. The simplified schematic of Figure 47
shows the derivation of each bus. The main power is controlled by a relay K1
located in the power distributor. Contacts Al and A2 of this relay control the
28 Vdc and contacts B1 and B2 control the 400-Hz ac. The relay is operated
either from Control Panel A (located at the operator's position) or from the
ground support equipment (GSE), described later in this report. Each of the
main power distribution circuits is protected by a circuit breaker. The break-
ers are located on the side of the power distributor and are accessible external
to this box. Four of the circuit breakers (CB1 through CB4) are physically
interconnected so that they are always turned on together. This is necessary
since the four 60-Hz inverters are connected in parallel, and all four units must
be operational to obtain the proper output.
Several small regulated supplies are provided, as shown in Figure 47.
A +5-V supply is in Control Panel A and a + 15-V supply in Control Panel B. In
addition, the power distributor contains a small supply for the gimbal readout
potentiometers. The -15 V buses from the computer represent the external
loads for switching and electrical measurements placed on this supply, which
are internal to the computer.
The system load distribution is shown in Figure 48. Most of the load
is imposed on the 28 Vdc from the aircraft, which in addition to supplying the
60-Hz inverters, also powers the gimbal platform, the unregulated power to
the AOCP, and various small loads as indicated. The 400-Hz power from the
aircraft supplies all the regulated supplies and also the rate gyro electronics
in the gimbal platform.
A simplified schematic of the 28-V unregulated distribution is shown in
Figure 49. The circuit breaker CB8 protects the coil of the main contactor KI
and also the panel illumination lights. The 28-V power to the GSE does not pass
through a breaker or a switch and is therefore always available when the air-
craft power is on. The power to the coarse and fine beacon lights is switched
on in the computer, in response to logical discretes, as is the power to the
coax relay which selects the signal to be transmitted on the optical downlink.
A simplified schematic of the 28-Vdc regulated supply is shown in Fig-
ure 50. This supply, which is powered from the 400-Hz aircraft power through
the main contactor K1 and circuit breaker CB5, is provided solely to the AOCP
for use in the beam-steerer drive electronics and to the measuring distributor
for TM.
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Figure 50. 28-Vdc regulated power distribution simplified schematic.
The 400-Hz simplified schematic is shown in Figure 51 and the 60-Hz
distributor in Figure 52. The main load on the 60-Hz power is the computer,
followed by the airborne laser supply and the TV tracker electronics.
Networks and Operator Controls
Networks and controls are contained in the measuring distributor and
the two control panels. The measuring distributor contains the calibration cir-
cuitry, the coax relay, the time code generator, and terminal boards for sig-
nal processing. In addition, the measurements distributor serves as a
distribution center for all signals to and from the AOCP and AOCP remote
electronics (located in the REC).
A schematic of the coax relay and typical calibration channels is given
in Figure 53. The coax relay, under command of the computer or GSE, selects
any one of three different downlink signals: (1) channel 1 input to the recorder
which is a composite VCO telemetry, used to verify on the ground that the
recorder is functioning and also to establish a common time base between the
ground and flight operations, (2) auxiliary VCO output which contains, in
addition to the VCO signal, other signals such as uplink scintillation, and (3)
the TV video from the coarse tracker. A spare channel for future growth is
also provided. All four channels of the relay are independently selectable so
that the computer must be programmed to select only one at a time.
Two T-bar calibration relays, k 1 and k2, are provided for calibration
of the TM signals. Typical circuits for both the bipolar and single-ended chan-




The Digital Computer System consists of a General Automation SPC-16
computer, associated interface chassis, and regulated power supplies, which
are housed in three separate modules. A picture of the computer module and
a discription of the front panel control functions are given in Figure 54. The
functions are implemented on a series of plug-in cards (boards) in the inter-































Figure 52. 60-Hz distribution simplified schematic.
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This section covers the software program. Detailed information on the
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Figure 53. Typical networks control circuits.
The computer performs the following general functions: (1) systems
ground test, (2) operational mode selection, (3) coordinate conversions for
autotrack and slave modes and gimbal platform control in all modes, (4) time




1. Sixteen Console Data switches used to enter data or 10. Status switch used to place the computer status indicatorsinstructions into the console display register and the select and shift counter into the System Console Display register.
registers. These switches may be tested as sense switches or 11. Operations Monitor Alarm indicates when the alarm has
used as data input switches during program execution, been activated.
2. Register Display indicators indicates contents of the 12. "P" switch displays the contents of the program counter on
console display register. The register is loaded under program the console display indicators. The program counter may be
control in the run mode and by the selected register in the changed by the console data switches.
idle mode. 13. "W" switch displays the contents of the Working register.3. Direct Memory Access/Automatic Data Channel 14. "I" switch displays the contents of the instruction register.Acknowledge indicator. 15. Save "I" switch used to preserve the contents of the4. Idle Indicator. When both Run and Idle indicators are lit, instruction register for repeated execution in the idle mode.
the computer is in the wait mode. 16. Step switch used to execute the instruction currently in the5. Run Indicator. When both Run and Idle indicators are lit, "I"' register and increment the program counter to the nextthe computer is in the wait mode. instruction. This switch starts program execution after the6. Interrupt Acknowledge indicator indicates when an computer is placed in the run mode.
interrupt is being serviced. 17. Run/Idle switch used to place the computer in either the
7. Enter switch, in the idle mode, replaces the contents of the idle or run mode.
selected register with the contents of the console data 18. System Reset switch used to initialize the computer and the
switches. input/output system.
8. Console Key Lock used to disable all console switches 19. Foreground/Processing indicator indicates which set of 8
when in the locked position. Console can also be locked in programmable registers is being used.
the idle mode. 20. ROM Access indicator indicates when a Read Only9. Three Register Address switches used to select one of the Memory is being accessed for instructions or data.
eight operational registers to receive data from the console 21. Console Interrupt switch requests an interrupt.data switches. The selected registers value will be displayed 22. Interrupt Enable indicator indicates interrupt system is
on the console indicator lights in the idle mode. enabled.
Figure 54. SPC-16 computer console.
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TABLE 2. PLUG-IN COMPUTER LOADS
Board Type Description
Power Board Printed circuit board to pro-
vide interconnection - the
interface cables and the inter-
face mother-board (wire wrap
interconnection).
Device Drive Adapter Logic to decode input/output
(DDA) addresses and control pulses.
Differential Data Input Logic to accept either 0 or 5
(DDI) V or open or -15 V as a dis-
crete input.
Buffered Contact Output Logic + relays closed under
(BCO) computer control. Normally
open contacts rated at 0. 5 A.
Output Holding Amplifiers Eight sample and hold ampli-
fiers. 12 bit. 0.0025 V per
bit scale factor. Full-scale
range is +5.117 to -5.117 Vdc.
High Level Multiplexer Eight differential input -5. 117
(HLM) to +5. 117-V channels. Max-
imum input voltage is 7 V.
Analog-Digital Card 12-bit ladder network. Logic
(ADC) and comparator for both A/D
and D/A conversion.
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control, (6) in-flight testing, mode sensing and control, and (7) autostart and
equipment initialization. The autostart and power-fail computer provide in-
flight startup capability as well as automatic recovery when a power failure occurs
during flight or on the ground.
Interface Chassis
The interface chassis contains the computer input and output (I/O)
interface electronics. The I/O functions are given in Table 3.
Status Display and Tone Sequences
Located on Control Panel A is a two-digit experiment status display,
which is used to indicate specific experiment status to the test operator dur-
ing the test, acquisition, and tracking phases of operation. Special phases
and codes are given in the following list:
Test Phase Code Meaning or Comments
Test 23 Software is in ground test mode.
All Phases 22 Gimbal mirror is being driven
to the caged position under
computer control.
97 Beam divergence indication
not operational.
XO RX attenuation indication not
operational.
99 Power upauto restart.
In- Flight-Test 14 Laser Power Monitor checks
out OK.
15 Laser Power Monitor not
indicating "Laser ON"
06 I/O command RX attenuation
operable.
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Test Phase Code Meaning or Comments
07 I/O command RX attenuation
not operable.
33 In-Flight test software subrou-
tine being executed.
All other status indications are listed in Table 4.
The uplink commands are generated in the laser ground station by mod-
ulating the uplink laser beam with a sequential set of frequencies. These dis-
crete frequencies, when demodulated and detected by the onboard receiver,
are presented to the computer system as uplink tone closures. The tone clo-
sures, their sequence, and the command to be executed by the computer for
each tone sequence are given in Table 5.
Ground Test Codes
The ground test panel (GSE module) is designed for use with the com-
puter to execute certain computer-controlled systems tests. The GSE switch
settings and associated computer routines are given in Table 6.
System Control Modes
A primary function of the digital computer is to control the gimbal mir-
ror platform in response to one or more of three input signals, depending on
the operational mode that is being used. The input signals are manual input,
drift-site TV, and AOCP track signals. The AOCP error sensor is fixed in the
XYZ coordinates of the aircraft, whereas the gimbal mirror can move through
large angles relative to these axes. Thus, in the autotrack mode, the computer
must perform a coordinate conversion between the two coordinate systems.
Similarly, in the slave mode another coordinate conversion must be performed
between the drift-site TV (which is also movable, but about other axes) and the
gimbal platform. In the manual mode, on the other hand, no coordinate conversions
are required.
The operational mode is determined by the settings of the acquire and
auto/manual control switches and by whether beacon presence signals are
received. The inputs to the computer and the mathematical computations
required are given for each mode in Table 7.
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TABLE 3. INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTIONS
Item No.
Ground Test Indications 6
Uplink Tone Command Signals 12
Discrete Experiment Status Indications 7
Inputs Control Panel Status Indications 5
Spare 2
TOTAL 32
Ground Test Indications 6
Time Code Generator Controls 2
Control Panel Display Indications 8
Discrete Control Panel Status Indications 2
Outputs Experiment Control Closures 15
Spare 3
TOTAL 36
Mirror Control Analog Drives 2
Analog Ground Test Analog Output 1
Outputs Computer System Status Measurement 1
Spare 4
TOTAL 8
Gimbal Mirror Position Measurements 2
Experiment Status Indications 3
Experiment Positioning Measurements 6
Control Panel Manual Positioning 1




TABLE 4. ONBOARD DISPLAY CODES
Display Command Status Indications
Tens Units Collect Aperture Beam Divergence Receiver Attenuation
Digit Digit Position (2 Pos.) (6 Pos.) (6 Pos.)
0 0 0 0 Oa
0 1 0 0 1
0 2 0 0 2
0 3 0 0 3
0 4 0 0 4
0 5 0 0 5
0 6 - I/O Command/Read/OK
0 7 1--I/O Command/Read/Error
0 8 0 1 0
0 9 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 2
1 1 0 1 3
1 2 0 1 4
1 3 0 1 5
1 4 Laser Power OK and I/O Command Read OK
1 5 Laser Power Output Failure
1 6 0 2 0
1 7 0 2 1
1 8 0 2 2
1 9 0 2 3
2 0 0 2 4
2 1 0 2 5
2 2 - System to Caged Position
2 3 -Ground Test in Execution
2 4 0 30 a
2 5 0 3 1
2 6 0 3 2
2 7 0 3 3
2 8 0 3 4
2 9 0 3 5
3 0 -Inflight Test
3 1 -
-a
3 2 0 4 0a
3 3 0 4 1
3 4 0 4 2
3 5 0 4 3
3 6 0 4 4
3 7 0 4 5
3 8 -
3 9 -
4 0 0 5 0a
4 1 0 5 1
4 2 0 5 2
4 3 0 5 3
4 4 0 5 4







Display Command Status Indications
Tens Units Collect Aperture Beam Divergence Receiver Attenuation
Digit Digit Position (2 Pos.) (6 Pos.) (6 Pos.)
5 0 1 0 O
a
5 1 1 0 .1
5 2 1 0 2
5 3 1 0 3
5 4 1 0 4
5 5 1 0 5
5 6
5 7 -
5 8 1 1 0a
5 9 1 1 1
6 0 1 1 2
6 1 1 1 3
6 2 1 1 4
6 3 1 1 5
6 4 - -
6 5
6 6 1 2 0
6 7 1 2 1
6 8 1 2 2
6 9 1 2 3
7 0 1 2 4
7 1 1 2 5
7 2 - -
7 3 -a
7 4 1 3 0
7 5 1 3 1
7 6 1 3 2
7 7 1 3 3
7 8 1 3 4
7 9 1 3 5
8 0 - -
8 1 - -
8 2 1 4 0
8 3 1 4 1
8 4 1 4 2
8 5 1 4 3
8 6 1 4 4
8 7 1 4 5
8 8 - -
8 9 - -
9 0 1 5 08
9 1 1 5 1
9 2 1 5 2
9 3 1 5 3
9 4 1 5 4
9 5 1 5 5
9 6
9 7 Beam Divergence Not Operational
9 8
9 9 Start After Power Down (all discretes reset)
a. Least significant digit. 0 = Rx attenuation measurement not operational.
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TABLE 5. UPLINK COMMANDS AND CODING OF TONES
Tone Sequence
Command Master Tone 'X' Tone 'Y' Remarks
Track Mode Defeat 6 1 2 Hold Type
Increase/Decrease Aperture 1 1 3 On = Decrease (hold type)
Increase Receiver Attenuation 6 1 4 Momentary 20 msec
Decrease Receiver Attenuation 6 1 5 Momentary 20 msec
Increase Beam Divergence 6 2 3 Momentary 20 msec
Decrease Beam Divergence 6 2 4 Momentary 20 msec
Remove/Install TV Filter 6 2 5 On = Remove (hold type)
Laser Shutter Open Override 6 3 4 On = Close - 3 sec
Select Video for Downlink 6 3 5 On = Select (hold type)
Select Telemetry for Downlink 6 4 5 On = Select (hold type)
Select Recorder Monitor Downlink 6 2 1 On = Select (hold type)
Select Bit Error Downlink 6 3 1 On = Select (hold type)
Enable/Disable Beam Deflector 6 4 1 On = Select (hold type)
Remove/Install ND Filter 6 5 1 On = Select (hold type)
Spare 6 3 2
Spare 6 4 2
Spare 6 5 2
Spare 6 4 3
Spare 6 5 4
Notes on Command Coding
1. Tone 6 is the master tone which initiates action in computer software.
2. The first tone 6 received will generate a time sync pulse (5 Vdc, 20 msec) to
be placed on the computer status channel of magnetic tape, and the IRIG 'B' time
code generator hours will be set to 10 hr.
3. Tone or Uplink Command Sequence:
A - Tone 6 on for 1 sec. D - All tones off for 0. 5 sec.
B - All tones off for 0.5 sec. E - Tone 'Y' on for 1 sec.
C - Tone 'X' on for 1 sec. F - All tones off for 0.5 sec.
4. Maximum time for Tone Sequence 6, 'X, ' and 'Y' will be 4.5 sec.
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TABLE 6. GROUND TEST CODES
Switch Positions Test Subroutine
16 8 4 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 Analog Output Channel 1
0 0 0 0 1 Analog Output Channel 2
0 0 0 1 0 Analog Output Channel 3
0 0 0 1 1 Analog Output Channel 4
0 0 1 0 0 Analog Output Channel 5
0 0 1 0 1 Analog Output Channel 6
0 0 1 1 0 Analog Output Channel 7
0 0 1 1 1 Analog Output Channel 8
0 1 0 0 0 Discrete Output
0 1 0 0 1 Discrete Input
0 1 0 1 0 Analog Input
0 1 0 1 1 Go to Utility Subroutine
0 1 1 0 0 Analog Input Teletype
0 1 1 0 1 Zero Data Start
0 1 1 1 0 Discrete Output Teletype
0 1 1 1 1 Return Main Program
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TABLE 7. MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS
ComputationOperational Range Time
Mode Inputs of Inputs Computation (msec) Remarks
MO9 1,2,3, and 4 V MO0 = 1 V = max + 0 -drive No coordinate conversion;
Manual 0 +10 to -75 deg MOo = 2 V = max - 0 -drive 10 Total 0 and o are checked for
9 +20 to +60 deg MOO = 3 V = max + o -drive limits.
0o = 4 V = max - o -drive
ar -20 to +20 deg Ocp = tan- 1 (sin a r tan 6 r,) - input in volts
Slave or +10 to -75 deg 0 = 0 - 0 12 Total 
r  - conversion in radians
r c r p
= 90 deg -- tan-1 tan a 
- 0 correction present
r CP sin 6 aO ' p
0r +20 to +60 deg o = a 0CL - 0 correction last
cr = p/2 
- output drive
S - input in radians
8
r  - input in radians
Coarse Vy 
-3 to +5 deg 
-Z sin0 
-Y cos 0 17 Total Z = V
z
Auto-Track VZ 
-3 to +3 deg cp sin2 "A Y = V
(TV)
0
r  +10 to -75 deg a = Z cos 9
r -Y sin 0
Or +20 to +60 deg 2
E 
-0. 3 to +0. 3 deg
Fine Ez -0.3 to -0.3 deg A  - - /24 20 Total Z = EZ + BZAuto-Track By 
-0.3 to +0.3 deg
Y=E +B
B Z  -0.3 to +0.3 deg I = 0p Ey
r 10 to - 75 (dog. 0  = pr 20 o +60 decp
or -20 to +60 deg
A digital flow diagram is given in Figure 55. From both the aircraft
and the AOCP package, the digital system receives both discrete commands
and analog inputs. The computer outputs commands (relay closures) to the
experiment and analog output drives to the gimbal platform.
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Figure 55. Digital control flow diagram.
Software Description
The flight program must perform the following functions:
1. Automatically initialize all software and controlled hardware to the
desired uplink acquisition status upon application of power.
2. Determine the operational mode based on control panel switches and
input discrete and select corresponding experiment control subroutines.
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3. Decode the serial uplink commands and execute the correct stim-
ulus to the experiment.
4. Synchronize onboard time code generator with ground recorded data
for subsequent data reduction.
5. Provide a means of in-flight experiment test and status display.
6. Provide a means of ground test and verification.
7. Provide a means of verification, listing, loading, punching, and
modification of the flight program outline.
8. Determine automatically which mode of gimbal mirror tracking isto be executed and perform the correct drive signal application to the mirrorgimbal electronics.
For the utility program use, refer to the General Automation SPC-16 utilityprogram reference manual.
COCKPIT PANELS
Two control panels, designated Control Panel A and Control Panel B,
are provided as shown in Figure 56. Control Panel A, which is the main con-
trol and display panel, provides the main power switch, the mode selection
switches, and display of equipment status. Operational modes are selected onthe basis of the acquire switch and the auto/manual switch, giving a total of four
operational modes: (1) manual, (2) auto-track, (3) slave, and (4) cage. In the
auto-track mode, the system can be in either coarse auto-track and/or fine auto-track, as indicated by the 'TV beacon" and "fine track" lights. A more detaileddiscussion of the operating modes is given in a later section of this report.
Control Panel B provides control and display for the gimbal platform.These include meters for readout of gimbal position and a four-position thumb
switch for gimbal rate commands.
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Figure 56. Control Panels A (left) and B.
AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION
General
The aircraft installation requirements are summarized as follows:
1. Experiment assembly containing AOCP and gimbal platform in bomb
bay
2. A 68. 6-cm (27-in.) diameter optical window in fairing
3. An aerodynamic fairing around window to reduce turbulence
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4. REC in bomb bay
5. Experiment control panels in rear cockpit
6. A pilot directional indicator (PDI) in the front cockpit
7. The AR-1700 tape recorder in nose compartment
8. Five arrays of retroreflectors on the aircraft wings and fuselage
9. Electrical harness for interconnecting,the system
10. An environmental control system for maintaining required pressure
and temperature for the AOCP and REC
The weight breakdown of the airborne AVLOC equipment is listed inTable 8. The location of the equipment, except for the retroreflectors, isillustrated in Figure 57.
AIRBORNE OPTICAL











Figure 57. Profile of equipment installation.
Experiment Assembly
The experiment assembly served as a kind of optical bench for establish-ing the alignment of the AOCP and gimbal mirror to the aircraft coordinate sys-
tem. The experiment assembly (as flown) is illustrated in Figure 58.
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Gimbal Mirror Platform 21.8
Isolation System 13.6
Environmental Enclosure 21.3
Experiment Package (AOCP) 71.7
Remote Electronic Equipment 212.3




60-Hz Static Inverter 29
Power Relay Assembly 4. 54
28-Vdc Converter 16. 8
Measurement Distributor 4.54
Cables and Connectors 9.08
Onboard Computer System (SPC-16) 39. 5
Data Management - 31.7
Tape Recorder (Ampex AR-1700) 29.5
VCO Assembly 1.6
VCO Assembly Auxiliary 0. 68
AUX Electronics 30.4
Experiment Ancillary Equipment 121.6
Electronic Canister Support 6. 8
Experiment Truss 20.4
Window Glass 27.2
Window Structure and Fairing 29. 5
Retroreflectors 6. 8
Environmental Controls (Ducts) 11.3




Figure 58. Experiment platform.
Figure 59 is a sketch of the experiment assembly isolation system. The
experiment assembly installed in the aircraft is illustrated in Figure 60.
Optical Window
A 68-cm (26.75-in.) diameter by 4.23-cm (1.66-in.) thick optical
window was installed in a removable fairing in the belly of the aircraft in a
slightly side-looking manner, as illustrated in Figure 61. The window had a
flatness figure of X/2 with a parallelism of 9. 6 Mrad (2 arc sec) and weighed
36.7 kg (81 lb).
Remote Equipment Canister
The REC was suspended from the fuselage longerons in the aircraft by
especially designed brackets, as illustrated in Figure 62.
Experiment Control Panels
The experiment control panels (described earlier in this report) were
located in the rear cockpit compartment on the right-hand side, as shown in
Figure 57.
Pilot Directional Indicator (PDI)
A block diagram of the PDI subsystem is shown in Figure 63. The PDI
indicates to the pilot when he is flying the desired flight circle about the ground
station. Slant range and angular coordinates to the aircraft are available from
the GBAA and telescope to which it is mounted. The ground computer computes
the position of the aircraft relative to its desired position and outputs a 0 to 5-V
analog voltage proportional to the error.
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Figure 59. Isolation system.




FOR r 4 OPTICAL WINDOW
Figure 61. Experiment window.
The PDI is a +50 to 0 to -50-gA ruggedized meter movement supplied
with a 50 multiplier resistor to make it into a +2. 5 to 0 to -2. 5 voltmeter. It
is also supplied with a low-series resistance and shunting zener diode to pro-
tect the movement in the absence of an acquired signal. Consequently, the pilot
display is a zero-center meter that points to the left for too-near distances and
to the right for too-far distances. The pilot files "into" the needle, an operation
which tends to keep the meter centered. The display scale in meters per volt is
determined by the ground computation, as is the nominal range that gives a zero
reading. With sufficient flexibility in the ground computer programming, the
desired circle diameter can be varied as the ground operator desires.
Tape Recorder
The AR-1700 instrumentation recorder was installed on shock mounts
in the pressurized area foward of the cockpit, as shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 62. Canister installed in aircraft.
Retroreflectors
Five retroreflector arrays were installed on the aircraft wings and fuse-
lage, as shown in Figure 2. One of the arrays is shown in Figure 64. Each
individual retro has a diameter of 7.62 cm (3 in.). The retros are tilted from
the horizontal at approximately 0. 73 rad (42 deg) and the wing-mounted units
are rotatable about the vertical through 6.28 rad (360 deg). For these angles
the nacelle and fuselage do not obscure the GBAA laser beam for the range of
parameter variations encountered during flight.
Environmental Control System
The environmental control system (ECS) is required to maintain a tem-
perature of both the AOCP and the REC at 24
° C ± 8.30 C (750 F ± 150 F) and to
maintain a pressure equivalent to 7. 62-km (25 000-ft) altitude or lower.
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A sketch of the ECS is given in Figure 65. This system takes cold air
from the cockpit cold-air duct, downstream of the refrigeration package in the
left inboard wing, and routes it into the bomb bay for mixing with hot air. The
hot air is taken from the engine bleed air supply and routed through a hot-air
modulation valve before combining with the cold air. It is this valve, which is
controlled by the temperature control unit, that determines the temperature of
the mix. Past the modulating valve, the mixed air is split up, part of it pas-
sing through the AOCP and the remainder through the REC, before being recom-
bined and dumped into the pressurized equipment bay.
The temperature control unit operates from either the inlet temperature
sensor or the exit sensor, depending-on whether the AVLOC system is on or off.
With the system on, the inlet temperature is held to 240 C (750 F), whereas with
the equipment off the exit temperature is held to 320 C (900 F). The reason for
the latter provision is to assure against moisture condensation during descent
from maximum altitude into a hot, humid atmosphere.
DETECTOR MODIFIED 560 Hz
AND 10.7 AN/ARW 13 FM
DEMOD- M- COMMAND DISCRIM-
ULATOR M RECEIVER  INATOR
- .--- | (GFE) (GFE) (CCSD) (CCSD)
RETRO












10.7 MHz 560 Hz FM 560 Hz
VCO 7.5% DEV VCO
Figure 63. Block diagram of the PDI subsystem.
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Figure 64. Retroreflector array.
A temperature control panel with temperature display meters is pro-
vided in the rear cockpit. This panel allows the selection of either manual or




The AVLOC ground station is housed in a three-story observatory
located on Madkin Mountain at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, as illustrated
in Figure 66. On the upper level of the observatory is a 61-cm
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Figure 65. Environmental control system.
Figure 66. AVLOC ground station.
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Cassegrainian telescope, with a Coude focus, attached to a polar-equatorial
telescope mount. The ground station laser transceiver is located at the Coude
focus of the telescope so that it transmits the 488-nm blue beacon laser and
receives the 633-nm red AOCP laser beam through the telescope optics.
Attached externally to the telescope tube and aligned parallel to the telescope
optical axis is the GBAA 514. 5-nm pulsed green laser acquisition radar trans-
ceiver. Also similarly attached are three television cameras, which are a
part of a backup visual acquisition system. The second floor of the ground sta-
tion houses the control computer, control consoles, the experiment monitoring
and recording equipment, and most of the associated rack-mounted electronics.
The VHF and UHF communications equipment, the laser cooling heat exchanger,
and other housekeeping equipment are located on the ground floor. An observa-
tion trailer, for use by the principal investigators, is located adjacent to the
ground station. Figure 67 is a simplified block diagram of the ground station.
MAJOR CAPABILITIES
Laser Beam Pointing
The telescope is capable of pointing the laser transceiver and GBAA laser
beams with arc-second accuracy.
Target Acquisition
The GBAA pulsed laser radar is capable of acquiring a cooperative target
entering a 10-deg radar fence propagated toward a prearranged acquisition
point. When the GBAA receives returns from the retroreflectors attached to
the underside of the target aircraft, it, enters the track mode and furnishes
pointing error information to the telescope drive. When pointing errors have
been reduced sufficiently, mutual tracking between the ground station laser
transceiver and the AOCP laser transceiver will be established. A backup vis-
ual acquisition system utilizes a 522-mrad (30-deg), a 174-mrad ( 10-deg),
and a 17.4-mrad (1-deg) FOV TV camera system and a joystick controller to
position the telescope for laser acquisition.
Target Tracking
Unlike the GBAA, which tracks reflections of its transmitted beam, the
laser transceiver is designed to track the red laser transmitted from the tar-
get aircraft AOCP. Similarly, the AOCP is designed to track the blue beacon
laser from the ground station. This mutual tracking capability is essential for
conducting the AVLOC experiments.
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Figure 67. Ground terminal block diagram.
Laser Communications
After mutual tracking has been established, the ground station is cap-
able of transmitting data on the blue beacon laser and receiving data transmit-
ted from the AOCP on the red laser. Uplink communications consist of audio
tone sequences, which are recognized as operation commands by the AOCP,
and a variable frequency tone which is used to drive a PDI. Downlink communi-
cations are commanded from the ground station by tone sequences and can be
either a 31-bit pseudorandom sequence, telemetry data, airborne recorder
playback, or video from an airborne television camera.
Data Handling
All potentially useful data generated during experiments are recorded
for future data reduction and analysis. PAM and frequency multiplexing are
incorporated for maximum utilization of available recorder channels. Selected
data are displayed graphically and alphanumerically at strategic locations over
a closed-circuit TV system. Video recorders are utilized for recording these
data for future reference. Decommutators and discriminators enable real-time




The telescope is a 61-cm Cassegrainian Coud6 type manufactured by the
Goerz Optical Company. It is sketched in Figure 68 and pictured in Figure 69.
The f/3. 5-paraboloidal primary mirror is 61 cm in diameter with a focal length
of 2. 13 m. The telescope is presently set up as a Coud6 telescope. The hyper-
boloidal Coud6 secondary produces an amplification factor of 8. 57 to yield a
system effective focal length of 13. 29 m and a system f ratio of S0.
When the telescope was first installed, the wobble of the declination axis
was 125 prad (25 arc sec) peak to peak. After the telescope was disassembled
and the declination axis bearing assembly was reworked, this wobble, which was
caused by improper bearing preload and alignment, was much improved. The
adjusting mechanism of the first folding flat (located at the intersection of the
primary optical axis and the declination axis) was reworked to provide more

















Figure 68. Sketch of 61-cm Cassegrainian/Coud6 telescope.
Figure 69. Photograph of 61-cm Cassegrainian/Coude telescope.
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declination and polar axes), along with its mounting and adjusting mechanism,
was replaced with a more rigid flat and a new mounting and adjusting mechanism.
The mechanical performance of the telescope was greatly improved after reas-
sembly and alignment.
The existing errors are as follows:
1. The flexure and wobble of the declination axis during rotation of the
declination axis only is 6 prad (1. 2 are sec) peak to peak.
2. The flexure and wobble of the polar axis throughout 27 rad of rota-
tion is 4 Arad (0. 8 arc sec) peak to peak.
3. The flexure of the declination axis housing for 7r rad rotation of the
polar axis is 160 prad (32 are sec) peak to peak. The stiffness of this housing
is inadequate and limits the performance of the telescope.
4. With the declination axis vertical, the rotation of the declination
axis only reveals an error in the optical alignment of the primary, secondary,
and first folding flat of 25 prad (5 are sec) peak to peak.
5. The error in the azimuth of the polar axis was determined from
the azimuth of the star Polaris and has been reduced to within ±45 prad
(-9 are sec).
[ The polar axis latitude was set to the local latitude of the observatory
(340 40' 1. 8") to within ± 5 prad (± 1 arc sec).]
Telescope Drive
The polar equatorial telescope mount utilizes gearless dc torque motors
driven by linear, silicon transistor, 1600-W power amplifiers. The position
transducers are 2048-pole Inductosyns having a dead zone of 1 Arad (0. 2 arc
sec). The rate transducers are 260-pole tachometers. A digital telescope
position readout, with a 1. 5-rad ( 0. 3-arc sec) resolution and .5-Arad
(± 1-arc sec) accuracy, is provided on the telescope control console. Dig-
ital 22-bit polar and declination position signals are furnished, through an
interface, to the control computer. When deployed against a moving target,
the rate mode of operation is used. Under remote control, the system accepts
dc analog signals scaled at 20-V per radian/second. Tracking the AVLOC
aircraft in a circular flight path over the ground station involves continuously
changing telescope polar and declination drive rates from signals originating
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in the GBAA or laser transceiver as X and Y coordinate analog position sig-
nals. The coordinate transformation and rate scaling are performed in the
control computer, with necessary A/D and D/A conversions being performed
in the computer interface rack. Figure 70 is a diagram of the telescope con-
trol circuits.
LASER TRANSCEIVER
The laser transceiver, shown in Figure 71, is described in this section
according to the four principal functions it performs of providing:
1. A tracking channel for 633-nm light and starlight
2. A communications receiver for 633-nm light
3. An argon laser transmitter channel
4. A starlight observation channel
Tracking System
The laser tracker is capable of acquiring and tracking either an He-Ne
laser beam or starlight over the central 0. 87-mrad (3-arc min) field of the
Coud6 telescope. The remainder of the 8. 7-mrad (30-arc min) field is folded
into a star observation channel by a large folding flat having a central aperture
which passes the 0. 87-mrad (3-arc min) field to the tracking and communica-
tion system. Referring to Figure 72, the central 0. 87-mrad (3-arc min) field
is collimated by an off-axis parabolic mirror (M1), which is tilted by 70 mrad
(4 deg) to the telescope axis. This mirror produces a convenient diameter-
collimated beam of 1. 9 cm (0. 75 in.), but more importantly it provides a
relay pupil (image of the primary mirror) at a convenient position. The
mirror M1 lies beneath the main baseplate and reflects the light up to a flat
mirror (M2), which folds the collimated light into the horizontal plane of the
main baseplate. The parabola produces an image of the primary mirror at
the transfer mirror (M 3 ), and is arranged that way so that motion of this
transfer mirror is analogous to moving the primary mirror. The amount of
angular motion required of the transfer mirror is equal to one-half the field
of view (0.44 mrad) multiplied by the ratio of the primary mirror diameter
to the beam diameter at the transfer mirror.
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Figure 70. Telescope control block diagram.
Transfer Mirror Design
The transfer mirror assembly, shown in Figure 73, consists of a small
mirror pivoted piezoelectrically about two orthogonal axes and maintains the
incoming laser-beam image (or star image) in the center of the tracking field.
The mirror is attached by thin metal hinges of two pairs of piezoelectric
actuators situated across orthogonal diameters of the support structure.
The angular response of the mirror is essentially linear with applied
voltage to each pair of drive elements. The calibration curve of Figure 74 shows
that a voltage of approximately 100 V can provide an equivalent primary mir-
ror angular range of 0.44 mrad (1. 5 are min). The control signals for the
drive elements are derived from the up-down, left-right outputs of the four-
quadrant photomultiplier tube used in the tracking system.
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Figure 71. Laser transceiver and control console.
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Figure 73. Transfer mirror servo drive assembly. Figure 74. Transfer mirror calibration chart.
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Beam Combining Dichroics
The incoming light, after being reflected by the transfer mirror, is
transmitted through a specially developed trichroic1 filter (D ) which forms the
interface with the argon laser beacon channel. Since the tracking system is
designed to track broadband spectral sources such as stars, in addition to a
633-nm laser beam, the beamsplitter transmits visible light (75 percent)
except for a narrow band centered on the argon laser wavelength t488 nm).
This narrow reflection band (35 nm at 99 percent reflectivity) serves to route
the argon laser beam out through the telescope via the transfer mirror. The
trichroic filter consisting of a front-surface, 75-layer stack is vacuum coated
onto a barium fluoride substrate to allow transmission of infrared radiation
from a 10. 6-/m laser. Any received energy at 10. 6 pm is transmitted through
a second dichroic filter (D 2 ), and this arrangement will allow a 10. 6-pm track-
er and receiver channel to be added later. The second dichroic filter is design-
ed to reflect all incident visible radiation into the tracking and receiving system.
Tracking System Optics
The tracking system optics are shown in Figure 75. This fine guidance
system consists of an optical image divider, a field flattener, and a four-
quadrant photomultiplier tube. The optical schematic (Fig. 76) shows an on-axis
diffraction image focused betweenr the two elements of the field divider. The
image is divided into four parts, and the four emerging cones of light are brought
back parallel to the optical axis by the use of a pyramid-shaped field corrector.
This allows the use of a narrow-band filter in the optical path since the energy
is now passed through the filter at near-normal incidence. The two-element
image divider also serves as a field lens to image the entrance pupil of the
optical system (primary mirror) onto the four quadrants of the photomultiplier
tube. Given the size of the entrance pupil (or relayed image of the entrance
pupil) D, the distance of this pupil from the field divider V, and the photo-
cathode size d, one chooses the focal length of the field lens as fR = dV/(d+D)
so that the diameter of the exit pupil matches the photocathode size. The field
lens is formed by the two outer surfaces of the image divider in combination,
1. The term "trichroic" is used because the filter operates selectively upon
three different wavelength regions.
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Figure 75. Tracker channel image divider
and variable field stop assembly.
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Figure 76. Optical field splitter and field corrector.
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whereas the two inner surfaces are made in the form of a roof edge to perform
the field division. These roof edges are rotated with respect to each other by
Tr/2 rad (90 deg) to divide the field onto four quadrants. The advantages of
this type of field divider over a conventional pyramid type are twofold:
1. The two elements are separated slightly and allow a variable field
stop to be placed at the final focal plane of the instrument. The field stop is
constructed as two thin metal vanes (0. 0076-cm thick) which slide against each
other and are driven by a common screw thread. Each vane has a 7r/2-rad
(90-deg) slot cut in its end, and therefore the overall field of view is square
but continuously variable from zero to the maximum field required by the fine
guidance system [0. 87 mrad (3 arc min)].
2. The edge where the image division occurs can be made extremely
sharp since it consists of the intersection of two planes. Then the image is
divided into four parts with negligible loss of light.
An optical field corrector is used to bend the light from the four quad-
rants back parallel to the main optic axis. The fabrication of this field cor-
rector is not critical since neither the edges of the pyramid faces nor the
pyramid apex are used. A narrow-band filter centered on the 633-nm laser
line is placed between the prismatic field flattener and the quadrant multiplier
phototube (QMP) and the filter can be removed for star-tracking purposes.
This type of tracking system provides four partial images of the entrance pupil
(Fig. 77). The varying states of illumination of these four images are used
to electronically sense the image position. After acquisition and tracking have
been accomplished, the instrument can be used to demodulate a 633-nm
received beam in the communication channel.
Main Instrument Base and Sub-Base
The instrument sub-base consists of a triangular welded section and is
attached to steel bolts which are embedded in the observatory floor. The main
base casting (Fig. 78) is supported from the sub-base by three adjustable
screws. The assembly under the star observation channel provides a reference
point using a ball and cone system and is adjustable in three orthogonal direc-
tions. The two remaining jacking points have a spherical surface resting on a
flat plate and can also be adjusted in three orthogonal directions. These three
adjustments enable base casting to be moved in both position and angle relative
to the Coudi focus of the telescope.
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Diffraction Image Diffraction Image During
on Axis Acquisition Phase
Figure 77. QMP illumination conditions during acquisition and tracking.
Experiment Master Console
The master console shown in Figure 79 remotely controls all tracking,
receiving, and laser beacon functions with the exception of the power of the GFE
argon laser.
GROUND BASED ACQUISITION AID
System Functional Description
The GBAA system hardware is pictured in Figure 80. Figure 81 is a
block diagram of the system. The GBAA has the capability of acquiring a coop-
erative target consisting of a high-flying aircraft carrying a cube corner retro-
reflector array. The target is acquired at a slant range of from 9.15 km
(30 000 ft) to 30.5 km (100 000 ft) while traveling at an angular velocity
< 8. 7 mrad/sec (0. 5 deg/sec). Target acquisition is accomplished by the
interception of the aircraft's retroreflectors by the GBAA Search scan. As
illustrated in Figure 82, the Search or Fence scan is one in which a 174-by
1. 6-mrad (10-by 0. 09-deg) solid angle is scanned in the far field simultane-
ously by both transmitter and receiver. The 174-mrad (10-deg) fence is
scanned in 128 overlapping steps. As the aircraft passes through the Search
scan, a transmitter beam reflection from the cube corner's retroreflectors is
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Figure 78. Main base casting and instrument sub-base assembly.
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Figure 80. Photograph of GBAA.
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Figure 81. Block diagram of GBAA.
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sensed by the GBAA receiver sensor. The laser radar then automatically
switches to the Track mode. A cruciform Track scan is generated, continuously
centered about the target aircraft by the receiver tracker. Declination and hour
angle error outputs are available at the target tracker control unit to determine
the target position relative to the GBAA boresight axis, accurate to +100 Prad
(20 arc sec). Target Range is also output in both digital and analog form with
an accuracy equal to or better than ±100 m.
A Star tracking mode has also been provided to affect an infinitely dis-
tant point source for mutual alignment of the GBAA laser radar and the optical
communications telescope.
The GBAA operating parameters are shown in a subsystem format in
Figure 83.
Four basic modes of operation are required to acquire and track a target.
These are Search, Acquisition, Track, and Miniscan. The Search mode, as the
term suggests, is used to scan the far field in the direction of the approaching
target. The laser transmitter beam is deflected in small overlapping step
increments to form a spatial "line of illumination" with which to intercept the
approaching aircraft. In a similar fashion, the receiver sensor's IFOV is
scanned across the sensor photocathode in overlapping steps such as to be sur-
rounded by the line being scanned by the transmitter in the far field. Once the trans-
mitter beam has been intercepted by the aircraft, illumination of the retrore-
flector is seen by the receiver sensor in the form of a return pulse. The first
return pulse stops Search scanning and advances the mode to Acquisition. The
next pulse is transmitted in the same angular direction. The second pulse is
used to verify that the return signal was indeed energy returned by the target,
as opposed to "noise". If a second pulse is received, the mode is advanced to
the Track mode. If not, the mode is returned to Search, and the Search scan is
continued until two successive return pulses are detected by the receiver. Once
the target has been acquired it is necessary to determine its exact position,
velocity, and direction of travel. To accomplish this, a cruciform Tracking
scan is generated. Target positions which deviate from the center of the Track-
ing scan cause correction voltages to be generated, which result in a reposition-
ing of the Track scan about the target. The absolute position of the Track scan
deflection is read out as an error voltage representing the ± deviation from the
center of the receiver field, the center being referred to as boresight. The
error signal is used by the telescope gimbal system to precisely align the tele-
scope to the target. The Tracking scan is continued as long as return pulses
are being received by the receiver sensor. If return pulses should terminate,
due to scintillation, for example, the Miniscan mode of operation is initiated.
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Figure 82. GBAA aid.
RECEIVER OPTICS ASSEMBLY BEAM STEERER
* LENS - 65 mm f/0.75, 365-mrad (21 deg) FOV * POWER DRIVE AMPLIFIER - + 5.0 V FULL DEFLECTION
* FILTER - 514.5 nm BANDPASS e TRANSMIT/RECEIVER TRACK - POT. ADJUSTMENT
* PROTECTIVE SHUTTER - INTERFERENCE (DEFLECTION/ADJUSTMENT)
RECEIVER SENSOR BEAM STEERER
* IMAGE DISSECTOR - F4012 - S-20 e PIEZOELECTRIC DEFLECTOR - ± 11.6 mrad (± 40 min.)
" HV POWER SUPPLY - -2.4 kV - TRANSMITTER OPTICS - 174 x 174 mrad (10 x 10 deg)
" FOCUS CURRENT REGULATOR - 230 mA FAR 
FIELD DEFLECTION
" PREAMPLIFIER - 50 kHz BANDPASS
TRANSMITTER
TARGET TRACKER a ARGON ION LASER - TEM0 0 514.5 nmSPULSED DRIVER - 1 kHz PULSE REPETITION RATE
* ACQUISITION SCAN - 128 STEP, ± 87-mrad (- 5 deg) [ 15 Lm PULSE WIDTH
* TRACK SCAN - ± 16 STEP ELEV./AZIM.
* DEFLECTION GENERATOR - 150 mA/in. RANGING SYSTEM
* LASER TRIGGER - 2.5 V PEAK 2 ps PULSE WIDTH & OUTPUTS - ANALOG, DIGITAL
* ERROR O.P. - + 5.0 V INTO 100 n, LOAD 
. RANGE 30.5 km (100 000 ft)
* BEAM STEERER SCAN GEN. - 1 kHz LOW-PASS RANGE MONITOR - VISUAL
* TIMING CONTROL - DIGITAL
READOUT & CONTROL
* ELEVATION ERROR - ± 87 mrad (± 5 deg)
* AZIMUTH ERROR - + 87 mrad (± 5 deg)
* SEARCH-TRACK MODE - AUTOMATIC SWITCH
* TEST - STATIC
* SWEEP POSITION SELECT
* ON-OFF - POWER
Figure 83. GBAA system parameters.
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In Miniscan, a small raster-type field is scanned to relocate the target. It
consists of a search pattern covering a field of approximately 11. 3-mrad
(0. 65-deg) square. The first return pulse received while in Miniscan resets
the mode control to the Track mode, and target tracking continues. If no
return is received within 12 Minifield scans, the mode control is recycled to the
Search mode, where the field is once again searched in the original 174-mrad
(10-deg) line scan, or a 174- by 174-mrad (10- by 10-deg) raster-type scan, as
selected by the operator. The Acquisition scan sequence is depicted in Figure 84.
Fence Scan
In the Search mode, the transmitter and receiver search the far field
using a line scan consisting of 128 overlapping steps covering a 174-mrad
(10-deg) angle. The Fence scan can be positioned anywhere in a 174- by 174
mrad (10- by 10-deg) FOV.
The control unit provides selectable search scan options that will
1. Search the total 174- by 174-mrad FOV - Raster scan
2. Search a single 174-mrad line - Fence scan
3. Search a specific 174-mrad - Offset
4. Search a 174-mrad fence at elevation boresight - Center scan
All scans - Acquisition, Track, and Miniscan, are digitally generated
using TTL logic components. The Acquisition scan generator is seven-bit binary
up-on counter which counts from 0 to a maximum count of 128 and back to 0.
This produces a 128-step sawtooth waveform Fence scan with a cycle rate of
approximately 8 Hz. The Fence scan searches the field from left to right at a
stepping rate of 1 kHz. At the end of each search line the scan is rapidly
retraced at a rate of 8 kHz. The Fence scan is positioned at a zero elevation
angle by momentary depression of the Center scan button on the control unit.
It may also be positioned to an elevation angle of 65.45 mrad (-3. 75 deg) by
selection of Offset. These two conditions are attained as the elevation
acquisition counter is set to either logic No. 64 or logic No. 16, respectively.
When in the Fence mode, the elevation acquisition counter is held static sub-
sequent to position selection.
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NO ACQUISITION CONTINUOUS TRACK
174-mrad
(01deg)..4 . 1-mrad 17.4 x 17.4-mrad(10-de ) ACQUISITION 1.4 x . eLOSS OF TRACK7.4 x 17.4-mrad
ACUISITION 0.08 x 0.08 rodeg (1 x 1 deg)
SCAN TRACK SCAN MINI SCAN
REACOUISITION
NO REACOUiSITION
Figure 84. GBAA automatic scan sequence.
Raster Scan
When Raster is selected, the azimuth counter continues generating the
128-step Fence scan. At the end of each azimuth line, the elevation acquisition
counter is advanced one count, resulting in an elevation deflection of 1.4 mrad
(0.08 deg). This generates a raster-type scan which searches the total 174-mrad
(10- by 10-deg) FOV. At the end of each field scan the elevation counter is
rapidly down counted to count No. 0. This produces an elevation sawtooth scan
waveform of 128 steps which repeats at a rate of 16 Hz.
If at any time during the Raster scan the Fence mode is selected, the
elevation drive will cease, and the scan will continue in azimuth at that point in
the FOV. In this manner, the Fence scan can be positioned anywhere in the
174- by 174-mrad FOV by selection at the control unit.
Track Scan
When the first target return pulse is detected, the operating mode
switches from Search to Acquisition. In the Acquisition mode, the clock pulse
drive to all deflection scan generators is inhibited, and a second pulse is trans-
mitted. If the initial pulse was a false alarm (noise pulse), the mode auto-
matically returns to Search, and the Fence scan continues. When two succes-
sive return pulses are detected, the mode switches from Acquisition to Track.
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In the Track mode, elevation and azimuth sawtooth scans are generated
as pictured in Figure 85. The instantaneous field of view is deflected about the
target by a Track scan consisting of ±16 steps; each step equals 0. 09 mrad
( 0. 005 deg). The track scan alternately deflects in elevation and azimuth to
produce the 1. 4-mrad (0. 08-deg) cruciform pattern. The Track waveform
initially positions the transmitter and receiver on the target and scans off the
target. In this manner, the on-target time (above and below and to the right
and left) is weighed to determine the actual target position.
As previously mentioned, there are ±16 track steps of 0. 09 mrad
(0. 005 deg) each, which result in a total deflection equivalent to ±1 acquisi-
tion step. This deflection is obtained by preceding each acquisition counter
with a four-bit track counter. Sixteen track step increments are therefore
necessary to advance the acquisition counters one step. The step rate remains
at 1 kHz, producing a complete cruciform scan at 15 Hz. Subsequent to Track
scanning off the target, the Track scan is rapidly retraced in 250 Asec as it
is driven with a 64-kHz retrace clock pulse.
Track scanning continues, provided that the target ramains in the FOV
and an appropriate signal-to-noise level is maintained. If the signal is inter-
rupted for a period of two complete cruciform Track scans, the mode switches
from Track to Miniscan.
Minisearch Scan
The Minisearch scan generator produces the pattern shown in Figure
85. It covers a far field area of 11.1 by 11.1 mrad (0.64 by 0.64 deg).
Typical elevation and azimuth miriiscan waveforms are shown in Figure 85.
The azimuth eight-step scan and retrace sawtooth waveform has a cycle rate
of 120 Hz. The elevation scan cycles at 15 Hz. The 8 by 8 Acquisition step
Miniscan is generated as the four-bit track counters are driven with 16 clock
pulses per each acquisition step. Each acquisition step, for both transmitter
beam deflector and receiver, is generated in 16 0.09-mrad (0. 005-deg) incre-
ments. The finer stepping granularity reduces the beam deflector's tendency
toward overshoot and ringing, which might be encountered when using larger
step increments.
The elevation and azimuth step sequencing is controlled by a flip-flop
with control counter synchronization. The first target return pulse received
when in Miniscan mode switches the mode to Track. If no target is sensed
within 12 minifields, the mode returns to Search. When reverting to the Search
mode, the scan is either Fence or Raster, as determined by selection at the
control unit.
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a. Search Scan b. Mini-Search Scan
128-Step/174-mrad Fence-with 174- x 174-mrad Field Option 8 x 8 Steps/Field - 1.4 mrad/Step
c. Tracking Scan d. Fence - Minifield and Track Scans
+ 16 Step = + 1.4 mrad (Superimposed)
(Signals applied to oscilloscope inputs: vertical - voltage at elevation coil current sampling
resistor; horizontal - voltage at azimuth coil current sampling resistor.)
Figure 85. GBAA target tracker scan waveforms.
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e. Search Fence f. Track Scan
128-Step - 74-mrad Azimuth Scan ± 16 Step - 0.09-mrad/Step
g. Mini-Search
8-Step Elevation and Azimuth - 1.4-mrad/Step
(Signals applied to oscilloscope inputs: vertical - voltage at coil current sampling resistor;




The computer used for control of the AVLOC experiment was an SCC-
4700 computer with teletype input. This equipment is located on the second floor
of the optical tracking station facility, as shown in Figure 86. Immediately to
the left of the computer is a rack of computer interface hardware.
The computer is a 16-bit, 920-nsec, general-purpose machine featuring
48-bit floating point, double-precision, multiply/divide hardware.
For the AVLOC experiment, the computer had 16-channel, 12-bit A/D
inputs and 8-channel, 12-bit D/A outputs for accepting tracking error inputs
and providing tracking and pointing command data to the telescope.




Data to and from the control computer are routed through the computer
interface rack (Fig. 86) for A/D conversion, digital to digital interfacing, or
D/A conversion. In addition, data to be displayed alphanumerically are routed
through the computer interface rack for conversion to the digital format required
by the character generators. The A/D channel assignments are:
1. Fine Tracker EX
2. Fine Tracker Ey
3. GBAA Tracker EX
4. GBAA Tracker Ey
5. GBAA Range
6. Joy stick Ex
7. Joy stick Ey
8. Beacon Power









The D/A channel assignments are:
1. Polar Velocity
2. Declination Velocity
3. Ground Track Circle X




8. PDI to Tone Generator
The telescope position and clock digital interfaces are described in Appendix A.
Two clocks located in this rack furnish experiment time and time-of-day data.
Telemetry Data Rack
The telemetry data rack contains discriminators for monitoring downlink
VCO telemetry data, a decommutator for monitoring downlink PAM telemetry
data on the 22-kHz VCO channel, a PAM multiplexer and VCO channels for multi-
plexing data to be recorded and four patch panels to facilitate routing of data.
The ground station data recording system and the aircraft telemetry and data
recording system are described in the following paragraphs.
TV Monitor Rack
The TV monitor rack contains the three monitors associated with thejoystick controller acquisition system. It also contains four alphanumeric dis-
play monitors, character generators, and electronics. The items displayed
alphanumerically are as follows:
1. GBAA Data
a. Slant Range
b. Vertical Altitude (desired, delta)








b. Receiver Power Attenuation
c. Beam Divergence
d. Experiment Time














4. Master Experiment Status (color)
a. GBAA Track







The TV control rack contains 2 general-purpose monitors, a wave-
form monitor, camera control electronics, a camera control panel, a TV pulse
generator, 10 video distribution amplifiers, and 8 pulse distribution amplifiers.
Routing of data is through a patch panel installed in the rack. Figure 87 shows
the ground station television distribution system.
Observation Trailer
The observation trailer TV distribution system is an extension of
the ground station system and is intended to allow the principal investigators
to monitor many of the same data and parameters being displayed in the ground
station. Displays may be recorded on videotape for future reference. The
observation TV system is described in Appendix A.
TARGET ACQUISITION
Prior to acquisition, the telescope is pointed toward the prearranged
acquisition point, and the GBAA and laser transceiver are activated. In the
acquisition mode, the GBAA laser beam is scanned 174 mrad (10 deg) to
form a radar fence in the acquisition area. Referring to Figure 81, pulses
from the clock trigger the beam steerer, the detector scan generator, and the
laser trigger. The laser trigger excites the 514. 5-nm green laser into
pulsed operation. The laser beam passes through optical elements to the
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Figure 87. Ground station TV system.
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optical elements produce the 174-mrad fan-shaped beam scan, or radar fence.
When the target aircraft enters the radar fence, returns from retroreflectors
attached to the underside of the aircraft pass through the receiver lens and sun-
protect shutter to the detector. Two successive returns cause the GBAA to
automatically enter track, producing a 1.4- by 1.4-mrad (0. 08- by 0.08-deg)
cruciform scan centered on the target. The GBAA detector is an image dis-
sector whose face is electromagnetically scanned in synchronism with the
transmitted beam so that return beam X and Y position errors are detected.
In the Track mode, these error signals are applied to the beam steerer and,
through an A/D interface, to the computer. The computer commands polar
and declination telescope velocities which tend to null out the pointing error.
When the pointing error becomes small, the beacon laser, which is amplitude
modulated at 10. 7 MHz, illuminates the aircraft. When illuminated by the
beacon laser, a detector in the AOCP initiates a beacon presence signal which
activates the red downlink laser, and the AOCP enters the Track mode, pointing
the red laser toward the ground station. When the red laser beam falls within
the +0.436-mrad (± 90-arc sec) FOV of the laser transceiver tracking detector,
the laser transceiver also enters the Track mode, and acquisition is complete.
TARGET TRACKING
Referring to Figure 88, the incoming red beam passes through a tele-
scope to the transfer mirror, where it is deflected to a dichroic beam splitter.
It passes through an ND filter and an FOV aperture to the quadrant multiplier
tracking detector. Before reaching the detector, the beam is split into four
parts by an image divider so that a partial image falls on each of the four quad-
rants of the QMP. The varying states of illumination of these four partial
images are used to electronically sense the location of the total image. Refer-
ring to Figures 89 and 90, a gate generator gates the four cathodes of the QMP
so that, at any instant, two cathodes are conducting. The resulting QMP output
is amplified, inverted, and gated to sum the direct outputs of quadrants I and
II with the inverted outputs of quadrants III and IV to derive the X-axis signal.
The Y-axis is derived by summing the direct outputs of quadrants I and IV with
the inverted outputs of quadrants II and III. After smoothing in the drive ampli-
fier, these signals are applied to the transfer mirror piezoelectric actuators
and, through buffers and interfaces, to the computer, as indicated in Figure 91.
The computer adjusts telescope polar and declination drive rates in a direction
to reduce detected pointing errors. The transfer mirror, having a quicker
response than the telescope, insures tracking continuity and smooth drive.
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Figure 88. Laser transmit and receive channels block diagram.
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Figure 89. Fine tracker electronics block diagram.
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Figure 90. Fine tracker logic.
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Figure 91. Pointing command signal flow diagram.
LASER COMMUNICATIONS
Transmit Channel
Referring to the left side of Figure 88, audio tones generated in the tone
generator are applied to frequency modulate the 10. 7-MHz VCXO subcarrier
generator. The modulated subcarrier is applied to a 10. 7-MHz modulator
driver whose output drives an optical modulator located in the path of the
488-nm blue laser. The amplitude-modulated blue laser passes through other
optical elements and out through the telescope. The tone generators and VCXO
are part of the command tone transmitter shown in Figure 92. Boards A-2
through A-7 are keyed' fixed-frequency oscillators, while A-12 is a free-run-
ning 10. 7-MHz VCXO. The control panel allows the selection of three-tone
sequences and has a transmit button to initiate the sequence. The logic and
timing board, A-1, contains the circuitry for keying the tones in the sequence
selected. When the transmit button is depressed, the selected tones sequen-
tially frequency modulate the 10. 7-MHz subcarrier. Board A-10 is a VCO
operating continuously at a center frequency of 560 Hz. Its instantaneous
frequency is determined by the magnitude of a dc voltage from the computer,
which is derived by comparing the horizontal component of the GBAA range
signal with a desired range signal stored in the computer. The output of board
A-10 is applied continuously to the VCXO, which is applied continuously to the
optical modulator. When detected at the aircraft, the signal drives a PDI,
informing the pilot of the amplitude and direction of his deviation from the
desired circular flight path.
A portion of the transmitted beam is deflected to a vacuum photodiode,
whose amplitude detects the 10. 7-MHz subcarrier for display on an oscillo-
scope. The photodiode bias supply is a 44-V battery pack. Because diode bias
current is a function of incident light, transmitter power is a function of bias
current. Meters displaying average laser power on a zero to five scale,
derived from diode bias current, are located on the second and third floors.
Circuit configurations allow the percent of modulation to be calculated by
Peak-to-peak narrow band voltage out (4)
Percent modulation = 1. 33 x Power monitor meter reading "
Receive Channel
Referring again to Figure 88, after passing through the ND filter, a por-
tion of the incoming red laser is deflected through the receiver FOV aperture
to two aperture controls. One portion of the beam is directed through a 700-nm
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bandpass filter to the background PMT detector. The output of the detector is
amplified in a low-frequency log amplifier and recorded as background scintil-
lation. The other portion of the beam passes through a 1.3-nm-wide bandpass
filter to the communications detector. The detector output is a 30 megabits-
per-second downlink PCM, which is routed to an impedance converter. This
unit furnishes a high-impedance output to a low-frequency log amplifier, which
activates the beacon presence detector, and a low-impedance output to the scin-
tillation monitor log amplifier, which is tuned to respond to a strong 2-MHz
component in the 31-bit pseudorandom sequence downlink modulation. Another
low-impedance output is furnished the bit error preamplifier. This and the
PCM decoder (Fig. 93) perform signal conditioning and relocking functions
to restore the signal to pure binary form. Depending on the modulation present,
the signal will be routed either to the bit error detector or to the telemetry
equipment. If the 31-bit pseudorandom sequence downlink modulation has been
selected the signal will be routed to the bit error detector, where it will be
compared bit by bit with an identical sequence generated on the ground. The
error rate will be displayed on a counter, and an analog voltage representing
BER will be recorded. If telemetry is on the downlink beam, it will be
recorded and also demultiplexed and displayed. Video downlink modulation
will be displayed on a TV monitor.
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
AIRBORNE TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
A block diagram of the data acquisition subsystem is shown in Figure
94. Engineering data are received at the input of the PAM multiplexer (MUX),
where they are time-division multiplexed and transmitted to the IRIG channel
14 of the VCO assembly. There, they are frequency-division multiplexed
with 10 channels of other data. The output of the VCO assembly is routed to
channel 2 of the Ampex Model AR-1700 tape recorder, where it is direct re-
corded at a speed of 7 1/2 ips. The output of the VCO assembly is also sent to
the auxiliary VCO assembly, where it is mixed with the signals from two con-
stant-bandwidth VCO's and a proportional VCO to form a frequency-multiplexed
output data signal. This signal is then sent through a four-position coaxial
switch to modulate the helium-neon laser downlink. The coax switch is used to
select one of three downlink signals: the output data signal, a TV video signal,
or channel 1 of the tape recorder pickup head. The recorder signal gives a
positive indication of onboard recording. Coaxial switch positions are selected
through commands on the laser uplink. Not shown in this diagram is the
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provision made to select for the downlink either the output of the coaxial switch
or of a BER generator, which provides a reference for determining atmospheric
effects on the optical downlink. The PAM MUX data inputs and VOC channel
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Figure 92. Command tone transmitter block diagram.
The measurement program, containing 32 measurements, is given in Table 9.
Eighteen of these are static engineering measurements, PAM multiplexed at
five samples per second.
The PAM Multiplexer Teledyne Model 306A2KIV3(150D10) is a high-
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Figure 95. Aircraft telemetry data system.
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TABLE 9. AVLOC MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM
Measurement: Measurement
Number Description Range Channel Response
M-1-1 Fine Track Bit 0 or 3.5 V Commutateda Ch. 3 5 sps b
M-2-1 I. D. Error, Ey t0.1 deg (E5 V) VCO Ch. 15 1050c
M-2-2 . I.D. Error, EZ  0.1 deg (:5 V) VCO Ch. 16 1050c
M-3-1 Linear Seintil- 0 to 5 Vdc FM Record Ch. 6 5000
lation
M-3-2 Log Scintilla- 0 to 5 Vdc FM Record Ch. 5 (d)
tion
M-4-1 lie-No Laser 0 to 5 Vdc FM Record Ch. 4 (e)
Power
M-5-1 Beam Divergence 0 to 5 Vdc Commutated Ch. 6 5 sps
M-7-1 Uplink Audio 5 V Peak to Peak Direct Record Ch. 3 400 Hz, 125 Hz
M-8-1 Receiver Attenu- I to 5 Vde Commutated Ch. 9 5 sps
aLion
M-9-1 Aperture Size ) to 5 Vde Commutated Ch. 5 5 sps
M-10-1 Beam Steerer, B Z  ±200 are sec (+5 V) VCO Ch. 10 220 c
M-10-2 Beam Steerer, By :0. 1 deg (±5 V) VCO Ch. 9 160c
M-11-1 Timing Signal Direct Record Ch. 2
M-12-1 TV Filter I0 V to 5 V Commutated Ch. 4 5 sps
M-13-1 Gimbal Angle 0 :L5 V VCO Ch. 7 35 Hz
M-13-2 Gimbal Angle 0 L5 V VCO Ch. 8 45 Hz
M-14-1 Vibration, Pitch :*0.1 g VCO Ch. 17 1050C
M-15-1 Vibration, Yaw o0.1 g VCO Ch. 12 3:30oc
M-16-1 Vibration, Long- ±0.1 g VCO Ch. 13 450 c liz
itude
M-17-1 Computer Status 0 to 5 Vdc VCO Ch. 11 110
M-18-1 Coarse Track Bit 0 to 3.5 Vdc Commutated Ch. 10 5 sps
M-19-1 60-Hz Power 0 to 130 Vac Commutated Ch. 11 5 sps
M-20-1 400-Hz Power 0 to 130 Vac Commutated Ch. 12 5 sps
M-21-1 2i-V Unreg. de ;) to 32 Vdc Commutated Ch. 13 5 sps
M-22-1 28-V Reg. dc 0 to 32 Vde Commutated Ch. 14 5 sps
M-23-1 5-V Indicator 0 to 6 Vde Commutated Ch. 15 5 sps
Supply
M-24-1 15-V Control 0 to 16 Vdc Commutated Ch. 16 5 sps
Supply
M-25-1 Laser Shutter 0 to 5 Vdc Commutated Ch. 7 5 sps
Position
M-27-1 AOCP Tempera- 0 to 50* C Commutated Ch. 17 5 sps
ture
M-28-1 Canister Temp 0 to 50* C Ch. 18 5 sps
M-29-1 Baseband Scin- 0 to 5 Vdc FM Record Ch. 7
tillation
M-30-1 Linear Scintil- 0 to 5 Vde Commutated Ch. 8 5 sps
lation
a. Commutator IRIG Channel 14.
b. Samples per second.
c. Assumes special discriminator output filters to allow for subcarrier deviation ratio of
approximately two. Nearest standard filter is assumed to be used,
d. Constant bandwidth VCO to ground link 96 kHz.
e. Constant bandwidth VCO to ground link 128 kHz.
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As seen from the waveform diagram of Figure 96, the channel format
is as follows: Positions 1 and 2 are occupied by the frame synchronization
pulse. Positions 3 through 30 are PAM data channels 1 through 28, respec-
tively.
MASTER sec MASTER
5 - VOLT -PU.LSE 50 PULSE
0ovoL - -_ I
LJ I
CH CH CH CH
1 2 27 28
Figure 96. PAM multiplexer waveform.
The format is in accordance with IRIG-STD 106-66 and is classified as a PAM
wavetrain at 50 percent duty cycle having a channel positive pedestal of 1 1/4 V.
The PAM gain is 0. 745. The total sampling rate is 150 samples per second,
giving a channel sample rate of 5 samples per second. The input signal level
is 0 to 5 Vdc. The input impedance, each channel, is 15 MS2 minimum. The out-
put impedance is 500 0 maximum. Channel 1 is programmed for a 0-V cali-
bration level as an input, whereas channel 2 is programmed for 5 V. The PAM
MUX signal characteristics are listed in Table 10.
The VCO assembly consists of three types of functional subassemblies:
(1) a mount assembly that accepts up to 12 plug-in modules; (2) 11 propor-
tional-bandwidth, VCO assemblies which have been selected to cover ERIG
channels 7 through 17, and (3) a mixer amplifier that mixes the output of the
VCO's. The VCO's for channels 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16 are adjusted for a
0 to 5-V input range. The VCO's are IRIG standard telemetering voltage-
controlled, frequency-modulated subcarrier oscillators. The VCO signal
characteristics are listed in Table 11. Component specifications are given in
Table 12.
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TABLE 10. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR AIRCRAFT MPX COVERING DATA FOR 30 CHANNEL-MAX!MUM
FRAME-SAMPLE RATE 50 Hz
Analog Range
Data Channel Number (V) Parameter Range
Beacon Presence 3 0 to 5 Off, On - Discrete
TV Filter 4 In/Out - Discrete
Receiver Aperture 5 In/Out - Discrete
Beam Divergence 6 5 Steps, mrad
Laser Shutter 7 In/Out - Discrete
Tracker Attenuation 8 4 Steps - ND
Receiver Attenuation 9 In/Out - Discrete
Fine Beacon Presence 10 On/Off - Discrete
60 Hz Power 11 0 to 30 V - Linear
400 Hz Power 12 0 to 130 V - Linear
28 Vdc Unregulated 13 0 to 32 V - Linear
28 Vdc Regulated 14 0 to 32 V - Linear
5 Vdc Power 15 0 to 6 V - Linear
15 Vdc Power 16 0 to 16 V - Linear
AOCP Temperature 17 0 to 50* C - Linear
Canister Temperature 18 0 to 50' C - Linear
TABLE 11. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS - AIRCRAFT VCO CHANNEL DATA
Analog
Data VCO Channel Range Parameter Carrier Frequency Bandwidth
No. (V) (kHz) (Hz)
Gimbal Mirror Angle 0 7 + 2. 5 +0. 87 to -0. 52 rad 2. 3 7. 5 O Deviation 35
Gimbal Mirror Angle 0 8 + 2.5 +1.22 to -0.17 rad 3.0 a 7.5 % Deviation 45
Beam Steerer Angle By 9 + 2.5 + 4.35 mrad 3. 9 7. 5 %o Deviation 160a
Beam Steerer Angle Bz 10 a 2.5 a 4.35 mrad 5.4 a 7.5 % Deviation 220a
Computer Status 11 0 to 5 7.35 + 7. 5 O Deviation 110
Vibration - Yaw 12 L 2. 5 a 1 g 10. 5 a 7. 5 % Deviation 330a
Vibration - Longitude 13 a 2. 5 a 1 g 14. 5 ± 7. 5 % Deviation 450a
PAM Data 14 0 to 5 22. 0 a 7. 5 % Deviation 330
Image Dissector Error Ey 15 ± 2.5 a 121prad 30.0 a 7.5 % Deviation 1050
a
Image Dissector Error EZ  16 ± 2.5 a 121 prad 40.0 ± 7. 5 %o Deviation 1050 a
Vibration - Pitch 17 + 2.5 a 1 g 52. 5 a 7. 5 % Deviation 1050 a
Timing Channel 18 1. 5 to 3. 5 IRIG B, 1 kHz 70.0 a 7. 5 % Deviation 1050
Log Scintillation 11C 0 to 5 0 to 5 96. 0 ± 8. 0 kHz Deviation 8000
Laser Power Monitor 15C 0 to 5 0 to 5 128. 0 ± 8. 0 kHz Deviation 8000
a. Wider than standard bandwidth.
TABLE 12. VCO ASSEMBLY COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(Vector An Aydin Company, MT541-5 Series)
Input Voltage Level 0 to 5 V or ± 2. 5 V
Input Impedance 500 k12 min
Frequency IRIG proportional-bandwidth, channels 7 through 17
Output Voltage Level 0. 85 V peak to peak; 0 to 2 V rms at test point
Output Impedance 47 kn2 Nominal
Frequency Deviation ± 7.5 %
Power Requirements 28 Vdc ± 15 o at 6.5 mA nominal, 11 mA max
Mixer Amplifier
(Vector An Aydin Company, Series MTA-48-2,
Wired with Series B Pin Functions)
Gain Variable up to 20
Frequency Response ± 0. 25 dB from 300 Hz to 200 kHz
Input Impedance 100 + 10 %o
Output Impedance Less than 100 52
Input Signal 100 mV min
Output Signal Set at 2 V rms for this application
Power Requirements 28 Vdc a 15 o 6 mA nominal, 9 mA max
Mount
Vector An Aydin Company, Model M-172 MA, 12-Position Mount
Connector J2 Position is wired for MTA-Series B Mixer Amplifier
Connector VOC IRIG Connector VCO IRIG
Channel Channel
J-3 17 J-9 11
J-4 16 J-10 10
J-5 15 J-11 9
J-6 14 J-12 8
J-7 13 J-13 7
J-8 12
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The output of the VCO assembly, after mixing in the linear mixer ampli-
fier, is a frequency-division multiplex wavetrain, which is available for record-
ing and for transmission on the optical downlink.
The auxiliary VCO assembly consists of a mount assembly, two constant
bandwidth VOC' s, one proportional bandwidth VCO, and a mixer amplifier.
This assembly has been installed to provide sufficiently high frequency response
to accommodate the log-amplitude scintillation, laser power monitor, and time
code signals and to mix the wavetrain from the other VCO assembly into a com-
mon frequency-multiplex signal for transmission on the optical downlink. Its
output waveform bandwidth is too large for direct-record on a tape recorder
track at 19-cm/seo (7. 5-ips) tape speed. However, the component signals are
separately recorded before mixing. The component specifications are given in
Table 13.
The three accelerometers are of the piezoelectric type. They are used
with a Gulton Model ES 6044B charge amplifier-type signal conditioner, which
is rated at maximum gain to give 120-mV output per picocoulomb. The output is
biased at 2. 5 Vdc, giving a minimum range after amplification of 0. 1 g. The
specifications for the charge amplifier are as follows:
Gain Range 20:1 (continuously variable):
maximum gain, 120 mV/pc
Frequency Response 5 %o 5 Hz to 10 kHz
Linearity 2 o up to 4.9 V peak to peak
Load Impedance 50 kS2 to 1 MQ shunted with
2000 pF max
Output Impedance 500 ~ (nominal)
Quiescent Noise Level 50 mV peak to peak (2 Hz to
7000 Hz) at max gain with 330
pF across input
Power Input 25 mA max at 28.0, 4, and -8
Vdc
Limiting 0.0 (+0.1, -0.0) V and 5.6 V
max
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Bias 2. 5 V 5 %o dc
Harmonic Distortion Less than 2 o from 3 Hz to 5 KHz
for output voltages up to 4. 9 V
peak to peak
Overload Recovery
Signal Transient 5 msec for transient; 3 times
normal input level
Pulse Transient 50 msec after application of 1
msec; -1 V pulse input
Supply Transient 5 mV max output for 1 V change
in dc
Output Protection No damage + 5 Vde or less applied
to output wire
Case Isolation Greater than 50 M2 at 50 Vdc
(for proper performance, case
ground and circuit ground should
be connected at end of output
cable).
The airborne tape recorder is an Ampex AR-1700 model. It is set up to
record at 19 cm/sec (7.5 ips) with a 2. 54-cm (I-in.) recording tape using
only seven tracks arranged as follows:
Track 1 Direct record of time code waveform
Track 2 Direct record of PAM/FM and FM multiplexed data, which
is played back over the data link to indicate recorder
operation.
Track 3 Direct record of uplink audio modulation from the command
receiver
Track 4 FM record of experiment laser power monitor signal
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TABLE 13. AUXILIARY VCO ASSEMBLY COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(Vector An Aydin Company, MTS 47-1 Series)
Input Voltage Between -2. 5 V and + 5. 0 Vdc, set for 0 to 5 Vdc
Input Impedance 50 k2 min
Frequency IRIG constant bandwidth channels 11C and 15C at 96
kHz and 128 kHz center frequency, respectively,
and proportional channel 18 at 70 kHz.
Frequency Deviation ± 8 kHz
Output Voltage 0. 85 V peak to peak min with 10 k2 load, 0 to 2 V
rms at test point
Output Impedance 47 k2 nominal
Power Requirements 28 ± 4 Vde at 6.5 mA nominal, 11 mA max
Mixer Amplifier
Same as listed under VCO assembly above.
Output level is set at 1 V peak to peak into 75 2 as required by modulation
requirements of the laser modulator.
Mount
Similar to the VCO assembly mount, except that only four inputs are provided






Track 5 FM record of experiment data signal log amplitude scintil-
lation
Track 6 FM record of experiment data signal linear amplitude scintil-
lation.
Track 7 FM record of experiment data signal linear baseband scin-
tillation.
The tape recorder specifications are given in Table 14 and the signal character-
istics are listed in Table 15.
Calibration data for the temperature probes are given in Figure 97. The
thermistor-type sensor, which has a negative temperature coefficient, puts out
5.7 V at 00 C and 0.95 V at 500 C.
GROUND STATION TELEMETRY SYSTEM
The format, PAM MUX data inputs, and VCO channel assignments of the
ground station telemetry system are shown in Figure 98. Engineering data are
received at the input of the PAM MUX, where they are time-division multiplexed
and transmitted to IRIG channel 17 of the VCO assembly. There the data are
frequency multiplexed with 13 channels of other data. The output of the VCO
assembly is routed to channel 4 of the tape recorder, where it is direct recorded
at a speed of 19 cm/sec (7.5 ips).
The PAM MUX signal characteristics are listed in Table 16 and the VCO
signal characteristics in Table 17.
The ground station tape recorder is a 14-track Ampex iR 1900, record-
ing 10 channels of input data at 19 cm/sec in the following format:
Track 1 Direct record of downlink TM composite
Track 2 Direct record of command audio and servo
Track 3 Direct record of time code IRIG composite
Track 4 Direct record of VCO composite
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TABLE 14. AIRBORNE TAPE-RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS
Direct Record
(All measurements per IRIG 106-69)
Input Level 0.25 to 2. 5 V rms.
Input Impedance Modified to provide 10 kQ , unbalanced to
ground.
Output Impedance 75 02 10 % for all frequencies.
Response Wideband II at tape speed of 19 cm/sec
(7 1/2 ips), bandwidth 400 Hz to 120 kHz,
S/N 20 dB.
FM Record
(All measurements per IRIG 106-69)
Input Impedance 1000 02 i10 % in parallel with 150-pF
maximum, unbalanced to ground.
Input Sensitivity +0. 25-V peak to 2. 50-V peak adjustable.
Output (Reproduce) Reproduce preamps have a 40-dB gain.
These units have a 75-0 output imped-
ance and plug into a preamp housing built
into the standard transport enclosure.
dc Center Frequency Less than ± 0. 75 % of deviation over a
Drift 273* F temperature range (-50* C to
800 C).
Linearity 0. 25 % of total deviation measured per
IRIG 106-69 over a 273* F temperature
range (-50" to 80' C) after 15-min warmup.
Second Harmonic Less than 50 dB for all speeds over a 273' F
Distortion temperature range (-50 C to 800 C) measured
at center frequency after 15-min warmup.
Bandwidth Wideband group II at tape speed 7 1/2 ips, center
frequency 56.25 kHz input frequency dc to 35.25
kHz.
General Specifications Power 28 V at 305 W max at 120 ips in record
mode less heater. If heater required, 225 W
additional required below 13* C (55" F),
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TABLE 15. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS - AIRCRAFT RECORDER 19 cm/sec (7.5 ips)
Center FrequencyData Channel Mode Analog Range Parameter Range Bandwidth FM Carrier
Number (V) (V) (kHz) (kHz)
Time Code 1 Direct a 2. 5 peak to peak IRIG Code "B" on
1-kHz Carrier
VCO Carriers 2 Direct 2 2. 5 peak to peak See VCO Sheet for 125
Data and Carriers
Uplink Audio Ccmmands 3 Direct a 2 peak to peak Data 5 2.0
Laser Power Monitor 4 FM 0 to 5 0 to 20 a  5 56.25 Wideband II
Log Amplitude Scintillation 5 FM 0 to 5 0 to 20 a  5 56. 25 Wideband II
Linear Amplitude Scintillation 6 FM 0 to 5 0 to 20 a  5 56.25 Wideband II
Linear Baseband Scintillation 7 FM 0 to 5 0 to 20 a  5 56.25 Wideband II





Track 9 FM record of BER
Track 10 FM record of intercom audio
Track 11 FM record of background power
Track 12 FM record of (2 MHz) scintillation
Track 13 FM record of baseband scintillation
Track 14 FM record of argon beacon laser power.
The tape recorder signal characteristics are listed in Table 18.
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
GROUND CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
The function of the GCE is to test the AOCP, permit accurate optical
alignment, and simulate the ground-based portion of the optical communications
link. The GCE also is capable of exercising the gimbal mirror, computer, and
other components in the integrated airborne system. The GCE capabilities
include:
1. Self-checks alignment, focusing, and optical modulator operation.
2. Tests static and dynamic alignment of AOCP with visual and elec-
tronic readout of alignment/tracking performance.
3. Checks tracking capabilities of the ID tracker, beam steerers, and
gimbal mirror.
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4. Checks operation of helium-neon laser and modulator on AOCP.
5. Checks command decoder and command execution.
Figure 99 is the GCE hardware tree showing the various subsystem
relationships.









AVERAGE OF THREE PROBES
MAXIMUM DEVIATION FROM AYERAGE 0.040 VOLTS
0 10 2 3b 4'o 5'o 60
TEMPERATURE (0C)
Figure 97. Temperature calibration curve.
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TABLE 16. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 
- GROUND STATION PAM DATA,
0- TO 60-CHANNEL 60-Hz SAMPLE RATE
Data Channel Analog Range Parameter Range
Number (V)





Tracker QMP High Voltage 7
Dome Position 8 0 to 10 V; 0 to 2 7r rad (3600)
Fine Tracker Target Presence 10 On/Off Discrete
GBAA Target Presence 11 On/Off Discrete
GBAA Search Mode 12 On/Off Discrete
GBAA Miniscan Mode 13 On/Off Discrete
TABLE 17. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 
- GROUND STATION VCO CHANNEL DATA
Analog
Data VCO Channel Range Parameter Range Carrier Frequency BandwidthNumber (V) (Hz)
Ground Track Circle X 2 ± 10 560 Hz + 7. 5% Deviation 8
Ground Track Circle Y 3 + 10 730 Hz ± 7. 5% Deviation 11
Telescope Polar Velocity 5 ± 10 + 87 mrad/sec (5 deg/sec) 1.3 kHz : 7. 5% Deviation 20
Telescope Declination Velocity 6 ± 10 ± 87 mrad/sec 1.7 kHz ± 7.5% Deviation 25
GBAA Range 8 0 to 4 0 to 40 km 3.0 kHz ± 7.5%o Deviation 45
GBAA Error X 9 ± 5 ± 87 mrad 3.9 kHz ± 7. 5% Deviation 60
GBAA Error Y 10 ± 5 ± 87 mrad 5.4 kHz + 7. 5 Deviation 80
Telescope Error Polar 11 ± 10 ± 2.42 mrad (± 500 are sec) 7.35 kHz ± 7.55% Deviation 110
Telescope Error Declination 12 ± 10 ± 2.42 mrad 10.5 kHz ± 7.5% Deviation 160
Fine Tracker System Error X 13 ± 10 ± 0 to 436 prad (± 90 arc sec) 14.5 kHz ± 7.5% Deviation 220
Fine Tracker System Error Y 14 ± 10 ± 0 to 436 prad 22.0 kHz ± 7. 5o Deviation 330
PAM Data 16 0 to 5 40.0 kHz ± 7.5% Deviation 600
CI
CA
TABLE 18. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS - GROUND STATION RECORDER CHANNELS
AT 19 cm/sec (7. 5 ips)
Data Channel Mode Analog Range Parameter Range Bandwidth Center Frequency FM
Number (V) (kHz) (kHz)
Aircraft Composite 1 Direct 1 peak to peak 125
TM Data
Command Audio and 2 Direct 1 peak to peak 125Servo Ref. Carrier
Time Code 3 Direct 1 peak to peak IRIG & Amr. 125
Composite Time
Codes
VCO Carriers 4 Direct 2 peak to peak See VCO Data Sheet 125
Bit Error Rate 9 FM 0 to 10 Variable 32 56.25 Wideband II
Intercom Audio 10 FM 2 peak to peak 32 56.25 Wideband II
Background Power 11 FM 32 56. 25 Wideband II
2 kHz Scintillation 12 FM 32 56. 25 Wideband II
Average Received Power 12 FM 32 56.25 Wideband II(Baseband Scintillation)
Beacon Power 14 FM 32 56. 25 Wideband II
PAM MULTIPLEXER VCO ASSEMBLY TAPE RECORDER
BEAM DIVERGENCE 2 GROUND TRACK CIRCLE X 2 DOWNLINK TM COMPOSITE > 1 DIR
RCVR. FOV 3 GROUND TRACK CIRCLE Y 3 COMMAND AUDIO & SERVO) 2 DIR
TRACKER FOV 4 GBAA TRACK STATUS 4 TIME CODE IRIG COMPOSITE' 3 DIR
TRACKER AND RCVR. APERTURE 5 TELESCOPE VELOCITY POLAR 5 VCO CARRIERS COMPOSITE 4 DIR
TRACKER AND RCVR. ATTEN. 6 TELESCOPE VELOCITY 6 5 DIRDECLINATION
TRACKER QMP HIGH VOLTAGE 7 FINE TRACK STATUS 7 6 DIR
DOME POSITION 8 GBAA RANGE 8 7 DIR
9 GBAA ERROR X 9 8 FM
FINE TRACKER TARGET PRESENCE 10 GBAA ERROR Y 10 BIT ERROR RATE 9 FM
GBAA TARGET PRESENCE 11 TELESCOPE ERROR POLAR 11 INTERCOM AUDIO 10 FM
GBAA SEARCH 12 TELESCOPE ERROR
DECLINATION 12 BKGRND. PWR. 11 FM
GBAA MINISCAN 
- 13 FINE TRACKER ERROR X 13 2 MHz SCINTILLATION 12 FM
14 FINE TRACKER ERROR Y 14 AVG. PWR.
(BASEBAND SCINTILLATION) 13 FM






Figure 98. Ground station telemetry data system.
The GCE consists of two units, the control panel and the optical unit,
which are linked by cables (not shown in the figure). The optical unit is
mounted on a low-profile dolly so that it can be positioned under the fuselage of
the WB-57F aircraft in which the AOCP is installed. Figure 100 is a photograph
of the GCE equipment with the cover open. The GCE control console (Fig. 101)
is a rack of electronic equipment mounted on a four-wheel dolly and consists of
the following items:
1. Tone generator for controlling the modulation impressed on the laser
modulator in the GCE optical unit.
2. High frequency oscilloscope (Tektronix R454) for observing the mod-
ulation from the GCE and AOCP lasers, the outputs of the Y-Z position sensor,
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Figure 99. GCE hardware tree.
Figure 100. AVLOC system GCE. Figure 101. GCE control and display console.
3. Control panel, which controls the variable-speed nutating mirror
motor and dc power on the GCE optical head, provides meter readout of the Y-Z
position sensors, controls the flip mirror and shutter solenoids, and accepts
BER clock and video signals from the aircraft-mounted equipment.
4. Power supply for RCA LD 2108 argon laser (later replaced by
Spectra-Physics Model 162 laser), which is mounted on the GCE optical head.
Also included in the rack are two drawers for storing cables.
A small remote-control box, which connects by cable to the control
panel, is provided to permit actuation of the motorized potentiometers in theAOCP for adjustment of the electronic boresight.
The GCE optical unit is an assembly of optical and electronic compo-
nents and subsystems on an aluminum baseplate, mounted on a low-slung, four-
wheel dolly. The following items are included:
1. An argon laser with an output power of several milliwatts at 488 nm
to simulate the uplink beam to the opcom receiver on the AOCP.
2. A set of optical attenuators (density: zero, three, five and infinity),
mounted on a rotary holder and controlled by a knob on the bulkhead adjacent
to the optical viewer. These attenuators control the laser beam power.
3. An electro-optical modulator (Lasermetrics EOM-704) and a mod-
ulator driver.
4. A 28-power laser beam expander (Spectra Physics).
5. An 8.3-power beam expander (10.16-cm diameter exit beam), with
three folding mirrors, for projecting the collimated argon laser beam and
receiving the helium-neon laser beam from the AOCP.
6. Various beam splitters, mirrors, and a cube corner for directing
the beams to desired locations.
7. A viewer (telescope) for visually observing the argon and helium-
neon laser beams and their mutual alignment, as well as for testing optical
collimation.
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8. A two-axis position sensor with associated optics and nulling mir-
ror for electronic readout of boresight and tracking misalignment.
9. A photomultiplier detector and amplifier for detecting the mod-
ulation on each of the laser beams and providing signals for display on the
oscilloscope in the GCE control panel.
10. A 15. 24-cm-diameter flat mirror, mounted in an adjustable holder
on the shaft of a variable-speed motor for providing a nutation of the projected
laser beam through various angles [nominally 0 to 140mrad (6 deg)] and at
various rates.
11. A rectangular mirror, mounted in an adjustable holder which rides
on a track, for directing the projected beam upward into the aircraft window
at a variety of angles.
Figure 102 is a functional block diagram of the optical unit, and Figure 103
shows the physical layout of this unit for easier identification of the components.
The beacon section includes an argon laser operating at 488 nm followed
by an ND filter wheel for controlling the beacon power. The initial design used
a laser which proved to be unreliable and unstable in output beam direction.
The laser plasma tube was short lived and replaced three times under warranty.
The argon laser was then replaced with a newly developed Spectra-Physics Model
162, which has demonstrated excellent stability and life characteristics and
greatly improved the performance of the system. The laser is followed by an
electro-optical modulator, which places a 10. 7-MHz RF subcarrier on the
optical beam simulating the communications channel of the operational ground
station. The 10. 7-MHz subcarrier is FM modulated with the uplink command
information to exercise the AOCP receiver system. A beam expander tele-
scope (28X) expands the laser beam to fill the entrance pupil (1. 2-cm diam-
eter) of the output telescope. Most of the laser energy reflects from the
beam splitter, shown in the functional block diagram, and exits the system
through the afocal telescope (8.3X), the rotating mirror, and the adjustable
folding mirror. The rotating mirror is included to conically scan the output
beam direction through an adjustable cone angle at an adjustable angular rate.
This is accomplished by a dual-wedge mirror mounting assembly, which can
be differentially rotated to provide deflection angle magnitudes from 0 to approx-
imately 174 mrad (10 deg). The larger scan angles, which are beyond the
field of view of the AOCP, are used to exercise the coarse acquisition system
and the gimballed mirror. The folding mirror permits the GCE exit beam to
be directed up into the aircraft window from various directions simulating
different acquisition apprbach flight paths.
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Figure 102. GCE electro-optical unit functional
block diagram.
Figure 104 shows the orientation of the GCE beneath the WB-57F air-
craft for checkout in two different ground station approaches. In addition to
the beam coarse direction control, the adjustable folding mirror provides a
fine adjustment of the beam direction for quantitative calibration of the AOCP
acquisition field and error signal gains. This mirror can also be positioned
so as to autocollimate the GCE afocal telescope in its self-alignment and cal-
ibration mode.
A portion of the GCE laser energy passes through the adjustable beam
splitter (coated to reflect 488-nm radiation and transmit 633-nm radiation) and
impinges on the corner reflector when the shutter is opened. The reflector
returns the energy from the 488-nm laser to the beam splitter, where it is
reflected into the receiver portion of the optical unit for pointing direction refer-
ence and 10. 7-MHz modulation index monitoring purposes. When the flip-mir-
ror is in position, the GCE laser is deflected onto the photomultiplier detector,
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Figure 103. Ground Checkout-Equipment.
amplifier for display on the control console oscilloscope. This permits mon-
itoring and control of the modulation depth of the laser subcarrier.
When the flip-mirror (controlled from the console) is removed from the
optical path, the beam from the retroreflector continues onto the beam splitter
element, which reflects a portion of the energy into the alignment telescope to
obtain a visual reference of the beam position and quality. The main part of the
beam passes through the beam splitter and is imaged onto an X-Y position
detector. The X-Y sensor provides an output in two orthogonal axes, indicating
the beam position on the detector. An adjustable folding mirror is used to pre-
cisely center the 488-nm image on the X-Y sensor's null axis to establish the
transmitted beam reference direction for later comparison with the received
beam' s posit-ion from the AOCP. This then determines the magnitude and di-
rection of any boresight error within the AOCP system. The AOCP boresight
correction is accomplished by commanding an offset track to the ID tracker
from the GCE while nulling the receiver AOCP beam on the GCE X-Y sensor.
In operation, the collimated 10.16-cm-diameter, 488-nm beam is directed
into the AOCP and acquired and tracked. The AOCP then points its 633-nm beam
back toward the GCE unit. The AOCP transmitted beam enters the GCE afocal
telescope after reflection from the folding and rotating mirrors and passes
through the beam splitter into the, GCE receiver section. When the flip-mirror
is in position, the incoming beam is folded onto the photomultiplier detector for
AOCP modulation index measurement. Removal of the flip-mirror permits the
AOCP laser beam to be imaged onto the X-Y position sensor. Since the X-Y
position sensor has previously been nulled with the GCE laser, the position
read from the X-Y sensor from the AOCP beam is a measure of boresight error
between the AOCP receiver and transmitter. When the rotating mirror is oper-
ated, causing the GCE beam to be deflected dynamically, the AOCP tracker will
detect the input angle change and correct for this deflection by closed-loop point-
ing of the beam steerer mirrors. Consequently, the AOCP transmitted beam
direction exactly compensates for the GCE rotating mirror's deflection, and the
image on the X-Y sensor remains still. As the rotational rate of the GCE mir-
ror is increased, the AOCP control system lag can be observed at the X-Y
sensor output. The nulling sensitivity existing in the X-Y position sensor is
better than 1 prad.
Figure 105 is the electrical block diagram for the GCE. The dashed line
represents the interface between the optical unit and the control console. The
interface cabling and optical unit operation and mode selection occurs at the
GCE control panel (Fig. 101).
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SIMULATION PATH SIMULATION
Figure 104. GCE orientations.
ELECTRICAL GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)
The electrical GSE consists of a module and associated cabling for perform-
ing electrical tests on the AVLOC system. Figure 106 is a photograph of the
module. Consisting of a 122-cm-high by 48.3-cm-wide rack, the module con-
tains three major panels plus a bottom storage drawer. Access to the rack is
through a hinged rear door.
The GSE is used primarily for electrical and functional tests of the entire
AVLOC system during laboratory and preflight operations. However, the unit
is also used to check out the airborne system when the AOCP is removed, such
as preparing for the system integration tests.
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Figure 105. Electrical block diagram of GCE.
The monitor panel contains the primary controls and displays used in
system checkout and also distributes power and measurements to the other
two panels. The functions of the monitor panel are described in Table 19.
The substitute panel is used for testing the auxiliary equipment when the
AOCP equipment is disconnected. It does this by simulating inputs to the aux-
iliary equipment and measuring the resultant responses. The substitute panel
functions are given in Table 20.
The test-point access panel provides selected test points for monitoring
system operation and making measurements with external test equipment. These
functions are given in Table 21.
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Figure 106. GSE module.
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TABLE 19. MONITOR PANEL FUNCTIONS
Function Description
ac Voltage Selector switch and meter provides reading of
Monitoring 115-V, 60-Hz inverter output, 115-V, 400-Hz
aircraft supply or auxiliary input (that may
range between 0 and 15 V at frequencies between
25 and 100 Hz).
dc Voltage Selector switch and meter provides readings of 19
Monitoring ' preselected signals, plus one auxiliary channel.
The meter has three ranges: 0 to 5 V, 0 to 10 V,
and 0 to 30 V and can be paralleled with an external
instrument for more precise readings.
Laser Shutter Toggle switch that allows output red beam to be
Override blocked for safety purposes.
Computer Six illuminated pushbutton switches used to apply
Address/ coded commands to the computer for ground opera-
Execute tions such as analog in, analog out, etc.
Switches
Uplink Eight pushbutton, monitoring contact switches
Commands which, when actuated in the proper sequence, pro-
vide coded commands to the computer to simulate
uplink commands. Actuated commands are indicated
by a bank of labeled lights.
TM Calibra- A reverse position rotary switch which applies a
tion five-step (0 to 5 V) calibrate signal to all TM
channels.
Power Toggle switch used to remotely apply power to the
Switch system (in parallel with main power switch). A
bank of nine lamps at the top of the panel indi-
cates which circuit breakers are closed.
Amplifier The monitor panel also contains an amplifier for
raising the downlink TM signal to. the level required
for a ground TM station.
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TABLE 20. SUBSTITUTE PANEL FUNCTIONS
Function Description
Analog Two rotary switches and associated pots are used to
Substitute apply 0 to 5 Vdc and 0 to + 5 Vdc, respectively, as
simulated inputs from the AOCP. Ten functions for the
0 to 5 V input and seven functions for the bipolar input
are accommodated. The selected voltage can be read
on the dc monitor panel meter.
Discrete Three toggle switches provide on/off logic signals as
Substitute simulated inputs from the AOCP.
Power Illuminated lamps indicate when power is supplied
Monitoring during subsystem testing.
Continuity An eight-position rotary switch and indicator lamp
Monitoring check the shield connections returned to common on the
REC end.
Uplink Momentary contact pushbutton switches, when actuated
Commands in the proper coded sequence, send command codes to
the computer over any one of 17 lines. A lamp indi-
cates when the command is received
GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Experiment Assembly Transporter
The Experiment Assembly Transporter dolly (Fig. 107) is used to
transport the Experiment Platform Assembly and to install it into the aircraft.
The transporter jacks allow adjusting the height over a range of more than 30 cm
for installation of the experiment platform into the aircraft.
Experiment Test Support (Yellow Frame)
The Experiment Test Support frame is used to support the Experiment
Platform Assembly during laboratory testing and checkout. The support height,
which is adjustable over a 50-cm range, is nominally the same as the aircraft
support height. The Experiment Test Support is also shown in Figure 107.
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TABLE 21. TEST-POINT PANEL FUNCTIONS
Function Description
Drift-Site Test points are provided to accommodate a
TV Signal synchro-simulator for testing the drift-site TV
Substitution when the system is removed from the aircraft.
Tape-Recorder Test points are provided for monitoring the tape-
Channels recorder channels.
Auxiliary Test points are provided for using the monitor
Meter Inputs panel meter to read any of the signals monitored
on the test panel.
dc Power Test points provide both regulated and unregulated
28-V power for external use.
Signal All other test points on the panel are for moni-
Monitoring toring specific signals.
Canister Cradle Transporter
The Canister Cradle Transporter is used to support the REC during lab-
oratory tests, to transport it, and to support it during installation into the air-
craft. For installing the canister into the aircraft, manual bomb hoists (USAF
Aero 14C or equivalent) are used in conjunction with the cradle transporter, as
shown in Figure 108.
RADAR VECTORING OF TARGET AIRCRAFT
The Army Missile Command' s assistance was obtained in order to place
the WB-57F aircraft into the proper flight path. A modified Nike-Hercules radar
system was used for this purpose. The system included both an acquisition and
a tracking radar. In a typical flight, the aircraft would be acquired by radar in
the Birmingham area (approximately 160 km south of Huntsville), vectored north
so as to enter the tracking station area on a tangential path to the desired cir-
cular flight pattern, and then continually vectored in the desired circular path
(approximately an 11.2-km radius). This was done by means of a VHF link
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Figure 10. tExperiment Assembly Transporter.
Figure 108. Canister installation.
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between the radar site and the aircraft pilot. The tracking radar was interfaced
with an HP-9800 computer and an X-Y plotter to provide a continuous position
plot of the target, as shown in Figure 109. This real-time position plot was
continually compared with the desired circle, centered on the Madkin Mountain
tracking station. With experience, the effect of the high-altitude winds could
be anticipated and the proper bank angle relayed to the pilot for maintaining the
circle.
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES
Because of the obvious implications of weather conditions on the measure-
ment of scintillation, atmospheric attenuation, etc., pertinent weather data were
recorded during each experiment flight. At the Madkin Mountain site, tempera-
ture, humidity, wind direction, and wind velocity were recorded. Additionally,
a balloon-borne radiosonde was launched shortly before each flight to obtain a
vertical profile of weather conditions in the area. In addition, very close
coordination was required with the MSFC meteorologist in planning and executing
each flight. National Weather Service charts were used extensively.
During the last few flights, a relative measurement of atmospheric
transmission was obtained by taking a photometric reading while tracking
Polaris with the telescope.
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Acquisition Geometry
The purpose of this section is to briefly state the analytic approach and
results obtained on examining the requirements and performance of an active
ground based acquisition system. This system utilizes a pulsed laser trans-
mitter and retroreflective (cube corner) targets on a cooperative aircraft. The
laser is scanned in space over the expected aircraft path, and when the aircraft
enters the beam, the reflected signal is detected by an ID phototube camera.
The relationships between the ground equipment characteristics (laser
power, pulse repetition rate, wavelength, optics aperture, and detector sen-
sitivity), target characteristics (size and number of retroreflectors), aircraft
parameters (altitude and velocity), and predicted system performance (detect-
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Figure 109. Radar tracking instrumentation.
GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS
GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS
Developed in the following paragraphs are the relationships between the
scan geometry of the laser transmitter, the aircraft velocity and altitude, the
pulse repetition rate of the laser, and the beam divergence of the laser trans-
mitter (i. e., -the scan element angular size).
The geometry of the system is shown in Figure 110. The aircraft is
flying at velocity -v and altitude H and is at range R from the ground based
acquisition system. The line of sight from the ground station to the aircraft is
at an angle 0 with the local vertical, and the angular velocity of the aircraft
with respect to the ground station is 0. The acquisition system transmits laser
pulses of angular width A0, using n such pulses to sweep out the search scan
angle ¢. Successive pulses overlap by the fraction px.
The image dissector camera is effectively inactive during its retrace,
which requires some fraction E of the trace scan period.
In order to allow some time, Tacq to change the mode of operation of
the ID camera from Search to Acquisition and Track, an effective overlap in the
scheme is provided in the direction of the aircraft velocity. The overlap factor
is py.
The target aircraft is known to be flying a course that will pass within
the search scan angle 0 and is traveling with an angular velocity 0; therefore,
its possible position sweeps out a solid angle at a time rate of
a = 0 . (5)
(The subscript a refers to aircraft.)
The ground acquisition system operating in the Search mode must sweep
out or scan its search field of view at a somewhat faster rate because of the
overlap factors and the ID tube retrace factor previously mentioned. The search
rate of the system is
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= a (1 + ) (1 + x) (1 + p ) , (6)s a y
or, from equations (5) and (6),
6 = 00 (1 + E)+ (1 P) (1 + p ) (7)
A diagram illustrating the above relationship is shown in Figure 111.
Let the laser pulse repetition rate be f pulses per second, the time
between pulses be t seconds, and the laser beam have a square cross sec-
tion of angular dimension AO .
The pulse repetition rate is reciprocal of the time between pulses,
i. e.,
1 (8)
The solid angle of the laser beam must be
(A)2 s 7 (9)f -















Figure 110. System geometry.
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= RETRACE FACTOR
Px = OVERLAP FACTOR, x .
Py = OVERLAP FACTOR, y1 + P )6
P, V,
+ Px
9 a = 0 (SHAOEO AREA)
u s = (1 +E) (1 + x) (1 + py)~
Figure 111. Representation of solid angle scan rate (steradians/sec)
for aircraft ( a) and search system (Qs).
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Taking the square root of equation (9) and substituting in equation (10),
one obtains
0(1 + p)
n = . (11)
(s r) 1/2
Substituting equation (7) into equation (11),
4(1 + P )
n = (12)
[10 (1 + +) (1  x) (1 + py)]/2
This simplifies to
0(1 + p )
0 (1 + E) (1 + Py )
The time T for the aircraft to pass through the beamwidth AO is
T A (14)
The minimum (worst case) time the system will have to perform the
mode range from Search to Acquisition and Track is
p AO
T p T = (15)acq y 0
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The search line scan period 7 is
T = n 7 (1 + E) (16)
Also,
T = T (1 - ) (17)
It should be noted that
4 =T + acq 
(18)
APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC CASES
The relationships derived previously are now applied to specific cases
of interest, and the results are presented in tabular form. These results are
used later in radiometric calculations.
The following values are assumed:
0 = 0.175 rad (10 deg),






It is noted that 0, in radians/seconds is
v 2
0 = COS (19)
where v is the aircraft velocity and H its altitude. The assumed value of
0. 5 deg/sec is appropriate for acquisition at 0 = 45 deg for an aircraft of
velocity 0. 206 m/sec (400 n. mi. /hr) at an altitude of 12. 2 km (40 000 ft)
or greater.
Several pulse repetition rates were of interest, corresponding to the
ranges available from gallium arsenide semiconductor diode lasers and pulsed
argon ion gas lasers.
The specific values chosen for f were 200, 400, 1000, 2000, and
4750.
Using the above assumed values in equations (8) and (13), one can
calculate n, the number of laser pulses (or resolution elements) per scan.
This result is substituted into equation (10), which is solved for A0 . Also,
T , Tacq, and T are calculated from equations (14), (15), and (16).
The results are given in Table 22.
TABLE 22. SCAN PARAMETERS AS A FUNCTION
OF LASER PULSE REPETITION RATES
f T n A0 T T T
9 acq(sec - 1) (sec) (rad) (sec) (sec) (sec)
200 0. 0050 58 0.0002 0.3793 0.3161 0. 063
400 0. 0025 82 0. 0023 0. 26832 0. 2236 0. 045
1000 0.0010 129 0.00015 0.1705 0.1421 0.028
2000 0.0005 183 0.00105 0.1202 0.1002 0.020
4750 0.00021 281 0.00068 0.0783 0.0652 0.013
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Aircraft Beam - Steerer Loop
The keynote of the beam-steerer design philosphy at the onset of theAOCP was flexibility. Fundamental to the selection of this course of design wasthe fact that little was known of the dynamics of the atmosphere for which the
beam-steerers were to correct. Much has been learned during the course ofthe AVLOC program regarding beam steering that could and would be factoredinto later such designs. Notwithstanding the evolution of the beam-steering
subsystem during the program, the final iteration showed marked similartiesto the original system. The major differences are manifest in the very portions
of the, subsystem set aside to absorb those anticipated evolutionary changes,
namely, the loop compensation circuits. Figures 112 and 113 are presented togive an indication of those changes that ultimately took place during the life ofthe program. The final configuration shown in Figure 113 is that used in thefinal successful test flights.
The design analysis presented herein will accomplish the followingpurposes:
1. Present the final beam-steering subsystem configuration and brief
operational description.
2. Define the characteristics and sources (when appropriate) of the
elements making up the beam-steerer subsystem.
3. Present a complete servo block diagram of the subsystem (Y-loop).
4. Simplify the loop consistent with the bandwidth of the subsystem.
5. Develop a root locus of the simplified system, identifying thelocation of the closed loop poles and zeros (p-z) for the appropriate loop gain.
6. Present the results of a freqaency response taken from the p-z
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One loop (or channel) of the beam-steerer subsystem was shown in
Figure 27. This figure describes the basic elements from a functional view-
point. The incoming laser beam is collected by a 10-cm aperture afocal tele-
scope. The beam emerging from the telescope is routed to beam-steering
mirrors, one for each channel ( Y and Z), then to another set of optics whose
purpose is to focus the beam on the face of the ID tracker.
The tracker develops three sets of outputs that are of further use to the
beam-steerer subsystem:
1. Y and Z error signals
2. Video from the image dissector
3. 10.7-mHz TAR PRES signal
The ID video output and the 10.7-mHz TAR PRES signal control the mode
of the beam-steerer subsystem. The error signals are appropriately routed to
the remainder of the subsystem as called for in each mode.
FOWARD PATH COMPENSATION
From Figure 113 the circuits shown in Figure 114 are extracted. Some
simplification is also accomplished in that switching is not included. The cir-
cuit shown makes up the compensation block of Figure 27. The characteristics
of each stage of the circuit are developed below and shown adjacent to the
appropriate part of the circuit in Figure 114.
2.2M
36K 2.2K




K r 16.3 K = 0.0715V KG S 15x10 1) 10x 03(.1xl035S+1)
Figure 114. Foward path compensation circuits.
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When the beam-steerer subsystem is operating in its tracking mode,
the tracker error signal is supplied to the forward loop compensation circuits.
The output on this circuit is summed with the compensated output of the beam-
steerer mirror angle pickoff properly phased for negative feedback. The
resultant signal is used to drive the torquer which acts on the gimbal, mirror,
and flex pivot. Refer to Figure 114 for the following development.
First Stage (A1A)
The first stage is a simple feedback amplifier arrangement with the
error supplied to the inverting input. The gain of this stage is
Rfb 36KG - = 16.3 (20)R . 2.2Kin
Second Stage (A1B)
The second stage is a configuration similar to the first stage that has
a gain of unity:
fb 2.2KG - 2.2K 1  (21)R. 2. 2Kin
Third Stage
The third stage is merely a resistor divider that splits the signal in
the ratio 10/140 = 0. 0715.
Fourth Stage
The fourth stage represents the first stage with frequency-dependent
terms that help shape the response of the subsystem. The transfer function for
this stage is found in the usual manner: i.e., Z fb/Z in
-3
GH = 564 (15x10 S + 1) VV2.25 + 1
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Fifth Stage
This circuit is the summing impedance which interfaces with the summing
impedance from the feedback path compensation circuits. The circuit impedance
will be necessary when the summation is made. It is therefore shown below:
3 -3
S10 x 10 (0. 1xO -10 S+1)5 -3 " (23)
1. 1x10 S+1
Clearly, this circuit provides additional frequency dependency and hence
contributes to the compensation.
FEEDBACK PATH COMPENSATION
This block will be considered next because it contributes in a similar way
to the beam-steerer torquer drive amplifier as does the forward path compen-
sation. Figure 115 extracts from Figure 27 the portion of the subsystem con-
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Figure 115. Feedback path compensation circuits.
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First Stage (A3A)
This stage acts as an amplifier for the signal emanating from the Kaman
position pickoff. It should be noted that the signal is into the noninverting input
of the amplifier. As a result, the expression for the gain of the first stage is
slightly different. Note also that while the transfer function developed has a
frequency-dependent term, its influence is not felt in the region of interest to the
beam-steerer subsystem. A simple gain is used when applying this stage to
latter uses. The transfer function is
Sfb in 1KG Z 5 s V/V * (24)
in 5.16 x 10 S + 1
Second Stage
The second stage provides a portion of the feedback path compensation by
virtue of its input resistor/capacitor combination that is effective in the beam-
steerer frequency range. Its transfer functions are
-30.82 x 10 S V sec
K (5.58 x 10 S+1) (0.03 x 10 S+1) V
Third Stage
The third stage of the feedback compensation is the summing impedance
that interfaces with the forward path. Its electrical characteristics are
identical, i. e.,
10 x 103 (0.1 x 10- 3 S + i) (26)
1.1 x10 - 3 S+i
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SUMMING AMPLIFIER
The first point to deal with is the character of the summing process.
For this the model shown in Figure 116 is used.
e O A
Figure 116. Model of summing amplifier.
The conditioned signals from the tracker and the pickoff are representedby e' and epo' . ZA is the summing impedances previously derived. Using
the current summing at Node 0, Ieyl + I + I = 0.ey' po' fb




o =ZA (ey, po') (28)
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On this basis we then obtain
fb 0.51 (1.1 x 10-3 S + 1) (29)
Z -3A 0.1 x 10 S + 1
In this case the high-frequency influence of the 520 pf capacitor has
already been removed from the expression.
BEAM-STEERER TORQUER DRIVE AMPLIFIER
The Torque Systems, Inc. PA201 is used for torquer drive purposes.
This amplifier has a bridge output configuration, and as a result, even with the
signal being delivered to the apparently noninverting input, the gain for the
device in the voltage mode is
fb 47.5K
K -10V/V . (30)R. 4. 7Kin
This completes the subsystem description which is necessary before discussing
the performance analysis.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
All of the information (except for high-frequency terms) developed above
is shown in the block diagram of Figure 117. In addition, the figure is laid out
in a fashion to facilitate analysis, i. e., each block has the transfer character-
istic associated with it. This analysis will start with the innermost loop - the
gimbal and flex pivot loop - and continue expanding until an expression for the
complete system is developed. Since earlier analyses have dealt with the relat-
ion O /0., that approach will be continued. This means that the effect of thee 1
collecting telescope never enters the analysis.
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Figure 117. AOCP beam-steerer servo diagram.
FLEX PIVOT/GIMBAL CELL LOOP
Using the notation shown in Figure 117, we have
8




7.25 x 10 S + 1
As expected, this is a marginally unstable loop because of the undamped
nature of the mass/springs of the flex pivot/gimbal cell.
TORQUER/GIMBAL CELL BACK emf LOOP
No significant amount of damping is provided by the back emf of the
torquer, but this loop is included since earlier analyses have considered it.
The analysis yields
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0o 0. 00883 rad/V
V -9 3 -62 -3T 1.61 x 10 S + 7.2 x 10 S + 0.271 x 10 S + 1 (32)
When the denominator of this expression is investigated for roots, the following
is obtained:
(S = 4.5 x 103) (S 2 + 7S + 138 x 103) . (33)
The very small coefficient of the S term in the quadratics indicates that some
damping, although small, is afforded by the back emf of the torquer.
GIMBAL ANGLE PICKOFF/COMPENSATION/TORQUE DRIVE AMPLIFIER
LOOP
The characteristic equation of the beam-steerer subsystem becomes
more involved as more and more of the mechanism is encompassed by the
expression. Applying the proper rule of combination,
8 
-3 -30o 0.0883 (0.1xl0- S+1) (0.03x10 
-3S+1) rad/V
c 4. 85x108S5+0. 232x10-12S4+2.56x10 S3+15.7x10-6S 2 +0.41x10-3S+1
(34)
We note at this point that the dc gain is precisely 10 times that of the previous
loop. This is due to two factors: (1) The troque drive amplifier has a gain
of 10 and (2) the dc gain of the feedback path is zero as a result of the free S
in the numerator of the compensation that comes from the series capacitor in
the feedback path. Clearly then, the feedback loop of concern at this point of
the analysis is effective only so long as dynamics are in existence, i. e., when
0 is not constant. Considering the very undamped nature of the gimbal/flex
pivot situation, the kind of feedback provided is quite to the point, having its
greatest effect in dynamic conditions.
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TOTAL OPEN LOOP EXPRESSION B / e
At this point we are ready to look at the complete beam-steerer sub-
system. First, the total open-loop expression for 0B / will be written inBe
the form of the previous relations to expose the dc gain of the open-loop expres-
sion. Following this, the expression will,be converted to the form used in
root locus (R/L) work, and the analyses will be carried on from that point.
The significant steps in the following will be to
1. Obtain the total open-loop expression.
2. Convert the expression to the R/L form.
3. Simplify the expression on the basis of the pole and zeros in the
open loop.
4. Draw an R/L, locating the pole locations at the point called for by
the existing loop gain values.
5. Using the pole locations from the R/L, develop the closed-loop
expression for the ratio 0 /0. and plot the poles and zeros of this relation-
ship. e 1
6. Perform a frequency response of the 0 /0. and compare it with
e 1
the measurements taken on the system.
B 7907(1 5-.i <S10 ) (1.1lx1i'-S+) ) (n.i;'j ( K'Sij) (0. l:; 1 'S ) rad/rad
c 5,9:lo- ;iSI)( Z 'S+I)(o.l - .52 
-12 -I 
-9 ':1 -6 2 -_S-. u. 1 •--I) (.2 ) (. iS +0.2:2x 2.510 S + 15.7x10 S +0.410×10 S,1)
(35)
From this we see that (1) the dc gain of the open loop is 7907 rad/rad and(2) a pole and zero at S = -10 x 103 rad/sec exist and hence cancel each other.
To continue, the expression is now converted to the R/L format:
B - 2.32x1012(S+33.3x103) (S+66.6) (S+910)e 5 + 4 6 3 92 12 15 (3
e (S+0.455) (S+6.4x103) (S5+47.8x103S4+528x106S 3+3234x109S2+16 58x10 12S+206x105 (36)
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Synthetic division is used to factor the fifth-order term, giving
0B 2.32x10 12 (S+33.3x10 3) (S+66.6) (S+910)
o 
- (37)(S+0.455) (S+6.4x103) (S+202) (S+348) (S+35.5x103) (S+5.9x103+7x103) (S+5.9x103 - 7x10 3)
Note that two more simplifications are in order at this point: (1) The pole at
S = -35. 5 x 103 rad/sec is very close to the zero at S = -33.3 x 103; we shall
consider these as cancelling each other; (2) three poles are so far out from the
area of interest that their deletion would make only a small change in the con-
tinuing analysis. Figure 118 shows the root locations for total 0 /0 . Since ourBe
concern focuses in the region of 0-3000 rad/sec, a good representation of the
system can be achieved by eliminating the complex poles at S = 5. 9 x 103 A
1 7 x 103 rad/sec and the real pole at S = 6.4 x 103 rad/sec. The "gain" value
must also be modified to properly eliminate these poles. Carrying out the proper
operations results in
B 4090 (S + 910) (S + 66.6) N
0 (S = 0.455) (S + 202) (S + 348) D (38)c
This set of poles and zeros is shown in Figure 119 along with the locus
of the poles of the closed-loop expression for 0 /0. as the open-loop gain goes
e 1
from 0 4090. The final location of the poles is that of the closed-loop for
gain 4090.
On the basis of the root locations and the fact that
0
e 1 1





0.i poles location from root locus
(40)
(S + 0.455) (S + 202) (S + 348)
(S + 66.6) (S + 1020) (S + 3540)
for which the dc value is 1/7887, close to the reciprocal of the dc gain of 7907developed earlier.
The pole/zero configuration of 0 /0. is shown in Figure 120. From
this arrangement a frequency response was generated. The results of this are
shown in Figure 121 along with test data.
Inspection of Figure 121 shows that the test data and analysis of theY-loop agree quite well to the vicinity of 100 rad/sec. The results diverge in
the neighborhood of 100 rad/sec and pick up a somewhat parallel response
after that point which seems to differ from the analytical results by a factor of
two. This difference is unexplained at this time.
GROUND STATION FINE TRACKER
Tracking System Optics
The fine guidance system consists of an optical image divider, a fieldflattener, and a four-quadrant PMT. The optical schematic, which is shownin Figure 76, shows an on-axis diffraction image focused between the two
elements of the field divider. The image is divided into four parts, and thefour emerging cones of light are brought back parallel to the optical axis bythe use of a pyramid-shaped field corrector. This allows the use of a narrow-band filter in the optical path since the energy is now passed through the filter
at near normal incidence. The two-element image divider also serves as afield lens to image the entrance pupil of the optical system (primary mirror)
onto the four quadrants of the PMT. Given the size of the entrance pupil (or
relayed image of the entrance pupil) D, the distance of this pupil from the
field divider V, and the photocathode size d, one choses the focal length of
the field lens as f = d V/(d + D) so that the diameter of the exit pupil matches
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the photocathode size. The field lens is formed by the two outer surfaces of the
image divider in combination, whereas the two inner surfaces are made in the
form of a roof edge to perform the field division. These roof edges are rotated
with respect to each other by 90 deg to divide the field into four quadrants. The
advantages of this type of field divider over a conventional pyramid type are
twofold:
1. The two elements are separated slightly and allow a variable field
stop to be placed at the final focal plane of the instrument. This stop is con-
structed as two thin metal vanes ( 0. 076-mm thick), which slide against each
other and are driven by a common screw thread. Each vane has a 90-deg slot
cut in its end and therefore the overall field of view is square but continuously
variable from zero to the maximum field required by the fine quidance system
873 prad (3 arc-min).
2. The edge where the image division occurs can be made extremely
sharp since it consists of the intersection of two planes. Then the image is
divided into four parts with negligible loss of light.
An optical field corrector is used to bend the light from the four quadrants back
parallel to the main optic axis. The fabrication of this field corrector is not
critical since neither the edges of the pyramid faces nor the pyramid apex are
used. A narrow-band filter centered on the 632. 8 - nm laser line is placed
between the prismatic field flattener and the QMP and the filter can be removed
for star tracking purposes. This type of tracking system provides four partial
images (Figure 77) of the entrance pupil, and the varying states of illumination
of these four images are used to electronically sense the image position. After
acquisition and tracking have been accomplished, the instrument can be used to
demodulate a 632. 8 - nm received beam in the communication channel.
Fine Track Electronics
This section includes a description of the fine guidance electronics,
i. e., the pointing error sensor (QMP) transfer mirror drive, and the switch-
ing logic.
Transfer Mirror Drive
The transfer mirror drive forms the electronic portion of the closed-
loop precision tracking function of the ground station fine tracker. An optical
path from the transfer mirror, through the image dividing prisms, to the QMP
closes the loop to provide a null balanced servo system. A block diagram of
the fine guidance electronic system was shown in Figure 89, and the schematic


























Figure 118. Root locations of total open-loop expression (cancelling pole and








DC GAIN = 7887
Figure 119. Open-loop root location/root locus/closed-loop root location for
simplified 0 B/0c with "gain" of 4090.
The gate generator provides two outputs. One is used to switch the QMP
cathodes on. The four cathodes are turned on, two at a time, in sequence. The
error information is generated by gating the summing amplifier in sychronism
with the QMP cathodes using the second output from the gate generator. This
process was illustrated in Figure 90. The four cathodes are illustrated and
identified on the left of the figure. The cathode switching waveforms are
illustrated at the top right of the figure. Note that at any instant of time, two
cathodes are on and two cathodes are off. The resulting output from the QMP is
illustrated below the cathode switching waveforms along with the inverted output.
The "on cathodes" are identified above the output waveforms. Below the QMP
outputs, the decommutating waveforms are illustrated. I' and III' gate the pos-
itive output, while II' and IV' gate the inverted output as indicated in the block
diagram. Finally, the error signals are indicated at the bottom of the figure.
The Y-axis error signal is generated by gate I' operating on the positive output
and gate II' operating on the inverted output. The complete Y-axis error signal
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waveform is composed of the output from cathodes number IV and I minus the
output from cathodes II and III. After smoothing, this Y-axis error signal is
amplified to drive the Y-axis of the transfer mirror. Similarly gates III' and
IV' are used to generate the X-axis error signal (consisting of the output from
quadrants I and II minus the output from quadrants III and IV), which in turn
drives the X-axis of the transfer mirror. Note that the magnitude and sign of
the error signal is a function of the illumination of the position of the beacon
image with respect to the apex of the image divider.
Fine Tracker Control Loop
The fine tracker control loop is a Type O servomechanism consisting
of the QMP, the transfer mirror, and the associated circuitry. Figure 123 is
a block diagram of the major loop components. 0 i , 0 b , and 0 are angles
referred to the object space of the telescope. H(s) is the transfer function of
all frequency-dependent circuits lumped together.
(0.015s + 1)
(0.165 + 1) (0.165 + 1) (0.0025 + 1) , (41)
K1 = 9.36 x 105 V/rad , (42)
-6
K 2 = 6.30 x 106 rad/V . (43)
The QMP and the decommutation circuitry combined produce the gain constant
K 1 . The transfer mirror has a gain constant K2 . Combining these factors with
H(s) yields the open-loop gain C(s).
C(s) = K1 K 2 H ( s )
(44)
348 (0.015s + 1)(0.165 + 1) (0.165 + 1) (0.0025 + 1)
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Figure 123. Block diagram of major loop components.
The open-loop gain is 51 db at zero frequency and has a unity gain cross-
over frequency of 30 Hz. With this type of servomechanism, the closed-loop
pointing error is proportional to o., the input angle, and is a maximum of
1.45 prad at the edge of the 873-prad tracking field.
Figure 124 shows the results of a frequency response analysis performed
on the fine track control loop. The ordinate is pointing error 0 divided by thee
input angle i., and the abscissa is the frequency associated with the input angle
0.. These angles are referred to the object space of the telescope. At zero
frequency the function becomes 0. 029, and at higher: frequencies where thetransfer mirror has little effect, it approaches unity.
Fine Tracker Sensitivity
Tracking channel sensitivity may be investigated by calculating the QMP
anode current that is expected during acquisition. Using the same radiometric
approach that was used for the communication channel with only tracker channel
transmittance, cathode radiant sensitivity and electron multiplier gain parameter
changes, i.e., the anode current is







TTC the transmittance of the tracking channel - 9. 8 x 10
3
SD = the QMP cathode radiant sensitivity - 0.025 N/W
and
G = the QMP electron multiplier gain - 10 6
Substituting these values and those from Table 27 of the Downlink Radiometric
Analysis subsection, given later in this report
i 4(1. 5 x 10- 3 ) (0.125) (0.1) (2.64x 103) (9. 8 x 10- 3 ) (2.5 x 10 - 2 ) (106)
a r (2.19 x 106) 2(8.39 x 10-4 ) 2
-6i = 4.57 x 10 amperes .
This current level is considered a strong signal for the QMP. Under different
experimental conditions where the downlink beam divergence is reduced, a
neutral density filter is required in the tracking channel to prevent saturation
of the QMP and its electronics.
GBAA OPTICS AND PARAMETERS
This section deals with the radiometry and optics of the GBAA. The
pertinent parameters are listed in Table 23. The transmitter optics are
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Figure 124. Frequency response of fine tracker.
TRANSMITTER OPTICAL DESIGN
Transmitter Output Beam Divergence
In the TEM00 mode, the distribution of laser beam power across the
beam follows the Gaussian curve, and the beam diameter is defined as the dia-
meter at which the power density fails to 1/e 2 or 13. 5 percent of the maximum
power density in the beam, as shown in Figure 126.
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TABLE 23. GBAA SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Transmitter
Laser, Britt Model 2000A Burst Argon Laser
TEM00 514. 5-nm wavelength
Pulse width: 15 psec
Repetition rate: 1000 Hz
Minimum peak power: 1. 7 W
Beam diameter at 1/e 2 intensity points: 2 mm
Beam divergence (before deflector optics): 0. 75 mrad
Receiver
ITT F 4012 Vidissector Tube with S-20 photocathode
Cathode minimum sensitivity (selected) at 514. 5 mm,
KA X = 0.065 A/W
Tube scanning aperture, square, 0.1 mm
Lens, DeOude Delft Rayxar E 65/0.75, Serial No. L09172, EFL 65
mm, f/0. 75, measured entrance pupil 7.9 cm diameter
System bandwidth, A f = 5 x 104 Hz
Optical filter bandpass at 514. 5 nM, AX = 2. 0 Am
Retroreflector Array
Glass "corner reflectors," mounted on aircraft
Total effective area, A = 307 cm
cr
Beam spread after retroreflection, cr = 20 prad included angle,
-10
or 2. 95 x 10 sr solid angle
Operating Parameters
Acquisition and tracking total field of view, square 174 x 174 mrad
Scan lines per raster: 128
Scan steps per scan line: 128
Scan flyback time: 12. 5 percent of line time
Distance, transmitter and receiver to aircraft, 9. 1 <R <30. 5 km
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OUTPUT SCANNING BEAM
SPREAD 3.86 mrad DIAMETER174 x 174 mrad SQUARE PULSED ARGON LASER
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Figure 126. Gaussian beam.
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Note that the beam diameter at the half-power-density points is approx-
imately 0. 6 of that at the 1/e 2 points and that the power density corresponding
to a diameter of one-half that at the 1/e 2 points is approximately 0. 6 of the max-
imum power density. These two approximations are used later in this discus-
sion. If atmospheric turbulence is absent, the Gaussian distribution of beam
power holds at any appreciable distance from the transmitter. Turbulence
effects will be discussed later.
Since the 174-by-174-mrad (10-by-10-deg) raster contains 128 lines
of 128 scan spots each, each scan spot will be a square 1. 364 mrad on a side.
(Note that both the transmitter beam and the receiver IFOV are larger than
this.) The diagonal of each individual scan spot is 1. 928 mrad. In the worst
case, the corner reflector will be located at one corner of the square scan
spot. Since the transmitter beam is nonuniform over its cross section, it is
reasonable (but arbitrary) to decide that the power density at the spot corner
must be not less than 0. 7 of the power density of the control maximum. As
shown above, this diameter is one-half the beam diameter at the 1/e 2 points.
Therefore, the transmitter beam diameter will be
t = 2 x 1.928 = 3. 856 mrad included angle
or
7r - 3 2 
-5
t 4 (3. 856 10-3 = 1.168 x 10 sr solid angle.
Beam Deflector Optics
The piezoelectric-driven beam deflector, with an associated optical
system is shown schematically in Figure 127. The output beam deflection is
determined by the beam deflector movement and the ratio L/f . The beam
0
deflector mirrors move ±5. 82 mrad, and the laser beam in the location of L






which determines the focal length of the output lens, f , other factors being set.
Note that the two deflector mirrors are near each other but at different distances
L on the optical axis. Use the shorter L in the calculations. This implies that
slightly less drive voltage is required for the deflector having the larger dis-
tance, inversely as the ratio of the respective distances.






Figure 127. Beam deflector optics.
The optical system is essentially two telescopes, back-to-back, and
the output laser beam's divergence, o, will be the divergence of the input
beam, i. multiplied by the magnification of the system:
f F
0o i f (46)
From construction,
F 1 = 220 mm, F = 381 mm, and L = 312 mm. Calculating,1 o
L 312f -- =41.6mm. (47)
o 7.5 7.5 41.mm (4)
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A 40-mm Ramsden telescope eyepiece was used for this lens, because it has less
aberrations than a Huygens eyepiece and is readily available. Therefore,
f = 40 mm.
0
From Table 23, = 0.75 mrad, and o =  t = 3. 856 mrad.
3.856 x 220 x 40
f 119 mm .(48)1 0.75 x 381
This lens is a simple biconvex lens, which has a 114-mm focal length and 29-mm
diameter. Only the central 2 or 3 mm of this lens is used. Note that the beam
deflection scale factor is set by the output lens, fo, and that the beam divergence
is set by the input lens, f., after the output lens has been selected.
RADIOMETRIC CALCULATIONS
The result of these radiometric calculations will be a statement of
system performance, expressed as the worst-case atmospheric transmission
and scintillation which will allow a system probability of detection, PD = 0. 9,
with a time between false alarms, TBF = 100 sec.
POWER DISTRIBUTION IN THE GAUSSIAN BEAM
See References 2 and 3 for the development of the following analysis.
By inspection of the Gaussian distribution, the beam width at the half-power
2
points is 2.4/4 = 0.6 of the beam width at 1/e2 points. Skolink's derivation
for A(z) = cos (r z/2) is applicable to the Gaussian distribution to a close
approximation and will be used.
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Let
Pt = the total power in the Gaussian beam,
Ot = angular diameter of the laser beam at the 1/e 2 power
density points in radians,
t = corresponding solid angle of the laser beam = 7r t2/4,
0.6 t = angular diameter of the laser beam at the half-power
points in radians,
and
0. 36 Ot = corresponding solid angle of the half-power laser beam.
Then the peak power density at the center of the Gaussian beam, according to
Skolnik, is





0. 667 x Pt 1. 852P t0.36W sr0. 36 t ¢tt t
Also, by inspection of the Gaussian distribution, at a diameter one-half that
at the 1/e 2 points, the power density is 0. 6 of the peak power density, as noted
previously. Therefore, the power density at the corners of any individual
scan spot is
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0.6 x 1.852 Pt = 1.111 t -1
t t W sr
Similarly, the peak power density at the center of the beam returned by the
corner cube retroreflector array, in watts steradians - 1 , will be 1. 852/¢cr
times the total power (watts) in the retroreflected beam. Since the transit time
of a laser pulse from transmitter to retroreflector to receiver is much smaller
than atmospheric scintillation cycle times, the retroreflected beam may be
presumed to travel the same path as its actual energy traveled from the trans-
mitter, and the receiver will be at or near the center of the retroreflected beam.
SCINTILLATION EFFECTS
The total transmission of radiant energy over any relatively long path
through the earth's atmosphere fluctuates with time, but the energy received is
always less than the energy transmitted. For convenience, the attenuating
influences are separated into two concepts: (1) a steady-state transmissionfactor, Ta, and "2) a fluctuating "efficiency" factor to account for atmospheric
scintillation effects over the path, K sc. It is unnecessary here to discuss the
mechanisms involved in producing these effects, other than to point out that
both factors are pure numbers less than one. The worst-case minimum allow-
able value of the product of those two factors will be a result of the present
calculations.
RADIOMETRIC EQUATIONS
The symbols, definitions, and numerical values of terms used in the
radiometric equations are summarized for convenience in Table 24.
The signal current available at the ITT F4012 Vidissector tube photo-cathode in electrons per second produced in the GBAA system, when the retro-
reflector array on the aircraft is at the corner of one of the square acquisition
scan spots, is
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S= 1.111 Pt Tt Ta Ksc 1.852 Ncr Acr Tcr Ta Ksc TfTr 1.6 1019is  2 Tf T r KA x 1.6 x 10
t R cr R
3.292 x 1019 Pt Ncr Acr r A K Tt Tcr Tf Tr (Ta Ksc) 2 electrons sec - 1  (50)
It Icr R4
The average photocathode current, in electrons per second, due to blue sky
background within the receiver instantaneous field of view is
19 
-
b = 1. 6 x 109 NA AX K A Tf T electrons sec 1
The threshold photocathode current is
i = Ib + K P Afib log TFA f /1/2 electrons sec
t KPMT  e 2 f
(52)
the total photocathode current i is the solution of the following quadratic equa-
tion:
i2 + i rKPMT A floge 4(1-PD) - 2 i + i t 2 = 0 , (53)
and the minimum signal current, required for system operation with the pro-
bability of detection and time between false alarms used in the previous
equations, is
is - b . (54)
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This last quanity is to be compared with the available signal current, calculated
by means of equation (50).
EVALUATION OF OPTICAL TRANSMISSION AND OTHER FACTORS
The numerical values used in the calculations, as shown in Table 24, are
taken generally from data furnished by the suppliers of the respective items. All
transmitting glass optical surfaces, except the receiver filter and the Vidissector
tube face, are assumed to have the OCLI HEA antireflection coating, optimized
for the 514. 5-nm wavelength, for which the transmission factor is 0. 997 per
surface. The transmission of the filter, Tf = 0.45, includes surface effects,
and the tube face (two surfaces) is assumed uncoated, with 4.4 percent loss per
surface. The receiver lens manufacturer quotes its transmission as 81 per-
cent. Folding mirrors will have optimized interference-type reflection coat-
ings, whose reflection factor is 99. 5 percent. The beam deflector mirrors are
assumed aluminized, with reflection factor of 88 percent each. The efficiency
of total reflection, such as in the corner retroflectors, is taken as 99. 9 percent
reflection. Transmission through glass is taken as 1 percent loss per 10 cm
length of path.
The laser output used in the calculations is the minimum of 1. 7 W peak,
stated by the manufacturer. However, the manufacturer's measurements on the
actual laser furnished showed 2. 1 W for the 514. 5-nm TEM00 operation. Its
beam divergence was taken from catalog information.
The ITT-published data for cathode sensitivity is conservative, and
cathodes are consistently made with considerably higher sensitivities. Published
-1data for S-20 photocathodes show 0. 05 A W 1 , and no difficulty is experienced
in obtaining photocathodes with K = 0. 0065 A W 1 .
The scan aperture in the ITT FW 4012 Vidissector is 0. 1 mm square.
In calculating the receiver IFOV, b r and r, a 10-percent allowance was made
for electronic focusing of this aperture at the photocathode, and a scan spot
0.11 mm square was used.
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TABLE 24. DEFINITIONS AND VALUES
Symbol Definition Value
Acr Active area per corner retroreflector Ncr = Acr = 307 cm2
Ar Receiver optical collector area 49. 5 m 2
i Total photocathode current, electrons sec - 1  TBD
-~1Ib Background photocathode current, electrons sec TBD
-1is  Signal photocathode current, electrons sec TBD
it  Threshold photocathode current, electrons sec
-  
TBD
KPMT Photomultiplier dynode noise factor 1.6
Kse Efficiency factor to account for atmospheric
scintillation effects (one way) TBD
K Photocathode response at 514.5 m 0. 065 A W- 1
Nb  Radiance of background at filter passband, taken 3 x 10
- 3 
W cm - 2 sr - 1 nm - 1
as clear daytime sky
Nr Number of corner retroreflectors N A = 307 cm2Cr cr cr
PD Probability of detection 0.9
Pt Peak power in transmitted laser beam 1.7 W
R Maximum distance from transmitter and receiver
to corner retroreflector 30. 5 km
TFA Time between false alarms 100 sec
Ta  Atmospheric optical transmission (one way) TBD
Tcr Corner retroreflector optical transmission 0. 99
Tf Receiver optical filter transmission 0.45
Tr Receiver lens and tube face optical transmission 0.74
Tt Transmitter optical transmission 0.749
t Transmitted pulse duration 15 x 10- 6 sec
A Receiver optical filter passband at 514. 5 nm 2 nm
A f Receiver system bandwidth 5 x 104 Hz
X Laser wavelength (TEM00 mode) 514.5 nm
I Pi 3.14159
9cr Angular diameter of retroreflected laser beam
at 1/e 2 power density points 0.02 mrad
0 r Angle of one side of square receiver IFOV 1.7 mrad
t Angular diameter of transmitted laser beam
at 1/e 2 power density points 3.86 mrad
Or Solid angle subtended by Ocr 2.95 x 10-10 sr
r Solid angle of square receiver IFOVr 
-62.96 x 10 -6sr
Solid angle subtended by 0t 1.17 x 10
- 5
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The value of Nb, the radiance of a clear daytime sky at 514.5 nm, is
-3 -2 -1 -1
cited in Reference 4 as approximately 3 x 10 W cm sr m .
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
Substituting the values from Table 24 into equations (50) through (54),
the following results are obtained. The available signal photocathode current is
10 2 -1
i = 4. 584 x 1010 (T Ksc ) electrons sec . (55)
s a sc
The average background photocathode current is
8 -1
= 3. 039 x 10 electrons sec . (56)
The threshold photocathode current is
8 -1
i t = 3.375 x 10 electrons sec . (57)
The total photocathode current is
i = 3.468 x 10 electrons sec-  . (58)
The minimum required signal current is
7 -1
i = i - i = 4.285 x 10 electrons sec . (59)
s b
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Setting the available equal to the minimum required signal current,
7 10 24. 285 x 10 4. 584 x 10 (T K ) ,(60)
a sc
the minimum product of the atmospheric transmission and the atmospheric
scintillation efficiency factor is
T K = 0.031. (61)a sc
If we assume the minimum Ta = 0.1, then the minimum Kse = 0.31 for the
probability of detection of 0. 9 with average time between false alarms of 100
sec.
The calculations show that the system will operate satisfactorily under
a worst-case condition as follows:
1. Probability of detection, 0. 9.
2. Average time between false alarms, 100 sec.
3. Retroreflector at the extreme corner of an acquisition scan spot.
4. Retroreflector at extreme range of 30. 5 km.
5. Atmospheric transmission and scintillation effects combined,
Ta Ksc = 0. 031; that is, for an atmospheric transmission, T a, as low as 0.1,
the transmission can be degraded by scintillation effects by an additional factor




To study the retroreflection efficiency, a convenient factor is defined:
NAT
= cr cr cr . (62)
F = Ocr (62)
¢cr
Substituting values from Table 24,
F = 1.03 x 101 cm2 sr (63)
The quantity, cr, is the solid angle of the beam returned by the retro-
reflector toward the GBAA. This is affected by two phenomena, the diffraction
of the beam by the aperture of each corner reflector and the divergence caused
by the pyramidal error (nonorthogonality of the reflecting faces) of each retro-
reflector. These will first be discussed separately, then in combination.
DIFFRACTION
Assuming perfect corner cubes, the retroreflected beam's divergence
is a function of the shape and size of the effective area of the individual corner-
cube retroflectors. The effective area, in turn, is a complicated function of
the angle of incidence of the incoming beam from the GBAA transmitter. (The
incident angle is measured from the perpendicular to the retroreflector's
entrance-exit surface. ) A simplifying and "safe" assumption is that the
effective area is the equivalent-area circle, with diameter D. The beam angular




For X = 514. 5 nm and cr = 19.4 ~rad, Dmi n = 6.48 cm. This.divergence
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corresponds to Ocr = 2.95 x 10 sr, used in the previous calculations,
referenced above.
PYRAMIDAL ERROR
In the absence (assumed, but impossible) of diffraction effects, a beam
from an infinitely distant point source, filling the entrance-exit aperture of the
cubecorner retroreflector, will emerge from the retroreflector in six distinct
beams of various shapes, depending upon the angle of incidence. If pyramidal
error exists, these emerging beams will not be exactly parallel to the entering
beam nor to each other. For convenience, pyramidal error is defined as the
angle between the incident beam and the worst-case emerging beam. As a
consequence of a large enough pyramidal error, it is possible for all six sec-
tions of the returning beam to miss the GBAA receiver. The allowable pyra-
midal error must be specified for the corner cubes.
PYRAMIDAL ERROR AND DIFFRACTION IN COMBINATION
In general, each of the six emerging (reflected) beams resulting from
pyramidal error will have its own respective diffraction pattern, its exact
form determined by the shape and size of its associated effective aperture, as
indicated above. These diffraction patterns, of course, increase the angular
"diameter" of their respective beams, and, if the diffraction angular semi-
diameter is greater than the pyramidal error, the six retroreflected beams
will merge into a single pattern, essentially centered on the incident beam.
The resulting pattern will be of more or less uniform intensity, depending upon
the amount of pyramidal error and the incident angle at a particular time. The
pattern in no case will be absolutely uniform.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATION OF CORNERCUBE RETROFLECTOR
If the diffraction angular diameters of the six retroflected GBAA beams
are each to be 19.4 lirad, then a pyramidal error of 9. 7 girad could theoretically
result in zero intensity at the center of the composite retroflected beam pattern,
and the total beamwidth could be 38. 8 prad. To assure better overlap, retro-
flectors with 4. 85 prad maximum pyramidal error should be specified; in this




Two common shapes are used for the cube corner retroreflectors. One
is like a cube, cut through on a diagonal between the opposite corners of three
adjacent cube sides. The other is additionally cut to remove the three corners
of the triangular diagonal face produced in the first shape, so that the diagonal
face is then a regular hexagon. (These last three cuts are made perpendicular
to the diagonal face.) This hexagonal shape (or circular when the edges are
removed) is useful when the angle of incidence is always perpendicular to the
entrance-exit face.
Effective Area
The effective area of the cube corner is a rather complicated function
of the angle of incidence and the index of refraction of the cube corner material
(glass). The graph of Figure 128 shows the relationships for a triangular
corner cube, for indices of refraction of 1.000 (trihedral mirror - not glass),
1. 517 (Borosilicate glass-BSC2), and 1. 798 (Schott Glass SF11 at 514. 5 nm
wavelength). It is noted that the effective area drops off to 80 percent at an
incident angle of about 23 deg for BSC2 glass, and this angle rises to about 26
deg for the SF11 glass. The curves are unsymmetrical about the zero incidence
angle, in the plane for which calculations were made. The curve for fused
silica (n c 1.45) lies intermediate to the curves for n = 1.0 and n = 1. 517.
There are three planes, at 120-deg intervals, where the same results are
obtained. At all intermediate planes, the results are between those shown in
the curves.
Transmission Losses
At 514. 5-nm wavelength, most optical glasses have from 1-percent
to 3-percent loss per inch of optical path length. A nominal 2 percent per inch
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Figure 128. Cube corner retroreflector effective area as function of
refractive index 7 and incident angle.
The Fresnel loss at the entrance-exit surface, with proper antireflection
coatings, will be between 0. 5 percent and 1 percent per pass through the surface.
One percent should be used in this calculation. A good silvered reflective sur-
face, required in corner cube retroflectors when the incidence angle is large
enough to preclude the use of total reflection, has a loss of about 10 percent per
reflection. There are three such reflections in the corner cube. Thus, for a
triangular corner prism, 11 cm on its longest side, whose optical path through
the prism is 17. 1 cm, the transmission will be
17.1
Tcr (1 - 0.02) x (1 - 0.01)2 x (1 - 0.1) 3  (65)
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Summary
As shown above, the design criteria are expressed in the equation
N A T 9 2 -1
cr cr cr = 1.03 x 10 cm sr . (66)
cr
Any combination of factors which meets this requirement will permit the GBAA
to operate in the assumed worst-case radiometric situation.
It can be shown that, where S is the length of a long side of the triangu-
lar corner cube in centimeters, the maximum effective area (at normal incidence
angle) is




T = (1 - 0.02) 0.6429S x (1 - 0.01) x (1 - 0.1) . (68)
cr
and
S20.7056 + 0.9696 x 10- . (69)
cr 4 S
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Note that Acr must be multiplied by an empirical number derived for this geo-
metry to obtain the effective area for a given case. For the GBAA, this must
be correlated with the flight plan of the aircraft to determine the geometry
involved. Combining the above factors,
20.7056 2( 0 + 0. 9696)N x (area factor) = 9.41 " + 0.9696)(
S2 0. 6429S
S x (0.98)
The results of this calculation are presented in Figure 129.
Although the triangular-shaped cube corner aperture provides the
greater collection area with larger incidence angles, the circular cross section
was selected for convenience of mounting. The loss in collection efficiency was
offset by the increase in the number of reflectors used in the arrays. The cor-
ner reflector arrays are separated on the aircraft to minimize the effects of
atmospheric scintillation.
The individual cube corners are aluminized and SiO2 overcoated to
maximize the reflection efficiency over large angles. The technique of assembly
of the optical element into the mechanical mount is to secure the glass into the
aluminum cylinder with a flexible rolithane potting compound mixed to retain
resiliency at the low temperatures so that the optical element is not stressed.
The potting is used only in the region indicated in the assembly drawing to avoid
abrasion of the coated surfaces that might be produced with expansion and con-
traction caused by temperature changes. A small airbleed hole is placed in the
cover to permit the enclosure to attain the ambient pressure.
The individual cube corner assemblies are mounted in five arrays of
six assemblies each for attachment to the aircraft skin. One of the six elementarrays is shown mounted on the underside of the WB-57F wing in Figure 130.
After several flights, some coating damage was observed on several
of the cube corners as shown in the photographs of Figures 131. This coating
flake was determined to have resulted from moisture condensation produced by
returning to a very humid environment from the extremely cold high-altitude
environment. This moisture collected around the coating surface and probablyfroze on subsequent flights, causing mechanical abrasions to the coatings. Once
a fracture was produced in the hard overcoat, moisture could attack the aluminum
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coating, producing the observed defect. The effect of this damage was to reduce
the reflection efficiency of the affected unit by an amount proportional to the
ratio of the damaged area to the full area of the entrance aperture. The max-
imum degradation for an affected unit was about 15 percent, which was deemed
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Fire 1. Cub corner aembly array (one of five) installed on WB-57F win.
Figure 130. Cube corner asse.,bly array '(one of five) installed on WB-57F wing.




This section presents a system performance analysis for the tracking
and communication functions. The uplink analysis implies radiometry from the
ground terminal transmitter to the AOCP receiver and includes atmospheric
propagation considerations. The transmitted beam widths are assumed to be
large compared with the pointing noise; therefore, dynamic pointing error
effects are not included. Transmitted beam profiles are assumed to be Gaus-
sian, and the performance is evaluated at the beam half-power point. Also,
the beam cross section is assumed to be large compared with the collection
aperture.
Results of the analysis presented here are given in Figure 132.
SELECTION OF PARAMETER VALUES
Although the parameters chosen for the several links are printed out on
the curves, they are presented in Table 25 with some explanation where required.
The maximum power of 0. 2 W is the ground station laser power radiated
in the absence of modulation, PM* The laser average power P has been set at
PM/2 for Figure 132.
Thus, the power radiated by the intensity-modulated laser is
P
PR =  P(1 + I cos W t) = (1 + A cos s t) (71)
where PR is the modulated laser power, 1 is the modulation index, and w is
the subcarrier radian frequency.
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a. Signal-to-noise beam divergence for AVLOC uplink communications detector,
S= 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75.
Figure 132. Radiometry.
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c. Signal-to-noise beam divergence, AVLOC uplink tracking detector,
I= 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75.
Figure 132. Radiometry.
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TABLE 25. UPLINK PARAMETERS
Laser maximum power (W) ............. ..... 0.2
Laser average power (W) .................... 0.1
Transmitter transmittance ........... ....... .. . 0.01
Atmospheric transmittance. . ............... ... . . 0.1
Range (km) ............................ 25.86
Background radiance (W/cm2-p-sr) . ............. . 0, 0. 014
Optical filter width (nm) ..................... . 2.0
Receiver FOV (prad) ....................... 87.3
Collector diameter (cm) ..................... 9.4
Photocathode sensitivity (including mesh) (A/W). . ..... . 0.025
Multiplier noise figure ..................... 1.5
Receiver transmittance (communication) . ... ..... . . . 0.182
Scintillation receiver transmittance .......... . . . .. . . 0. 034
Track bandwidth (Hz) ................. .... 1 000.0
Communication bandwidth (Hz) . ................. 50 000.0
Background radiances of 0 and 0. 014 W/cm 2--sr bracket all the back-
grounds to be encountered. The higher value is that for sunlit clouds. As can
be seen from the curves, the sunlit background curves are not significantly
different from those where no background is used. The optical filter of 2 nm
serves only to limit the background power to the receiver. The receiver field
of view of 87.3 prad serves the same purpose, although it is more intimately
associated with design considerations of aperture size in the image dissector
and the focal length of the telescope.
The collector diameter is the effective unobscured diameter of a col-
lector which is 9. 85 cm in diameter with 2. 87 cm of central obscuration.
The photocathode sensitivity is taken from the standard S-20 photo-
cathode curve and divided by two to allow for losses in the mesh following the
photocathode in the image dissector. The multiplier noise figure of 1. 5 is a
realistic value based on experience which agrees with analyses.
The communications receiver transmittance of 0. 182 is the result of
multiplying the transmittances and reflectances of the several elements in the
light path of the receiver optics. The value of 0. 034 for the scintillation mon-
itor was obtained in the same way. Table 26 lists the elements and the effective
transmittances used for both paths.
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TABLE 26. RECEIVER COMPONENTS TRANSMITTANCES
Elements Communications Receiver Scintillation Monitor
Path Path
Afocal Telescope 0.60 0.60
Z Steerer 0.96 0.96
Y Steerer 0.96 0.96
Beam Combiner 0. 90 0. 90
Narrow Band Filter 0. 6 0. 6
Beam Splitter 0. 82 0.14
Lens 0.80 0. 85
Neutral Density Filter 0. 96 - - -
Mirror 0.97 0.97
0.182 0.034
The uplink tracker receiver is, of course, common with the communi-
cations receiver until the output of the image dissector is reached, where the
10. 7-MHz subcarrier tone is separated from the low-frequency components
which really contain the tracking information. The tracker scan generates a
32-Hz modulation of the image dissector output current.
Although the tracker modulation index is self imposed by the tracker
and is unrelated to the subcarrier modulation index, it will affect the communi-
cations signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. This cross-coupling was not done on the
computer simulation because of the many possible combinations.
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In fact, the S/N current ratios of the uplink communications channel
assume that the tracker modulation is zero. However, during the track mod-
ulation the communications S/N will range between the maximum given by
Figure 132a and 1 -pT times that value. Thus, if the tracker imposes a 50-
percent modulation index on the average incoming power, the S/N current ratio
of Figure 132a will vary at a 32-Hz rate from the values given by the curves
to ,,1 - 0. 5 = 0. 7 of those values.
The "signal current" used for the track channel is its own modulation
signal. The signal current used for the communications receiver is the 10. 7 -
MHz tone with a noise bandwidth of 50 kHz.
Note also that the S/N ratios given are defined as S/N = rms signal
current/rms noise current. (These values must be squared to obtain power
S/N.)
In the case of the scintillation monitor, total power to the photomulti-
plier only is plotted against the transmitted beam divergence.
Downlink Radiometric Analysis
The purpose of this analysis is to show what downlink - received
energy levels are required and to determine that the system parameters used
during acquisition (the worst case) are adequate for fine tracking at these
nominal levels. There was no requirement for downlink communication during
acquisition, and it was anticipated that the beam divergence would be decreased
before any attempts were made to use the downlink for test purposes. The
downlink parameters are given in Table 27, and an estimate of the transmit-
tance of the ground station communication receiver is given in Table 28.
The irradiance at the ground station produced by the downlink laser is
4 Pt Tt T




Pt = downlink laser average power output,
Tt = airborne transmitter transmittance,




0 = transmitter beam divergence.
The fine track threshold at the ground station is established when the
average anode current of the communication photodetector exceeds 1 pA.
Because relatively narrow bandwidths are used for tracking, the tracking photo-
detector requires much less radiant energy than the wideband communication
detector. The receiver light was divided between these two channels, and the
tracking sensitivity was adjusted so that both channels had approximately the
same signal level threshold. One microampere was chosen empirically to
correspond to an incident power level at the tracking tube that was sufficient for
reliable fine tracking.
Expanding the radiometry to include receiver parameters yields an
expression for the communication detector anode current that is a measure of
the combined laser and background irradiances. Dark current is low enough
not to appreciably affect these calculations
4 Pt Tt T A T Sd G
I = a c cr + NA TT Af 02SG (73)




A = area of collecting aperture,
Ter = transmittance of receiver communication channel,
Sb  = photocathode sensitivity,
G = electron multiplier gain,
Nb  = background radiance,
Af = receiver optical bandwidth,
and
0 = receiver FOV.
Using the downlink parameters of Table 27, which correspond to the
initial conditions for acquisition, the value of the expected anode current is
computed as
4 (1.5 x 10-3 ) (0.125) (0.1) (2.64 x 103) (0.083) (1.86 x 10-2) (4.53 x 104
a (2.19 x 106)2(8.39 x 10-4 2
+ (1.4 x 10-2) (2.64 x 103) (0.083) (1.2 x 10 3) ( -) (8.73 x 10-4) 2 (1.86x 10-2) (4.53x 104) (0.1)
4
a = 1.31 x 10
.6 
+ 1.85 x 10-  amperes
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TABLE 27. DOWNLINK PARAMETERS
Laser maximum power (W) .................. 0.005
Laser average power from modulator (Pt, W) . . . . . . . . 0.0015
Modulation index ........................ 0.70
Transmitter transmittance (Tt) . . . ................. 0.125
Atmospheric transmittance (Ta) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1
Range (km) (zenith angle, 34 deg; altitude, 18.3 km) . . . . 21.9
2
Background radiance (Nb, W/cm -p-sr) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.014
Receiver optical bandwidth (Af, nm). .... . . . . . . . . . 1.2
Receiver FOV (0, rad) ..................... 87
Effective collector diameter (cm) . ......... . . . . . 58
Effective collector area (A , cm 2 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2640
c -2
Photocathode sensitivity (S d , A/W) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 x 10
Electron multiplier gain (G) . .......... . . . . . ... 4. 53 x 104
-9
Communication photodetector dark current (A) . ...... 7.0 x 10
Receiver transmittance, communication channel (T ). . . 0.083cr
Downlink beam divergence (0, prad) . ............ 839
TABLE 28. ESTIMATE OF GROUND STATION COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER TRANSMITTANCE
18 optical surfaces at 0. 95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 397
Background monitor beam splitter . . . . . . . . . . . ... 0. 80
Communication/track beam splitter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90
Dichroic beam splitter . . . . . . . .................... 0. 85
Communication detector bandpass filter . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 53
Telescope primary and secondary mirrors at 0. 8 . . . . . . 0.64




The first term in the expression is the anode current caused by downlink
laser radiation. The second term is the background contribution. This back-
ground model is forsunlit clouds and is considered to be the worst case. Actual
daytime operating conditions are less severe so that background radiation is not
troublesome.
In order to consider the statistical nature of the photodetector current
and determine how this affects the quality of downlink communications, the
radiometry is expanded to yield the quantity N. This is the average number of







i = anode current of communication photodetector,
7 = integration time or bit duration (33 ns),
e = electronic charge, 1. 6 x 10- 1 9 C/electron,
and
G = photomultiplier current gain.
Then, substituting equation (75) for ia, N becomes
4 PT T T A T S G TNAT Af r2S d G( tt a c cr d
eG 2 2 4
R 4
(76)




In another section of this report a statistical model of the downlink com-
munications channel is developed. This model uses as input data the average
number of photoelectrons emitted per bit, N.
Downlink Communication System Model
In the following paragraphs a mathematical model is developed for use
in predicting the potential performance of the AVLOC communications system.
First discussed is the ideal system, one limited by only the most fundamental
types of noise. This ideal model is then modified to include the most common
sources of noise, encountered in photon-counting communications systems
operating in the field.
PERFORMANCE OF AN IDEAL SYSTEM
The performance of an ideal optical communications system is limited
by design parameters (such as laser power, modulation index, collection
aperture diameter, etc.) and the fundamental fluctuations in the detected signal
caused by photocurrent shot noise. This section is concerned with introducing
both these system concepts and the analytical techniques that will be expanded
later to form a general model.
SENSOR PHOTOCURRENT AND ITS VARIANCE
It is important to clarify first the term "modulation index." Figure 133
depticts a partially modulated binary pulse train. The peak amplitude of this
pulse train is A , and the minimum amplitude is A . The average amplitudep m
is A = (A + A )/2, assuming a long random and equally likely series of binaryp m
pulses. The modulation index M is defined as
A A -A









Figure 133. Partially modulated binary pulse train.
In terms of the average amplitude A, the peak amplitude can be written as
A = A (M + 1). In a like manner, the minimum amplitude A can be writtenP m
as A = A (1 - M). The signal amplitude A is defined as the differencem s
between the maximum and minimum amplitudes. Consequently, it follows that
A = A - A = 2M A.
s p m
The amplitudes of Figure 133 may represent any of a number of types
of information carriers. For instance, the peak amplitude A may represent
peak numbers of photons, photoelectrons, photocurrent values, or other like
quantities. In an ideal system, the average photoelectron current is directly
proportional to the average radiation incident on the photosensor. Consequently,
in using the system of subscripts introduced above with an average photoelectron
current (electrons/sec) of 1, the resultant expression that represents a mark
having been sent is the term (1 + M) i, and likewise, the photocurrent repre-
senting a space is (1 - M) i.
The shot noise fluctuations in a photocurrent are well described by a
Poisson statistical distribution. Hence, the statistical variance of the number
of photoelectrons counted during a time interval At is proportional to the
product of the photocurrent, ipc, and the sample period, At. In equation form,
i = (1 + M) i, im = (1 - M) 1, var (ip) = ki P t . (78)
p m pc pc
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The constant of proportionality, k - 1, is used to describe the noise effects of
amplification, such as dynode noise in a multiplier phototube.
BIT ERROR RATE (BER) AND ITS EFFECTS
The product of the sample period, At, and the photoelectron current,
ipc, is the number N of electrons counted during a sample interval. The
decision as to whether a space or mark was sent is made by comparing the
number of photoelectrons counted with some threshold value Nt . If the number
of electrons counted is greater than Nt, it is decided that a mark was sent. If
the number counted is less than Nt, it is decided that a space was sent. Because
of the variance in the values of i , there is some statistical probability that,pc
although a mark was sent, the product ipc At in the receiver will be less than
N . Hence, the receiver logic curcuitry will make an incorrect decision in
such cases. The probability of making an incorrect decision during a sample
interval is called the bit error rate (BER).
Although other factors such as S/N ratio could be used, BER is more
indicative of the quality of a digitally coded communications channel. For chan-
nels using nondigital modulation schemes, it is clear that the lower the system's
potential BER, the better the information transmission (as measured by fidelity,
S/N ratio, or any other method), even though there is no linear relationship
between these characteristics. The use of a system' s potential BER as a basis
to judge its performance provides the advantage of easily considering the adverse
effects of many and varied noise factors as a whole. For example, some cri-
teria of performance require that all noise sources, to be combined, must have
similar frequency spectra. These analytical techniques would have difficulty in
estimating the simultaneous effects of signal current shot-noise and atmospheric
turbulence.
It is of value to compare the subjective quality of a closed-circuit video
picture as a function of BER in the communications channel. Figure 134 shows
the resultant degradation in received picture quality as the BER is increased
-5
from 10-5 to 0.30, by attenuating the radiation of the transmitted laser beam.
These photos were taken during a laboratory test of an Optical Communications
System identical to the AOCP and ground station hardware.
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Figure 134. Video picture quality with measured BER for polarization modulation.
COMPUTATION OF THE IDEAL SINGLE-CHANNEL BER
In a single-channel, photon-counting type of digital system, a mark or
space decision is based upon whether the number of photoelectrons counted in
one photosensor during a bit interval is larger than some threshold value, Nt .
An error occurs when either: (1) a signal is sent but not detected or, (2) when
the threshold value is exceeded during an interval when no signal is sent. In
equation form, the probability of an error during a bit interval (the BER) is
BER = P (signal sent) * P (noise and signal 5 Nt)
(79a)
+ P (signalnot sent) * P (noise >Nt) .
Since in the random NRZ coding considered here the probability of a signal
being sent during a sample bit interval is one-half, equation (79a) becomes
BER = 1/2 P (noise and signal 5 N.)
(79b)
+ 1/2 P (noise >N) .
The derivation of the system BER discussed here is concerned only
with the variations in the signal amplitude itself. These fluctuations in the
modulated and unmodulated portions of the collected laser beam are caused by
the inherent photocurrent shot noise. Using the above terminology, we cor-
rectly consider a mark to have been sent if the number of photoelectrons Np
counted during a sample period is larger than the threshold value Nt . We cor-
rectly decide that a space has been sent if we detect a smaller value Nm. Both
N and N are random variables because of the effects of photocurrent shotp m
noise. Intutively, the threshold value N should be set at some number
between the average values of N and N . One of the purposes of the follow-p m
ing analysis is to determine the value of Nt which minimizes the system's
BER.
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Equation (79) can be rewritten to include the variables N and N as
p m
BER = 1/2 P (N - Nt) + 1/2 P (Nm > Nt) . (80)
In terms of probability distributions, the components of the last equation are
N
P(N Nt) = tdz P (N = z) , (81a)
p t c p
P(N >Nt) = dz P(N = z) (81b)
m Nt m
For large numbers of photoelectrons N, the shot noise (Poisson) distributions
are approximately normal.
Hence, keeping in mind that N (1 + M) At =i and N (1 - M) At = ip m




P (N < Nt) dz , (82a)
P~N k (1 + M)
and
k (1 - M
27 NNt- -k M)P( > 239dz e
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We can use here the tabulated functions P and Q where
2 t2
t t
P(r) t- N e 2 dt, Q (r) ~ e 21dt; (83)
so that equation (80) for the BER simplifies to
BER = 1 tt ) +M) (84)2 2
4k N (+M(1 + M)
In this case, the BER is minimized for a threshold value of
2 k 1+M
N +N 1 - M 11+ n2MN
(85)
an approximation easily justified for large values of N. With this optimum
value of Nt, the BER from equation (84) is found to be
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Equation (86) is plotted in Figure 135 for two values of modulation index M.
COMPUTATION OF THE IDEAL BINARY CHANNEL BER
Analysis of an ideally balanced binary system is somewhat simpler
than that of the single channel, since there is no threshold value Nt to be con-
sidered. In this situation, the decision as to whether a mark or space was sent
is based on which of two channels has the greater number of photoelectrons.
Using subscripts 1 and 2 for the two channels, the expression for the BER can
be written analogous to equation (80) as
BER P (N < N ) + - P(N < N ) . (87)
2 2 P2
For a balanced symmetrical system, the two probabilities are equivalent, and
BER = P(N <N )= P (N N < 0) . (88)p m mp1  2 1  2
Written in terms of conditional probability distributions, the last equation is
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Figure 135. Single-channel BER (factor k is 1.6).
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Approximating the probabilities with normal distributions, as was done with
equation (82), the last expression can be arranged in explicit form as
z+ y - N(1M) - y-N(1-M)
0  e 2 4kN(1+M) e 4kN(1-M)BER = - dz f dy
k N(1+M) k (1- M)
(90)
This equation, where N is the product ipC At averaged on one photosensor,
can be integrated directly to obtain the simpler form




The last equation is plotted in Figure 136 for modulation indices ranging from
0. 3 to 0. 8.
COMPARISON OF IDEAL SINGLE-CHANNEL AND BINARY-CHANNEL
SYSTEMS
The practical differences between a single-channel system and a binary-
channel system are mainly in the added complexity involved in the binary sys-
tem's receiver. It is interesting to consider how great an advantage is gained
from this additional receiver complexity. Given that the two systems would
have the same types of photosensors, modulators, etc., one can calculate the
increase in remote terminal laser power required by a single-channel system
to equal the performance (BER) of a binary-channel system. By comparing
equations (86) and (91), it is seen that the single-channel system's laser
power must be increased by the factor
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Required laser power increase = 1 + 1 - M 2 . (92)
For example, if the modulator used were capable of a modulation index of 0. 5,
the required single-channel laser power increase would be about 87 percent.
Equation (92) implies that both types of systems have about the same
performance when used at high-modulation indices and very low noise levels.
CALCULATION OF MODEL SYSTEM'S PERFORMANCE UNDER NOISY CON-
DITIONS
In the optical communications system under study, there are seven
principal sources of noise. For convenience in analysis, all seven may be
considered together at the photodetector, even though some noise factors may
not actually exist at that point in the signal processing train. Those noise
factors not present at the photodetector (such as noise in later amplifiers) can
be replaced in analysis with an equivalent noise generator at the photodetector.
The seven principal noise factors occurring in the system under study are
1. Laser Generation Noise. A time-varying factor multiplying the
average radiative power from the laser. These fluctuations in laser power may
be caused by power supply ripple, microphonics, etc.
2. Atmospheric Scintillation Effects. These act in much the same
manner as the laser generation noise, above, but, of course, with different
frequency and probability distributions.
3. Signal and Background Shot Noise. Variations in the photoelectron
current that are proportional to the square root of the current.
4. Background Modulation. A factor usually encountered in scanning
systems, in which the background noise may be much greater than that predicted
by shot noise calculations.
5. Dark Current. In the system's photodetector, normally of con-
cern only when operating with infrared sensitive sensors at low signal levels.
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6. Dynode noise. Significantly increases the fluctuations in photo-
electron current during the first stages of amplification. If an electron mul-
tiplier-type phototube were not used as the photosensor, the preamplifier would
then be an important source of noise of this type.
7. Johnson or Thermal Noise. Usually of concern only if the sensor's
load resistor precedes most of the signal amplification.
SENSOR PHOTOCURRENT AND ITS VARIANCE
In a two-level digital signal the seven noise factors discussed above
can be combined into multiplicative and additive contributions to the sensor
photocurrent, ipc. For the condition of a "mark" being sent, the signal photo-
current i and its variance are described, as was done with equation (78) by
A




var (i) = ki At = kN . (93a)
For the conditions of a "space" being sent, the last equations take the form,
A
S= a(1 - M) i + i , var (i) = i At = k N . (93b)
m n m m
In the last equations, ipe is the instantaneous photocurrent (in electrons/sec),
and the term a is the product of factors describing system radiometry, time-
varying atmospheric scintillation, and laser generation noise effects. The last
term, Xin, represents the sum of the dc noise currents, such as background
and detector dark current. In the equations for the photocurrent variance,
var (ipc), the coefficient k describes multiplicative amplifier or dynode
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Figure 136. Binary channel BER with modulation index as the parameter
(noise factor k is 1.6).
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GENERAL FORM FOR THE BER OF A NOISY SYSTEM
Except for an added complexity in the component equations (81), the
derivation of the system BER using equations (93) follows that of equation (78).
In regard to the previous ideal system, it was assumed that the average signal
irradiance on the photosensor was constant. Variations in the photoelectron
current were due to shot noise alone. However, in the situation where the sys-
tem suffers from phenomena such as atmospheric scintillation and its resultant
time-varying effects, the major variations in the sensor photocurrent can be
due to similar variations in the signal irradiance on the photodetector. Hence,
the term P (N = z) in equation (81a) must be replaced with a more complex
statistical expression. The term P (N = z) is the probability that z photo-
p
electrons will be counted during a sample interval if a "mark" is sent, and the
long-term average number of photoelectrons counted is N. However, in the
presence of scintillation or fluctuating laser power, N is not constant and must
be replaced by a random variable N. The shot noise in the photocurrent still
exists, but a parameter of its distribution, i. e., the population mean, is also
a variable. For this reason we have a conditional distribution P (N = z; x).
This expression represents the probability that the number of photoelectrons
counted for a mark sent be z, given that the mean number N is x. It can be
seen that the original expression for P (N = z) is replaced by
co
P (N = z) = dxP (N = z; x) . P(N = x) . (94)
As a consequence, the form of equations (81) for a single-channel BER is
changed to
N
P ( Nt) f dx dz P (N = ; x) . P ( = x) (95a)
and
P(N >Nt) = m dx N dz P (N = z;x) . P(N = x) .(95b)
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These, combined with equation (80) describe the BER for a single-channel
system with additive and multiplicative noise.
To describe the BER for the binary-channel system in a noisy environ-
ment, an expression similar to equation (89) can be derived. Hence, written
in terms of conditional probability distributions,
BER Binary = dz dy dx P(N = z + y;N= x)P(Nm = y;N= x)P(N= x).
Binary ma a a p
Channel
(96)
Equations (95) and (96) describe the system BER with statistical expres-
sions. To obtain numerical values, these terms must be replaced with algebraic
expressions. The most important additional source of noise to be considered
here is that caused by atmospheric scintillation. It is well known that these
turbulence-induced statistical variations in beam transmittance do not follow
the normal probability distribution. For this reason, the next section digresses
somewhat to discuss the log-normal distribution, which is more appropriate for
use in modeling atmospheric effects.
LOG-NORMAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
The log-normal probability distribution is applied in situations where a
series of independent random impulses c. have effects on a phenomenon which
are dependent on the instantaneous state x. of the phenomenon. Furthermore,
the magnitude of the change in state of the phenomenon, x +l-x , is proportional
j+1
to the magnitude of the impulse c. and some function f (x ) of the instantaneous
state. Here the state x. of the phenomenon was produced by c. . The equation
for the effect of c. is
3
Xj+l-x j = f(x) = x . (97)
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In the present application, we consider the change (A xj) to be a variation in the
radiant power transmitted by a turbulent atmosphere and this variation to be
equal to the product of the radiant power itself, i.e., f(x ) = x., and the mag-
nitude of a number of turbulent impulses c.. As a consequence, the last equat-
J
ion can be rearranged to obtain the form
Ax. Ax.
c3 3j f(x.j) x. (98)
The sum C = E c of a large number of impulses, which are assumed above to
be independent, tends to have a normal distribution as implied by the central
limit theorem. If each of the impulses c. has only a very slight effect A x.,
then the resulting state xn caused by a very large number of impulses c is
n n Ax. x x
C = c.= Y n d= i n (99)
x xj=0 j=0 j o o
which, in the limit, has a logarithmic relationship to the impulses. Hence, we
have a reasonable justification for writing the relationship,
Inx = u , (100)
where x is a linear function of the instantaneous radiant flux transmitted
through the atmosphere, and u is a normally distributed variable dependent
on the characteristics of the atmospheric turbulence. To relate the character-
istic parameters of x to those of u, the variate u is assumed to have a mean
2




P (us U) =  U due 2 (101)
27ir a
The distribution function of x, 0 (x), can be determined from equation (101),
since from equation (100), x is a function of the random variable u. With the
appropriate change of variables,
- (n ax - m)2
2
P (x -s X) = (X) = dx e 2; X - . (102)
x 2
The mean or expected value E(x) of the variable x is given by the Stieltjes
integral,
2
In a similar manner the expected value of x2 can be found to be
E(x 2 ) = exp (2m + 2r 2) . (104)
The variance of x is found from the well-known relationship,
2
2 2 2m+a 2
var (x)= E(x ) - E (x)= e (e -1) . (105)
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which leads directly to
a = In 1 + (x )  = In (1 + p ),
where (106)
var (x) = p E (x)
It is convenient to work with the normalized variable x/E(x), which also has a
log-normal distribution. In terms of the original parameters m and x , it is
found that
E In (-) m - + -- - 2 (107)(2-j--j 2
and
var [en E(x)= var n (x) = o . (108)
The ratio x/E(x) may be considered here to describe the instantaneous trans-
mittance of the atmosphere between the remote and base terminals. Averaged
over a sample interval, the photocurrent i and the number of photoelectrons
counted, N, are related to the variable x above as
N i x
N i E (x) (109)
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The distribution function for N is
)n2
x dx In x-m,p(x) = P (N - x) = J exp - (110)
x 2
Using equation (104) and the expression E(N) = N, we find that the probability
function for N is
d_ 1 1 1 
x
d = g(x) - exp - +- n ( x)  (x) = 0O, x<O ; (111)dx x N:Y exp -\ 2 2 0, )N
where
2 + var ) (112)(
- = In 1 + (112)
ATMOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION EFFECTS - TYPICAL VALUES
The principal signal fluctuations encountered in a space-to-space optical
communications link are those caused by the impressed modulation and funda-
mental photocurrent shot noise. However, in a satellite-to-ground terminal
situation, atmospheric scintillation along the space-to-earth link is expected to
influence the system's BER to a great extent, dominating the simpler effects of
photocurrent shot noise.
Typical values for the log-amplitude variance, CI (0), for an optical
path along the zenith angle 0 are estimated to be fairly well represented by the
11/16
equation CI (0) = 0. 73 (sec 0) . The coefficient 0. 73, of course, varies
from day to day for different locations, and for most astronomical observations,
it is probably too large. The variance var { Pc}, of the detected beam's radiant
power P is related to C1 (0) by the equation
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var (P) = 2 0 exp (4 (0) -1 P 2 p 2 , (113)
where 0 is a complex function of the collector diameter, optical wavelength, and
log-amplitude variance. Values of equation (113) for collector diameters of 50,
100, and 150 cm are shown in Figure 137. It is clear that the relative fluctuat-
ions represented by the normalized variance p in the collected radiant power
will affect both the modulated and the unmodulated portions of the beam from the
satellite terminal.
100
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Figure 137. Variation in scintillation normalized variance p 2
with zenith angle '1.
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Figure 138 illustrates the effect of atmospheric scintillation on the trans-
mitted signal. Figure 138a depicts the digitally coded laser beam, with a mod-
ulation index of 0. 5 and average amplitude A. The relative fluctuations in the
effective transmittance of the atmospheric path are shown in Figure 138b. For
purposes of illustration, these fluctuations are pictured as varying at megahertz
rates. In an actual system, these atmospheric scintillations would be concen-
trated below 100 Hz and would vary extremely slowly compared to the data rate.
Figure 138c illustrates the resultant signal amplitude as collected by the ground
terminal. The modulation index itself is unchanged from that of the transmitted
beam in Figure 138a.
NOISY SINGLE- AND BINARY-CHANNEL BER
The variable x = aiA t may be used in equation (93) to obtain the def-
initions,
A
N =(1 + M) x + i At
and (114)
A
N =(1 - M) x + E i At
m n
With these substitutions, equation (111) can be used to rewrite equations (95)
in the more general form:
z -N
N 25
P (N sN ) ft dz dxg(x) (115a)








P ( >Nt) = dz dx g(x) (115b)m t t A
Using the expressions of equation (83), it is found that the noisy single-cliannel
BER is




The optimum value for the threshold setting Nt can be found by differentiation
to be
2 A A kn(N /N
















Figure 138. Effects of atmospheric scintillation on a digitally coded beam
of average amplitude A.
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Hence, by substituting this value for the threshold in equation (116) the simpler
form is obtained:
BER Optimum, 0 dxg(x) Q (118)
Single
Channel
In a similar manner, the expression for the balanced binary-channel
BER can be written from equation (96) in explicit form as
2( D 2 m
fBER Odzfdz' dx g(x) eBalanced o0o A A
Binary N kN N
Channel P m
(119)
This expression may also be integrated to obtain the simpler form,
A A
N -N
BER Balanced =  dx g(x) Q m (120)
Binary A ^
Channel k(N + Nm)
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Equations (118) and (120) describe the performance of single-and binary-chan-
nel systems in the presence of additive noise. Measurements on the present
optical communications system indicate that, in the laboratory and field tests
performed, background noise and photosensor dark current are negligible, i. e.,
E i ; 0. Representative values of system BER for these test conditions are
n
plotted in Figures 139 and 140 for a dynode noise factor of 1. 6.
-3
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Figure 139. Single-channel BER in the presence of log-normal turbulence
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Figure 140. Binary-channel BER in the presence of log-normal
atmospheric turbulence for k = 1.6 and M = 0.4.
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DATA, COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL
Although many complex parameters affect the performance of an optical
communications system, four factors are of major concern in the system' s
evaluation: laser power, signal beam modulation index, atmospheric scintil-
lation, and the resulting BER. Figure 141 is a portion of a recording tape
generated with the engineering model during a field experiment. The raw data
shown here are the bases for calculations that lead to evaluating system perfor-
mance.
The two curves in the upper portion of Figure 141 are measurements of
the anode current of the system's PMT sensor. The straight line at the top
of the figure is the system' s zero or dark level. This current measurement is
made with all radiation blocked from the photosensor and is an indication of the
tube's dark current. The second curve from the top is a record of the tube's
output current and shows the noisy effects of atmospheric scintillation. This
curve was generated on the 8-km (5-mi) test range at ITT Gilfillan, San
Fernado, Calif. The normalized variance determined from this data was
r = 0. 31, the term r being an experimental estimate of the parameter p of
equation (107). The laser beam was heavily attenuated with neutral density
filters during this test run, limiting to 44 the average number of signal events
per sample period.
The lowest curve of Figure 141 is a series of 1-sec timing marks, used
for setting the horizontal scale. The curve above these timing marks indicates
the instantaneous system BER, the output of the bit error detector. Under close
inspection, it is seen that error bursts occur as a nonlinear, almost threshold
function of the detected signal current. With a digital counter reading the out-
put of the bit error detector, the BER for the sample of Figure 141 was found
-3
to be 4.1 x 10-3
It was pointed out that the system's BER is a complex function of
atmospheric scintillation amplitude r, the ratio of the measured standard
deviation to the mean (of any linear function) of the detected signal radiation.
The factor r is useful in predicting system performance and as Figure 137
shows, is somewhat under the system designer's control in that scintillation
amplitude is greatly affected by receiving aperture diameter. The curve of
Figure 142 indicates the strong relationship between aperture diameter and a
system's BER. It should be noted that this curve considers the scintillation
averaging effects of various aperture size, neglecting the greater radiation
collecting ability of larger apertures. The BER curve of Figure 142 would fall
at a much greater slope if a constant detected power had not been maintained
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Figure 141. Integrated error output data sample.
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Figure 142. BER vs. receiving aperture. Figure 143. Comparison of experimental data
with log-normal atmospheric model
for single-channel system.
Figure 143 shows the performance of the communications system in
field tests under conditions of heavy turbulence. For comparison the theoreti-
cally predicted performance for p = 0. 35 is represented as the solid curve on
the right. Data runs with varying laser radiation intensities were recorded,
and the results are shown as horizontal bars. The term r is an estimate of
the parameter p, calculated from experiment data. Since r is a statistic of
the nonstationary atmosphere, its value is constantly changing, and the use of
the bar interval is appropriate. The fit of theoretical predictions to the tested
performance of the system is seen to be quite close.
LASER SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Description of Hazard
Laser radiation can be harmful to the body and cause permanent eye
damage. In any experiment, such as the AVLOC project, where laser beams
are directed through open spaces, there always is a danger of injury due to
exposure to excessive levels of laser radiation. Precautions must be taken to
assure that project personnel, nonproject personnel, and the general population
are adequately protected
For visible laser light, the principal danger is eye damage caused by
excessive illumination on the retina. Skin exposure usually presents no hazard.
Consideration must be given to the possibility of reflections as well as direct
exposure to the beam.
Permissible Exposure Levels
No definitive measurements of the threshold levels for eye damage have
been made. However, 10 - 6 W/cm 2 for continuous wave (CW) visible lasers
and 10 - 6 J/cm2 for non-Q-switched pulsed lasers are generally considered
safe levels for the maximum intensity incident upon the cornea of the human
eye [ 5] .
Skin exposures 105 times as large as corneal exposure are allowable.
The intensities encountered in the AVLOC experiments are far below this level
so that only corneal exposure need be considered.
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The maximum allowable reflectance from a diffuse surface is 0. 9 J/cm2
for a pulse and 2. 5 W/cm 2 for a CW laser. Specular reflections should be con-
sidered to be the same as direct exposures.
Calculation of Beam Intensity





1. 27 cEI = 2 (122)
(a + ro )
where
E = output power (CW) or energy (pulse) of the laser;
a = attenuation of the beam, or in the AVLOC project, the atmospheric
attenuation = er ;
a = diameter of emergent beam at transmitter (cm);
r = distance from transmitter to observer (cm);
and
0 = beam divergence (rad).
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AVLOC Laser Beam Intensities
To make a worst-case hazard analysis, no atmospheric attenuation was
assumed in the following calculations.
ARGON BEACON (UPLINK) LASER BEAM, 488 nm
The uplink CW argon laser was capable of a maximum power output of
1W and a minimum beam divergence of 1 prad (results from diffraction limit
of 61-cm telescope through which the laser beam is transmitted); however, the
operational limits for this project were a maximum laser power of 100 mW and
a minimum beam divergence of 100 grad. The 100-/rad beam divergence
resulted in a beam diameter of 2. 75 m at the test aircraft at an altitude of 21.34
km (70 000 ft). From equation (121) the following beam intensities (I) arefound:
I (at telescope) = 34. 2 x 10- 6 W/cm 2
and
I (at test aircraft, 100-prad beam) = 1. 8 x 10 - 6 W/cm 2
The latter figure was still slightly above the permissible exposure level,
so the Air Force flight crew was protected as described in the following para-graphs. The analysis of the hazard to private and commercial aircraft flying
at intermediate altitudes is also covered as follows.
He-Ne (DOWNLINK) LASER BEAM, 632. 8 nm
The airborne He-Ne laser was capable of a maximum power output of5 mW and a minimum beam divergence of 6 rad (results from a diffraction
limit of 10. 16-cm telescope through which the laser beam was transmitted);
however, the operational limit for the beam divergence for this project was
50 prad. The 50-prad beam divergence resulted in a beam diameter of 1.15 m
at the ground from an altitude of 21.34 km. From equation (121) the following
beam intensity (I) is found:
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I (at ground station, 50-prad beam) = 0.48 x 10- 6 W/cm 2
This number falls within the safety limits of permissible exposure.
PULSED ARGON LASER (GROUND BASED ACQUISITION AID), 514.5 nm
The GBAA employs a 2-W (peak power) argon pulsed laser with a 12
psec pulse at a 1000 pulses per second repetition rate (24 mW average power).
The beam divergence is 1.7 mrad (0.1 deg). The fact that the laser is repet-
itively pulsed requires that we consider both average power density and the
energy density per pulse. The application of equation (121) gives the following
results for a 21. 34-km altitude:
E = 2.2 x 10-12 J/cm /pulse
and
I = 2.2 x 10 W/cm2 average.
Both of these are far below the safe levels. In fact, at a range of
only 972 m, the energy density per pulse and average power density are only
10- 9 J/cm2 and 10- 6 W/cm 2 , respectively.
Assessment and Control of the Hazard
Persons exposed to the greatest hazard in the AVLOC experiments
were the project personnel involved in various checkout and flight operations
on the ground. However, to assure the maximum protection to the general
public and to other agency personnel, certain safety precautions were taken.
The following specific areas were considered in order of emphasis.
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SAFETY OF PRIVATE, MILITARY, AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
To properly assess the hazard here, we must consider the maximum
"time of exposure" to the laser beam, noting that a plane will fly through the
small-diameter laser beam quite rapidly. Since the time of exposure will be
inversely proportional to the speed of the aircraft and the magnitude of the
exposure inversely proportional to its altitude, the maximum exposure will
be for a slow, low-flying aircraft. 2 We take the worst case to be
Min. speed = 44. 7 m/sec (100 MPH)
and
Min. altitude = 914 m (3000 ft)
The ground station argon laser beams (the downlink He-Ne is clearly safe and
need not be considered) in the tracking mode have an angular velocity of 9. 1
mrad/sec) from the equation v = wr, which relates the linear velocity v to
the angular velocity w and the range r, we find that the linear velocity that
the argon laser beams sweep out at 914-m range is 8. 32 m/sec. Therefore,
the plane will have a minimum velocity relative to the laser beam of 36.4 m/sec.
The maximum exposure time, then, is 0. 7 m (argon beacon laser beam diame-
ter at 914-m altitude) divided by 36.4 m/sec (aircraft velocity relative to laser
beam), or 19.2 msec.
2. There could be one exception to this worst case, that being in the rare
event that a light aircraft would attempt to "track" the laser beam. A
theoretical case does exist whereby the aircraft pilot could maneuver
himself into a position where he could "track" the laser beam and, in
turn, "stare" into it. From a practical point of view, however, this
case is virtually impossible. In addition, this impending situation would
be quite obvious to ground control personnel, and the laser would be
shut down immediately until the intruder could be chased off.
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Because of the short exposure time, the problem can then be considered
as an exposure to a pulsed laser [ 61, so we determine the energy density Q
integrated in the exposure time of 19. 2 msec. Continuing on a worst-case-basis,
we use the argon beacon laser power density of 34 x 10 - 6 W/cm 2 (from a pre-
ceding subsection):
Q = 34 x 10 - 6 J/sec/cm2 (19.2 x 10- 3 sec)
= 0. 65 x 10 - 6 J/cm2
Since this is below the permissible exposure level, the AVLOC experi-
ment is deemed to be no hazard to general aviation.
SAFETY OF AIR FORCE WB-57F CREW
The flight crew presented a special problem. First of all, it should be
noted that the WB-57F flight crew could readily "stare" at the uplink argon
laser beams, since these beams were tracking the WB-57F aircraft during the
experiment. For maximum experiment flexibility, the output power of the argon
beacon laser could not be restricted to a value so low that direct viewing of the
beam would not be hazardous (although this could have been done if necessary
since the airborne equipment could detect a lower power density than is con-
sidered hazardous). As was shown above, the highest operational argon beacon
power (i. e., mW) could result in a power density at the test aircraft slightly
above the permissible exposure level.
Thus, the crew - pilot and operator - were provided protection from the
beam, either by shielding so that they could not see the beam or by eye pro-
tection. Either approach could be used for the operator because there was no
requirement for him to be able to see out of the plane during experiment
operations; curtains are available for this purpose. The pilot must be able to
see out; therefore; eye protection was called for. This was not straightforward
because of the pressure suit and faceplate. Protective visors had not been
developed for this type of suit, and standard goggles cannot be fitted to either
the inside or the outside of the bubble. Thus, it was necessary to develop a
special protective visor for this project.
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It was shown above that the argon laser power density at the aircraftmight be as much as a factor of two above the permissible level. It can be
readily seen, then, that a special visor with an optical density of 1 (i. e.,transmission of 10 percent at the 488-nm line would restrict the intensity to
well within the safe limits. Special visor(s) with an optical density of > 1
were provided for this purpose.
SAFETY OF AVLOC PROJECT PERSONNEL
Because of their close proximity to the operating lasers, AVLOC pro-ject personnel were exposed to the greatest hazard. However, all personsinvolved were throughly familiar with lasers and the hazards they present. To
assure maximum portection, however, the procedures listed as follows weredisseminated and strictly enforced.
SAFETY PROCEDURES
General
1. Only authorized and protected personnel will be allowed within theposted area of an operating laser.
2. Laser warning signs will be posted on the outside of the ground
station, on the telescope and transceiver package, on the underside of the
aircraft, on the airborne package, on the GBAA, on the GCE, and wherever
else applicable.
3. Equipment containing high-voltage supplies will be clearly identi-fied with appropriate markings.
4. All reflecting surfaces in the observatory dome will be painted withnonreflecting coatings.
Safe Operating Procedures
1. Never permit the eye to be in the direct path of the laser beam orits specular reflection.
2. Do not look directly into the expected path of the laser beam when
there is a possibility that the laser may be fired.
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3. Wear protective goggles whenever possible.
4. When wearing protective goggles, never permit the eye to be in the
direct path of the laser beam.
5. Keep specular reflectors out of the path of the laser beam.
6. Never view a direct laser beam with a telescope or binoculars.
7. Use matte (diffusely reflecting) surfaces to observe beam incidence,
alignment, etc.
8. All laser beams should be terminated at the end of their useful beam
paths; lasers with beam outputs at both ends will be covered at the end not being
used.
9. Never permit an operating laser to be unattended or unsupervised.
10. When the airborne package (AOCP) is being tested in the laboratory
or on the runway, care should be taken not to look directly into the exit aperture
while the shutter is open.
11. When using the GCE, be sure that attenuating filters are in place
before looking through telescope viewer.
12. A warning should be called out before operating laser equipment
during ground checkout operations so that other personnel in the area are not
taken by surprise.
13. Personal jewelry should be held to a minimum while servicing
electrical equipment and while operating lasers (because of possible beam
reflection into eyes).
14. Apply the usual electrical precautions when working with lasers
having high-voltage power supplies.
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EXPERIMENT AND EQUIPMENT VERIFICATION TESTS
Environmental Testing
QUALIFICATION APPROACH
The original philosophy of this program, relative to equipment qualifi-
cation, was to buy the most economical equipment available and hope. that it
would survive the aircraft operating environment. This philosophy was dictated
by fiscal necessity. However, after completion of design but before procure-
ment began, there was a shift in attitude on this point, and limited funds were
made available for qualification of the flight hardware. At that time a low-budget
qualification effort was undertaken. The results of that effort are summarized
in Table 29. The new philosophy was to purchase flight-qualified versions ofitems that were low cost to begin with, so that the total additional dollars would
not be that great. This was done only for items in which the flight-qualified
versions could be added without redesign effort. For other items, a limited
amount of vibration tests would be performed for verification and assurance.
Under this approach, nearly all the supporting electronics was purchasedin flight-qualified versions. The exceptions, as noted in the table, are the small
power supplies and the onboard digital computer. To change power supplies
would have required some packaging redesign, and no flight-qualified computers
were available at that time at a cost the program could afford. Therefore, theseitems were subjected to limited vibration tests.
VIBRATION TESTS
The vibration environments of concern are depicted in Figure 144. Four
vibration curves are given: (1) the MIL-E-5400 design specification for air-
craft mounted equipment; (2) the test environment recommended by General
Dynamics for equipment hard mounted in the WB-57F aircraft, (3) the com-posite baseline aircraft vibration environment the equipment would be subjected
to during all flight regimes, including takeoffs and landings, and (4), the
response of the Barry T-64 isolators to the baseline aircraft environment.
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TABLE 29. AVLOC RELIABILITY DATA
Operating
Flight Environmental Operating Temp
Qualified Specifications Modes (* C) Vibrations Altitude Equipment Location
VCO Assembly Yes N.S. Data Acq. -55 to +125 30 g Vacuum Canister
55-2000 Hz
AUX VCO Assembly Yes N.S. Data Acq. -55 to +125 30 g Vacuum Canister
55-2000 Hz
Multiplexer Yes N.S. Data Acq. -55 to +100 20 g Vacuum Canister
10-2000 Hz
Measurement Distributor - Canister
T-Bar Relay Yes MIL-R-5757 Data Acq. -55 to -85 10 g 9.14 Canister
10-55 Hz
Time Code Generator Yes MIL-E-5400 Data Acq. -55 to +71 5 g 9.14 Canister
5-500 Hz
5 V dc Power Supply No N.S. Slave Track -7 to +52 N.S. 9.14 Canister
Data Acq.
Control Panel B - Cockpit Sta. 2
15 V Dual Power Supply No N. S. Slave Track -15 to +70 N. S. 9.14 Cockpit Sta. 2
Data Acq.
Synchro/Linear Converte No Select MIL Slave -55 to +85 N.S. 9.14 Cockpit Sta. 2
Version Tracking
Phaostron Meters Yes MIL-A-6752 Manual -55 to +70 MIL A6752 9.14 Cockpit Sta. 2
Command
Data Acq.
Control Panel A Cockpit Sta. 2
+ 5 V de Power Supply No N.S. All -40 to +70 N.S. 9.14 Cockpit Sta. 2
Digital Display Yes MIL-E-5400 Data Acq. -54 to +71 5 g 9.14 Cockpit Sta. 2
5--500 Hz
60 Hz Inverter 150-073 All 10 g
10-500 Hz 13.7 Canister




Power Relay Yes MIL-R-6106 All -70 to +120 10-1500 Hz 24.4 Canister
Circuit Breakers Yes MIL-E-5272 All -54 to +120 MIL-E-5272 18.3 Canister
SPC-1 Computer Yes Flight Qualify All 0 to +50 N.S. 9.14 Canister
Tape Recorder Yes MIL-E-5400 Data Acq. -54 to +71 MIL-E-5400 15.2 Nose Compartment
Charge Amplifier Yes MIL-E-5272 Data Acq. -40 to +85 25 g
35-2000 Hz 9.14 Canister
Triaxial Accelerometer Yes MIL-E-5272 Data Acq. -40 to +85 500 g Vacuum On Gimbal Platform
AOCP No MIL-E-5400 All 15 to +32 N.S. 9.14 Experiment Enclosure
Remote Electronics Pkg. No MIL-E-5400 All 15 to +32 N.S. 9.14 Canister
Gimbal Platform Yes MIL-E-5400 All -72 to +70 MIL-E-5400 6.1 Bomb Bay
Gimbal Electronics Yes MIL-E-5400 Downlink -55 to +85 10-55 Hz 9.14 Canister
Data Acq.
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Figure 144. Vibration curves.
EXPERIMENT PLATFORM
The experiment platform was subjected to a vibration test program con-
sisting of both sinusoidal and random vibration inputs. The specified test
environment was applied to each of the three mutually perpendicular axes of
the experiment platform. The experiment platform vibration testing was per-
formed by Wyle Laboratories in Huntsville.
Test Setup
The experiment platform was suspended from the vibration test fixture
by its four isolation mounts. The test fixture was mounted between two phase-
controllable electrodynamic shakers. The input vibration levels were controlled
by using a minimum of two accelerometers. Before testing, a fixture evaluation
test was performed. The test approach was to perform a research-type
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sinusoidal evaluation test in one axis; when performance was established, a
low-level random test was conducted. After the performance was established
in one axis, the established level was applied to each of the remaining two axes.
An important feature of the tests was that, with the exception of the fix-
ture evaluation tests, all vibration tests were performed with the airborne track-
ing systems (coarse and fine) in active track of the GCE argon laser - this can
be seen from the test setup photographs in Figures 145 through 150. This pro-
vided a very straightforward indication of the tracking systems performance in
a vibration environment, i. e., as the vibration input became increasingly severe,
"loss of lock" could be correlated immediately with specific input vibration
characteristics.
Procedures and Tests
The gimbal mirror platform and AOCP were removed from the experi-
ment platform and replaced with dummy weights. The experiment platform was
then attached to a vibration test fixture which was mounted on two Ling A275
vibration exciters. Figure 150 shows the isolator mount/test fixture interface.
Twelve accelerometers were installed on the isolators and platform frame
as shown in Figure 151. A series of fixture evaluation tests was performed in
the vertical (Z) axis as described in Table 30.
TABLE 30. FIXTURE EVALUATION TESTS
Test No. Test Level Remarks
1 and 2 Sinusoidal Sweep: Digi-mark incorrect
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min during Test No. 1
200 to 5 Hz 0.05 g Peak
3, 4, and 5 Sinusoidal Sweep: The isolator springs
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min at accelerometer locat-
200 to 5 Hz ions 1 and 3 were tight-
ened after Tests Nos.
3 and 4. Isolators at
accelerometer locat-




Figure 146. Vibration test setup (Z-axis),
from rear of experiment platform.
Figure 145. Vibration test setup (Z-axis)
from front of experiment platform.
Figure 147. Vibration test setup (Y-axis).
Figure 148. Vibration test setup (X-axis).
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Figure 149. Accelerometer location on gimbal mirror platform.
Figure 150. Isolator mount/test fixture interface.
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Figure 151. AVLOC accelerometer locations (Z-axis).
The oscillograph data obtained during the fixture evaluation test series
were analyzed. The test fixture was found to be essentially resonant free to200 Hz. The isolator resonant frequency was found to be between 5 and 15 Hz,
with peak amplitude occurring at approximately 10 Hz.
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The gimbal mirror platform and AOCP were reinstalled in the experi-
ment platform (the platform cover was not installed). The specimen was then
subjected to sinusoidal vibration test runs in the vertical (Z) axis. See Figures
145 and 146 for the Z-axis mechanical test setup and Figure 151 for the accelero-
meter location and orientation. The parameters of Tests Nos. 1 through 6 are
given in Table 31.
The experiment platform cover was installed and the specimen subjected
to sinusoidal and random vibration tests in the Z-axis. The parameters of
Tests Nos. 7 through 10 are given in Table 32.
The isolator resonance was found to be between 5 and 15 Hz, with peak
amplitudes occurring between 10 and 12 Hz. A pitching motion about the long-itudinal axis occurred at 7 Hz but had no noticeable effect on system perform-
ance. The system remained in the fine track mode during all sinusoidal sweep
tests.
At the conclusion of Test No. 10, the test setup was disassembled and
oriented for testing in the longitudinal (Y) axis as shown in Figure 147. The
specimen was subjected to sinusoidal and random vibration test runs in this
axis. The parameters for Tests Nos. 11 through 15 are given in Table 33.
Refer to Figure 152 for accelerometer location and orientation.
The isolator resonance was found to be between 5 and 15 Hz with peak
amplitudes occurring at approximately 9 Hz. A pitching motion about the long-
itudinal axis occurred at 7 Hz but had no noticeable effect on system perform-
ance. The system remained in the fine track mode during all sinusoidal sweep
tests up to and including 0.1 g peak input.
At the conclusion of Test No. 15, the test setup was disassembled and
oriented for testing in the lateral (X) axis as shown in Figure 148. The speci-
men was subjected to sinusoidal and random vibration test runs in this axis.
The parameters for Tests Nos. 16 through 19 are given in Table 34. Refer
to Figure 153 for the accelerometer location and orientation.
The isolator resonance was found to be between 5 and 15 Hz, with peak
amplitudes occurring at approximately 9 Hz. A pitching motion about thelongitudinal axis occurred at 7 Hz but had no noticeable effect on system per-
formance. The system remained in the fine track mode during all sinusodial
sweep tests.
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TABLE 31. PARAMETERS FOR TESTS NOS. 1 THROUGH 6
Test No. Test Level Remarks
1 200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min
2 200 to 5 Hz 0.1-g Peak
3 and 4 Sinusoidal Sweep: Accelerometer No. 12 was
moved from the platform
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min frame to the gimbal mir-
200 to 5 Hz 0. 05-g Peak ror platform as shown in
Figure 149. Incorrect
readout on digi-mark dur-
ing Test No. 3.
Selected accelerometer
channels and eight chan-
nels of specimen opera-
tional data were recorded
on oscillograph.
5 Sinusoidal Sweep: Oscillograph ran out of
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min paper at 10 Hz. Test
repeated from 20 to 5 Hz
and recorded on oscillo-
graph only. Beam steerers
were switched on and off a
number of times between.
15 - 5 Hz. The system re-
acquired the beam in each
instance. The AVLOC
control system was also
turning on and off between
15 - 5 Hz and the system
was able to re-acquire the
beam.
6 Sinusoidal Sweep: To preclude possible damage
to the AVLOC system, a
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min 0. 2-g peak was established200 to 5 Hz 0. 2-g Peak
as the maximum level to
which the system would be
subjected.
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TABLE 32. PARAMETERS FOR TESTS NOS. 7 THROUGH 10
Test No. Test Level Remarks
7 Sinusoidal Sweep: Accelerometer No. 2 mov-
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min ed to the top of the airborne
200 to 5 Hz 0.05-g Peak platform cover. The video
channel was inoperative
during test.
8 Sinusoidal Sweep: The video channel was
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min inoperative during test.
9 Random Vibration: Intermittent loss of fine
20 to 1 kHz at 2 dB down from track during test.
1 g rms (flat spectrum)
10 Random Vibration: Intermittent loss of fine
20 to 1 kHz at 9. 5 dB down track during test.
from 1 g rms (flat specturm)
Comments on Test Results
The specimen was visually inspected upon completion of the vibration
tests, with no damage or degradation noted. Peak g versus frequency plots of
the accelerometer data acquired during the sinusoidal vibration tests, power
spectral density plots of the accelerometer data acquired during the random
vibration tests, and transmissibility plots of the isolator system for each high-
level sinusoidal test in each axis are included in Reference 18.
CANISTER
The REC was vibration-tested in the MSFC environmental test facility.
The test setup is illustrated in Figures 154 and 155. The accelerometer
locations are shown in Figure 156. Both sine wave and random inputs were
run in the X and Y axes. The vibration test data obtained were routine and are
not included in this report; they are available for inspection upon request. At
the conclusion of the canister vibration tests, full operation revealed no mal-
functions of either the components or subsystems.
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TABLE 33. PARAMETERS FOR TESTS NOS. 11 THROUGH 15
Test No. Test Level Remarks
11 and 12 Sinusoidal Sweep: The exciters were 180 deg
out of phase during Test
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min No. 11.
200 to 5 Hz 0.05-g Peak
13 Sinusoidal Sweep:
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min
200 to 5 Hz 0. 1-g Peak
14 Sinusoidal Sweep: Package hit mechanical
stops at 10 Hz. Test was200 to 5 Hz 0. 2-g Peak
aborted at 9 Hz because
system was unable to
track properly.
15 Random Vibration
20 to 1 kHz (variable bandwidth
and level)
Bandwidth (Hz)
20 - 1 kHz -6. 5 db (tracked properly)
20 - 1 kHz -5. 5 dB (intermittent loss of track)
70 - 500 Hz -5. 5 dB (tracked properly)
20 - 500 Hz -5. 5 dB (tracked properly)
20 - 500 Hz -4. 5 dB (intermittent loss of track)
20 - 300 Hz Full level (0. 73 g rms) (tracked)
properly)
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TABLE 34. PARAMETERS FOR TESTS NOS. 16 THROUGH 19
Test No. Test Level Remarks
16 Sinusoidal Sweep: Isolators intermittently hit
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min mechanical stops between
9 and 10 Hz.200 to 5 Hz 0.05-g Peak
17 Sinusoidal Sweep: Isolators hit mechanical
200 to 5 Hz at 1 ocatve/min stops between 9 and 10 Hz.
200 to 5 Hz 0. 1-g Peak
18 Sinusoidal Sweep: Isolators firmly bottomed
200 to 5 Hz at 1 octave/min out against the mechanical
200 to 5 Hz 0. 2-g Peak stops at 9 Hz.
19 Random Vibration:
20 to 1 kHz (varied bandwidth and level)
Bandwidth (Hz)
20 - 1 kHz 0. 7 (intermittent loss of track)
20 - 1 kHz 0. 66 (intermittent loss of track)
20 - 500 Hz 0. 86 (intermittent loss of track)
20 - 1 kHz 0. 5 (lost track two times within a
period of two minutes. The AVLOC
control system was turned off and the
gimbal mirror moved. The system
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Figure 152. AVLOC accelerometer locations (Y-axis). Figure 153. AVLOC accelerometer locations (X-axis).
Figure 154. Vibration test of REC, X-axis.
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Figure 156. AVLOC REC.
PRESSURE TESTS
Because of safety considerations, it was necessary to proof-test the REC
and AOCP enclosure. Test data are given in Table 35. The AOCP enclosure
was tested to twice the working pressure and the canister to USAF requirements
of 1. 5 times the working pressure.
TABLE 35. PRESSURE TEST RESULTS
AOCP Canister Remarks
Dynamic Design 13. 76 x 104 N/m 2  13. 76 x 104 N/m 2  No structural
Proof Pressure (20 psi) deformationPressure 
4 2Test Working 3. 44 x 10  N/m 2  3.44 x 104 N/m 2  or failure
Pressure (5 psi) occurred
Test 6. 88 x 104 N/m 2  5.17 x 104 N/m 2
Pressure (10 psi) (7. 5 psi)
Test Time 10 min 10 min
Static Test 3.44 x 104 N/m 2  3.44 x 104 N/m 2  O-ring sealsLeak Pressure (5 psi) required




Because the thermal/vacuum environment that the AVLOC airborne
equipment would be exposed to in the WB-57F aircraft was expected to be very
mild [ the AVLOC environmental contrl system was designed to maintain a
minimum pressure of 4. 03 x 10 N/m (5. 85 psia) and a temperature of 240 C± 90 (750 F ± 15" F)] , no thermal/vacuum tests were originally conducted. How-
ever, after being plagued by continuing failure to successfully track during the
earlier flights, it was decided that the AOCP should undergo thermal/vacuum
testing.
The AOCP was placed in a vacuum chamber containing an optical window
so that the AOCP could track on the GCE argon laser during the tests. These
tests uncovered two major problems: scintillation monitor breakdown and power
monitor breakdown.
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SCINTILLATION MONITOR BREAKDOWN PROBLEM
With the AOC P optically linked with the GC E and the ID tracker error,
Ey, E Z , being monitored, the chamber pressure was slowly decreased. At
approximately 6. 88 x 104 N/m 2 (10 psi), large spikes began to appear on the
recorded Ey, EZ signals (Fig. 157). This indicated severe tracking perform-
ance degradation, confirmed by simultaneous monitoring of the cruciform track
scan on an oscilloscope. These spikes were caused by a high-voltage break-
down of the scintillation monitor PMT. The PMT is physically close to the ID
tracker, and the voltage breakdown of the PMT caused conducted electromagnetic
interference in the ID tracker, appearing as the tracker spikes just mentioned.
Another symptom of this voltage breakdown problem was that the scintil-
lation monitor signal level (indicative of received argon laser power) rapidly
decreased to zero. These symptoms were very similar to Flight No. 8 tele-
metry data.
This high-voltage breakdown problem was fixed by rewrapping the PMT
with Mylar insulation. The associated 1500-V power supply was replaced
because of possible internal damage.
POWER MONITOR BREAKDOWN PROBLEM
After the fix was made on the scintillation monitor problem, a similar
high-voltage breakdown problem associated with the power monitor PMT was
discovered at 2.41 x 104 N/m 2 (3.5 psi). Again, the ID tracker performance,
due to RFI coupling, was severly degraded. This problem was solved by
rewrapping the power monitor PMT with Mylar insulation also. The associated
1000-V power supply was replaced because of possible internal damage.
Some additonal observations from the thermal/vacuum tests are that
(1) using the GCE, the boresight of the AOCP transmit/receive channels was
checked and found to be unaffected and (2) the He-Ne laser output power was
monitored and found to be unaffected.
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Static and Dynamic Tracking
FIELD TESTS
Following delivery of the airborne experiment hardware and associated
checkout equipment to MSFC, extensive testing was performed on the integrated
AVLOC system, i. e., tests involving linkup of the airborne system with the
ground station. These tests were called Field Tests. The MSFC Field Test
range, illustrated in Figure 158, was between the Astronics Laboratory (Bldg.
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Figure 158. NASA/MSFC Field Test range.
With proper setup and orientation of the equipment, complete tests could
be conducted, including coarse and fine tracking at each terminal plus commu-
nications systems checkout. The full sequence for an all-systems test was as
follows. Coarse acquisition was conducted at the tracking station by the GBAA
(by acquiring and tracking a retroreflector placed near the AOCP); this provided
illumination of the AOCP by the beacon laser and subsequent coarse acquisition
via the gimballed mirror and TV tracker. This, in turn, allowed fine tracking
by the AOCP on the beacon laser and, finally, fine tracking at the ground station
of the He-Ne laser from the AOCP. After the tracking loop was closed, com-
mands were transmitted on the uplink, and the various communications modes
were checked out on the downlink.
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During the Field Tests, which lasted several weeks, many latent problems
were discovered and resolved and many improvements made. The Field Test
phase is indispensable to a program of this kind. In the following paragraphs
the more significant problems encountered will be discussed.
One of the first problems discovered was failure of the ID tracker in the
AOCP to properly track the beacon laser in the scintillation environment.
Apparent angular modulation was experienced, which was excessive in both
amplitude and frequency, making it virtually impossible to close the beam-
steerer loop. This apparent angular modulation was traced to amplitude scintil-
lation in the atmosphere causing dynamic phase changes in the ID tracker video
amplifier.
Two separate problems existing in the ID tracker contributed to the track-
ing difficulties experienced in the initial tests. They were (1) excessive phase
shift in the video signal over the input signal dynamic range, and (2) inadequate
AGC bandwidth. Field modifications were performed to obtain a functional
tracking system.
The phase shift problem existing in the video amplifier was a.result of
the gain controlling device working against the reactances of the ID PMT and
the input to the 10. 7-MHz communication amplifier, which is paralled across
the tube at this point. The resulting phase shift over the input dynamic range
was in excess of 70 deg. The design modification isolated the tube output
reactance from the gain control device. This isolation amplifier converted the
current output from the ID tube to a voltage. The gain controlling device (field
effect transistor) was then allowed to operate against a resistive source as a
voltage-controlled attenuator. The resulting phase shift over the dynamic range
was less than 2. 5 deg. Phase data taken with an oscilloscope are difficult to
determine accurately to small phase angles.
The AGC bandwidth was approximately 10 Hz, which is below the normal
frequency range of amplitude scintillation. The video amplifier low-frequency
cutoff was approximately 100 Hz and limited the effective AGC bandwidth that
could be incorporated. By adding additional low-frequency breaks in the video
amplifier, the low-frequency cutoff was moved to 1. 5 kHz. The AGC control
circuit was redesigned and the AGC bandwidth increased to 120 Hz. The above
modifications resulted in redesign of the video amplifier input stages, gain
controlling circuits, and AGC amplifier. Further improvements and redesign
are discussed in the Engineering Evaluation section of this report.
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Figure 159 summarizes the performance of the AGC amplifier before and
after modification. The AGC bandwidth was increased and the video bandwidth
was narrowed to avoid overlap and control system instabilities. Some samples
of the pointing performance are shown in Figures 160 through 162, which are
strip-chart recordings of the tracker outputs. Each of these data shows a
region in time during which the beam steerers were turned off. When the beam
steerers were off, the tracker outputs, Ey and EZ, indicated the amount of
angular fluctuation of the arriving beacon laser. The angular fluctuations
observed were partly due to atmospheric steering and partly to system vibra-
tion (AOCP mount, gimballed mirror, etc.). The beam steerers were then
manually turned on, and the input fluctuations were steered out, as indicated
by the lower amplitude portions of the tracings in Figures 160 through 162.
The closed-loop pointing precision at this time can be seen to be between 6. 8
and 8. 7 prad peak to peak in the presence of severe turbulence, which cor-
responds to an rms accuracy of slightly over 1 /Arad.
Figure 163 shows a correlation of the received power fluctuations (lower
trace), as determined from the linear baseband scintillation monitor output,
and the closed-loop pointing accuracy of the AOCP in the upper trace.
Several problems were encountered during Field Tests of the GBAA.
One problem was associated with the initial configuration whereby the receiver
and beam-steering assemblies were mounted on opposite sides of the laser.
This resulted in rather weak signal returns as a result of the offset; therefore,
to increase sensitivity, the receiver was relocated to the same side as the
beam deflector assembly.
Another GBAA problem was beam-pointing instability as a function of
the telescope orientation (the GBAA was hard mounted to the telescope). A
single "U"-shaped channel main frame was originally used as the main packag-
ing platform. The receiver and beam-steering assemblies were cantilever-
mounted to the side of the channel main frame. To eliminate beam motion
due to mechanical instability, the test bed main frame was reinforced with a
box-type structure undergirding the entire U-frame channel. Additional sup-
porting brackets were added to rigidify the transmitter input and output optics
and the receiver sensor assembly. A brief description of the structural mod-
ifications is given in the following paragraphs.
The design approach was based on the fact that several units - laser,
beam steerer, and receiver - were to be mounted individually on a mount
system of sufficient rigidity to maintain inter-unit alignment in spite of over-
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Figure 159. Tracker AGC amplifier characteristics.
Consequently, the structural mechanical mount was configured to provide
rigidity with overall system deflections in the area of 0. 00045 to 0. 0025 cm
maximum when inverting or reorientating the system in a worst-case condition.
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This was accomplished with a base mount constructed as follows. The basic
structure is a 22. 9-cm by 15. 2-cm deep by 134. 6-cm long box beam containing
the basic telescope mount hole pattern. The box beam is built of 0. 635-cm and
0. 95-cm plates with 0. 635-cm shear panels as required with the top and bottom
plates (0. 95 cm) machined for flatness and parallelism. A second structural
member, a 22. 9-cm by 134. 6-cm long channel machined flat, is attached to the
box beam and contains the appropriate attach bracketry for mounting and align-
ment of the laser unit. This channel is fastened to the box beam in such a man-
ner as to obtain an overall box beam - channel composite structure. Next, two
angle bracket structural units are intertied to the box beam - channel assembly
at required locations to provide the necessary beam-steerer and receiver mount
surfaces. Interrelated alignment set screws and bracket-saddle-strapping are
provided to stabilize the beam-steerer telescopic tube structure and the receiver
container for required alignment and overall unit stiffness.
The overall structural mechanical assembly is relatively simple in
concept but is of sufficient size structurally and configured mechanically to
achieve the required mounting configuration and overall laser optical align-
ments.
In addition to the preceding instabilities, it was also discovered that a
major contributing factor to the GBAA beam-pointing instability was a loose
lens in the beam-steerer assembly collimating optics. This problem was
easily corrected after being traced to its cause.
During routine Field Tests of the GBAA, the transmitted beam diver-
gence was discovered to be 5. 6 mrad; it was readjusted to the desired 3. 8
mrad.
A major objective of the Field Tests was to perform closed-loop track-
ing between the ground station and the flight hardware in the configuration
depicted in Figure 158. The primary problems encountered here were the
buildup of an oscillation in the ground station telescope after "handover" from
coarse to fine track; this was traced to a software problem in the SCC-4700
computer routine. A software problem was also found at the other end of the
loop in the "gimbal mirror fine track mode". After these problems were
corrected, the entire acquisition and tracking loop was successfully closed
at both ends.
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AIRBORNE OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE 1AOCP) POINTING ACCURACY





Figure 160. ID tracker pointing performance.













Figure 161. Data sample A, AOCP Field Test tracking and pointing.
A number of relatively minor problems were encountered in the field
testing of the communications channels. These typically involved, for example,
the proper selection of polarity on the PN generator in order for the ground
station bit error detector to function proberly. One minor problem experienced
during the Field Tests turned out to be a major difficulty during Flight Tests -
this involved proper adjustment of the laser-modulator train, and, particularly,
instability of the modulation over an extended period of time. This problem is












Figure 163. Field Test data sample showing scintillation monitor output
and pointing accuracy,
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One of the last experiments to be performed in the Field Test phase was
the acquisition and tracking of the beacon laser by the flight package under
simulated aircraft range conditions. The beacon laser power was decreased to
a level corresponding to the R2 attenuation for a nominal range of 22. 9 km(75 000 ft). At the same time, the beacon laser divergence control was set for
maximum beam divergence. Under these simulated range conditions, the flightpackage did acquire and track the beacon laser successfully, including both the
coarse and fine track systems. It was apparent, however, that the trackers
were operating in a marginal fashion because of the resulting low power density(~ 10 W/cm2).
After this final simulated flight test was completed, the airborne equip-
ment was packed and shipped to Kirkland Air Force Base, Alburquerque, NewMexico, for installation into the WB-57F aircraft.
HELICOPTER TESTS
As a separate phase of the Field Tests, a number of helicopter testflights were conducted to dynamically test the GBAA - telescope control system(or coarse tracking system) and the QMP - telescope control system (or fine
tracking system), as well as the "handover" from coarse to fine control.
The procedure for conducting these flights was simple but effective. Apassenger riding in the helicopter would hold a retroreflector, keeping it coarselypointed at the tracking station. Meanwhile, the telescope was manually slewed
to establish the GBAA Fence scan forward of the helicopter' s approach. In this
way, acquisition and tracking by the GBAA system were easily established,
allowing determination of the system's dynamic characteristics as well as
checkout of the GBAA - telescope drive hardware and software.
Likewise, by means of a He-Ne laser boresighted to the 61-cm telescope,(632. 8-nm) radiation could be retroreflected from the same retroreflector,
allowing acquisition and tracking by the QMP fine tracker and checkout of theQMP - telescope drive hardware and software. Incidental to these tests was
the full exercising of these pertinent subsystems. In summary, the helicopter
tests were extremely beneficial, and helicopter checkout flights were often




This section describes the calibration procedures for the various AOCP
subsystems and presents calibration data acquired before shipment of the system
hardware.
MODULATION INDEX
Modulation index measurements were made using the PN input to the
modulator driver. The modulation sensor in the GCE provided an output (dc
coupled) to an oscilloscope from which the peak and minimum of the detected
modulation waveform could be measured. The modulation index was maximized
by adjustment of the modulation transfer characteristic operating point using
the Soleil-Babinet compensator as described earlier in the Modulator section of
this report. The modulation index can be varied over a range from zero to 75
percent. The voltage transfer characteristics for the modulator are also given
in the Modulator section of this report.
The AOCP modulation index can be readily and conveniently measured
using the GCE and is a routine preflight procedure.
TRANSMITTED BEAM DIVERGENCE
The transmitted beam divergence was measured by projecting the beam
onto a scene at a long distance and determining the beam cross-section diameter.
Figure 164 illustrates the experimental setup. The beam diameter is measured
at the exit aperture of the afocal telescope and at the screen at a distance of
36.58 m. The beam diameter thus determined corresponds to approximately
the 1/e 2 intensity points. The beam-divergence angle 0 is given by
B-A0 (123)
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Figure 164. Transmitted beam pattern at 36. 58 m.
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where B is the beam cross-section diameter at the scene, A is the beam diam-
eter at the exit pupil of the afocal telescope, and R is the distance to the screen.
Because of the initial poor quality of the afocal telescope corrector plate, con-
siderable transmitted beam distortion was present, causing fringes to appear
in the beam cross section. Figure 164 shows tracings of the beam profile at
the screen for the various beam-divergence positions. Estimates of the effec-
tive beam diameter were made by averaging many readings taken by several
observers. Table 36 summarizes the diameter averages for a given beam-
divergence control position and indicates the equivalent beam-divergence angle.
TABLE 36. BEAM-DIVERGENCE CALIBRATION DATA
Stepper A B 0 0
Motor Avg. Diameter Avg. Diameter Beam Beamwidth Beamwidth
Position Transmit Beam at Distance R (g rad) (Arc Sec)
(cm) (cm)
1 1.91 2.16 66.4 13.7
2 1.60 1.65 16.48 3.4
3 2.29 2.74 123.6 25. 5
4 3.07 4.32 337 69.5
5 2.74 5.21 674 139
6 3.00 6.10 848 175
It should be noted that the beam-divergence cam was positioned so that is was
possible to move on either side of the collimation and actually converge the
beam somewhat at position No. 2. The beam-divergence control was later a
adjusted at MSFC, and the calibration was repeated by both ITT and NASA
personnel. The revised calibrations for thest two sets of measurements are
plotted in Figure 165 with the original data.
LASER POWER MONITOR
The function of the laser power monitor is to measure the average mod-
ulated power output of the AOCP He-Ne laser. The laser power was measured
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Figure 165. AOCP transmitted beam-divergence calibration.
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obtained from the power monitor output. The measurement standard was a pre-
cisely calibrated photodiode power detector, and power level changes were made
by inserting ND filters into the transmitter path before the laser power monitor
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Figure 166. AOCP laser power monitor calibration
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SCINTILLATION MONITOR
Calibration of the scintillation monitor subsystem utilized the GCE mod-
ulated beacon laser as a source and a National Bureau of Standards traceable
vacuum photodiode standard detector. Figure 167 illustrates the photodiode
radiometer construction. Because of a nonuniform beam intensity profile from
the GCE, a large area collector was used which simulated the AOCP entrance
pupil in size and shape, including the central obscuration. The GCE modula-
tion index was adjusted to 70 percent, and the power transmitted was measured
with the calibrated photodiode radiometer in a darkened environment. Then
the beam from the GCE was permitted to impinge on the AOCP aperture, and
the scintillation monitor outputs were recorded. This was repeated for various
power levels to obtain a sufficient number of points for plotting. Note that the
scintillation monitor outputs are related to the total power at the AOCP col-
lection aperture rather than at the photodetector located within the AOCP. Plots
of the scintillation monitor calibration for each of the three outputs are given
in Figure 168a, b, and c. Outputs of the scintillation monitor can be obtained
as a function of irradiance at the collection aperture for a uniformly illuminated
aperture by dividing the power of the calibration curves by the collection area,
as shown in Figure 168d.
TRACKER LINEARITY
The tracker subsystem transfer characteristic gain-slope and linearity
was measured. The measurement procedure was to place the AOCP tracker
into the fine track operation mode on the GC E beacon and precisely deflect the
GCE output beam, using the GCE finely adjustable folding mirror. The beam
deflection angle, as measured by the autocollimator, was recorded and plotted
with the corresponding tracker output voltage. The data taken was plotted on
a 1. 83-m (6-ft) graph, and linearity and orthogonality were determined to be
better than 0. 5 percent. A summary of these data is given in Figure 169.
The tracker transfer characteristic gain is determined by the slopes of the
Z-axis and Y-axis plots and is indicated on the graph.
Data were taken at various light levels covering a dynamic range of
greater than 30 dB in voltage. Figure 170 shows the optical image shape at
the image dissector photocathode in terms of the aperture size as determined
by scanning the image plane with the image dissector aperture. The plot







Figure 167. Scintillation monitor calibration reference.
BORESIGHT STABILITY
The AOCP transmitter/receiver boresight alignment stability was meas-
ured at reduced pressure to demonstrate the integrity of the pressurized trans-
mitter compartment and its ability to withstand the forces produced on the
compartment. Figure 171 shows the AOCP unit mounted in a vacuum test
chamber that permitted the system to be operated and the output beam direction
to be monitored as the pressure was reduced. The system was pumped down
-4
to 10-4 T and held for 8 hr. No beam wander was observed nor was the pres-
sure in the compartment reduced as a result of this test. Beam position was
continually monitored during pumpdown by observing the position of the laser
beam directly from the transmitter compartment impinging on a screen at a
distance of 15.24 m (50 ft).
This test also verified the integrity of the high-voltage components
operating in a reduced pressure environment. Later in the flight test phase
of the program, some problems occured from high-voltage breakdown at reduced
pressure. This is believed to have been caused by the frequent subjection
to moisture condensation resulting from faulty air conditioning during the flight
tests. The problem was fixed by potting and additional high-voltage insulation
in the high-voltage areas. Boresight instabilities were also experienced during
the flight tests; this problem is further discussed in another section of this
report.
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Figure 170. AOCP tracker linearityFigure 169. AOCP tracker linearity and gain calibration, and gain calibration.
Figure 171. AOCP environmental test.
GROUND STATION
COMMUNICATIONS PHOTODETECTOR CALIBRATION
Irradiance of a 632. 8-nm light source was measured using an EG & G
Model 585-66 radiometer. The photodetector being calibrated was substituted
for the radiometer, and the anode current was measured to determine anode
radiant sensitivity. Another reading was taken with the anode and all dynodes
connected together to form a photodiode. Their reading was a measure of
photocathode radiant sensitivity Sd . Electron multiplier gain G was determined
by dividing the first reading by the second. Dark current was measured by
blocking the incident radiation when the photodetector was operating as a photo-
multiplier.
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Table 37 is a summary of the calibration data recorded for this par-
ticular photodetector. This is the most recent calibration data on the ground
station receiver.
TABLE 37. COMMUNICATION PHOTODETECTOR CALIBRATION DATA
Photodetector ........ . . . . . . ........ . . .. RCA 8644, S/N 11-9-141
Applied voltage. ............... 
.... .... .... 1521 V
Cathode radiant sensitivity Sd .............. . 1. 86 10 - 2 A/W
Anode radiant sensitivity ... ................ ... 843 A/W
Electron multiplier gain G . .......... o ....... . 4. 53 x 10 5
Incident power for 1 pA anode current .. . .... . . 1.2 x 10 - 9 W
Dark current ............................ 7.0 x 10 - 9 A
Two logarithmic amplifiers are associated with the communication photo-
detector. One is a low-pass amplifier used to monitor the average received
power and provide baseband scintillation data. Figure 172 is the response curve
relating the receiver power at the photocathode to the output voltage of the
amplifier. The other logarithmic amplifier is tuned to a 2-MHz component of
the downlink modulation. It is used as a separate scintillation monitor above
baseband and is insensitive to background radiation. Figure 173 is the response
curve associated with this amplifier,
UPLINK (BEACON) LASER POWER MONITOR CALIBRATION
The uplink laser power monitor was used as a relative power indicator
for the 488-nm argon laser. Approximately 5 mW at the telescope Coud" focus
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Figure 173. 2-MHz scintillation monitor calibration curve.
Absolute calibration was not possible since modulator alignment had a
great influence on the actual power transmitted. Before each flight and immedi-
ately after the modulator was aligned, a reading of power in the transmit beam
was taken at the Coude focus.
UPLINK BEAM-DIVERGENCE CALIBRATION
Interferometric measurements were made on the beam-divergence
assembly to determine beam divergence as a function of position of the move-
able optical element. Position data were recorded as resistance readings on
the linear potentiometer associated with the unit. This variable resistance was
used in generating an analog voltage proportional to beam divergence. A beam
divergence of 0 to 436 prad half angle was scaled to 0 to 5 V at the tape-recorder
input. The scale factor is 87. 2 prad/V.
TRANSFER MIRROR CALIBRATION
The transfer mirror assembly was calibrated by driving the mirror with
a known voltage and measuring the beam angle caused by the reflection from the
mirror. The gain factor with the angle referred to object space of the telescope
was
-6
K2 = 6.30x 10- rad/V . (124)
The transfer mirror position that was recorded on tape was 10 K2 or
-5
6.30 x 10-5 V.
QUADRANT MULTIPLIER PHOTOTUBE (QMP) CALIBRATION
In a manner similar to the transfer mirror calibration, the QMP gain
factor was determined. The transfer mirror was driven with a known voltage
and with that axis operating open loop, the error signal was measured at the
output of the summing amplifier. This voltage divided by the driving angle was
the gain factor K 1.
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K i = 9.36 x 10 5 V/rad . (125)
This voltage is referred to elsewhere as the tracking error signal.
RECEIVER ATTENUATION CALIBRATION
Three ND filters were arranged so that they could be remotely inserted
in the received beam individually or in combinations. These filters were




Weather forecasts were a critical factor in the flight phase of the pro-
gram and often dictated the tempo of preflight checkouts. At times the airborne
equipment had to be installed in the aircraft and checked out in a matter of a
few hours to take advantage of a short period of clear weather. At the other
extreme, there were occasions when the equipment was checked out and ready
to fly but had to wait several days for clear weather.
Usually a definite flight time was scheduled, based on a 24 to 48 hour
advance weather forecast. From this point the forecast was updated with
increasing frequency as the countdown neared takeoff time, with the final go/
no-go decision being made approximately one hour before takeoff (approximately
two hours before aircraft arrival over station).
Following this decision, a balloon-lofted radiosonde package was launched
from the MSFC weather station, approximately 4 km from the tracking station.
The radiosonde provided pressure, temperature, wind speed, and wind direc-
tion data versus altitude up to approximately 33 km. Atmospheric humidity
was also measured up to approximately 12 km. The wind profile data were
immediately relayed to JSC for flight planning purposes and to the radar site
at Redstone for use in vectoring the aircraft in the circular flight path about
the Madkin Mountain optical tracking station. Instrumentation was also located





Preflight checkout procedures are outlined as follows. Full details of
these procedures can be found in Reference 7.
Preliminary Setup
Involves removal of bomb bay fairing, providing electrical power, air
conditioning, etc., and installation of the experiment equipment. The experi-
ment assembly is installed with the aid of the transport dolly discussed earlier.
The REC is installed with the use of manual hoists (Fig. 108).
Power Up
Pertains to proper setting of control panel switches and automatic
sequencing of flight computer.
Warmup Procedure
Regards usual inspection and cleaning of optical windows, and setup of
GCE and oscillograph. Oscillograph setup includes verification of proper data
being recorded on appropriate channels. O-Graph channel allocations are
listed in Table 38. The channel allocations of the commutator wave train are
shown in Table 39. The value of each channel is represented by a pulse height,
and the channels are displayed in time sequence following the master pulse.
Scale data are on channels 1 and 2.
Preliminary Equipment Status Check
Verify that the ac and dc voltages are within tolerances.
GCE/AOCP Alignment
Procedures call for optically aligning the GCE so that its argon laser
is oriented to illuminate the AOCP coarse tracker and fine tracker, a picture
of the equipment setup was shown in Figure 62. When proper optical alignment
is achieved, charts of the Ey and E Z signals are obtained, using the 2-channel
brush recorder. Chart recordings of Ey, E Z are obtained corresponding to
beam steerers off and beam steerers on.
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TABLE 38. O-GRAPH CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS
O-Graph
Channel Data Signal
1 Pitch Gimbal Angle 0
2 Roll Gimbal Angle 0
3 Beam Steerer By





8 Commutator wave train
9 Fine track error E
Y
10 Fine track error E
Z
11 Pitch vibration
12 Log amplitude scintillation
13 Power monitor
14 Timing wave train
TABLE 39. ALLOCATION OF PAM CHANNELS
PAM Channel Data Signal
1 0-V Pulse
2 5-V Pulse







10 Coarse Beacon Presence
11 115 V, 60 Hz
12 115 V, 400 Hz
13 28 V, unregulated
14 28 V regulated
15 +5 V dc supply






Make a cursory check of TM channels with system in fine track.
Uplink Commands.
Using the Tone Generator in the GCE console, send all commands in
sequence via the GCE modulator and verify their execution in the AOCP. The
various command actions are listed below:





6. Laser Shutter Control
7. Select Video
8. Select TM
9. Select Recorder Monitor
10. Select Pseudorandom Word
11. Beam Steerer Disable
A detailed list of commands and their coding sequence is given in the Equipment
Description portion of this report.
AOCP Modulation
Using the GCE photodetector, measure the modulation index of the
AOCP He-Ne laser beam.
Inflight Test
Depress the In-flight TEST button on control panel A (located in
cockpit) and verify the in-flight test sequence on the two-digit display. The
sequence is as follows:
* 30. The in-flight test has been initiated by the computer.
* 14. The computer has verified that the He-Ne laser power level is
satisfactory. (If unsatisfactory, a 15. will be displayed).
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* 06. The computer has stepped the receiver attenuation filter wheel
through its range and verified that the indications are proper.
(If proper indications are not received an 07. will be displayed.)
* 41. The computer has reset all software to the initial acquisition
state (received attenuation to minimum and beam divergence
to maximum) and has resumed the operations in progress at
the time the inflight TEST button was pushed.
Status Display Verification
Repeatedly send commands and verify that two-digit display on cockpit
panel changes properly.
Pilot's Directional Indicator (PDI)
Using a variable frequency input at the GCE, verify that PDI meter
deflects full scale left for a frequency of 518 Hz, is centered or zero for 560
Hz, and deflects full scale right for 602 Hz.
Dynamic Tracking Performance
Using the GCE nutating mirror, check dynamic performance of AOCP
tracking systems.
Vibration Measurement
Verify vibration measurements system by tapping the triaxial acceler-
ometer and noting the signal pulses on the appropriate O-graph channels.
Preflight Tape Calibration
With the tape recorder running, place calibration levels on tape using
the GSE calibration selector.
Securing for Flight
Power Down
Set gimbal to caged position and turn power off at cockpit panel. Verify
that the gimbal platform is mechanically caged.
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Mechanical Securing
Clean gimbal mirror, AOCP optical window and inside of fairing window;
install fairings; clean outside of fairing window; remove covers from retro-
reflectors; inspect all retroreflector arrays for mechanical security.
Abort Procedures
Detailed procedures were established for delaying a scheduled flight, or
aborting and then rescheduling a flight because of problems that might be
encountered during AVLOC preflight checkout, or as a result of problems
developing at the GS or with the aircraft itself.
IN-F LIGHT PROCEDURES
In-flight procedures are outlined as follows. Full details of these pro-
cedures can also be found in Reference 7.
Preflight Setup
Set electrical POWER switch and ACQUIRE switch to off, AUTO/MAN
switch to AUTO, TAPE SPEED switch to 7 1/2-ips, and temperature control
POWER switch to ON, AUTO/HOLD switch to AUTO.
Power Up at 7.6 Km (25 000 ft) Altitude
Read and record AOCP and canister temperatures. Anytime during
flight that temperature exceeds 49 deg C (120 deg F), add cooling air by moving
AUTO/HOLD switch to COOL position.
Using appropriate switches, turn on power to experiment equipment
and tape recorder and verify that the Experiment Status Display shows the
digits: 00, 99, 30, 14, 06, 22 at 2-sec intervals.
Push the tape record STOP button.
Record the gimbal elevation and azimuth angles.
After allowing the experiment equipment to warm up for 15 min, record
the canister and AOCP temperatures.
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Experiment Control Exercise No. 1 (During Ascent)
Place AUTO/MAN switch in MAN and verify that two-digit display
remains at 22; place OFF/ACQUIRE switch in ACQUIRE and verify that two-
digit display changes to 41.
Using L/R-UP/DOWN thumb switch, exercise gimbal mirror and verify
its proper operation; return AUTO/MAN switch to AUTO and OFF/ACQUIRE
switch to OFF.
Record AOCP and canister temperatures.
Experiment Contro I Exercise No. 2 (Upon Arrival at Maximum Altitude)
Depress red TEST button and verify that the two-digit display reads
30, 14, 06, 22, in sequence.
Repeat experiment control exercise no. 1.
Experiment Control Exercise No. 3 (at Maximum Altitude Just Before Reaching
Birmingham)
Repeat experiment control exercise no. 2.
Radar Acquisition
Communications between the aircraft and both the Ground Station and
Radar site were by VHF and UHF radio. Primary communication was on VHF
at 138.25 MHz. Secondary communication was on UHF at 264.75 MHz. Back-
up to radio communication was air-to-ground telephone via Autovon network.
The pilot flew directly from Houston to Birmingham, where initial radio
contact was established. At Birmingham, the aircraft was flown due north
towards the Huntsville airport. Radar acquisition was ordinarily achieved when
the aircraft was in the Birmingham area and the aircraft was vectored on an
approach path tangent to the desired circular flight path around Madkin Mountain
Ground Station.
At the appropriate time, the radar controller would have the pilot initiate
the bank angle to place the aircraft into its circular flight path. Using the
real-time plot of the aircraft's track, the radar controller updated the pilot
continuously on the bank angle required to maintain the circle. The changing
bank angle was dictated by prevailing wind conditions.
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On the few occasions when radar acquisition was not achieved, the pilot
visually flew the best circle possible, using prominent landmarks.
Experiment Operations
The tape recorder was turned on while enroute from Birmingham to
Huntsville.
The first step required was to achieve GBAA acquisition. This was
accomplished by vectoring the aircraft through certain "windows" in the sky to
which the GBAA had been pointed by proper orientation of the 61-cm telescope.
With the GBAA tracking the target aircraft, the beacon laser was
simultaneously illuminating the aircraft because of prior boresighting of the
two beams. At this point, the aircraft Scientific Equipment Operator (SEO)
would attempt onboard acquisition of the beacon laser by slewing the gimbal
mirror. Initially, this was done by manually slewing the mirror to the appro-
priate angles correlated with the GS-to-aircraft zenith angle and the aircraft
bank angle. This procedure was cumbersome and rather unsuccessful. Later
in the flight program software was incorporated into the on-board computer to
automatically scan the mirror in a regular search pattern, effectively increas-
ing the field of view of the coarse tracking system. This technique worked
quite well. Coarse acquisition was indicated by the TV BEACON light on the
control panel.
Following coarse acquisition achievement the fine track system had to
acquire and track the beacon laser. This was indicated by a FINE TRACK
light on the control panel. This proved to be the most difficult task in the
experiment operations and this problem is fully discussed in the following
sections of this report.
When fine track was attained by the airborne system, the overall track-
ing loop could generally be successfully closed by obtaining fine track at the
Ground Station transceiver.
The last major step in the experiment operations was communications
link evaluation. On the uplink, commands were transmitted and subsequently
executed quite reliably. However, unreliable closed-loop tracking made down-
link communications virtually impossible.
The flight crew maintained a data log book to assist in subsequent
troubleshooting and data analysis.
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Power Down Procedure
Power down commenced upon radio signoff from the ground station.
The procedure was simply to cut off the power switches to the experiment
equipment and tape recorder, observe that the two-digit display changed to
22, and verify that the gimbal angles returned to the caged position.
POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURES
Experiment Hardware Checkout
The primary purpose of the postflight checkout was to verify that the
experiment hardware was functional after landing. Therefore, an abbreviated
version of the preflight checkout procedures was performed. In addition,
these procedures included checking that the gimbal platform was caged,
replacing the covers on the retroreflectors, and removing the tape reel from
the recorder.
Data Reduction
The data reduction referred to concerns the work performed at the Wave
Analysis Laboratory of JSC. Immediately after the mission, the flight tape
was taken to the lab for duplication and analysis. The primary purpose of this
operation was for a "quick-look" analysis to allow maximum reaction time for
any hardware modifications or procedural changes deemed necessary for the
next flight. Oscillographs were obtained in several different formats. The
signals that were generally most useful for diagnostic purposes were:
1. Coarse track beacon presence
2. Fine track beacon presence
3. Fine track error, Ey, E Z










Communication with the pilot was by VHF radio. Communication with
the ground station was on FM radio. Initial radio contact with the flight crew
was established as the aircraft neared the Birmingham area.
Radar acquisition was usually achieved as the aircraft approached the
Birmingham area. At Birmingham the aircraft would turn North on a heading
toward the Huntsville Jetport. During this final approach phase, the aircraft
was usually being tracked successfully by radar. Thus, it was during this
phase that the first vectoring commands were issued by the radar operator in
order to place the aircraft on an approach path tangent to the desired circular
pattern centered on the ground station. The desired circle was one having a
radius of 12.2 km (40 000 ft).
During the acquisition approach, the radar operator furnished the pilot
with altimeter calibration data in terms of absolute altitude above the Madkin
Mountain Ground Station site.
When the aircraft reached a point approximately due west of the Ground
Station, the pilot was requested to bank at an angle determined by prevailing
high altitude winds, to attain the desired circular pattern. From this point in
the mission the radar operator continually vectored the aircraft to maintain
the tightest possible circle. The radar operator's estimate of the required
bank angle was based on a knowledge of the prevailing winds and the real time
target track on the X-Y plotter. It was found that it was both convenient and




Preflight checkout at the ground station began about 4 hours before the




Proper laser operation was checked; laser power output and gas pres-
sure were the primary monitoring items. The GBAA transmit/receive bore-
sight, electronics and overall system operation were conveniently and com-
prehensively tested by ranging to a retroreflector several miles distant. This
test was always performed as part of the preflight check. Any existing bore-
sight error was corrected by appropriate biasing of the beam steerers.
Telescope/Computer
The telescope electromechanical system, computer hardware, servo
loop and interface were tested by inserting a computer program causing the
telescope to slew automatically in a predetermined fashion.
Telescope/GBAA Boresight
The boresight between the GBAA and telescope was checked and adjusted
by projecting the beacon laser beam from the telescope onto a target screen
several miles distant while simultaneously tracking with the GBAA on a retro-
reflector located immediately adjacent to the screen. The error in the separa-
tion of the two was corrected by programming the appropriate offset constants
into the control computer.
Transceiver
The transceiver electronics were fully exercised. Final alignment on
the laser-modulator was done only after an appropriate warmup time; even
then, a compromise was required between depth of modulation, beam- shape,
and transmitted power. The modulation and beam characteristics also changed
with time so that periodic readjustment was required. The boresight between
the transmit and receive channels in the transceiver was checked internally.
This boresight procedure was also cross-checked in a closed-loop fashion
during the Field Test phase.
Telemetry and Tape Recorder
All TM hardware was checked and calibrated. Calibration signal levels
were also placed on the various recorder channels. This calibration provided
for 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent amplitude calibration levels on both VCO
subcarrier channels and FM tape recorder data channels.
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Radio Communications Check
All radio systems - VHF, UHF, and FM - were verified operational
via checkout calls between the radar site and the ground station.
Weather Data
Temperature, humidity, wind direction, and wind velocity were recorded
at the ground station. A radiosonde balloon was released at the weather station
about two hours before aircraft takeoff. Upper atmosphere wind conditions
were later relayed to the flight crew before takeoff.
Helicopter Tests
Dynamic testing of the GBAA/Telescope/Computer loop was frequently
carried out during the preflight checkout phase by tracking on a hand-held
retroreflector(s) carried in a helicopter which flew an appropriate course
near the ground station. The transceiver fine track system was simultaneously
tested by tracking on the return He-Ne laser signal from the same retroreflec-
tor(s). The source of this laser energy was a He-Ne laser attached to and
boresighted with the 61-cm telescope.
In-Flight
GBAA Acquisition and Tracking
The first step in the flight procedures was the coarse acquisition and
tracking of the target aircraft with the GBAA. Continuous tracking with the
GBAA involved closing the loop from the GBAA through the computer to the
telescope since the GBAA was hard-mounted to the telescope. Initial acquisition
was effected by establishing the GBAA fence scan at a predetermined "window"
in the sky, through which the aircraft was vectored by the radar operation.
When acquisition and tracking was established by the GBAA, the loop was
automatically closed through the computer to the telescope. Unless clouds
were encountered, this automatic GBAA tracking of the target aircraft could
be maintained indefinitely and uninterrupted tracking was commonly maintained
for several circles.
Beacon Laser Illumination of Aircraft
With coarse tracking of the aircraft reliably established, the airborne
experiment package could be illuminated with the beacon laser. It was
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empirically found that this was best accomplished with the joystick telescope
control mode. Making use of the boresighted TV cameras attached to the 61-cm
telescope, the joystick was used to achieve vernier adjustments of the telescope
resulting in maximum brightness (at 488 nm) of the retroreflector array
mounted nearest the experiment window. During this procedure, the beacon
laser beam divergence was also varied to improve the reliability of tracking
by the airborne package.
Uplink Commands
The aircraft coarse tracking system generally tracked the beacon laser
beam accurately enough that sufficient energy was received by the ID detector
to allow reception and execution of commands from the ground station. Using
this ground-to-air optical command link, commands were reliably transmitted
and executed to vary downlink beam divergence, receiver attenuation, and
downlink communications mode (i. e. PN, TM, video, or recorder monitor).
Transceiver Fine Track System
When the airborne fine track system operated for any continuous period
of time, the QMP tracker would track reliably on the downlink He-Ne laser
beam whenever the airborne transceiver boresight was within tolerance. This
sometimes required remote boresight adjustments from the cockpit. These
boresight adjustments were accomplished via radio commands from the ground
station with the objective of maximizing the received 633-nm laser power.
Bit Error Detector/TM/Video
Although there were numerous periods when the ground station fine
track system was locked onto the 633-nm laser beam, the depth of modulation
on the beam was never sufficient during these times to allow the various
receivers to lock on.
Log Book
All significant occurrences during the flight were carefully recorded in
a logbook and listed according to universal time.
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS PLAN
A typical Experiment Operations Plan is given as follows.
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FLIGHT NO. EXPERIMENT OPERATION PLAN
I. Objectives of Flight No.
A. Evaluate Acquisition Performance
1. GBAA acquisition target at 18.3 km vs. radius
2. Use of video aid in establishing two-way tracking at dusk.
3. Establishing two-way tracking at dark without video aid.
B. Evaluate Tracking Performance
1. Determine the range of parameter values over which uplink
and downlink tracking is satisfactory
2. Effect of aircraft environment on AOCP tracking
C. Systematically evaluate communication performance on BER
channel
D. Evaluate uplink scintillation
II. Aircraft over Madkin Mountain 6:15 p.m.
III. Initial Conditions
AOCP Ground Station
Scintillation aperture 10 cm Receiver attenuation 0 dB
Receiver attenuation 0 dB Tracker attenuation 0 dB
Beam divergence 1. 05 mr Receiver aperture 60 cm
(219 arc sec)
Video filter in Tracker detector FOV 180 arc sec
0.864 mr
Downlink modulation none Receiver detector FOV 180 arc sec
0.864 mr




Telescope at window no. 23.
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IV. Acquisition Sequence
A. Radar acquires and vectors aircraft into window no. 23
B. GBAA acquisition
C. With video aid, ground station computer operator establishes
two-way tracking
D. Command downlink telemetry
V. Post Acquisition Tracking Evaluation
A. Command downlink TM
B. Establish nominal tracking performance
Establish nominal tracking performance at both aircraft and
ground by varying the following parameters: Argon beacon
divergence, AOCP tracker attenuation, AOCP beam divergence,
Ground terminal tracker attenuation, Ground terminal FOV.
This will be done by minimizing the peak-to-peak tracking error
at both terminals.
C. Command recorder monitor downlink modulation and verify by
observing received signal on an oscilloscope and checking
decommutator operation.
D. Command TM downlink modulation
E. Evaluate PDI operation by verbal verification with aircraft pilot
and monitoring GBAA/computer display of aircraft flight path for
one or more circles. (If PDI provides adequate information,
radar operator will not control aircraft except in case of loss of
optical tracking) .
F. Verify AOCP BER is operational
1. Command BER and verify
2. Command TM downlink
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G. Evaluate range of parameters which will allow adequate tracking.
1. The parameters will be varied one at a time with all other
variables set at their nominal values determined in above
paragraph A. Each parameter will be varied over its entire
range or until tracking becomes marginal. This information
will be used by the PDI to establish the parameter values
used during subsequent experiments on this flight. The
criteria for marginal tracking is defined in the following
manner:
AOCP tracking is marginal when the ID begins to drop
in and out of lock. Ground transceiver tracking is mar-
ginal when the transceiver communication detector drops
below 1p A (1. 2 nanowatts received power).
2. The sequence and range of parameter variation will be as
follows:
a. Argon beacon divergence (full angle)
864, 576, 288, 144, 48, 24, 0 radi
b. Vary attenuation in AOCP
0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 ND
c. AOCP beam divergence
1050, 830, 533, 274, 96, 32 prad
d. Ground Station Tracker FOV
864, 576, 288, 144, 48, 24 rad
e. Tracker attenuation on Ground Station
0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 ND
Perform a. above for nominal value of AOCP beam
divergence and b. largest value of AOCP beam divergence
as determined from G.2.c.
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NOTE: All data in above will be recorded in 1 minute time intervals or larger
if necessary.
3. Tighten the beam divergence at both ends to the minimum
practicable values as determined in F. 1. above. Record
for one minute time interval. Attenuation will be put in
each end to prevent detector saturation. During all tracking
data, scintillation data are being recorded.
VI. Communication Performance Evaluation
A. Command BER on downlink
B. Set tracking dependent parameters to nominal values at determined
in paragraph V.A.
C. Evaluate BER performance
Parameters will be varied one at a time with all other variables
set at their nominal values as determined in pagagraph V.A.
Each parameter will be varied over its entire range for until
tracking becomes marginal and/or the average BER goes below
10-2.
The sequence and range of parameter variation will be as follows:
a. Ground transceiver aperture diameter
61, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2.54 cm
Decrease receiver attenuation as necessary to extend
range of data
b. AOCP beam divergence
1050, 830, 533, 274, 96, and 32 /rad
c. Receiver FOV (communication detector)
864, 576, 288, 144, 48, 24 prad
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d. Argon beacon divergence
864, 576, 288, 144, 48, 24, 0 p-rad
e. AOCP tracker attenuation
0, 0. 5, 1. 0, 1.5 ND
NOTE: All data will be taken for 1 minute time intervals or longer if
necessary.
VII. Uplink Scintillation
A. Set tracking dependent parameters to nominal values
B. Command Downlink TM. Verify tracking is as previously
observed.
C. Command decrease AOCP scintillation aperture. Record for one
mintue.
D. Command increase AOCP scintillation aperture
E. Vary Argon beacon divergence over the following range:
864, 576, 288, 144, 48, 24, 0 p-radians
F. Command decrease AOCP scintillation aperture
G. Repeat E.
VIII. Repeat any of above experiments as time permits where data anomalies
may exist.
FLIGHT RESULTS
A resume of the flight results is given below. A copy of individual
Summary Flight Reports is filed in Appendix F.
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Flight No. 1
The Flight was a successful one when GBAA acquisition and tracking
was achieved on the fourth pass. GBAA acquisition and tracking was success-
fully performed up to 17.6 km (58 000 feet) altitude. The flight was curtailed
somewhat because of a GS computer hardware problem.
Flight No. 2
The GBAA worked well again. Coarse acquisition and tracking by the
flight equipment failed although the beacon laser illuminated the aircraft fairly
consistently through use of the joystick. For future flights, the He-Ne laser
shutter will be held open and the TV Tracker 488-nm filter will be made switch-
able from the cockpit.
Flight No. 3
The flight was a very limited success, with a few seconds of coarse
acquisition and tracking obtained. The mission was hindered by a requirement
for "recycling" of the GBAA laser and GS computer problems. It was deter-
mined that the following changes should be made prior to the next flight:
1. TV tracker sensitivity remotely controlled from cockpit
2. Install cockpit TV monitor
3. Design computer generated scan for gimbal mirror
Flight No. 4
Because of the prevailing weather conditions, there was no chance for
a successful flight. During the entire time that the aircraft was over station,
the weather was uniformly bad with 80-90 percent cloud cover.
Flight No. 5
The new onboard acquisition technique (computer-generated gimbal
mirror scan) worked according to plan and essentially solved the acquisition
problem. Acquisition by the fine track systems at both ends of the loop was
accomplished numerous times during the flight, cumulative fine track time
was approximately 20 sec; the received power at both the aircraft and the
ground station was very low and definitely marginal for tracking. For future
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flights, the initial beam divergence setting of the He-Ne laser will be reduced
by one step, and stringent minimums will be set for allowable atmospheric
attenuation.
Flight No. 6
Long, unbroken periods of coarse tracking with the onboard TV tracker
were obtained for the first time, usually with the 488-nm TV filter switched
out.
There was no success in achieving closed loop tracking with the fine
track systems.
The received power at the aircraft was "indicated" by the TM data to
be low.
Very low temperatures were experienced in the AOCP, reaching a low
of -20f C (-50 F). It became apparent that temperatures in the airborne equip-
ment are a sensitive function of the thrust settings on the aircraft engines.
Temperature control by insertion of orifices in the aircraft cold air duct were
ineffectual.
Flight No. 7
Mission was unsuccessful because of a problem in the ground station
which prevented any kind of tracking with the telescope mount. Trouble-
shooting of the problem was actively underway during the time that the aircraft
was over station, but without successfully making a fix. The problem was
later traced to the I/O hardware in the SCC-4700 computer.
Flight No. 8
Flight results were generally similar to Flight No. 6. Acquisition and
coarse tracking went extremely well with very long, unbroken periods of coarse
tracking taking place both onboard the aircraft and at the ground station; how-
ever, there was again a failure to achieve closed loop tracking with the fine
track systems.
Since the weather was quite good and the AOCP temperature stabilized
at 220 to 24 ° C, there apparently existed a fundamental problem in the system.
As a result, the airborne equipment was removed from the aircraft and shipped
to MSFC for extensive testing.
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As in Flight No. 6, coarse tracking at both ends was reliable, but only
very brief intermittent fine tracks were obtained. Again, TM, measurements
of received laser power pointed to a marginal, or below minimum, beacon
laser power level.
Flight No. 9
The flight was partially successful since many periods of fine track
were experienced at both the aircraft and ground station terminals.
Closed-loop fine tracking was achieved many times during the flight,
with the longest period consisting of approximately 20 consecutive seconds.Cumulatively, there were several minutes of closed loop fine tracking.
Fine track at the aircraft terminal occurred frequently throughout theflight, with the longest periods lasting 60 consecutive seconds without loss ofTAR PRES signal. Cumulatively, there was over 30-min of fine track at the
aircraft terminal.
For the first time, commands were transmitted from the ground station
over the argon beacon laser beam and faithfully executed by the flight package.
There were several indicators that the atmospheric transmission waspoor over the ground station-aircraft path and this undoubtedly lessened the
chances for a fully successful flight.
Typical tracking stabilities achieved during the flight were (1) GroundTerminal: Coarse (GBAA) 0. 87 mr peak-to-peak, Fine (Transfer mirror)25 Ar peak-to-peak; and (2) Aircraft Terminal: Coarse (gimbal mirror)250 pr peak-to-peak, Fine (beam steerers) 30-40 pr peak-to-peak. Boresightproblems with the He-Ne laser onboard the aircraft were revealed for the first
time; while in closed-loop track, the received red laser power level was verylow.
Flight No. 10
The mission failed because a circuit breaker failure in the airborne
equipment prevented applying power to the AVLOC system.
Flight No. 11
The flight failed wheil-the airborne He-Ne laser would not turn on.
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Flight No. 12
A successful flight with extended periods of closed loop tracking obtained
for the first time. Coarse tracking went well at both ends from the start of the
mission. About 30 min into the flight, the AOCP fine tracker began to stay
locked in for extended periods, but the received red laser light at the ground
station was extremely dim as a result of a boresight error (approx. 0. 5 mr)
in the AOCP transmit channel. After removal of a ND filter from in front of
the ground station tracking detector, the tracker sensitivity was increased
sufficiently to track on the very low level received red laser power. Thereafter,
prolonged periods of closed loop tracking were obtained. Specifically, during
the last 50 min of the mission, there were over 50 segments of extended closed
loop tracking, with a cumulative closed loop time of over 15 min and individual
segments as long as 180 consecutive seconds. Tracking errors (rms) of
approximately 5 prad were obtained and the beacon laser power received at the
AOCP was significantly increased when the air to ground tracking loop was
closed.
Boresight adjustments were remoted to the cockpit for the next flight.
Flight No. 13
Flight failed when the airborne He-Ne laser would not turn on.
Flight No. 14
Flight was unsuccessful because of irregularities in the airborne tracker.
With considerable effort, fine track could be achieved very briefly, but not
maintained. Postflight checkout traced the trouble to a bias voltage problem in
one of the beam-steerer circuits.
Flight No. 15
As in Flight No. 12, relatively long periods of closed loop tracking
were obtained once again. Flight TM revealed that the AOCP tracker errors
were degraded on this flight, running typically 30 arc-seconds peak-to-peak.
TM data shows also that the received beacon laser power level was rather low
(typically 2.0 V) throughout the flight (a beacon laser-modulator alignment for
optimum power could not be obtained on this night) and this was a likely con-
tributing factor to the poor tracking performance. It was noted that tracking
performance appeared to be most reliable at an AOCP temperature of 130 C
and that performance improved when the AOCP heaters were turned off,
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indicating a power overload problem. Extended periods of closed loop tracking
were also obtained with the beam steerers off, including one long segment of
nearly a full orbit.
A highlight of this particular flight was the success achieved in bore-
sighting the downlink He-Ne laser beam. By requesting the aircraft operator
to remotely adjust the boresight, and then noting the photomultiplier tube
(PMT) current increase/decrease in the GS transceiver, the received red
laser power could be peaked up rather accurately and easily. It was also
discovered that when the AOCP temperature varied by a few degrees, the bore-
sight required readjustment. As a result of this boresight adjustment capa-
bility, there was a considerably higher red laser power level available for
tracking on this flight than for No. 12.
Another highlight of this flight was the successful closed-loop tracking
of the target aircraft as it passed over a thin cirrus cloud; the received laser
power could be seen to decrease significantly at the leading edge of the cloud
and then increase again at the trailing edge.
Uplink command communications over the beacon laser beam were
executed routinely, but downlink communications failed because of a low
modulation index. There was just enough modulation present on the downlink
to notice video pattern differences when switching from one mode to another,
such as from bit error to TM.
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS
Introduction
The principal objectives of the AVLOC test were the engineering evalua-
tion of an operational optical communications system and the scientific inves-
tigation of optical propagation over vertical paths through the atmosphere.
To fulfill the second objective extensive measurements of scintillation, bit
error rates (BER), angle of arrival fluctuations and atmospheric attenuation
were planned. Each of these quantities was to be investigated as a function of
receiving and transmitting aperture, range and zenith angle, and all measure-
ments except BERs were to be made on both uplink and downlink beams. Since
the AVLOC tests were to extend over the period of a year it was also expected
that seasonal variations in propagation characteristics and the effects of
meteorological conditions could be studied.
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Table 40, reproduced from the original measurements plan, lists the
proposed propagation experiments.
TABLE 40. MEASUREMENTS OUTLINE
Quantity Measured Parameters Analysis to Yield
Scintillation Receiving Aperture Log amplitude variance.
(downlink) Range Probability density function.
Zenith Angle Verify theoretical predictions
concerning zenith angle, and
range dependence.
Aperture averaging effects:
a. Reduction of signal
variance.
b. Change of probability
density function.
Difference in uplink and downlink.
Scintillation Receiving Aperture Log amplitude variance.
(uplink) Range Probability density function.
Zenith Angle Verify theoretical prediction
Transmitter Aperture concerning zenith angle and
range dependence.
Verify no uplink aperature
averaging.
Effect of transmitting aperture
size.
Differences in uplink and downlink.
Angle of Arrival Range
Fluctuations Range Variance.
(downlink) Zenith Angle Probability density function.
Receiving Aperture Aperture averaging.
Dependence on range and zenith angle.
angle.
Differences between uplink and
downlink.
Angle of arrival Range Variance.
Fluctuations Zenith Angle Probability density function.
(uplink) Dependence on range and zenith
angle.
Differences between uplink and
downlink.
BER Range Verify theoretical prediction of BER
Zenith Angle dependence on system noise and
Beam Divergence irradiance fluctuation variance.
Transmitter Power
Atmospheric None Atmospheric transmittance at
Transmittance opticas 1 wavelengths.




Early in the project's design phase it was realized that certain of these
measurements presented greater experimental difficulties than had been antic-
ipated. For example, accurate measurements of atmospheric transmission
requires a precisely calibrated detector on the aircraft to monitor transmitted
power and an exact knowledge of the beam profile. It soon became apparent
that it would be very costly to implement a meaningful transmission measure-
ment. Since funds were limited this experiment was eliminated from the
measurements plan. Likewise, it was decided that meaningful measurement
of the angle of arrival fluctuations would impose excessive requirements on
the accuracy of the tracking system and these experiments were also eliminated.
Thus at the beginning of the operational phase of the project the planned
measurements consisted of uplink scintillation, downlink scintillation, BERs
and a qualitative investigation of the effect of atmospheric attenuation.
Equipment problems during the early flights severely limited the
amount of time available for data collection and prevented the completion of
even the reduced measurements program. Useful data was collected only on
flight nos. 9, 12, and 15 and during these flights the system was fully opera-
tional only part of the time. It was, therefore, impossible to conduct extensive
investigation into the effect of transmitter and receiver aperture size nor could
BER measurements be made. Because of the extremely low level of the down-
link received power, the data amplifiers were not operating in a linear signal
region. This faction led to measured data which were not suitable for extensive
analysis of downlink scintillation.
In summary, reliable data has been obtained only for the uplink scin-
tillation experiments although some qualitative information concerning atmos-
pheric transmission is also available.
Data Collected
The following is a summary of the experimental data collected aboard
the aircraft and at the ground station.
AIRCRAFT DATA
The data collected aboard the aircraft is shown in Table 41. All data
was recorded on magnetic tape.
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TABLE 41. AIRCRAFT DATA
Tape Channel Quantity
1 Image Disector Error, Y component
2 Image Disector Error, Z component
3 Beam-Steerer Angle, Y component




8 Log Amplitude Scintillation
9 Linear Amplitude Scintillation
10 PAM DATA
The ID errors (channels 1 and 2) are error voltages generated in the
tracking system that are proportional to the angle of arrival of the incoming
beam. The beam-steerer angles (chaniels 3 and 4) are the voltages applied
to the beam steerers. Vibration data (channels 5 through 7) were obtained
from three vibration sensors mounted along mutually orthogonal axes on the
airborne communications package. Linear amplitude scintillation (channel 9)
is the instantaneous received power at the aircraft while log amplitude scin-
tillation (channel 8) is the same signal after passing through a longarithmic
amplifier. Channel 10 (PAM data) consists of a number of measurements that
were made periodically and multiplexed onto a single channel for recording.
The PAM data is listed in Table 42. A complete description of the way in which




SELECTION OF DATA SLICES
Data was recorded on analog magnetic tape throughout the entire time
that the WB-57 aircraft was over station. Oscillograms were first made from
the analog tapes and inspected to determine those periods during which uninter-
rupted power was being received at the aircraft and the airborne tracking sys-
tem was operating normally. Based on this inspection time slices were selected
for further processing.
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TABLE 42. PAM DATA
VCO Channel Data Quantity Recorded
3 Beacon Presence ON/OFF
4 TV Filter OUT/IN
5 Receiver Aperture OUT/IN
6 Beam Divergence Arc Seconds
7 Laser Shutter OUT/IN
8 Tracker Attenuation Position
9 Receiver Attenuation OUT/IN
10 Fine Track ON/OFF
11 60 Hz Power Voltage
12 400 Hz Power Voltage
13 28Vdc unregulated Voltage
14 28Vdc regulated Voltage
15 5Vdc Voltage
16 i5Vdc Voltage
17 AOCP Temperature 0 C
18 Canister Temperature 0 C
ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERSION
Selected data was digitized and recorded on digital magnetic tape for
computer processing. A sampling rate of 2000 samples/sec was used to pro-
vide an upper frequency cutoff of 1 kHz. The quantization level of 1024 (10
bits/sample) was used to accommodate the required 60 dB dynamic range.
PROBABILITY DENSITY AND MOMENTS
The probability density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution
function is computed for each channel of the selected data slices. Based on the
PDF, the first four central moments, i.e., mean, variance, third moment and
fourth moment are computed. Next, the skewness and kurtosis are computed
from these moments. For normal (gaussian) distribution, the kurtosis will
be equal to three and skewness equal to zero
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TEST FOR NORMALITY OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
The fact of kurtosis being equal to three and skewness being zero is not
enough to establish the normality of any distribution. At best it is only a quick
check. The standard statistical test for goodness-of-fit for normality is the
chi-square test. This is a one-way test giving the upper confidence limit for
any prescribed level of significance. One problem in using the chi-square test
is the choice of the class number and class limits for the PDF, since it is
known that different choices may yield different results. A procedure for
minimizing the subjectiveness has been proposed by Mann and Wald (ref. 8,9).
This procedure computes the number of classes based on the number of data
points used and the desired level of significance. Further, the corresponding
class limits are chosen in such a way that the theoretical distribution under
test in each class interval is equal. The Mann-Wald procedure is used in the
present data processing.
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (PSD)
The fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used for computing the PSD of
the data channel of interest. The particular version for the PSD employed in
this study is based on time averaging over short, modified periodograms
obtained by the FFT (ref. 10). Further, use is made of the complex-conjugate
relationship of the FFT for real time series, so that two real data series can
be transformed simultaneously in order to cut the required computation time
approximately in half (ref. 11).
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
To determine quantitatively the degree of dependence between any two
data series, the correlation coefficient is computed. It is defined as the
normalized time-lagged product between the given two random time series of
interest. Its value should be within + 1.
SUMMARY OF DATA RECORDED
Useful data was obtained only on flights 9, 12, and 15. The data seg-
ments that were digitized and processed are listed in Tables 43, 44, and 45.
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TABLE 43. AVLOC FLIGHT 9 AIRCRAFT DATA
















Total Time 395 seconds
TABLE 44. AVLOC FLIGHT 12 AIRCRAFT DATA

















TABLE 45. AVLOC FLIGHT 15 AIRCRAFT DATA






Total Time 176 sec
Data Analysis
UPLINK SCINTILLATION
The uplink scintillation was measured by a tracking photodetector in the
AOCP which measured the instantaneous received power. The photodetector
output was recorded in three modes; linear, logarithmic, and base band. The
base band channel consisted of direct recording of the detector output. To
avoid the effects of background radiation the uplink beacon was modulated at
10.7 MHz, and the amplitude of this frequency component recorded (linear
channel). The 10.7 MHz signal was also passed through a log-amplifier before
recording (logarithmic channel). Inspection of the data has shown that the
amplitude scintillation was so large that the linear range of both the linear and
base band channels was exceeded. The logarithmic channel was well within
the dynamic range of the system. For this reason we have based all analysis
on the logarithmic channel data.
The available data consist of 15 segments from flight 9, 14 segments
from flight 12, and 3 segments from flight 15 as indicated in Tables 43, 44,
and 45. At least one 10 second segment was selected from each data piece for
analysis. The reduced flight data are available in Reference 17.
LOG NORMALCY
According to the most generally accepted theory of atmospheric turbu-
lence, amplitude scintillation is expected to follow a log-normal probability
distribution, i.e., the logarithm of the amplitude fluctuations should be a
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gaussian random variable. To test this hypothesis three statistical techniques
were used, the method of moments, the chi-square test, and plots of the cumu-
lative probability of the log and linear scintillation on "probability paper." In
the last method the horizontal coordinate scale is such that if the data is indeed
normal the resulting plot will be a straight line. Plots for the log and linear
recordings of a typical data segment are shown in Figures 174 and 175. Other
data segments yielded essentially similar results.
MEANs 2.4 61 STANDARD DEV= 0.2925
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CLASS INTERVAL LINEARI
Figure 174. Cumulative probability distribution of the uplink log
amplitude scintillation.
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moments indicates that in all cases the observed scintillation more nearly
carefully considered all possible sources of experimental error that might bias
the observed probability distributions; a discussion of the possible sources of
error is given in the following section. Although we have been unable to identify
any single error that could be expected to cause the observed discrepancy with
log-normalcy it is still possible that the effect might be due to the accumulation
of errors from several sources.
In summary, the observed data shows a strong tendency toward log-
normalcy. On the basis of the observed data we are unable to determine with
certainty whether the observed departure from the expected distribution is due
to experimental error or represents a real deviation of the propagation process
from the theoretically predicted result.
AMPLITUDE VARIANCE
As previously stated the base band and linear scintillation data showed
saturation effects because the dynamic range of the signal exceeded the linear
range of the recording channel. For this reason we have taken the variance
from the log scintillation channel only.
It is convenient to convert the variance of the logarithmic signal to
intensity variance. This may be accomplished as follows. We assume that the
log channel output is a voltage V which is related to the received intensity I by
V = aIlnI + 7 (126)
Likewise, the output of the linear channel S is given by
S = , (127)
where a , f and y are constants that depend upon the amplifier gains in the
two channels. Solving equation (126) for I we have
I = exp V (128)
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hence,
S = P exp VY] (129)
or
S = exp + In] (130)
We may replace the quantity - y/a + Ing by a new constant 6, so
5 V/aS = e e V (131)
Now let So be the mean value of S;
So = e <e /> • (132)
The variarnce of S is
Cs = <(S - So)2> , (133)
C = <(e e -e <e v/>)2 (134)
C = e v/ > 2 < - 1 > (135)
<e >
Now we assume that I is log normal, hence V is a gaussian random variable.
For any gaussian random variable X (ref. 12),
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<e > = exp a<x + <(x - <x>)2> (136)
ax [a
<e > = exp a<x> + - Cx (137)
a = a constant. Hence,
v/2 <V> CV
<e > = exp --- + ] (138)
26 v/ 2 e2v/ e/(139)
S e <e > v/2 a +. (139)
<e > <e >
2v/a v/a(140)
Cs = s v/ - 2 v/a + (140)
e > <e >
2v/a1
Ce = So2 V/ 2 - 11 (141)
Then using the above relationship
exp + -
C =s 2  (142)
s o<V> Cv 1 (142)
exp2 - +(7 2oz 2
Cs = 2  xp - 1 (143)
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or introducing the standard deviations o and ar in place of the variances
a = rC and a = cJ (144)
S S V V
we finally obtain,
Us/So e(V/0 ) 2  '/2
a /S . (145)
But since
a = pI (146)
s I
and
So = PI 0  (147)
S10 = e(- 1V/)2 (148)
which is the required expression for the normalized standard deviation of the
intensity fluctuations.
The one remaining constant in equation (145) and (148) can be evaluated
from the calibration curve of the scintillation detector. Based on post flight
calibration data, a has been found to be 0. 532 volts.
Table 46 gives the log variance C and the normalized intensity
variance aI / for each data segment. The mean and standard deviation of
(aU/I0) for each flight is given in Table 47.
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TABLE 46. MEAN AND VARIANCE FOR LOG
SCINTILLATION (UPLINK)
Flight Data Piece Mean Standard Deviation Normalized Intensity




9 2 3.114 0.332 0.690
9 3 3.139 0.325 0.673
9 4A 3.185 0.320 0.660
9 4B 3.206 0.329 0.683
9 5 3.097 0.282 0.566
9 6 3.147 0.344 0.720
9 7 3.129 0.298 0.607
9 8A 3.028 0.198 0.385
9 8B 3.038 0.198 0.385
9 9 3.307 0.312 0.641
9 10 3.077 0.307 0.629
9 11 3.153 0.330 0.685
9 12A 3.140 0.326 0.675
9 12B 3.094 0.276 0.556
9 13A 3.090 0. 143 0.274
9 13B 3.085 0.151 0.290
9 14 3.271 0.302 0.617
9 15 3.114 0.289 0.586
9 16 3.068 0.308 0.631
12 1 2.776 0.315 0.648
12 2 2.689 0.434 0.972
12 3 0.433 0.944
12 4 2.650 0.380 0.816
12 5 2.743 0.401 0.874
12 6 2.446 0.293 0.595
12 7 3.549 0.428 0.493
12 8 2.955 0.422 0.936
.12 9 2.966 0.334 0.695
12 10 2.774 0.335 0.698
12 11 0. 191 1. 588 8.605 b.
12 12 Missing
12 13 0.189 1.773 25.,813 b.
12 14 3.0468 0.426 0.948
15 1 3.116 0.424 0.942
15 2 2.976 0.479 1.118
15 3 3.021 0.499, 1.188
15 4 Missing
15 5 Missing
a. A and B indicate two 10-sec segments taken from the same data piece.
b. These data not used.
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TABLE 47. AVERAGES FOR INDIVIDUAL FLIGHTS
Average Standard Deviation (SD)
Flight 9
Mean 3.130 0.070
Normalized SD 0. 576 0. 134
Flight 12
Mean 2.859 0.283
Normalized SD 0.767 0.156
Flight 15
Mean 3.038 0.058
Normalized SD 1.083 0.103
The quantities shown in Table 47 are the mean and standard deviation
(SD) of the received power and hence are proportional to the mean and SD of
irradiance. The SD of power is in fact equal to the SD of irradiance because
of the normalization. Most theoretical results, however, are expressed in
terms of the log amplitude variance C 1 . This quantity is easily obtained from
the data as follows. C 1 is defined as
C1 = (1i - 2 (149)
where 1 is the log amplitude
1 = ln(A/A ) = 1/21n(I/I 0) . (150)




C = tn --2)n ) (152)
which upon expanding the square and collecting terms becomes
C v 2 nI - lnI )2) (153)
Likewise,
C. = 1/4 (nI - <nI> )2> (154)
hence,
C - C (155)4 2  V
Using this expression we may calculate the log amplitude variance and
corresponding SD from the variance of the signal voltage V. The results for
each flight are given in Table 48.
The observed scintillation variances are of the order of magnitude that
one would expect from atmospheric propagation theory and in general
agreement with other experimental data. Minott, Bufton and Fitzmaurice
[1] report an average C1 of 0. 18 for data collected during the GSFC BAPE
I. This is in good agreement with the AVLOC value of 0. 13.
Propagation theory predicts that for an infinitely small source the log
amplitude variance is given by [ 11
C (0) = .56k7/6 ds C (S)(Z S )5/6 (156)
0
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TABLE 48. LOG AMPLITUDE VARIANCE
Flight 9
1 = .2873 SD (a1 ) = 0.59
C1 = . 074
Flight 12
l = .3819 SD (c 1 ) = 0.051
C = .133
Flight 15




where Z is the source to receiver distance measured along the propagation
path, k is the propagation number and CN 2 (s) is the index of refraction
structure constant which expreses the strength of turbulence at each point
along the propagation path. A model of the turbulent atmosphere proposed by
Hugnagel ( 14] and Stanley [ 13] predicts that CN2 (h) will be given by
C N2 (h) = CN 2h 1/3e h/h 0  (157)
where h 0 is a scale factor usually taken to be 1000 m, h is attitude, and CNo 2
is a constant that expresses the gross turbulence strength. Both C 2 andN0
h0 depend strongly upon local meteorological conditions. It is generally agreed
that while equation (157) predicts the gross variation of CN2 with altitude,
the actual turbulence structure is layered and shows strong local fluctuations
not predicted by this model. These turbulence layers are associated with
wind shears in the upper atmosphere and often occur near the tropopause.
For these reasons a proper analysis of log amplitude variance would require
a knowledge of the turbulence profile obtained independently of the optical
measurement. Such data could be obtained from radiosonde-borne micro-
thermal probes but was not available during the AVLOC test.
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Equation (156) must be corrected for the finite source diameter of the
laser beam and for aperture averaging effects at the receiver. Fried [15]
has shown that this correction depends on the normalized source size
kc ok (158)
- 0 sec 0
h0
where o is the real part of the complex gaussian beam parameter and
0 is the zenth angle. Once S2 has been computed the required correction
can be obtained from curves in the quoted reference.
Fried [16] has investigated the effects of aperture averaging and found
that the signal variance is given by
D
s 2 = 2 f pdp K0 (plD) CI (p) (159)0
where D is the receiver aperture diameter, CI the intensity covariance at
the receiver and K0 the diffraction-limited optical transfer function of the
receiver. From equation (158) one may compute an averaging function 0
which is the ratio of the observed signal variance to the signal variance in the
absence of aperture averaging. For an infinite plane wave propagating from
space to earth one finds that 0 depends on the turbulence strength C, (0) and
a normalized aperture
D/ 4ho0 sec 0/k (160)
For our test condition Fried' s results indicate that 0 will be greater than
0. 9. This theory is not strictly applicable to the AVLOC test for these rea-
son: There is a gaussian beam wave, not a plane wave; the propagation
direction is from earth to space, and it neglects the effect of the central
obscuration in the Cassegrainian receiving telescope. Nevertheless, Fried's
results should provide an estimate of the magnitude of the aperture effects.
Clearly this effect is small, probably less than the probable error in the data,
and can be neglected.
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Because of the lack of precise knowledge of the turbulence profile that
existed during the AVLOC test and the absence of a theory of aperture averag-
ing that is applicable without extensive modification, we have not undertaken
a precise comparison of the observed log amplitude variance with those pre-
dicted by theory. However, using Hufnagel' s model with the usual choice of
h0 and C 2 , equation (156) predicts values of C1 (0) on the order of 0. 1No
which is in relatively good agreement with the observed amplitude variances.
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
Power spectral density (PSD) is defined as the Fourier transform of
the irradiance covariance function and is equivalent to the average received
power per unit bandwidth at each frequency. The PSD' s have been computed
for each data segment. A typical PSD is shown in Figure 176. The PSD' s
from other data segments were essentially similar.
All PSD' s showed a more or less linear decrease with increasing
frequency from a few Hertz to 1000 Hz, the latter value being the maximum
frequency component obtainable with the selected sampling rate. In all cases
the power density decreased about one order of magnitude at 100 Hz and two
orders of magnitude at 1000 Hz.
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Although the observed scintillation data tended strongly toward a log
normal distribution the lack of strict log normalcy has caused some concern
that the data may be biased by extraneous noise. All apparent sources of
extraneous noise that might contribute to the observed scintillation has been
considered and it has been concluded that none could reasonably be expected to
account for this effect. Each of the possible sources of experimental error
is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Detector Noise
The power signal to noise S/N ratio in the detector can be estimated
from the PMT parameters. S/N is given by




where (is) is the mean square detector current due to the signal, (iN ) is
that due to the shot noise in the PMT. and (iN2) 2 is that due to the Johnson
noise in the load resistor. As usual (iN2 ) 2 may be neglected since both the
signal and shot noise terms are multiplied by the square of the tube gain and
the Johnson noise term is not, Now,
GPe?
s hv (2m) cos wmt (162)
s
where
G = PM gain.
77 = quantum efficiency,
e = electronic charge,
P = received signal power,
h = Plank's constant,
v = signal frequency,
m - modulation index,
w - modulation frequency,
m
and
(iNI) 2 2G 2e(ic + id) ' (163)
i = current due to incident radiation
c
i d - dark current
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S/N c (164)s/  - e(ic + id) ( )
where a factor of 2 has been introduced from the time average of (is)2 we
we assume the following parameters:
r - 15%
I d - 1.2 x 10 - 9 A,
P - 6 x 10- 9 W,
v = 6. 16 x 1014 Hz,
Av 5 x 103 Hz,
m= .3
The values of 77 and Id are typical of the RCA 8644 PMTused for scintillation
detection in the AOCP, P is the average power measured on all flights, and
m represents a worst case (minimum) modulation index. With these values
the estimated power S/N ratio is 105 corresponding to a voltage S/N ratio of
approximately 300.
The shot noise induced by background radiation has been neglected in
the preceding calculations since all tests were conducted at night.
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The normalized SD of intensity (0" i/Io) was typically on the order of
0. 5. Therefore, it follows that the observed fluctuation in the output signal
due to scintillation would be approximately 150 times greater than those due
to detector noise.
Amplifier Noise, Recorder Characteristics, Electrical Pickup
All data channel amplifiers and recorders were designed to accomodate
the expected data without introducing either excessive noise or biasing the
data by reduced bandwidth or dynamic range. Throughout the flight test the
data channel amplifier and data acquisition systems appeared to operate
normally; we do not believe, therefore, that they represent a significant
source of experimental error.
The scintillation data, along with all other data channels, did show a
weak but persistent 56 Hz component which was been identified as electrical
pickup from the aircraft' s (nominally) 60 Hz power system. In our estima-
tion, however, this 60 Hz pickup was not strong enough to bias the experi-
mental data.
Pointing
One possible source of error is false scintillation caused by pointing
error. Since the beam has a gaussian rather than uniform intensity pro-
file any pointing error is time dependent it will cause irradiance fluctuations
that will be indistinguishable from scintillation. The gaussian beam profile
may be expressed as
I = Io e-/0 (165)
where O0 is the angular beam width. Then the intensity fluctuation AI
caused by a pointing error AO is





A I/I 0 - - e- A / 0o (167)
A reasonable criteria is that (AI/I) 2 be much less than the intensity
variance due to scintillation. The observed intensity variances are on the
order of 1/4 hence we might require.
1- e-AO/00 .01 (168)
e-A 0/00= 99 (169)
or
A O/0 .01 (170)
That is, the pointing error should be less than 1 percent of the beam width
to insure that the error in observed variance is no more than about 2 1/2
percent. On the AVLOC test the observed pointing errors were about
5 A rad (1 are sec) and the beam width 00 was about 0. 87 mrad (180 arc
sec). We conclude therefore that pointing error could not cause an error
of more than about 2 percent in the observed intensity variance.
The preceding analysis assumes a smooth, gaussian intensity profile.
If the beam contained "hot spots", the false scintillation induced by even a
small pointing error could be much worse. The possibility of this having
occurred cannot be eliminated with complete certainty; however, observation
of the transmitted beam has indicated that the intensity profile is smooth and
free from detectable "hot spots".
As a final check on the effect of pointing accuracy, we have cross
correlated the instantaneous power received at the aircraft with beam steerer
voltages in the transmitter. If pointing was in fact introducing appreciable
false scintillation we would expect to see a strong positive correlation. No
significant correlation was found.
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Aircraft-Induced Turbulence
Scintillation due to the turbulence around the aircraft is not significant
because of the thinness of the turbulence layer and its proximity to the
receiver. Referring to equation (171) we see that the aircraft turbulence would
contribute an amount:
Z (- s 5/6
AC (0) = .56 k7/6 CN (AC) ( - dS (171)
Z-AZ
to the observed log amplitude variance. Clearly with AZ small (a few meters)
and the weighting function [(Z-S) ( ] ) 5/6 approximately zero (Z - S)
this term will be negligible.
Vibration
To ensure that the observed scintillation did not include vibration induc-
ed noise the vibration of the AOCP was monitored along three orthogonial
axis by piezoelectro sensors. PSD 's of the vibration were computed and the
vibration data was cross correlated with scintillation.
The lateral vibration (yaw) showed a strong, rather sharp resonance
at 10 Hz and a weaker broad resonance near 100 Hz. Above 200 Hz the
vibration fell quickly to zero. The longitudinal vibration data had a single
strong peak at 200 Hz. Both axes also have a number of other sharp spikes.
Especially noticable are those at 55 Hz, 110 Hz, etc. which are probably
related to the aircrafts 60-Hz (nominal) power frequency.
None of the features in the vibration PSD could be identified in the
scintillation PSD: neither was there any significant correlation between these
data. We therefore conclude that aircraft vibration has no effect on the record-
ed data.
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In order to evaluate the system from an engineering viewpoint, both
the aircraft and ground systems were instrumented to provide data in three
major areas. These were: (1) Tracking systems performance, (2) Environ-
mental and experiment conditions, and (3) Support systems conditions (power,
timing, etc.). These measurements are further seen as follows:
1. Aircraft Systems
a. tracking system performance
(1) gimbal mirror angle b, O
(2) beamsteerer angle By, Bz
(3) image dissector (10) error angle Ey, Ez
b. environmental conditions
(1) temperatures; cannister, AOCP
(2) vibration; yaw, pitch, longitudinal
c. support systems
(1) power - 60V, 400V, regulated and unregulated supplies
(2) timing IRIG B
(3) computer status - experiment conditions
2. Ground Systems
a. tracking systems
(1) coarse tracker (GBAA) error X, Y
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(2) fine tracker error X, Y
(3) telescope drive error z, 6
b. experiment conditions
(1) range and ground track circle, A flight path geometries
(2) telescope velocities (polar and declination)
(3) tracker and receiver FOV's and aperture
The principal goal of these measurements was to provide a complete
assessment of the performance of the tracking systems used in the experiment.
This included measurement of the level of performance, i.e., tracking accura-
cies, usable signal ranges, and the overall ability of the system to meet the
design requirements for proper system operation. In addition, it was neces-
sary for these engineering measurements to provide sufficient data to allow a
thorough assessment of the deficiencies, should they occur, in operation of
any of the major critical subsystems. The influence of the operating environ-
ment, and its effect upon the conduct of the experiment, was considered to be
of great importance. The effects of vibration, pressure, temperature, i.e.,
the whole of the high altitude aircraft environment and its suitability as an
experiment platform, were measured.
Acquisition
GROUND SYSTEMS
During the initial design and conceptual planning of the AVLOC experi-
ment, the initial acquisition and coarse tracking of the aircraft appeared to
present the greatest degree of technical difficulty. The original concept of
this system was based upon the use of a medium high power GaAs laser unit.
It could be shown that this system would, in theory, have the capability to
perform the required acquisition and track functions, but the margin of power
available and reliability of such hardware was simply not sufficient to provide
a comfortable level of confidence. Attention was then given to the investiga-
tion of pulsed argon-ion lasers as the illumination source for the system. The
calculations proved that considerably greater margin of performance could be
achieved with the 514. 5-nm argon laser. This approach was settled upon for
the final system design.
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A great deal of effort was spent analyzing the optimum flight path
geometries (See Appendix C) to allow the best acquisition procedure. Since
the GBAA could only provide search coverage over a 10 deg x 10 deg field of
view, it became necessary to direct, and ensure the flight path of the aircraft
would intersect this preplanned acquisition space. At this time arrangements
were made with the U. S. Army, at Redstone Arsenal, to provide assistance
in tracking and providing vectoring data to the aircraft pilot. This procedure
allowed the aircraft to be tracked by radar during the final 240 km ( 150 mi.)
approach to Redstone Arsenal. The pilot was directed, by radio, to fly a
prescribed flight path which would ensure the aircraft's passage through the
spatial acquisition window and into the circular path over Madkin Mountain.
In addition, several acquisition windows were defined to allow a quick setup
for reacquisition should the pilot "miss" the window or acquisition not occur.
Contrary to preliminary assessments of this procedure, the coarse
acquisition and tracking proved to be the most easily accomplished and
generally most reliable procedures of the experiment. After the pilot had
gained familiarity with the flight path and could correlate the acquisition
windows with the flight path, several acquisitions were made without the as-
sistance of radar vectoring.
During the early phases of activity tracking the aircraft, two problems
in technique and two hardware problems arose which required immediate
resolution. The problems associated with the hardware were as follows.
First, during initial testing, the GBAA optical and mechanical systems were
found to have a significant problem with boresite drift. There were a number
of contributing factors to this situation and the problem was solved in the
following manner. The pulsed argon laser was found to have a considerable
angular wander of its output beam as its spatial orientation was varied. The
manufacturer of the laser was consulted to provide an explanation and solution
to this problem. Details of this study are presented in Appendix D. The
conclusions of this effort resulted in a new suspension geometry for the laser
plasma tube, and thus eliminate the problem of beam wander from the laser.
It was found at this time that there was still too great a degree of
boresight change as the instrument was oriented to various attitudes. This led
to an examination of the optical and mechanical mounting configuration. Two
problems were discovered in this area. The stiffness of the mounting platform
and optical assemblies (Beamsteerer & Image Dissector attachment brackets)
was found to be insufficient. The mechanical structures were then strengthened
to eliminate any significant mechanical motion between the transmit and receive
channels of the GBAA. In addition, it was discovered that a lens assembly in
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the beamsteerer beam-forming optics was improperly mounted and was also
contributing to a shift in the pointing angle of the transmit beam. With resolu-
tion of these boresight difficulties now in hand, the operation of the acquisition
system was considerably enhanced. The system was still not without its
operational problems. The laser now began exhibiting a nagging problem of
gas cleanup and pressure changes. It was necessary to closely monitor
operation of the laser and to perform a LN2 cooled gas cycling of the discharge
tube. This procedure was eventually adopted as standard preflight procedure
and thus insured reliable operation of the laser and acquisition system.
Having resolved the hardware problems with the acquisition system, a
new technique in tracking operation was required. The GBAA exhibited an
inherent noise level which was of the same magnitude as the required coarse
pointing accuracy, approximately ± 291 p rad (± 1 arc min). A new computer
software routine was written to provide a numerical filtering of the coarse
pointing position data. The filtering process allowed a rapid closing during
the acquisition sequence while providing a highly filtered slow response around
target null. The program also allowed an updating of the boresight offset,
(between GBAA and telescope boresight) during active tracking. The system
would now track with the required accuracy and stability but would allow the
target to be nulled and "float" slightly away from exact beacon boresight center
line. A manual joystick guidance procedure was implemented as being the
most practical solution to enhance the time of acquisition. Correction voltages
from the manually operated joystick were summed into the computer as a high
frequency response error signal, i.e., the GBAA provided a slow response
average position error signal while the joystick error signals were used as
fast response position corrections. This change in acquisition procedure
solved the remaining operational difficulties and the procedure of acquisition,
coarse tracking, and illumination of the aircraft with the ground based beacon
became a reliable, routine procedure.
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
Although the ground station acquisition procedures became somewhat
routine, the aircraft systems, designed to provide coarse tracking of the
ground station, required some degree of enchancement to provide for proper
operation. The primary system utilized in the aircraft coarse tracking system
was a modified vidicon TV tracking system as described previously in the
System Description section. During initial flights serious difficulties were
encountered in attempting satisfactory coarse track performance. This dif-
ficulty led to several changes being implemented in the system. During the
period of equipment checkout at MSFC in the Spring of 1972, it was discovered
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that the dielectric filter used in the TV camera optical system had severely
deteoriated. This deteoriation consisted of a severe shift in its optical pass-
band, and only about 10 percent of its central area was of sufficient optical
quality. This filter was replaced. Later the capability was added to allow the
experiment operator in the aircraft to remove this filter from the optical
system via a cockpit control switch. The removal of this filter allowed the
system to track on both the 514. 5-nm GBAA laser and the 488-nm beacon laser.
As with the ground station, there were also operational difficulties
which required resolution. The TV track system provides for a 5 deg x 5 deg
acquisition field. As is shown in Appendix E, this requires that the gimbal
mirror be oriented properly as the aircraft'sattitude changes during the flight
path. Initial procedures called for the gimbal mirror to be set at a prescribed
roll and pitch angle. During initial flight testing it was determined that a more
flexible mode of mirror orientation was required. A joystick control was
utilized to control the mirror position with the operator receiving pointing
angle information from the ground operators. Even this procedure did not
fully solve the long delays encountered in the coarse acquisition sequence. At
this time it was decided to allow the flight computer to scan the gimbal mirror
through an optimum search acquisition scan. This procedure enabled the
operator to set the mirror in a rough degree of orientation and the mirror
would then scan about this area until target acquisition occurred. The ability
of the system to scan over large angular areas plus the capability for the
system to track both 514. 5-nm and 488-nm lasers enhanced operation of the
system considerably. In addition, a TV monitor was installed in the operator's
cockpit to allow visual monitoring and evaluation of the operation of the coarse
TV tracking system. This procedure now allowed the sequence and operation
of acquisition and coarse track to proceed smoothly during the final series of
flights.
Aircraft Systems Performance Evaluation
This section will deal with data and degree of performance achieved
with AVLOC flights series instrumentation. Information presented here was
obtained primarily from flights numbered 9, 12, and 15. This and following
sections will present data demonstrating performance of the system primarily
from an engineering point of view.
Although no angular tracking error data were recorded from the coarse
TV tracking system, its performance deserves some treatment at this point.
The only information recorded from the coarse system was a status indicator
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signifying when the system was in coarse track lock. It should be noted that
with sufficient illumination no significant periods were found in the flight data
when the coarse acquisition did not function properly. Some of the more
significant parameters of interest concerning this system are boresight sta-
bility, tracking stability, and tracking sensitivity.
All of these parameters were found to indicate proper system function,
and performance within the design parameter values.
FINE TRACKING SYSTEM
In discussing the aircraft's fine tracking system, several thoughts
should be held in mind:
a. The performance levels required for proper system operation
b. Levels achieved in flight testing
c. Difficulties encountered during flight testing
d. Improvements made to achieve proper subsystem and system
operation
The design levels of performance for the fine tracking image dissector
tracker are described in detail in the Equipment Description section. Some of
the more pertinent parameters bear repeating at this point:
a. Sensitivity: 2 x 10-10 w/cm2
b. Tracking accuracy: 5 prad peak-to-peak
c. Tracking Bandwidth: 1000 Hz
Probably the most intensive effort of this program centered upon the
resolution of difficulties surrounding the operation of the fine tracking system,
i.e., the image dissector tracker and beamsteerer loop. The unfortunate
aspect of these problems was that all the problems associated with the fine
tracking techniques were not solved until after the flight series was terminated.
These difficulties were, however, fully resolved after the return of the flight
hardware to MSFC in the Spring of 1973.
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The following information outlines tracking performance achieved during
the flight series under various conditions. Shown in Figure 177 is the resultant
residual error being tracked by the ID. These data were taken with the beam-
steerer servo loop in operation. It should be noted that these data represent
the actual dynamic pointing error of the return transmitted laser beam. (Not
taken into account are static and dynamic boresight errors.)
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Figure 177. Beamsteerer position and received power with loop closed.
In order to appreciate the tracking environment in which the fine track-
ing was required to operate, probably the most informative data may be seen
in Figure 178. This oscillograph section shows the fine track image motion
with the beamsteerer loop turned off. The angular motion shown here consists
of contributions from atmospheric disturbance, and aircraft vibration.
To determine the dynamic closing rate characteristics of the fine track-
ing loop (image dissector and beamsteerer) a high-speed oscillograph run was
made upon the telemetry (TM) data at a point immediately after fine track
lock. The data are shown in Figure 179.
These data seem to indicate a quite acceptable degree of performance
of the fine tracking system. There were, however, several problems encoun-
tered with the fine track system, particularly with regard to the designed track
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sensitivity and scintillation induced track instability. One problem encountered
with the fine track sensitivity was due to (as in the case of the coarse TV track-
ing system) a dielectric bandpass filter. It was determined that this filter was
actually redundant in the system and also increased the attenuation of the fine
track channel of the aircraft package. It was determined, therefore, to remove
this filter entirely and thereby enhance the systems sensitivity by approximately
a factor of two.
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Figure 179. Beamsteerer loop settling characteristics. i 1 -
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Figure 178. Image dissector error with beamsteerer loop open.
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Figure 179. Beamsteerer loop settling characteristics.
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One of the most severe problems associated with the fine track system
was the scintillation induced tracking instability. An example of this instability
is shown in Figure 180.
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Figure 180. Image dissector error during period of scintillation dropout.
Although a more complete treatment of the solution of these problems
appears later, it is considered noteworthy to mention at this point how these
problems were finally solved. In short it was determined that the primary
cause of the tracking instability was due to the method in which the target
presence (TAR PRES) status signal was derived. When this design was changed
along with a redesign of the AGC preamp, the problem of scintillation induced
track instability was totally solved. It should also be noted that due to these
design changes after completion of the flight series, the threshold sensitivity
of the tracker was increased nearly an order of magnitude. Further flight
tests should demonstrate a considerably improved level of performance with
the present hardware design.
Additional data regarding the system's physical experiment conditions
are shown in the following power spectral analysis performed on the aircraft
TM data. Shown in Figure 181, is a typical PSD of the fine track error
signals. Also shown in Figure 182 is a PSD of fine track error signals but
with the beamsteerers turned off. From these two plots the relative energy
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being tracked by the beamsteerer loop can be seen. In addition, the distribu-
tion of energy contributed by both atmosphere and aircraft environment can be
seen.
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Figure 181. Image dissector error PSD with beamsteerer loop closed.
To more fully understand the aircraft environment, a treatment of the
scintillation seen by the tracking system is in order. Shown in Figure 183 is
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a PSD of the scintillation spectrum. This plot is typical of those seen through-
out the majority of flight data. A more complete treatment of scintillation
data is given in the Engineering Evaluation section. However, it is of interest
to note, from an engineering design standpoint, the relative distribution of
energy seen as scintillation by the tracking systems.
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Figure 183. Uplink scintillation PSD.
BEAMSTEERER SYSTEM
As an integral section of the aircraft's fine tracking system, the beam-
steerer servo system was a critical component receiving a considerable degree
of effort. This system, in conjunction with the ID fine tracking system, became
the subject of probably the most intensive effort of the project. This effort was
directed at providing the system with sufficient performance margin to allow
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reliable performance of the total system. Unfortunately these goals became a
rather elusive factor of the project and regrettably were not completely solved
until post flight modifications of the system were made at MSFC.
In this section will be presented the results of data obtained on the
beamsteerer system, its performance limitations, and modifications made to
the system as a result of testing performed during the flight testing and ground
operations.
The design performance goals were: (1) a tracking accuracy of 5 prad,
(2) a tracking bandwidth of 100 Hz, and (3) a boresight accuracy of 25 Arad.
Early in the program, the testing and performance of the beamsteerer loop
indicated certain efficiencies which required a concerted effort to resolve.
These problems occurred in two basic areas of operation. First, the gain
bandwidth of the servo loop appeared insufficient to fully track out the angular
disturbances which would be induced by the aircraft environment and the
atmospheric path fluctuations. Secondly, the loop was fast enough to essentially
"run away" from the fine tracker. That is, the rate at which the beamsteerers
could deflect was greater than the tracking velocity capability of the tracker.
This seemingly paradoxical condition was solved by a redesign of certain
circuitry in the beamsteerer system and by limiting the angular rate of the
beamsteerer loop during acquisition of the target. After the target was ac-
quired this rate limitation was removed and the system was allowed to operate
in a higher gain mode.
After these modifications had been implemented, the series of flight
tests were begun. Shown below are data typical of results obtained during the
flight series. The following data shows the angular tracking characteristics
observed in flight tests along with power spectral data indicating the experi-
ment environment in which the system operated. Figure 184 depicts the
operation and angular disturbances being tracked by the beamsteerer system.
Shown in Figure 185 is a typical plot of the disturbances which the
beamsteerer loop was required to track. It should be noted that for ideal
operation of the system the beamsteerer loop should be tracking all angular
disturbance inputs to the system, thereby producing a complete null at the ID
tracker outputs. A gauge of the performance of the beamsteerer loop is,
therefore, the residual error being sensed by the ID. Since by nature the
frequency response of the beamsteering system is limited, in comparison to
the image dissector tracker, the resultant residual errors observed in the
image dissector outputs will contain energy in a spectrum above the response
of the beamsteerer system. The spectra of this residual error is shown in
Figure 186.
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Figure 184. Beamsteerer position with loop closed.
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Figure 185. Image dissector error signals with beamsteerer loop open.
The foregoing data illustrate the performance of the beamsteerer track-
ing loop during conditions of reasonably good performance. It should be noted,
however, that this degree of performance was not always achieved. Limita-
tions and deficiencies of the hardware became evident. Perhaps the most dif-
ficult problem encountered with this hardware system was the instability of the
transmitted beam boresight alignment. The boresight was checked as a stand-
ard preflight procedure and invariably indicated proper operation of the equip-
ment. It was toward the end of the flight series, however, that provisions
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were included in the flight hardware to allow adjustment of boresight alignment
while in flight. During the final flight of the series, flight 15, it was demon-
strated just how significant a change occurred in boresight alignment after pre-
flight checks had been performed. It was also noted during this flight that
significant instabilities in this alignment occurred. It was also apparent that
this drift in alignment varied throughout the flight experiment time. Shown in
Figure 187 is a depiction of corrections made to the boresight alignment
during the flight time of flight number 15.
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Figure 187. Boresight correction during flight no. 15.
Upon completion of these first AVLOC flight series the aircraft system
was returned to MSFC. One of the prime goals in performing post-flight
analysis of the equipment was the determination of precisely what could be
done to better assure in the future operational performance of the beamsteerer
fine-track system. These results are presented in detail in the Flight Hard-
ware Modifications and Field Changes section, but in essence are outlined
here. Perhaps the most serious problem encountered involved the power
amplifiers which drove the beamsteerer motors. It is these amplifiers in
conjunction with their driving circuitry which were subject to drift and insta-
bility. This characteristic greatly aggravated the boresight stability problems
encountered in flight. It was also discovered that certain amplifier circuits
were frequency compensated in such a manner as to severely affect their phase
linearity characteristics which in turn led to complications arising in tracking
instability observed at low light tracking levels. The results of redesign in
this circuitry and their corresponding improvement in performance are pre-
sented in the next section.
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GIMBAL MIRROR SYSTEM
The primary objectives of the gimbal mirror system were to provide a
stable, low bandwidth, servo-controlled line of sight to the airborne communica-
tions package. Although this requirement sounds rather mundane, the stability
of this system required serious consideration. In early testing of the completed
aircraft system, a rather serious problem of resonant vibration of the mirror
system was encountered. In order to alleviate the susceptibility of the system
to vibration, in particular the gimbal mirror, several modifications were made
to its structure.
A sketch of the unmodified gimbal platform is shown in Figure 188a.
This configuration exhibits a relatively large overhung mass ( roll yoke) canti-
levered from the platform main frame and supported by a roll trunnion. Detail
static deflection measurements were made on this platform to determine which
sections were most susceptible to vibration. The results of these tests pin-
pointed two problem areas: (1) the roll trunnion and associated support bear-
ings were deflecting under load and (2) the yoke (an open channel) was twisting
on either side of its attach point to the roll trunnion. The modifications to
overcome these problems are illustrated in Figure 188b. The modified and
unmodified main frame assemblies are shown to the same scale. To minimize
deflection, the roll trunnion was increased from 1. 59 cm (0. 625 in.) diameter
to 4. 76 cm (1. 875 in.) diameter and the single bearing was replaced by a pre-
loaded pair. To reduce yoke twist, the open channel was augmented by a solid
rectangular bar 7. 62 cm (3 in.) deep by 3. 81 (1. 5 in.) thick. The main frame
was enlarged, of course, to accommodate the other modifications. A picture
of the modified platform is shown in Figure 189.
Following these modifications, the system was again subjected to vibra-
tion testing and found to perform in the expected vibration environment quite
satisfactorily. The design goals for the gimbal mirror parameters were (1)
pointing accuracy of 0. 5 deg, (2) bandwidth of 10 Hz, (3) pointing stability of
582 prad (2 arc-min), and (4) operating temperature of -400 C to 500 C, (-400F
to 120°F). The only serious problem encountered in the operational aspects of
this subsystem was the capability to open loop point the system for acquisition
as outlined in this section. This problem was quite easily overcome, however,
and the gimbal mirror system performed quite well throughout the flight series.
Shown in Figures 190 and 191 are the results of the pointing accuracy
of the gimbal mirror system. The data were taken with the beamsteerers
disabled so that any optical power received at the ground was determined by
the pointing accuracy of the gimbal mirror. It can be seen from the data that
the accuracy to which the mirror system was capable of pointing was on the
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Figure 188. Gimbal mirror platform main frame assembly.
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Figure 190. Downlink received power during gimbal mirror tracking.
One aspect of the flight tests indicates the possibilities for a considerable
degree of improvement with regard to the coarse pointing mirror subsystems.
Although in these experiments the coarse mirror performed exceedingly well,
a great deal of improvement could be realized in this area. In future system
design the capability of refined mirror pointing systems should be utilized. By
designing the capability for highly accurate pointing of such a coarse, mirror
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Figure 191. Image dissector error signals during gimbal mirror tracking.
Two areas which should receive attention are the inclusion of a high
resolution angular readout system and the potential usage of a small, stable
platform, attitude reference system. Improvements such as these could con-
siderably enhance the reliable operation of such systems and alleviate some of
the more difficult operational procedures, e.g., acquisition sequences, etc.
MEASUREMENTS RELATED TO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
VIBRATION
In planning an experiment such as the AVLOC project careful attention
must be paid to details regarding the experimental environment. In order that
such an environment does not materially affect the experimental data obtained
from this type of experiment, a great deal of effort must be expended to assure
that the experiment is successfully isolated from unwanted environmental
influences. The effects of temperature, vibration, etc., must be recognized
as being relatively severe in an aircraft as contrasted to laboratory or even
satellite experimentation.
Perhaps one of the more successful aspects of this program involves
the degree to which this system operated successfully in the aircraft environ-
ment. The effects of vibration on measurements made by the aircraft and
ground measurements, as is shown by the following data, are exceedingly small.
In those instances where vibration effects were measured, their nature and
characteristics were entirely predictable.
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The first major concern over vibration effects was its influence upon the
tracking data being taken by the aircraft fine tracking system. In order todetermine the precise effects of vibration upon the data, a test of correlation
was made between vibration measured on the experiment platform (3 axis) and
the fine tracking measurement data. These correlations were performed on
several sets of data and on many flights. In no case did this correlation become
greater than about 10 percent. The principal frequency component of this cor-
relation was measured to be 8 to 10 Hz. This effect was predicted, i.e., this
corresponds to the fundamental resonance of the experiment platform suspension
assembly. Should the aircraft tracking system be unduly affected by vibration,
one would expect a corresponding influence upon scintillation as seen by theground based receiver system. These data, too, were correlated with aircraft
vibration measurements. Virtually no correlation was measured which would
indicate ground measurements were being influenced by aircraft vibration
effects. This degree of "no-effect" is an extremely important point which
should be stressed, since vibration induced effects upon measurement could
destroy that measurement's usefulness in determining other atmospherically
induced phenomena.
Shown in Figure 192 is a typical sample of vibration measurements
made by transducers attached to the experiment platform. This array consisted
of three mutually orthogonal accelerometers aligned with the aircraft's roll,pitch and yaw axes. Shown in Figure 193 is a power spectral density plot of
this vibration.
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Figure 192. Aircraft platform vibration.
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vibration induced effects, As before, virtually no effects were noted, as seen
SI I IFigure 194. Correlation of yaw vibration and ( + E .iaY
Another measurement investigated for potential effects was the aircraft
received scintillation data. Again correlations were made between the uplink
received scintillation data and all three axes of vibration, for any potential
covibreation induced effects, As before, virtually no effecmnts wereof the grou d sysnted, as seen
in Figures can be seen from the following plots, (Figs. 197 and 198) these cor-




Figure 196. Correlation of yaw vibration and log scintillation
Figure 197. Correlation of pitch vibration and downlink scintillation.
The temperature control of the aircraft was originally assessed as a
original design reuirements called for this system to maintain a temperature
trol system, this performance was never fully achieved. This lack of reliable
These two problems arose in the area of boresight stability and modu-
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Figure 197. Correlation of pitch vibration and downlink scintillation.
he te erat re control of the ircraft as ri i ll  ss ss  as a
relatively cut and dried problem. This, however, was not the case. The
original design requirements called for this system to maintain a te perature
of 25 0 C ± 90. Due to many problems associated with the aircraft's thermal con-
trol syste , this perfor ance as never fully achieved. his lack of reliable
temperature control led to two major areas of difficulty which the system was
not designed to handle.
s  t  r l s r s  in t  r  f r si t st ilit  a  -
lator performance. Numerous other small problems arose which were attributed
to lack of temperature control but none were quite as serious as these two.
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Figure 198. Correlation of pitch vibration and ground station tracker error.
Many efforts were made in an attempt to balance the temperature dis-
tribution between the AOCP and the remote equipment cannister. Although a
considerable improvement was made in the final few flights of the series, a
completely normal temperature profile was never fully achieved. During some
of the early flights, temperatures would be measured as low as -18° C in the
communications package. Shown in Figure 199 is a typical temperature profile.
BORESIGHT STABILITY
As previously mentioned, the stability of the boresight requirements of
the received and transmitted line of sight is of paramount importance to any
cooperative tracking laser communications system. It is perhaps 
one of the
key elements of performance which must be most accurately accomplished 
for
successful system operation.
The required accuracy for such boresight is primarily determined by
the divergence of the optical beam which one is transmitting, i.e., the error
in boresight must be much less than the transmitted beam divergence. In the
case of this experiment, the transmitted aircraft beam was to be varied be-
tween divergence angles of 35 prad. and 1 mrad. It was determined through
various tests that the boresight stability was being affected and was not being
as accurately controlled as required for these divergence ranges.
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Figure 199. Flight equipment temperature profile.
Although many anomalies were noted in the boresight stability throughout
the flight series and traced to a number of hardware problems, perhaps the
most important information derived from these tests is the imperative need for
onboard active boresight correction.
It becomes virtually impossible to construct an electro-optical system
which is required to operate in a semiopen loop configuration, such as the
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AVLOC system, which will retain its alignment while operating in an environ-
ment such as the aircraft. It, therefore, becomes essential that the capability
for active boresight correction be included in the design of any future systems
such as this. Whether the system is self-aligning or remotely controlled is not
of particular importance, the key point is that this capability be inherent in the
system design.
A number of factors, which may not be totally obvious, have significant
effect upon the boresight drift of such a system, to the extent that they may
render a system totally inoperative. These are: (1) thermomechanical drift of
the optical package, (2) dc drift of the beamsteering drive electronics, (3) de
drift of the tracking sensor electronics, and optical LOS deviations induced by
the modulator optical system and pointing instability inherent in the laser.
All of these disturbances must be compensated for and this implies the need
for onboard, active boresight control.
COMMUNICATIONS COMPONENTS
Laser
The laser chosen for this experiment was selected on the basis of its
availability and its ruggedness. As the series of flights continued it was shown
that this unit performed quite admirably for its time in use. Although the unit
and its power supply were not initially designed for flight ruggedized operation
few problems were encountered with the laser until the final few flights. The
problem encountered was the inability of the laser's power supply to ignite the
discharge tube. The reasons for this problem were: (1) the laser had accumu-
lated many hours of operating time, and this long operation time had gradually
increased the initial ionization potential of the tube which in turn required a
higher starting voltage from the power supply; and (2) the inverters which
supplied the 110-V, 60-Hz power to the system were operating at the low end
of their output capability. The laser power supply was not capable of, or
designed to provide for operation with these two limit case requirements, i.e.,
low input voltage and high output starting potential.
The solution of this problem required replacement of the marginal laser
head, i.e., a new tube with lower starting potential, and testing of the available
power supplies on hand. The power supply which would reliably start at the
lowest input voltage level was installed in the system and no further problems
with the laser were encountered.
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Modulator
The modulator used in the system performed, in general, quite well.
No serious problems in its alignment stability were noted. The design tech-
nique of using an external variable polarization analyzer (in this case a Soleil-
Babinet compensator) is somewhat in question. It was determined during
field testing that the index of modulation, nominally 0. 70, would occasionally
drop to approximately 0. 5 to 0. 6. The modulation index performance could be
regained by adjustment of the compensator but was still subject to drift.
Probably the most perplexing problem discovered in testing was that some-
times, from one day to the next, 180 deg phase inversion of the optical modula-
tion signal was measured at the receiver. Although no entirely satisfactory
explanation of this phenomena has been given it is felt that this problem also
lies in the area of the external compensation optics.
Beam Profile
As is the case with any precision optical system, an extreme amount
of care and precision is required in the design and fabrication of every optical
component in the optical system. Any mirror surface or lens element can
have a disastrous effect upon the total system performance. In the case of
this system, several design changes and remanufacture of certain elements
were required. Although a great deal of effort was expended upon the optical
system there were still deficiencies in the portion of the transmit optics. The
overall performance of the optical system, considering the relatively low
expense of the components, could be considered only somewhat better than
marginal. The most profound effect of transmit beam degradation can be ob-
served in the following far field pattern photograph, Figure 200. It was noted
in ground scintillation measurements, that a very rapid and seemingly un-
explainable degree of scintillation depth was observed. It is rather obvious
from Figure 201 that were a receiver to be sampling the energy at various
points on the edges of this energy distribution an extremely deep and unusual
scintillation pattern would be observed.
Shown in Figure 202 are the scintillation data obtained from flight no.
15. In this case the boresight was corrected to place the central area of the
transmitted energy over the ground station. It can be seen from the data that
the deep fades prominent at the edge of the far field pattern were not observed.
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Figure 201. Ground receiver scintillation.
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Figure 202. Ground station received power.
Ground Station Data
In evaluating the data collected by the ground station instrumentation
during the AVLOC test series, two categories of information become of
interest: (1) data which lends itself to rigorous statistical analysis for com-
parison with atmospheric propagation theory, and (2) data which are of engi-
neering significance to verify and evaluate the design performance of the
various acquisition, tracking, communication, and control systems.
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Due to difficulties in achieving an acceptable degree of performance by
the aircraft system, i.e., periods of sustained fine track lock-on and an ac-
curately boresighted downlink transmitted beam, no significant quantities of
downlink scintillation data were collected. This is due primarily to the fact
that received power levels at the ground terminal were below the required
ranges for adequate commLnication channel performance. This power level was
too low to allow the scintillation channel electronics to operate in a region of
linear signal range. Therefore, a lengthly statistical analysis of the data are
not of great benefit and are not presented here.
ACQUISITION AND TRACKING
Fundamental to all discussion of tracking and acquisition techniques
and performance is consideration of the 61-cm (24-in.) telescope, mount and
computer control system. A brief outline will be presented here to acquaint
the reader with the overall problem of acquiring the target aircraft, tracking
the target with the GBAA coarse acquisition and tracking system, and finally
tracking the target with the fine tracking system of the ground transceiver.
This overview is presented here to help the reader more fully understand the
relationship between the performance levels, i.e., tracking accuracies, band-
widths, etc., of the various subsystem elements and the overall system per-
formance.
The first point of interest is the overall software control system block
diagram, Figure 203. From this the various program blocks required to
point, control, and sense data from the various tracking system inputs can be
seen.
Shown in Figures 204 and 205 is the servo software routine to provide
for filtering and bandwidth accommodations of the coarse and fine tracking
systems.
It will be noted from these diagrams that the system has to provide for
2 significantly different tracking bandwidths. This is required to accommodate
the GBAA 16 samples/sec data rate and also the 100 samples/sec obtained from
the fine tracking system. In addition the routine for processing data from the
GBAA was implemented to provide additional filtering and averaging of the
position error data to achieve the required 0. 873-mrad (34-min) overall system
pointing accuracy.
Figures 206 and 207 show two additional programs which were required
for the overall system. The first is an acquisition window program which
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Figure 204. Computer servo control block diagram.
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Figure 205. Computer servo control flow chart.
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e is the azimuth of the dome measured clockwise from North. N
S= 4 - 180' D is the polar axis encoder reading. 000
6 = 1800 - A, A is the dedination axis
senoder reading.
0 = 34.667 degrees,
r = 1.33 meters
W E
KD = 15.25 cm. 27"o
Kxe = 0.889 meters
Kze = 68.6 cm.
R = 3.81 meters
Figure 207. Dome control equations.
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would position the ground telescope to one of several predetermined acquisi-
tion windows in the circular flight path. The second is a derivation of the
equations required to automatically position the dome over the telescope's
line of sight. The problem of dome control turned out to be an extremely
complicated exercise to solve adequately. The situation was compounded by
the offset geometry of the telescope installation, the necessity for maintaining
an adequate viewing angle of the GBAA, and other complications. The solution
of the dome control equations required, in final form, approximately half of
the available computer memory storage. This is to say that the dome control
program required as much programming as the rest of the control and display
software combined.
A general discussion of the GBAA tracking system has been presented
earlier so a lengthly discussion of its characteristics need not be presented
here. Some of the designed system parameters are
(1) a tracking accuracy of ± 0.436 mrad (± 1.5 Amin),
(2) a required tracking sensitivity of 24 7. 62-cm diameter
retroreflectors at a range of 18 km,
(3) an angular position data rate of 16 samples/sec, and
(4) an angular position range of ± 5 deg.
The significant points of discussion in evaluation of the GBAA's performance
deal with the observed sensitivity and tracking accuracy. Early in the program
some difficulties were encountered with the pulsed laser used in the GBAA.
This problem was soon solved and the system worked quite reliably. The
pointing position data from the GBAA to the control computer did, however,
require a limited degree of numerical filtering in order to achieve the desired
tracldng accuracy.
Figure 208 shows the typical tracking signal obtained from the GBAA
while undergoing field tests during a helicopter tracking experiment. The
target range during this test was approximately 5 km.
Shown in Figure 209 is the signal obtained while tracking the WB-57F
aircraft at an altitude of 18.3 km (60 000 ft). The data were taken early in the
program and are somewhat degraded from the desired accuracy.
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Figure 208. GBAA error signals during helicopter test.
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Figure 209. GBAA error signals tracking WB-57 aircraft.
Figure 210 shows the same type of data taken during a later flight.
Prior to taking the data some rework of the GBAA logic circutry had occurred
and the tracking accuracy of the system had improved noticeably. Although no
recorded data was taken to illustrate the tracking sensitivity of the GBAA, it
was an unqualified success at tracking extremely low return signal levels.
Even during periods of aircraft maneuvering which obscured certain corner
reflector arrays, the system tracked the aircraft with little or no loss of
track information. In general the system performed much more reliably and
to a greater degree of sensitivity than had been expected.
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Figure 210. GBAA error signals tracking WB-57 aircraft, modified system.
The data taken with regard to the fine tracking system actually addresses
two systems: (1) the transceiver fine tracking system, and (2) the telescope-
computer closed loop. The pertinent parameters of the fine tracking system
are: (1) a tracking range of 1 0. 436 mrad (+ 1. 5 are min), (2) a tracking
accuracy of ± 5 prad (± 1 are sec), (3) a tracking bandwidth of 100 Hz, and (4)
a sensitivity of 10 - 9 watts received. All data taken during all the flight series
indicate that the complete fine tracking loop performed precisely as designed.
The sensitivity of the system was shown to be more than adequate. As will be
shown in a later section on 632. 8-nm corner reflector tracking, a modification,
during a flight test, allowed for approximately an order of magnitude increase
in tracking sensitivity and allowed for experiments to be performed which had
not been previously planned. One consideration which should be kept in mind,
as the reader reviews the tracking data presented here, is the range of track-
ing velocities encountered during a typical circular path over the ground station.
The typical velocities seen at the acquisition points were in the range of 0. 5
deg/sec.
The control system was programmed such that closing tracking velocities
were controlled and limited (during the coarse acquisition and tracking se-
quence) to stay within the dynamic tracking limitations of the tracking sensors.
The maximum tracking velocities reached during a complete circle registered
quite high values. As the target approached the polar region of the circular
flight path, velocities reached values of 3.deg/sec to 5 deg/sec. The data
presented in the following figures depict the tracking accuracy achieved by the
pointing system of the main telescope. The tracking errors in a region of
constant velocity, even at high velocities were on the order of 10 prad. To
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reiterate, the data were actual telescope pointing and following errors. The
accuracy with which the fine tracking system was tracking the target and
directing the transmitter beacon was significantly better than this value. Re-
sidual pointing errors were not recorded, but were observed on monitoring
equipment and found to be significantly less than 5 prad in all instances. The
largest following errors observed in the telescope's tracking accuracy were
during acceleration and deceleration at the high velocity regions around the
polar area of the circular flight path (this is characteristic of equatorial tele-
scope mounts tracking targets which traverse paths which approach a line of
sight path near parallelism with an axis of rotation.)
The following data illustrate the accuracy with which the system per-
formed. Shown in Figure 211 is a plat of typical polar and declination velocities
seen during a circular flight path. On some occasions the polar velocity was
observed at values somewhat larger than shown here, but these values are
more typical of a controlled flight path. The data in Figure 212 were taken
during field testing and verification of tracking system performance. The data
were taken while tracking a helicopter moving at a constant velocity of approx-
imately 3.5 deg/sec.
Figure 213 is representative of the tracking performance typically
achieved during periods of fine track lock-on by the aircraft. At no time was
the accuracy of this system even considered to be of marginal performance.
The accuracy and dynamic range of the ground fine tracking system met all
expected and design parameters and in some conditions (periods of high velocity
tracking) actually exceeded the anticipated degree of accuracy.
BORESIGHT
The whole category of ground station transmitter beam control, inten-
sity and profile was subject to one of the most intensive investigations of the
project. The photometry of the transmitted beacon intensity has been treated
elsewhere in this report and will not be reiterated here except to restate that
at divergence angles of less than the full 0. 873-mrad (3-arc min) FOV, the
beacon intensity was entirely adequate for reliable tracking by the aircraft
terminal.
Also to be considered is the necessity to maintain boresight of the fine
track LOS and the transmitted beacon. Since the beam divergence is varied
during a flight experiment it also is necessary that no variation exist in this
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Figure 211. Polar and declination velocity versus azimuth angle.
During initial verification tests of the ground station system, a series
of experiments were performed over an 8-km (5-mi) test range at MSFC. A
632. 8-nm He-Ne laser source was used to provide a fine tracking target and the
return beacon energy (488 nm) was observed at the remote test site. During
these experiments, a test was devised to measure the boresight error at the
fine track channel in the ground station transceiver. By using this technique
the system could be adjusted for minimum boresight error at the ground station.
This procedure was thoroughly verified through the series of tests over the
test range. The tests for boresight accuracy were incorporated into the
standard preflight procedures to assure an accurate boresight alignment was
maintained over the full range of divergence angles. Also, during any par-
ticular flight, this measurement was rechecked and alignment of the boresight





Figure 212. Fine track signals during helicopter test.
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Figure 213. Fine track signals during WB-57 flight.
During long periods of operation, it was noted that drift would occur in
the transmitter boresight alignment. This drift was attributed to two major
causes. First was the long term thermal drift of the laser. This phenomenon
was noted early in the program, and was partially solved by utilizing a con-
trolled, constant temperature cooling system for the laser plasma tube.
Although this greatly reduced the thermal angular drift of the laser output beam,
a small amount of drift was still apparent.
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Secondly, and of more significance, was drift of the optical modulator.
This effect was manifest in two areas, angular drift and modulation index
variation. The problems associated with the modulator will be discussed more
fully later, but the significant point of relevance here is that of angular devia-
tion and drift. Due to the power levels which were used (approximately 250
mW (it was determined that absorption and heating losses in the modulator
were contributing to distortion and misalignment of the optical materials in
the modulator. This in turn led to a deviation of the transmitted beam and
variation in modulation index.
By careful monitoring of the system it was, however, possible to main-
tain an overall accurate boresight alignment of the system. Guidance of this
accuracy can be seen in Figure 214. This figure shows the power received at
the aircraft erminal, as the ground'station 488-nm beacon divergence is varied
from an angle of 0. 436 mrad to a minimum angle of 20 prad. It will be noted
that a dropout of signal occurred in the range of 20 /Arad divergence. This
indicates a boresight accuracy of approximately 10 Mrad.
Perhaps the most significant result of the problems encountered with
maintaining this accurate alignment, is the obvious need for remote monitoring
and alignment of the transmitter/receiver channels. Preferably this function
would be implemented in an automatic system. Until the quality of lasers and
modulators reach a sufficient degree of stability, the need for this alignment
monitoring and adjustment capability will be inherent in any system of this type.
BEAM PROFILE
One of the most curious, and as yet not fully understood, phenomena
associated with the transmitter is that of the energy profile of the transmitted
beam. This distribution would ideally have followed the classical Gaussian
distribution for a laser beam. This, however, was not the case. It was noted,
during all attempts to measure this pattern, that the energy received, at a
distant receiver, did not follow the divergence square relationship. That is,
with a beam divergence of 145 prad the energy was not four times as great as
at a divergence angle of 290 prad. This effect may have had several causes.
It is generally felt, however, that the energy distribution, instead of being
Gaussian, had a somewhat peaked distribution allowing a greater than normal
fraction of the energy in the central portion of the beam. Measurements were
made over long path ranges of different distances, and all measurements dis-
closed the same effect. Due to the extreme complexity of the optical system
used to control the beam divergence of the transmitter, a significant portion
of this effect may be attributed to wavefront deformations introduced by this
system. Again, however, this phenomenon is still not fully understood at this
time.
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Figure 214. AOCP received beacon power.
An additional point of note concerns the means by which one transmits
a diverging beam through a Cassegrain telescope configuration to a target with-
in the near field diffraction distance of the telescope. It was originally intended
to fully fill the telescope aperture with the transmitter beam. During field
testing, however, it was discovered that this technique simply will not work.
As the transmitted beam diverges, the obscuration produced by the telescope
secondary mirror forms a shadowed area which grows as the beam is diverged.
This shadow completely voids the receiver terminal of energy. It is necessary,
therefore, to offset the transmitted beacon and reduce its diameter to allow it
to pass through the telescope unobstructed. This geometry is shown in Figure
215.
Figure 215. Beacon exit location in ground station telescope.
UPLINK COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The function of the communication hardware at the ground terminal
was to provide an information channel to the airborne experiment equipment
to: (1) provide command data to the AOCP for control of various optical
parameters and data channel switching, and (2) provide course deviation in-
formation to the pilot to maintain a more accurately referenced circular flight
path.
After the acquisition and fine track modes of both aircraft and ground
systems had been accomplished, the ground to air communication link was
exercised and found to work extremely well.
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As previously described, the ground-to-aircraft channel was based on
utilization of 488-nm laser with a 10. 7-MHz modulation carrier. This carrier
was then, in turn, frequency modulated with various audio subcarriers to
provide for command and PDI data.
During the final series of flights when the aircraft system could
establish sustained periods of fine track lock-on, the command channel was
quite extensively exercised.
All of the command functions were tested and found to function quite
reliably. During the final flights quite long periods of sustained fine track
were achieved. This allowed the use of the orbital track PDI to be evaluated.
This system was used by the pilot and was found to function quite well. The
basic concept of total dependence on this indicator to maintain an accurate
circular path is somewhat questionable though, due to the problem of wind
drift and the time at which correction must be applied for a proper flight path.
The computation, transmission, and display of orbital deviation to the aircraft
did, however, function quite well.
Perhaps the most serious problem encountered with the ground station
communication link was drift of the modulator. This problem with the modu-
lator became more evident when the index of modulation was monitored over
an extended period of time. A monitoring device was implemented to allow a
remote measurement of modulation index. This measurement was monitored
during the duration of an aircraft flight. If the performance of the modulator
was found to be degrading significantly, an operator would then readjust the
alignment of the modulation channel. It was noted that a severe degradation
in modulation index was also accompanied by a corresponding transmitter
boresight misalignment. Typical values for the modulation depth ranged from
approximately 35 percent to approximately 90 percent. For most of the ex-
periment time this value was in the range of 70 to 80 percent. When the
modulation depth had degraded to 35 to 40 percent a need for readjustment
was indicated, and adjustment of the system usually returned the performance
to its nominal values.
Resolution of the problems encountered with the modulator will require
considerably more work in the field of electrooptic modulator technology before
a great deal of confidence can be placed in their reliable operation. Changes
in alignment and index changes of the materials need to be much more carefully
controlled before a hands-off reliable system can be assured. If this cannot
be overcome, a system of monitoring and automatic control will be required.
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Observations of 632.8 nm Auxillary Tracking
In the process of establishing procedures for insuring the boresight
alignment of the coarse and fine tracking systems, an auxiliary 632. 8 nm laser
was attached to the 6 1-cm telescope. This laser was then boresighted to the
main telescope and used as a source to illuminate a carrier reflector array at
a remote location. The alignment tests for boresight involved tracking the
retroreflector array with the coarse acquisition system (514. 5 nm) and simul-
taneously tracking the array with the fine tracking system at 632. 8 nm. The
angular difference measured as boresight error between the two systems was
then programmed into the control computer to establish a fixed boresight
offset to insure a coaligned tracking configuration while tracking the aircraft.
This procedure was performed prior to all flights to insure correct boresight
of the coarse and fine tracking systems.
Although the auxillary 632. 8 nm laser was not originally intended for
use during the flights, it was later decided to attempt tracking the aircraft
corner reflectors by illuminating the aircraft with the auxiliary laser and track-
ing the return energy with the 61-cm telescope and fine tracking system. The
laser was used without any additional beam-forming optics and transmitted a
nominal 2-mrad beam. The transmitted power was approximately 5 mW.
Although this experiment was attempted more or less out of curiousity, it
produced somewhat surprising results. By removing one of the attenuation
filters in the fine tracking channel of the ground transceiver, a sufficient level
of return energy was available for tracking. Thus, the laser on the telescope
(632.8 nm) could be energized and the aircraft tracked by the ground transceiver
fine tracking system. This procedure was utilized several times during the
final series of flights. Although a reasonable margin of return signal was
available by this technique it could not be used reliably for any extended period
of time. Due to the small spatial resolution of the fine tracking system, the
fine tracker would effectively jump from one corner reflector array to another.
.This condition would eventually degenerate to a low frequency oscillation of the
tracking system in jumping from array to array of the aircraft corner reflectors.
An extremely important result was concluded from this exercise. That
was to validate the accuracy to which the fine tracking system, control com-
puter, and telescope drive could track the aircraft target throughout its circular
flight path. At the time of the first attempt of tracking the aircraft corner
reflectors with the fine tracking system, no period of sustained fine track of
the aircraft had yet been achieved. By the successful results obtained during
this auxiliary experiment, the validity of the complete fine tracking loop was
thus thoroughly proven. Shown in Figure 216 is a period of fine track using
the auxilliary ground 632. 8-nm transmitter and fine track system.
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Figure 216. Fine track signals using strap-on 632. 8-nm source.
FLIGHT HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS AND FIELD CHANGES
Field Changes at Ellington AFB
As a result of operational problems, several hardware changes were
made in the field during the course of the flight program. More details on
these changes are given in this section. These field changes are summarized
in Table 49, including the reason for making a particular change. Basically,
all the changes involved three areas: 1) the coarse acquisition problem; 2)
the fine track problem; and 3), the temperature control problem.
The coarse acquisition problem involved the failure of the gimbal
platform/coarse TV tracker to acquire the ground beacon during the first three
flights. It was to solve this problem that the first four changes listed in Table
49 were made. By removing the He-Ne shutter, thereby allowing the red beam
to be transmitted continuously, the ground station could determine if the gimbal
platform was properly pointed for a significant part of the time. Probably the
most important of these changes was the incorporation of the gimbal scan search
routine in the software. The basic coarse TV tracker field of view is approxi-
mately 5 deg square. The scan routine effectively increased this to 11 deg
square as shown in Figure 217. For simplicity, the search is assumed to
start at (0, ) = (0, 0), whereas in practice it would normally start at or close
to (54 deg, -2 deg), depending on how well the pilot is holding the nominal 34-
deg zenith circle and 20-deg bank angle. The starting coordinates are always
given to the operator by the ground station crew.
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TABLE 49. SUMMARY OF AVLOC FIELD CHANGES
Description of Change Reason for Making Change
1. Remove shutter from He-Ne So that the red beam might be seen
laser in aircraft. on the ground even without fine track
at the aircraft.
2. Install cockpit control for So that for night operation, the
removal/insertion of TV filter. coarse TV might track on both the
green and blue lasers.
3. Install cockpit monitor and So the operator could optimize the
controls for. coarse TV tracker. TV sensitivity against a particular
background and report on what the
TV was actually viewing.
4. Incorporate a search routine To effectively "increase" the TV
for gimbal platform in computer acquisition range from 5 deg x 5 deg
software. to 11 x 11 deg.
5. Restrict size of cold-air duct To increase the heat available to the
in ECS by 60 percent. AVLOC equipment and better balance
the AOCP and canister temperature.
6. Change software program to To increase the received power at
reduce initial He-Ne beam the ground station.
divergence from 1. 06 mrad to
0. 84 mrad.
7. Install heater in AOCP enclo- To raise AOCP temperature and
sure. help balance the AOCP-canister
temperature.
8. Install cockpit control for To determine if the beamsteerer
disabling beams teerers. loop was causing fine track problem.
9. Install cockpit display for To determine if it was the "scintilla-
switching out "scintillation tion hold" relay within the beam-
hold" feature. steerer loop that was causing the
fine track problem.
10. Relocate AOCP temperature To determine the operating temper-
telemetry sensor from overall ature of the modulator compartment
enclosure to inside the modula- so that the boresight and modulator
tor compartment. adjustments could be done at this
temperature.
11. Install remote boresight To allow the operator to statically
controls in cockpit. align the transmit/receiver beams,
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Figure 217. Gimbal search scan.
The search pattern is generated by stepping the pointing direction in 3-
deg steps as shown in Figure 217. The gimbals come to a complete stop after
each step, which allows the vidicon tube to integrate any received image for
sufficient time to trigger its target-presence generator.
Changes 5, 7 and 10 of Table 49 relate to the overall temperature con-
trol problem.
Actually, the term problem could be misleading, since the ECS system
met its minimum performance requirements. This system was designed to
maintain the temperatures of both the AOCP and the canister at between 60°F
and 90°F under a normal mission flight profile. A normal flight profile involves
rapid ascent to maximum altitude and operation there throughout the mission
until time for descent. The temperature requirements were met for this profile.
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However, although the ECS system satisfied its performance specifica-
tions, it was less than satisfactory in three major respects: 1) the ECS system
had marginal heat capacity, 2) the heat capacity was highly dependent on engine
thrust setting, and 3) there was an inherent imbalance between the AOCP and
the canister, with the canister running 20-25OF hotter.
The heat capacity of the system was such that, with the heat valve fully
open and the engine thrust at a maximum, the AOCP temperature at maximum
altitude never ran greater than 65-70° F. This means that any time altitude was
reduced, which was a frequent requirement in order to increase the received
beacon power level, the AOCP temperature would quickly drop below th 60F
design specification because of the lower engine setting.
The temperature imbalance between the AOCP and the canister was
caused simply by the fact the canister dissipated more heat (1000 watts vs 160
watts). Eventually, electric heaters were added to the AOCP enclosure to
increase its heat generation. A better solution, had there been time and money,
would have been to redo the ECS duct work so as to place the canister and
AOCP in series, with the AOCP making use of the heat from the canister.
Changes 6 and 11 of Table 49, and 10 to a certain extent, are related to
the problem of maintaining two-way lock and downlink reception. The received
He-Ne power at the ground station throughout the flight program never rose
above the marginal level. This power was determined by the beam divergence,
the boresight alignment, and the modulator alignment, which affected both bore-
sight and modulation index (TM reception was dependent on good modulation,
whereas two-way lock was dependent only on received power). Thus, the first
change, a quite simple one, was to reduce the initial beam divergence from
1. 06 mrad to 0. 84 mrad (one step). This helped but did not solve the basic
problem, that the transmit/receive paths were consistently misaligned during
flight operations. Since the boresight was believed to be temperature dependent,
the next step was to install a temperature sensor in the sealed modulator-laser
compartment in order to measure the actual operating temperature there. The
modulation index and boresight adjustment could then be set up on the ground
at this operating temperature. The results showed that in flight the laser com-
partment remained at 65-700 F even when the AOCP temperature was much
lower. This was because of the heat generated inside the sealed compartment.
Unfortunately, although it might have helped some, this approach did
not solve the boresight problem (and with a boresight problem, the modulation
index cannot be effectively measured). The next step was to install remote
boresight controls in the cockpit. This system, which was tested only on the
last flight, proved to be very successful. However, it was not possible to set
the modulation index on the ground at the proper temperature. Therefore,
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even for the last flight, when all the problems were believed to have been
solved, TM reception on the ground was bad; and indeed it is not known for
sure even yet that the modulation-index problem was completely solved.
Changes 8 and 9 of Table 49 were related to the fine track problem.
This problem manifested itself as a tendency of the system to jump into and out
of fine track more or less continuously. The beamsteerer loop was suspected
to be the cause all along. By installing cockpit controls that allowed the beam-
steerers to be disabled by the operator in flight, it was proved conclusively that
this was the case. The next step was to determine which part of the beam-
steerer loop was the difficulty. The scintillation-hold relay was suspected.
Therefore, a cockpit switch was installed which allowed the operator to disable
this relay in flight. The test results, however, proved inclusive. The fine
track problem is discussed in detail in the following subsection of this report.
Laboratory Test and Modification of Airborne Fine Track System
At the conclusion of the WB-57F flight program, the AOCP fine track
system was still beset with continuing failure to track reliably, despite many
repeated efforts at patching up the system. The problem was an inability to
get the AOCP to lock-on and track the upcoming beacon from the ground station
with the AOCP beamsteerer control loop active. A reasonable amount of
tracking could be accomplished with the beamsteerer loop off and only the
gimbal mirror active, but this did not produce sufficient accuracy. Since the
aircraft was no longer available for use, it was decided to bring the equipment
back to MSFC and try to analyze the problem.
After considerable discussion, the following items were outlined as
control problem areas that required investigation and possible modification to
effect satisfactory operation:
1. Tracking rate - what is the limiting caused by?
2. Size of spot on the ID from GCE - how does this compare with
the beacon laser projected from the GS?
3. What is the amplitude of movement of the aperture of the ID
during track mode?
4. Measure the saturation voltages of Ey, Ez, By, Bz, in the
beamsteerer amplifiers.
5. Verify the time constants involved in acquisition and the
transient conditions during switchover to track mode.
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6. Investigate noise levels for improving S/N ratio.
7. Investigate the approximately 200-Hz scintillation induced
phenomenon.
After the equipment was returned and put in operation it was checked
to see if operation remained as it was when installed in the aircraft. This was
confirmed to be the case although a number of extraneous problems were
encountered in doing so. One particular problem that appeared was in the
gimbal mirror drive system which would fail to track under certain circum-
stances. It was decided that because of time limitations the AOCP fine track'
problem should be worked on first, so the gimbal mirror problem was deferred.
The AOCP was set up to track between the Madkin Mt. GS and Astrionics
Lab and certain problems were observed. The beamsteerer tracking system
again would not consistently lock on the ground station. In order to try and
understand what was occurring a set of recordings were made of the ID output
with the system in track and with the beamsteerers off. These recordings
indicated signals having excursions of approximately 68 prad peak to peak and
frequencies approaching 200 Hz. It was known that angular scintillations at
frequencies much above 20 Hz should be much less than those observed. This
suggested that the automatic gain control on the ID must be failing to remove
the amplitude variations in the signal which causes them to be interpreted as
angular scintillations. Because of this, an analysis of the ITT 32-kHz video
amplifier was begun.
It was observed during operation of the AOCP that the output of the 32-
kHz video amplifier was very noisy and had significant amplitude variations
in the output. This was true even though the input signal was as much as 20
mV at the time. An analysis of this amplifier and some of the findings are
given in the next paragraph. In addition, a replacement amplifier is shown
with some of the salient features described.
Figure 218 is a schematic of the original 32-kHz video amplifier. The
operational amplifier in the forward path ()A 739) is a low noise wide band-
width amplifier selected to keep the phase shift at 32 kHz near zero. The two
operational amplifiers (MA 747) are used in conjunction with the 2N5245 FET's
to produce a wide bandwidth AGC. Additional AGC is used in the first ampli-
fier stage via the 2N3910 transistor and the 2N5245 FET.
During analysis of this amplifier it was discovered that there was about
60 deg of phase lag at 32 kHz. Bench tests determined that the lag was occur-
ring in the second and third operational amplifiers. The cause was traced to
the 0. 01 pf capacitors between pins 11 and 12 and pins 2 and 3 of these ampli-
fiers. These capacitors were removed and the amplifier seemed to operate
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normally; however, the amplifier is excessively complicated and the frequency
response was not high enough to be capable of removing the signal amplitude
variations, therefore, another amplifier was breadboarded and used. Figure
219 is a schematic diagram of this amplifier. As can be seen by comparison
with the original amplifier, this is a simpler scheme having only two AGC
stages driven by a single AGC amplifier. The phase shift through this amplifier
at 32 kHz is negligible and the AGC will respond to changes of 40 dB up to
frequencies of 1 kHz. When tracking the Madkin Mountain laser the system
has performed well, essentially eliminating the signal fades and reducing the
observed angular scintillation as well.
One of the major weaknesses of the original AOCP tracking system was
the tracking rate limitation of the ID sensor. Tests run on the AOCP system
using the GCE revealed that target rates greater than 3 deg/sec would cause the
ID to lose the target. Thus, even for small scintillations the signal was often
lost. This caused the insertion of a number of components in the beamsteerer
loop to reduce the rate of the beamsteerer during acquisition. (This is explained
in another paragraph).
The cause of this problem is understood by an examination of the cir-
cuitry on schematics, Figures 220 and 221, which are drawings of the deflec-
tion loops of the ID. The left hand side of the drawing is the demodulator and
integrator. The gain of this circuit is low because of the long time constant
associated with the integrator, (e.g.,
R 3 x C + C = 2 x 103 x 160 x 10
- 6 = 0.32 seconds). This charging time
C5 + C6
constant determines the maximum rate the signal can follow the target. By
reducing the size of the capacitors C5 and C6 and adding some additional gain
in the (p A 741) operational amplifier on the output the demodulator gain was
raised sufficiently to bring the tracking rate up to about 50 deg/sec. This
greatly improved the ability of the system to track without loss of target with
the beamsteerers off and in addition made the response of the ID tracker com-
parable to the beamsteerer. In addition, this allowed the beamsteerer elec-
tronics to be modified to eliminate the rate limiting circuitry and thus greatly
simplify these electronics. The modified demodulator circuitry is shown on
the modified schematics Figures 222 and 223.
The beamsteerer electronics are shown in Figures 224 and 225. A num-
ber of modifications were made to this electronics to improve operation.
One place that seemed to cause problems was the input amplifier sec-
tion. The original system had a gain of about 268 in the two u A 747 (Al-a &
Al-b) operational amplifiers. This was followed by an attenuation network
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Figure 225. Beamsteerer Z control.
steerer power amplifier. This gain of 268 allowed a signal of 70 mV or
greater to saturate the second stage (Al-b). This amplitude represents an
error of only 63 Arad in the incoming target beam. Therefore, large scintil-
lations, acquisition and numerous other distrubances caused the amplifier to
saturate and create significant distortion.
The reason for this type design arose because of the necessity of rate
limiting the beamsteerers to keep the ID from losing the target because of
inability to track at rates above about 3 deg/sec. After this was changed as
described in a previous paragraph so that rates of up to 40 to 50 deg/sec
could be tracked, the necessity of rate limiting was obviated. Therefore, this
circuit was changed to remove this anomaly, by reducing the input gain to
unity, and also to eliminate the attenuating networks. This also eliminated the
need for relay 2 which simplifies the electronics significantly. Some additional
modifications to the amplifier OP-05 were made to reduce the lag there. All
these modifications are shown on the enclosed drawings (Figs. 226 and 227).
One additional.modification was required in the beamsteerer control.
Throughout the program there have been problems with the commercial power
amplifiers (PA 201 by Analog Devices of Norwood, Mass.) used and for any
future flights these should be replaced. To make these work more satisfac-
torily in the present system it was required that the two be run from separate
power supplies. There appears to be sufficient cross-coupling between the
two amplifiers to cause stability problems in the present configuration.
Throughout the AVLOC program there have been questions on the
quality of the AOCP optics, especially with respect to the capability to produce
a focused spot sufficiently small on the photocathode of the ID (The aperture
in the ID is about 0. 004 in., therefore, the target image should be at least
this small). Early in the program, when the AOCP was first brought to MSFC
and tested, it was discovered that the telescope optics on the input were not of
sufficient quality to produce the required target diameter and a new telescope
was ordered and installed. Because of this background, the optics were
checked and focused as well as possible.
Tests on the AOCP using the GCE still revealed that a target diameter
of greater than 0. 004 in. was being produced. Investigations revealed that
part of this problem was in the GCE optics. A modification was made to this
equipment, by installing a 0. 005-in. mechanical aperture in the light path, to
insure that the GCE output collimation angle was not adding to the problems
of the AOCP. With this modification, the AOCP optics were focused and tests
run which concluded that the target diameter was Very close to the 0. 004 in.
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Figure 227. Beamsteerer Z control, modified.
During subsequent testing of the AOCP it was discovered that when
tracking with the beamsteerers ON and with large signal fades the beamsteerer
loop would drop out but the ID would continue to track. This is a problem that
has plagued the program for some time. An analysis revealed that this
phenomenon could only occur if the target presence circuit driving the beam-
steerer ON relay was dropping out before the actual target was lost. A check
of the input to the circuit driving this relay revealed this to be the case (See
Figs. 228, 229, 230). This was being caused by the target presence output
from the 10.7-mHz amplifier which appears as a 32-kHz square wave and
becomes a narrower pulse as the signal strength goes down. This drives into
a low pass filter on the input of the driver circuit (Fig. 229) and for the
narrower pulses the voltage is not sufficient to switch the input transistor.
By changing the input to this circuit from the 10.7-mHz amplifier to
the output of the other target presence circuit this problem is improved.
However, a better solution was found and is shown in the modified schematics
(Figs. 231 and 232). On Figure 231 the input (Pin 23) was driven from the 10.7-
mHz amplifier, but this was changed and is now driven by the output from the
32-kHz preamplifier. The output of this circuit (Pin 21) on this print, then
drives a new circuit on Figure 232 consisting of an LM107 operational ampli-
fier biased off when the target is not present and which is turned on when the
target is present. The input circuit consisting of a 47K resistor and 6 gf
capacitor produces a short time delay when acquisition first occurs to allow
the ID output time to settle to a final value before the beamsteerers are
energized.
The output of the LM 107 then drives the existing circuit which ener-
gizes the beamsteerer relay and closes this loop. The two 2N2222 transistor
stages could be eliminated in this circuit, but were left in the circuit for
convenience.
The work described in this subsection was performed for the purpose
of determining the causes of problems which had existed during the flight
program. Therefore, when problems were uncovered solutions were sought
which required a minimum of resources to correct. A number of the solutions
are not as satisfactory as desired and additional development is needed. In
particular, the present circuits associated with the beamsteerers are far from
optimum. A new design, both electronic and electro-mechanical, was begun
but has been dropped pending the decision of management on the continuation
of this program. If the program is continued there are now very few unknowns
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Figure 232. Beamsteerer target presence generator, modified.
The final tests run on the AOCP package, tracking between the Astrionics
Laboratory and Madkin Mountain GS, were highly successful. Tracking was
essentially continuous and anytime the signal was lost only momentary delays
were encountered ( 1 second) before tracking was resumed. The tests also
indicated that the sensitivity of the system had been improved although no
special effort was made to increase the sensitivity of the video amplifier.
C. Recalibration of AOCP Scintillation Monitor
Calibration data on pertinent system components were given in earlier
sections of this report. The calibration of the scintillation monitor was
suspected to have changed in the course of the flight program. Therefore,
when the AVLOC equipment was returned to MSFC upon the cessation of the
flight program, a recalibration of the scintillation monitor was performed.
The curves attained for the log (10. 7 MHz), linear ( 10. 7 MHz), and baseband
signals, respectively, are given in Figures 233, 234, 235.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Significant Results
The AVLOC experiment was the first full field test of two way optical
communications to an airborne vehicle and was also the first demonstration of
a fully operational scanning laser radar. The problems associated with a com-
munications system operating between an aircraft, or a spacecraft, and a
ground terminal are much more severe than those encountered either in the
laboratory or over a fixed range. Unlike ground-to-ground communications,
ground-to-aircraft communications involves acquisition and tracking functions
which complicate the system and of necessity degrade communications per-
formance. Furthermore, the aircraft-to-ground link is always subject to the
uncertainties of the field environment. The AVLOC project demonstrated the
ability to integrate acquisition, tracking and communications subsystems into
a complete communications system capable of operation in the real world
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Figure 234. AOCP scintillation monitor calibration, linear (10.7 MHz) signal.
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Figure 235. AOCP scintillation monitor calibration, baseband signal.
Even though numerous problems were encountered during the course of
this project the major engineering objectives were eventually achieved. We
therefore judge that from an engineering point of view the project was generally
successful. The scanning laser radar (GBAA) operated reliably throughout the
entire series of test and seldom failed to acquire the aircraft on the first pass.
After acquisition, handoff of the tracking function to the main optical system
occurred smoothly and reliably. During later flights the aircraft and ground
stations were able to cooperatively track even in conditions of deep fade. While
cooperatively tracking, the aircraft and ground station were able to point their
transmitted beams with precisions of better than 25 and 10 Arad, respectively.
Although the system never operated reliably for an extended period of time it
did clearly demonstrate the ability to optically track a rapidly moving target
in the presence of strong atmospheric scintillation. The conclusion, therefore,
is that the acquisition and tracking techniques used on this project have been
shown to be both feasible and practical.
The uplink communications channel was used to allow the ground station
personnel to remotely control the operation of the AOCP. This channel operated
satisfactorily during most of the test. The ground station was consistently able
to transmit commands to the AOCP, the AOCP's response being verified by the
experiment status indicator aboard the aircraft. Tests of the downlink channel
were hindered by the failure of the tracking system to maintain two-way lock
for extended periods of time. Although downlink communications were estab-
lished briefly it was impossible to obtain usable data on the channel bit error
rates.
Perhaps the most significant engineering result of this project was the
identification of a number of problem areas that had not been anticipated prior
to the flight test. These include the small aperture of the aircraft transceiver,
problems with certain logic circuits associated with switching to the reacquisi-
tion mode, mechanical vibration, variations in the modulation depth, problems
with maintaining boresight, and variations in the atmospheric attenuation.
Most of these problems were identified early in the flight test program and
many of them were corrected on later flights. Two significant problem areas,
boresight alignment and modulation depth fluctuation, were diagnosed but could
not be corrected before the termination of the project. Sufficient insight to the
nature and cause of these difficulties has been gained to allow them to be
adequately corrected on any future aircraft optical communication experiments.
Each of these problem areas is further discussed in detail. The identification
of these problem areas was an essential prerequisite to any successful satellite-
borne optical communications experiment.
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Propagation Experiments
The most useful propagation data that were obtained consisted of
measurements of the uplink scintillation. In general these data agreed with the
predictions of the currently accepted theory of optical propagation through the
atmosphere and with the results of previous experimental measurements over
vertical paths such as BAPE I and II. The probability density function of the
uplink scintillation was roughly log-normal and the observed deviations from
log-normalcy were within the experimental accuracy and were judged not to be
statistically significant. The observed values of log amplitude variance of
the scintillation fell within the range expected by theory and were of the same
order of magnitude as those measured by Minott, Bufton and Fitzmaurice.
Likewise the PSD of the scintillation was in agreement with the observations of
these investigators.
Because of engineering and operational difficulties with the pointing and
tracking system, little useful data were obtained on downlink scintillation,
angular scintillation or bit error rates.
On the basis of the limited results obtained, it is concluded that the
presently available theory of optical propagation through the atmosphere is
adequate for predicting the magnitude of the scintillation of a beam propagating
upward through the atmosphere.
Problem Areas
As previously mentioned, one of the most significant results of this
project was the identification of a number of unsuspected problem areas that,
had a satellite experiment been undertaken without preliminary aircraft test-
ing, would have undoubtedly resulted in the failure of the satellite project.
These problem areas are:
SMALL RECEIVING APERTURE ON THE AIRCRAFT
The power transferred from a transmitting aperture to a receiving
aperture is determined not by the individual aperture diameters but by their
product. Thus it is possible to compensate for a small transmitter aperture
by a large receiver and vice versa. For a communications link between a
mobile station and a fixed station it would seem desirable, therefore, to use
a large aperture at the fixed terminal and a small one at the mobile terminal,
thus economizing on size and weight in the mobile transceiver. The trade-
off, however, neglects aperture averaging effects.
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During this project it was found that the relatively small (10-cm) aper-
ture of the AOCP was insufficient to provide enough aperture averaging on the
uplink channel to eliminate deep fades due to scintillation. This was a design
deficiency which should be corrected on any future optical communications
systems by explicitly including scintillation effects in design trade-offs used
to choose the aperture diameter.
IMAGE DISSECTOR LOGIC
The optical tracking system included provisions for automatically
reentering the acquisition mode in the event that tracking was lost. The
circuitry that governed switching from tracking to reacquisition mode contained
a built-in delay that held the system in the tracking mode for a predetermined
time after a loss-of-track condition occurred. This delay, referred to as
"scintillation hold," was intended to allow the system to continue in the tracking
mode during a momentary fade due to deep scintillation.
Although the concept of the scintillation hold seemed straightforward
enough, it soon became apparent that there were fundamental difficulties
involved. Throughout the flight test the scintillation hold logic caused the
aircraft system to intermittently enter the reacquisition mode, resulting in the
loss of a great amount of valuable data. In fact, this problem was largely
responsible for the scarcity of scientific data collected during the AVLOC
flights.
One of the main difficulties in correcting this problem during the flight
test was the fact that it was not obvious what action should be taken to best
preserve system operation during a deep scintillation fade. Since the conclu-
sion of the flight test the question of detector logic has been addressed and a
new system has been devised and tested on the Madkin Mountain range. On the
basis of these tests it is believed that the improved logic, which is described
in the last section, will not be susceptible to false-alarm loss-of-track as the
first system was. It is therefore assumed that this problem is solved, although
additional flight tests are needed to fully verify this assumption.
MECHANICAL VIBRATION
Mechanical vibration aboard the aircraft proved to be a more severe
problem than was anticipated. This was due in part to the fact that the stand-
ard vibration data assumed for the original design of the AOCP did not accurately
represent the enviornment aboard the WB-57F aircraft. The vibration problem
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was identified early in the flight program. After extensive shaker-table tests
of the AOCP and accelerometer measurement on the aircraft, the isolation
mount for the AOCP was redesigned, effectively eliminating the vibration
problem.
VARIATION OF MODULATION DEPTH
Unexplained changes in the modulation index of the uplink beam were
periodically encountered. These changes are probably associated with thermal
and mechanical instability in the ground station optical system and can be elim-
inated by careful mechanical design.
BORESIGHT
Considerable difficulty was encountered in maintaining boresight align-
ment in the optical system. Although this was not totally unexpected the
severity of the problem was greater than had been anticipated. Like the
modulation index variations, changes in boresight were attributed to mechanical
and thermal effects in the optical system, indicating the need for better design
and construction of the optical mounts.
MANUAL CONTROL OF AOCP
As originally conceived, (he AOCP was to be controlled entirely from
the ground with functions such as changing filters or beam divergence being
commanded by signals sent to the aircraft on the uplink laser beacon. Two
considerations influenced the choice of this approach. First, it was desired
to simulate as nearly as possible a satellite terminal. We therefore envisioned
the AOCP as a hands-off package. Secondly, it was thought that the aircraft
crew, being unfamiliar with the experiniental equipment and preoccupied with
navigation of the aircraft, would be unable to satisfactorily operate the airborne
optical transceiver. Early in the flight test it became apparent that there was
a flaw in this approach; namely, that if uplink communications were not im-
mediately established the configuration of the AOCP could not be modified. In
these cases it was desirable to be able to attempt to establish communications
by changing beam divergence, insertion or removal of filters, etc. Later in
the program the AOCP was modified, therefore, to provide for manual control
of certain critical adjustments. This procedure worked well. On several
flights, the aircraft scientific experiment operator, acting on instructions from
ground station personnel, was able to help establish downlink tracking and save
what would otherwise have been a wasted flight.
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In part this difficulty arose because of the initial assumption that the
system configuration that would be most likely to achieve acquisition and
communications could be predicted. This proved to be incorrect, since dif-
ferent configurations are needed for different atmospheric conditions. For
example, strong scintillation and very clear air indicates the use of a wide
transmitter beam, while weak scintillation requires the use of a narrower
beam.
ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
On different nights, when surface visibility, meteorological conditions
and stellar brightness were similar, order of magnitude differences were
observed in the atmospheric attenuation of the laser beams. These changes
in attenuation were attributed to the presence of otherwise undetectable cirrus
clouds. On the basis of these observations it was concluded that clear air
attenuation and attenuation by very thin layers of clouds are much more signifi-
cant than have been previously suspected. This presents an area in which
additional study is required.
Ability to Achieve Original Program Objectives
At the conclusion of the AVLOC flight test many of the original program
objectives had not been fully met; principally, downlink communications had
been established only momentarily and not reliably for extended periods of
time, quantitative measurements of bit error rates on the downlink channel
had not been made, and a number of the scientific experiments on laser propa-
gation through the atmosphere had not been performed. The failure to meet
all of the program objectives was due largely to equipment problems that
prevented the system from becoming operational until late in the flight test
program. It seems that the AVLOC flight tests have, however, proved the
basic feasibility of the technical approach to optical acquisition and tracking
and that a follow-on project could reasonably be expected to fulfill all of the
original program goals.
The optimistic predictions for the success of a follow-on aircraft com-
munications experiment are based on the experience gained during.the AVLOC
program. A number of problem areas have been identified and in many in-
stances corrected. Problems with vibration in the AOCP and temperature
control aboard the aircraft, for example, were corrected by redesign of parts
of the AOCP and the fixes were tested and proved adequate on subsequent
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flights. Likewise the problem of the inability to change the configuration of the
aircraft package before establishing uplink communications was: corrected by
adding manual controls. Other problems, such as the logic of the scintillation
hold circuit, were identified but were not correctable before the conclusion of
the flight test. Many of these problems have subsequently been addressed and
the proposed remedies tested in the laboratory and on the Madkin Mountain
optical range. Definitive approaches and techniques may now be proposed that
will correct difficulties encountered on this project.
It is believed that the AVLOC flight tests have uncovered the major
problem areas in optical communications and have indicated practical solutions
to these problems. With the application of the experience gained in this project
and careful design techniques confidence in the success of a follow-on program
is assured.
Suitability of an Aircraft for Optical
Communications Experiments
On the basis of experience during this project it is concluded that an
aircraft is eminently suited both as a test bed for optical communications
packages and for performing scientific experiments on optical propagation
through the atmosphere.
As a test bed the aircraft allows the optical designer and communica-
tions systems engineer to verify concepts and test systems and components in
an environment that realistically simulates many real world conditions that
will be encountered in satellite communications systems. The following are
among the advantages of an aircraft for this application:
1) Although not identical, the ground to aircraft channel closely sim-
ulates the ground to spacecraft channel. The scintillation is of the same order
of magnitude in the two cases and is subject to the same diurnal variations.
Likewise the attenuation is the same in both channels.
2) The aircraft environment is subject to the same 'real world' effects
as the spacecraft. Both environments are subject to vibration, motion, and
temperature fluctuations. In fact, in many ways the aircraft presents a more
severe environment for an optical system than a spacecraft.
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3) Unlike a spacecraft, the aircraft allows the engineer to test, modify,
and retest a system within a short time frame, thus giving him the capability
of experimentally developing system concepts and components that is unavail-
able in a satellite experiment.
4) The aircraft realistically simulates the angular motion of a space-
craft. In this respect an aircraft is superior to a balloon as a test bed for
satellite systems.
5) An aircraft, unlike an unmanned satellite or balloon, allows for a
human operator, thus increasing the available flexibility and allowing the pos-
sibility of in-flight modification of the system or the'experimental procedure.
6) Finally, an aircraft experiment is inexpensive relative to a satellite
experiment. In view of the lower cost as well as the flexibility provided by an
aircraft it seems highly desirable that any satellite experiment be preceded by
extensive system development using aircraft and by aircraft testing of the
fianl system before committing it to space.
An aircraft borne system is also advantageous for conducting scientific
propagation experiments. Although the aircraft-to-ground channel is not
identical to the space-to-ground channel, this in no way invalidates aircraft
experiments. If theory correctly predicts the results of an aircraft experi-
ment, it should also correctly predict the results of a satellite experiment.
Thus, an aircraft-borne experiment is as useful for verifying theory as is a
satellite-borne experiment. Furthermore, the air-to-ground experiment is
capable of measuring basic atmospheric parameters such as refractive index
structure constant and attenuation. To reiterate, an aircraft, unlike a ballon,
allows for a human experimenter at both terminals, thus increasing the poten-
tial experimental flexibility. Considering the flexibility and economy of air-
craft experiments it seems logical that an aircraft should be considered the
primary vehicle for propagation experimentation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Experience with the AVLOC optical communications experiment has
offered conclusive evidence that optical frequencies are a viable alternative to
microwaves for high-data-rate space communications. But, in order to
realize the potential that is inherent in optical communications, it is essential
that an on-going program of laboratory research and field testing be maintained.
Based on the results of the AVLOC project, the following specific recommenda-
tions are respectfully submitted for the implementation of such a program.
Next Phase AVLOC Aircraft Test
It is recommended that additional aircraft test flights be conducted
using a modified version of the existing AVLOC hardware. The objectives of
this program would be (1) to verify the solutions that have been proposed for
overcoming the difficulties encountered on the previous series of flight tests;
and (2) to fulfill the original scientific and engineering objectives established
for the AVLOC project.
Many of the approaches proposed for correcting deficiencies in the
existing flight hardware have been fully tested in the laboratory and on the
optical range. Nevertheless, it seems essential that the proposed modifica-
tions be verified in a flight environment before proceeding to more sophisti-
cated airborne or satellite-borne communications experiments.
With regard to the second objective of the follow-on program, it is
believed that the original AVLOC program goals still represent valid scientific
and engineering experiments that should be pursued.
Second Generation Aircraft Test Program
It seems essential, before committing to a satellite program, that all
systems concepts and components be fully verified by both aircraft and labora-
tory testing. In this way any unforeseen problems can be identified and cor-
rected with minimum delay and expense. Once a system is launched into
space all chance of modifying it is irrevocably lost (at least, prior to the
advent of the Space Shuttle). The risk involved in making such a commitment
without exhausting every possibility for preliminary testing is too great tojustify the initial savings in time and money. In keeping with this philosophy,
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it is recommended that once the initial AVLOC program objectives have been
obtained, a follow-on program using second-generation hardware should be
initiated before proceeding to an operational satellite system.
Satellite Program
When all system concepts and components have been fully proven by
aircraft test, we would recommend the construction of an operational satellite
system.
Scientific Experimentation
The AVLOC tests indicate that the currently accepted theory of optical
propagation through the atmosphere is adequate for the design of a workable
communications system. This is not to say, however, that further investiga-
tion of propagation phenomena and refinement of atmospheric parameters are
not needed. In particular, recommendation is made that fundamental research
be continued in the following areas:
Measurement of atmospheric attenuation, especially investigation of
the attenuation by dust and thin clouds. The goal of this research would be to
determine the range of attenuations that could be expected and to estimate the
statistical probability of encountering a given value of attenuation.
Investigation of the vertical profile of refractive index structure con-
stant. Most theoretical treatments of vertical propagation paths assume the
structure constant profile due to Hufnagel and Stanley. Recent experimental
investigations have shown that high altitude turbulence may be greater than
that predicted by this model, and that there may be important local turbulence




In support of the overall communications program of NASA's Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology, the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
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has conducted a series of optical communication experiments between a high
altitude aircraft package and a ground terminal located at MSFC on Madkin
Mountain. Each communication terminal consisted of an optical tracking
system with image motion compensation and a laser transmitter with a modu-
lator. Thus, each terminal could track on the laser beam of the other end
and transmit information or commands to the other via its laser beam. This
project is the airborne visible laser optical communication experiment
(AVLOC). The. experiments were intended to perform three functions: (1) to
provide engineering data needed for the evaluation of techniques of optical
communications and for future systems, (2) to collect scientific data on the
propagation of visible wavelength radiation through the atmosphere, and (3)
to demonstrate the feasibility of optical communication and tracking techniques
for aircraft-to-ground and satellite-to-ground links.
Several groups were involved in this project. The MSFC Astrionics
Laboratory had overall responsibility for the project including experiment
definition, integration and checkout, and construction and operation of the
ground station. ITT Aerospace Corp. built the airborne optical communica-
tion package (AOCP), the ground based acquisition aid (GBAA), and the ground
checkout equipment (GCE). Chrysler Corp. Space Division was responsible for
the remainder of the airborne system including the flight computer and integra-
tion of the aircraft system as well as for remote operations at Kirkland AFB.
Other organizations participating in this project were the MSFC meteorological
group, the U. S. Army Missile Command, whose personell operated the micro-
wave radar installation, and the U. S. Air Force, which supplied and operated
the aircraft. Principal investigator on this project was J. L. Randall; company
principal investigators were Estel Hoverstein, (MIT-Lincoln Lab, now with the
Defense Communication Agency), Sherman Karp (NASA/Electronics Research
Center, now with the Department of Transportation) and William E. Webb
(University of Alabama). The project managers were Wayne Wagnon and St.
John Courtenay. Peter Marrero was project engineer.
The aircraft used in this experiment was an Air Force WB-57F. The
desired aircraft flight path was a circular path at 18.3-km (60 000-ft) altitude
in a 12.2-km (40 000-ft) radius. The circular path was desired to obtain data
at a constant slant range, which allowed for more meaningful data reduction.
The modified WB-57F entered the optical acquisition area of the GBAA from
the south on a line 12.2 km (40 000 ft) west of the ground terminal at an altitude
of 18.3 km (60 000 ft). When the aircraft was due west of the ground terminal,
it began a right turn to enter a circular path centered around the ground ter-
minal. During the experiment the aircraft was tracked by the GBAA and micro-
wave radar. Information from these two radar systems provided data that were
used to keep the aircraft in the desired flight path.
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Description of Equipment
The experimental system consisted of both the airborne package and
the Madkin Mountain ground station. Both the airborne package and the ground
station had transceivers so that data on both uplink and downlink propagation
could be obtained. The airborne transceiver had a 5-mW He-Ne laser operat-
ing at 632.8 nm. An electro-optic modulator with a modulation index of 0.65
was used to send a 30-Mbit/s data rate. The downlink could be modulated with
a 31-bit pseudorandom word (PN), a video picture or TM data. Downlink
scintillation data could be collected either on baseband or on the 2-MHz com-
ponent of the PN.
The ground station beacon was a 250-mW argon laser operating at 488
nm. The uplink beacon was modulated by a 10.7-MHz subcarrier frequency
to send commands to the AOCP. Both baseband and the 10. 7-MHz component
were recorded for uplink scintillation data. The ground station had a pulsed
laser radar (GBAA) that performed initial acquisition of the aircraft by track-
ing corner reflectors on the bottom of the aircraft. A backup visual acquisition
and tracking system, consisting of three television cameras and three monitors,
were also provided at the ground terminal.
The primary ground terminal receiving and transmitting optics con-
sisted of a 61-cm (24-in.) Cassegrainian telescope with the experimental
transceiver package located at its Coud6 focus. The incoming 632.8-nm beam
from the airborne He-Ne laser passed through a wavelength selective beam
splitter to separate it from the 488-nm uplink beam. It was then directed
through a system of optics to a tracking detector, a communications detector,
and a background detector. The tracking detector was a quadrant photomulti-
plier that provided signals to a piezoelectric-driven beamsteerer for fine
pointing. These signals, along with the output of the angle encoders on the
telescope mount, were fed into an SCC 4700 computer which performed the
necessary coordinate transformations and generated signals to drive the
polar equatorial telescope mount, keeping the incoming signal in the center of
the beamsteerer range. The communications detector was a photomultiplier
tube whose output provided the wide bandwidth downlink communications
channel. The output of the communications channel was routed to the com-
munications electronics where it was decoded and applied to the bit error
detector and to the recorder. In addition to the communications and tracking
detectors, the ground terminal contained a background detector that recorded
the background intensity in a narrow bandpass at 700 nm. This information was
correlated to degradation of the communication performance. A command
tone transmitter allowed the selection of tone sequences which were transmitted
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to the aircraft on the uplink laser beam. These tone sequences, when received
and decoded at the airborne terminal, performed control functions such as
increasing or decreasing beam divergence, changing receiver attenuation, and
selecting downlink modulation. The uplink laser beam was generated by an
argon laser which passed through a modulator and beamsteerer and out
through the telescope. The beamsteerer was driven by the computer to direct
the uplink beam directly back along the incoming beam.
During the acquisition phase of the experiment, the GBAA operated in
a search mode, putting up a 10-deg-wide radar fence in the direction the
aircraft was to enter the acquisition area. When the aircraft entered the
radar fence, reflections from retroflectors attached to the underside of the
aircraft were received by the GBAA. On receiving reflections from the retro-
flectors, the GBAA entered a track mode and provided pointing information
through the computer to the telescope mount. These pointing errors were used
to refine the telescope position until the transceiver system acquired track of
the downlink laser beam. Once the transceiver entered the track mode, it
answered the tracking function. The GBAA continued to track the aircraft to
provide range and aircraft position information. To assist the aircraft pilot
in maintaining the aircraft on the desired circular flight path, the position
information from the GBAA were compared to a computed desired flight path.
A signal representing the difference between the desired and actual flight
paths was routed to the command tone transmitter where an audio tone repre-
senting this difference was generated and used to modulate the uplink laser
beam. When the tone was detected and decoded at the aircraft, it was used to
generate a positive or negative dc voltage which drove a pilot's direction
indicator informing the pilot of the magnitude and direction of the flight path
error.
Also, rigidly attached and boresighted to the telescope were three tele-
vision (TV) cameras; each has a different field of view (FOV) and its own
monitor. When used with the joystick telescope control, these cameras
provided a means of visually acquiring and tracking the aircraft. When dis-
placed, the joystick applied electrical signals to the computer which influenced
telescope drive rates proportional to the amount and direction of joystick
displacement. By manual manipulation of the joystick, the telescope could
be pointed so that the aircraft was in the FOV of a 30-deg-FOV camera. When
the aircraft is centered on the 30-deg-FOV TV monitor, it will be in the FOV
of a 10-deg-FOV camera; and when centered on the 10-deg-FOV monitor,
it will be in the FOV of the 1-deg-FOV camera. When the aircraft is centered
on the 1-deg-FOV monitor and remains centered, telescope drive rates will
be adjusted to the proper value for short term tracking of the aircraft and for
laser beam acquisition.
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Once the GBAA had acquired the aircraft corner reflectors and was
tracking, the beacon laser illuminated the aircraft. The gimballed mirror of
the aircraft package was then computer scanned in the general direction of the
ground terminal. This allowed the 488-nm radiation to enter the 5-deg by 5-deg
deg FOV of the TV tracker which acquired and locked onto the beam. Angle
error information would then be provided to the onboard computer to generate
a drive signal for the gimbal mirror. This allowed the uplink radiation to
enter the 0. 5-deg by 0. 5-deg acquisition FOV of the image dissector which
acquired and locked onto the beam. All data in the aircraft were recorded on
an Ampex AR1700 flight recorder but the same data could be telemetered to
ground over the 30-Mbit link for analysis on the ground. A separate detector
monitors uplink scintillation. The scintillation detector has an aperture
control to vary the effective receiver aperture diameter.
Test Measurements
Two of the main objectives of this experiment were to collect data on
the propagation of visible wavelength radiation through the atmosphere and to
provide engineering data on system performance for reference on future
systems.
The principal measurements to be made were: (1) Engineering measure-
ments of pointing and tracking precision, (2) Scintillation, (3) Angle of arrival
fluctuations, (4) Bit error rate, and (5) Atmospheric attenuation. In Addition,
several supporting experiments were to be performed during aircraft tests.
Flight Program
Fifteen flight tests were conducted between August 1972 and March 1973.
The flight tests gave an insight into the myriad problems associated with an
optical tracking and communications system where the location of one of the
terminals is remote and moving at high velocity.
Many of the problems encountered were resolved; some remain in
question, but a wealth of knowledge was obtained which can be of direct con-
sequence to satellite applications. Initial acquisition of the narrow beacon
laser beamwas mastered so that coarse tracking at each end of the link became
routine. Reliable fine track proved to be more elusive but significant progress
was made. During periods of reliable fine track, commands were readily
transmitted on the uplink laser beam and faithfully executed at the aircraft
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terminal. Initially, there were serious boresight problems with the downlink
beam but this was solved by remoting boresight adjustments to the cockpit.
Downlink communications were unsuccessful due to the poor modulation quality
on the He-Ne laser beam.
The flight test program, in other words, was extremely fruitful in
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